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Preface

The purpose of the conference was to bring together world leaders in aviation
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that will assure the continued airworthiness of the aging aircraft in the military and

commercial fleets. The conference included reviews of current industry practices,

assessments of future technology requirements, and status of aviation safety research.

The conference provided an opportunity for interactions among the key personnel in the

research and technology development community, the original equipment manufacturers,

commercial airline operators, military fleet operators, aviation maintenance, and aircraft

certification and regulatory authorities. Conference participation was unrestricted, with
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COAST GUARD EFFORTS TO DEAL WITH AGING AIRCRAFT

The Second Joint NASA/FAA/DoD Conference on Aging Aircraft

D. C. Connor, K. W. Devoe, J. E. Mihelic, M. E. Butt, M. S. Carmel, J. T. Baker, and P. J. Dwyer

U. S. Coast Guard Aircraft Repair and Supply Center

Elizabeth City, NC 27909, USA

ABSTRACT

The Coast Guard operates approximately 200 aircraft which include HC-130 transports, HU-25 Falcon

Jets, HH-65 Dolphin and HH-60 Jayhawk helicopters all of which operate low level over salt water and in

the case of the helicopters, hover in salt spray and deploy for extended periods on ships. Over time, we

have developed both a maintenance philosophy and an engineering program to deal with these harsh
conditions. In addition, the current and future projected budget climates will necessitate that we continue to

operate our current fleet of aircraft well into the next century. This combination of operating in a severely

corrosive environment and budgeting in an austere fiscal climate has induced us to develop an aggressive

Aging Aircraft program. This paper will discuss our corrosion control program, two prototype sensor

projects to monitor corrosion and structural loads on operational aircraft, plans to upgrade avionics

equipment, our mature reliability centered maintenance program and service life extension plans which

have been formulated for all of our aircraft. These individual projects make up our Aging Aircraft

program. We are convinced that they will enable us to meet the immediate challenges and will position us
for those that lie ahead.

INTRODUCTION

The Coast Guard is a small service with a relatively small fleet of aircraft and an even smaller budget to

support those aircraft. As such, we depend heavily upon the Department of Defense (DoD), the original

equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and commercial operators of our aircraft for the extensive engineering

support necessary to maintain our fleet. This is especially true in the area of Aging Aircraft. In

partnership with the DoD and OEMs, we have developed plans that will enable us to support our existing

fleet of aircraft to the year 2010 and beyond. This plan addresses both the structural and economic service

lives of our aircraft and it will enable us to efficiently use scarce Coast Guard recapitalization funds over

the next several years when both ships and aircraft simultaneously reach the end of their planned service

lives. This "near term aviation support strategy" calls for relatively minor structural enhancements,

avionics upgrades, electrical rewiring and supplemental inspections for substantially less money than new

aircraft procurements. Parts of this plan were initiated in 1994, and it is only in the last two years that it

has been formalized into a comprehensive budget proposal. The implementation of this strategy strongly

depends on our ability to identify, treat and prevent the long-term effects of corrosion on our aircraft.

CORROSION CONTROL

Corrosion prevention and control is absolutely essential to extending the life of our current fleet. Our

operating environment is arguably the most severe of any aircraft operator, and efforts to ameliorate the

affects of that environment must be a high priority. A recent study determined that corrosion costs the

Coast Guard between 18 and 20 million dollars annually. This represents roughly 10% of the total annual

operating and maintenance budget for Coast Guard aviation. This paper will discuss four key elements of



ourcorrosioncontrolprogram:ProgrammedDepotMaintenance(PDM),WashWaterQualityProgram,
Corrosion Mapping during PDM and investigation of new sensors to monitor corrosion on aircraft.

PROGRAMMED DEPOT MAINTENANCE

The cornerstone of our corrosion control program is our periodic aircraft overhaul program, which we call

Programmed Depot Maintenance (PDM). All of our aircraft are brought through PDM on a regular cycle

to eliminate the effects of corrosion. PDM entails the complete disassembly of each aircraft, the stripping

of paint to the maximum extent possible and the removal of all corrosion. During this process, we often

must replace structural members that have experienced material loss due to corrosion. Our helicopters are

generally brought into PDM every three to four years, while our C-130s are on a four-year schedule and

the Falcon Jets are brought in every five years. Most of our recent efforts in this area have been geared

towards developing environmentally friendly industrial capabilities, especially non-hazardous paint removal

systems, coatings and corrosion prevention compounds. This is our greatest challenge in the near term to

maintain our edge in the fight against corrosion.

WATER QUALITY PROGRAM

We have also partnered with our field units to maintain a strong corrosion control program. After every

low over-water flight, and at least once a day when our aircraft fly, we wash them thoroughly to prevent the

buildup of seawater and its associated products on them. Several years ago we realized that at some units,

we were washing aircraft and engines with water that was not much better than the salt water we were

flying over. We then tested the wash water at all units, assisted them with the development of corrective

actions and implemented water quality standards to enhance the effectiveness of the aircraft wash

procedures. After extensive research and discussions with OEMs, the Navy and the Air Force Corrosion

Program Office, we implemented the following water quality standards: Dissolved Solids of less than 500

parts per million (ppm), Chlorides less than 50 ppm and pH (acidity) between 6 and 8. In order for units to
maintain these levels, we mandated recurrent testing of aircraft and engine wash water at least annually or

whenever an event occurred which might affect the values such as a new Water S_)urce or suspected

contanfination. This program has been in effect now for three years.

CORROSION MAPPING
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Another aspect of our corrosion program is our corrosion mapping during PDM. we have developed

detailed grids covering all structural areas of each aircraft type. As an individual aircraft is inspected and

treated, the technicians record the area where the corrosion is found, the type and _everi/y Of corrosion, and

how many labor hours were required to treat it. These grids are then entered into a database that holds the

aircraft identification and the history of where it has been stationed. With this information (four plus years

worth of data), we have been able to identify the most corrosion prone areas of our aircrat't and determine

which field units have more corrosion problems. We use this information to develop material

improvements and also send it to field units to assist with their corrosion prevention efforts.

CORROSION MONITORS

In an effort to obtain higher fidelity data, we have installed prototype corrosion monitors on four of our

HH-65A helicopters. These monitors, developed by Dr. Vinod Agarwala at the Naval Air Warfare Center

Aircraft Division in Patuxent River, MD, use bimetallic thin film sensors irtstalled at inaccessible locations

around the aircraft. The sensors capture the galvanic current generated when an electrolyte closes the

circuit between the two dissimilar metals (two metals at opposite ends of the galvanic series). In addition to



thesensors,corrosionmonitoringunits(CMUs)consistof highimpedancecircuitryusedformeasuringthe
currentanda datalogger/memoryunit for retentionof bothinstantaneousandcumulativecurrent. The
CMU collectsdatafromsixsensorswithdatacaptureonceevery30minutes.TheCMU alsocaptures
temperatureandrelativehumiditytoprovidemorecluesastowhycorrosionvariesbetweenaircraft. The
ultimategoalof thisprojectis to developacondition-basedPDMinductionschedule,sowecanreducethe
corrosionvariabilityof incomingaircraftandimprovethebusinessprocessesof depotmaintenance.[1]

AVIONICSISSUES

Whendiscussingthetopicof agingaircraft,theissuesinvolvingavionicsoftentakea backseat.Thiscan
beacriticalmistake.Today'saircraftareequippedwithsophisticatedandfully integratedavionicssuites,
crucialto theperformanceof assignedmissions.In ordertoprovidetheoperatorswith reliableandfully
missioncapableaircraft,maintenanceprogrammanagersmustaddressthereliabilityandmaintainabilityof
theavionicsin theiragingaircraft. A structurallysound,flyableairframeis of limiteduseif it cannot
navigateto itsdestination,communicatewithothers,orprovideforflightplanmanagementandexecution.
With theplanto supportour currentaircra_until theyear2010,wehaveprojectsunderwayandon the
horizonto modernizetheavionicssuitesinouragingaircraftfleet.Theprocessesto attacktheseinitiatives
forupgradingavionicswereguidedbyseveralfactors,commontoall aircraftprograms.

OBSOLESCENCE

This factorcomesintoplay in two ways: (1) componentmaintainabilityandsupportability,and(2)
changesin the operationalenvironmentin whichtheaircraft is requiredto fly. Maintainabilityand
supportabilityare factorsdueto thediminishingsupplyof repairpartsor supportequipment.The

availability of piece parts for older avionics can become a major cost driver as manufacturers cease

production in lieu of supporting newer avionics product lines or because of decreased demand for the parts
as the number of installed components dwindles. This results in higher repair costs and longer lead times

on repairs at a time when the Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) is decreasing. Additionally, the actual

black box may be serviceable but the equipment to support the component may not be. Operating

environment changes play a significant role in the obsolescence of avionics. With the increased dependence

on the Global Positioning System and the discontinued use of Loran-C and Omega, major changes to the
integrated flight management systems installed in our aircraft needed to take place in order to safely

navigate. New regulations and future initiatives from the FAA have also impacted avionics obsolescence.

Requirements for Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance Systems (TCAS) and Flight 2000, implementation
of Local Area and Wide Area Augmentation Systems, and the decommissioning of ground-based

navigation stations (NDB, VOR and TACAN) will require suitably equipped aircraft for aircrews to

operate in controlled airspace. Most currently installed avionics will not meet the new standards. [2]

TECHNOLOGY LAG

The advancement of technology is growing at an exponential rate. A look at the home computer market

illustrates this point. The consumer who purchased the top-of-the-line computer six months ago, is now

lagging far behind the newest product lines. The latest software is developed to operate efficiently with the

latest hardware, which makes machines purchased a year ago practically obsolete. When you combine this

growth with the years required to design, engineer, and integrate modern avionics, it is easy to see that these

'new' systems are not far from being unsupportable the day they go into the aircraft. The perfect example

is the new flight management system currently being installed in our HC-130 fleet. This system operates

on a computer that has a 386 MHz processor, a component no longer used in industry. We are only half-



waythroughtheimplementationphaseof thismajoravionicsupgrade project. In an attempt to combat this

problem, the contract for upgrading the HH-65A avionics suite contained two clauses. First, the vendor

was required to define a maintenance support plan to ensure the equipment operates for 15 years after

introduction. Secondly, the vendor was authorized to use the latest technology in manufacturing the

production boxes as long as the form, fit, and functionality was not compromised, and with no additional

costs incurred by the Coast Guard. This clause was primarily aimed at the 486 MHz processor to be used
in the new flight management computer.

COMMONALITY

This factor has a variety of applications and can have a significant impact on avionics upgrade projects.

For the HH-65A, the avionics upgrade will span four years. This will create a host of problems: training

issues, standardization, maintenance and supply. For all practicable purposes, operational units will be

required to fly and maintain two different models of aircraft. To lessen the impact, every effort was made

during software development to keep the functionality between the two flight management systems the

same. Only where significant improvements or safety of flight came into play were deviations made.

The Coast Guard currently has two major avionics upgrade projects in full swing. These projects will

update the avionics suites for the HH-65A and the HC-130. In addition, plans are being formulated for

HH-60J and HU-25 avionics upgrades. The above factors were a prime consideration in the design and
integration of these new systems.

RELIABILITY CENTERED MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

The term Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) refers to a program of disciplined logic applied to

realize the inherent reliability capabilities of equipment being maintained. It is a systematic approach to

identifying preventive maintenance tasks for an equipment end iiem _ accordance witha_specified set of

procedures and for evaiuating arid revising theestablished intervals between the performance of preventive

maintenance tasks. Establishment of the proper intervals enables the equipment being maintained to meet

its inherent reliability capabilities. Fundamental to RCM is the concept that reliability is designed into a
component and cannot be improved with preventive maintenance; scheduled maintenance can only ensure

that the designed reliability is achieved. The Coast Guard's RCM program monitors the performance of

aircratt components by utilizing historical maintenance data and statistical methods. The historical

maintenance data is supplied by our Aviation Computerized Management System (ACMS). ACMS is both

a configuration management system and a maintenance procedure tracking system. This system identifies

components installed on an aircraft by serial number, provides the complete history of every part and also

catalogs all maintenance accomplished on each aircraft. This robust system has been in operation since

1985 and provides the data necessary to monitor the reliability of all Coast Guard aircraft. [3]
=

The RCM program continuously monitors the performance of the aircraft components and brings the

problem areas to the attention of maintenance managers. As the fleet ages, this function becomes

increasingly important in identifying and prioritizing equipment replacement and upgrades. Trend analysis,

based on removal rate due to trouble in aircraft systems or components, serves to identify problem areas

and initiate corrective action. Additionally, age exploration procedures are used to ensure the maintenance

program remains efficient throughout the life of the equipment.

The RCM trending model is a time series model, which utilizes occurrence frequencies and relates these

quantities to sequential time periods. This establishes the reliability trend of specific aircraft items. All the
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data necessary for reliability trend analysis is extracted from the ACMS database. Unscheduled component

removals and a computed trended value are compared against a standard of acceptable performance. The

maximum allowable deviation from the acceptable performance of the system or component is termed the

"Alert Value." This value is a multiple of the standard error of estimate computed using the trended values

of the past twelve months. Maintenance managers set the constant by which the standard error of estimate

is multiplied to yield the alert value. The computations required for the trending model are based on the

Least Squares Regression method. If the alert value is exceeded by a component for two consecutive
months then further analysis is undertaken.

Age exploration procedures supply the information needed to determine the applicability and evaluate the

effectiveness of maintenance tasks. The information derived from age exploration is directed towards the

optimization of existing maintenance intervals and procedures. This is obtained by studying the reliability
of aircraft systems or components through utilization of the reliability function and the conditional

probability of failure. The reliability function determines what percent of the population of the component
survives to a specific age. The conditional probability of failure gives the probability of failure of the

component during an age interval, provided the component survives to enter that interval. With this

information it can then be determined if maintenance actions on a component are applicable and effective,

as well as the scheduling interval of an action, age for specific failure modes, consequences of each failure,

projection of sparing levels, and projected cost of ownership. Whenever applicable, the Weibull method of

data evaluation is used due to its ability to be utilized as a forecasting method. [4]

Over the seven years of the program, scheduled maintenance accomplished on Coast Guard aircraft has

been reduced by 80,000 maintenance man-hours annually across our 200 aircraft fleet. Most of these man-

hours were redirected into fleet corrosion control. Additionally, numerous component overhaul intervals

have been extended resulting in millions of dollars saved. The Coast Guard's RCM program, with it's

numerous success stories, has developed into an important tool in monitoring the status of our aging

aircraft fleet. Trend analysis and age exploration techniques have allowed us to identify and project

problem areas within the fleet prior to these problems becoming noticeable to the operational user.

Additionally, the age exploration enables early identification of systems or components approaching wear

out so that replacements or upgrades can be incorporated. We will next discuss the specific service life
plans for each of our four aircraft types.

HC-130 LONG RANGE SEARCH AIRCRAFT

The Coast Guard currently operates thirty HC-130 Hercules aircraft at five Air Stations. The fleet is

composed of "H" model aircraft broken down into three series (1500, 1600, and 1700 series). The 1500

and 1600 series aircraft are the oldest in the fleet having entered service in the 1970s while the 1700 series
aircraft were obtained in the middle to late 1980s.

In 1997, CAE Aviation Ltd., now SPAR Aviation, was contracted to conduct an aircraft structural life

extension engineering study to evaluate the current status of the Coast Guard's HC-130 fleet. The CAE

report found that overall, the fleet is being maintained to a degree that it can continue to operate for the

next 5 years before replacement of the 1500 and 1600 series aircraft would need to commence. However,

by concentrating maintenance efforts in the area of improved "housekeeping," minor structural preventative

maintenance programs, consolidating certain scheduled inspections and improving our existing corrosion
control efforts, the existing fleet could continue in service until at least 2012. This additional maintenance

would be accomplished annually at the unit level so as not to impact operational readiness or increase depot
costs. In order to meet fatigue considerations for an extended service life, the report recommended a



fuselagestructuralrefurbishmentprogramto replace,modifyor reinforce certain structural members and

fittings. The structural refurbishment would be more like a heavy overhaul than a major Service Life

Extension Program (SLEP), and would be accomplished as each aircraft cycled through its next PDM.

Fortunately, the entire fleet is equipped with "H"-model outer wings, which incorporate 7075-T73 alloy

vice T6 aluminum wing planks, so no major wing replacements are necessary. The report determined that

with the incorporation of these relatively minor changes, we could continue to operate our existing aircraft

well into the next century. [5]

Another aspect of our service life consideration is the application of a maintenance and inspection program

tailored to the specific usage of the aircraft. We have worked with Lockheed to develop an Aircraft

Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) for our HC-130 fleet. ASIP involves an analysis of operational usage,

environmental data for each operational unit, mission profiles gathered from pilot interviews, flight records,

aircraft ground and air loads data from USAF load surveys and a damage tolerance assessment. This

information allows us to define critical airframe areas and actions required to assure the continued

structural integrity of the aircraft. Once this is accomplished, base severity factors are developed and used

to define equivalent flight hours for inspection purposes. The most severe operating unit (Barbers Point,

HI) was selected as the baseline unit for purposes of comparison and severity factors were assigned to other

units for specific aircraft structural members. See Table 1. These factors are updated periodically to

ensure accuracy. [6]

TABLE 1. 1985 LOWER WING SURFACE SEVERITY FACTORS

Location

Factor
Elizabeth City t Clearwater

0.44 [ 0.63

Kodiak

0.50

Sacramento

0.33

Barbers Point

1.00

As an example of how the severity factors are applied, an aircraft from Clearwater having flown 1000

actual flight hours would only have 630 equivalent baseline hours on the lower wing surface for inspection

purposes. The use of these equivalent flight hours to monitor the condition of structures, the

implementation of the CAE study recommendations and the ongoing avionics upgrades will give us a low-

cost option for continuing our C-130 fleet in service for many years to come.

HU-25 MEDIUM RANGE SEARCH AIRCRAFT

The Coast Guard maintains a fleet of 41 HU-25 "Guardian" aircraft which are military derivatives of the

Dassault Falcon Jet 20. This twin engine, medium range search and rescue platform has unique features

that separate it from its civilian counterpart. These features include a side camera window, two large

search windows, bottom drop hatch, Forward Looking Infrared Radar (FLIR), Side Looking Airborne

Radar (SLAR), air-to-air combat radar, numerous radios, and an auxiliary fuel tank. Original delivery of

these aircraft began in 1981, and the average age of aircraft in the fleet is 15 years of operational service.

The FAA originally certified the commercial Dassault Falcon 20 with an unlimited service life based on its

fail-safe design and completion of fatigue tests to 100,000 cycles. However, in order to enhance the

confidence of operators, the current Falcon 20 maintenance program calls for an initial service life of

20,000 flights or 30,000 flight hours. Upon completion of a Major Corrosion Inspection (MCI) and a

Supplemental Structural Inspection Program (SSIP), the Falcon 20's initial service life is extended to

40,000 flights or 60,000 flight hours. The MCI consists of a detailed inspection of the aircraft structure

and a curative and preventative corrosion treatment. The SSIP includes a damage tolerance assessment of

main structural components supplemented by analysis of the results of partial testing and aging studies.
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ThecommercialMCI andSSIP,however,donotapplydirectlyto theCoastGuard'sHU-25sbecauseof
thenumerousmodificationsto ouraircraftandouruniquemissionprofiles.

Wearecurrentlyin theprocessof developinganOEMoriginatedorcertifiedMCI andSSIPsothatwecan
fly theseaircraftwith confidencewell intothe21" century.Originallyweplannedto developanSSIP
throughextensiveaircraftinstrumentationandloadsmonitoringof multipleaircraft. Tohelpeliminatethis
requirement,weconductedin-flightmissionstudiesandmanuallyrecordeddataonover730flightstogive
Dassaulta betterunderstandingof howtheHU-25aircraftareflown. In addition,Dassaultengineers
visitedthePDM linein late1997to reviewthecomprehensivemaintenancethatweperform.Finally,we
areinvestigatingthepossibilityof developingtheMCI separatelyfromtheSSIP,andimplementingthe
MCI duringPDM. Sincecorrosionplaysa moresignificantrole than fatiguein determiningour
maintenancestrategy,it isbelievedthattheMCI will bealeadindicatorontheoverallconditionof theHU-
25fleet. Thisprogram,whenimplementedandcombinedwiththeresearchwehaveconductedwithSandia
NationalLabs,shouldenableusto operatetheseaircraftwell intothenextcentury.

SANDIANATIONALLABORATORYAGREEMENT

In 1994,a Work for OthersagreementwasestablishedbetweentheCoastGuardandSandiaNational
Laboratories,theFAA'sAirworthinessAssuranceNDI ValidationCenter(AANC). Themutuallyagreed
upon Scopeof Work specifiedthat Sandiawould studyand recommendnondestructiveinspection
techniquesthatcouldhelptheCoastGuardbetterinspecttheirassetsto extendtheservicelifeof theirfleet
of HU-25 'Guardian'aircraft. Uponterminationof this agreementin 1996,a newagreementwas
establishedwhichhadabroaderscopeof workto includeprovidinginspectionof anyCoastGuardaircraft
onanas-neededbasisasdeterminedbytheCoastGuard.

Uponenteringthisagreement,theCoastGuardtransferredHU-25tail number2117to Sandia'sfacility in
Albuquerque,NM. Includedwith thetransferwerea completesetof aviationmaintenanceprocedure
cards,aircraftpublicationsandeventuallyasetof OEMwingdrawings.Duringthefirstproposalperiod,
workwasdirectedat exploringthepossibilityof developingNDI proceduresthatcouldenhanceorreplace
visualinspectionsin areasthatwereknownor suspectedof beingproblemareasin termsof corrosionor
fatigueon theHU-25. This phasefocusedon activitiesthat couldprovidea short-termpayoffand
immediateapplication.Weexpectto utilizethisprogrammoreextensivelyasweimplementthestructural
integrityandinspectionprogramsforall ofouraircraftinorderto extendtheirservicelives.

HH-65ASHORTRANGERESCUEHELICOPTER

TheCoastGuardacceptedthefirst of 96 HH-65A"Dolphin"helicoptersin late 1984with deliveries
continuingoverthefollowing5-yearperiod.Theaveragefleetageis nowovertenyearsandmostaircraft
haveaccumulatedover5,000hours.In orderto meetoperationalrequirementsunderdemandingandoften
hazardousmissionprofiles,wearefocusingouragingaircrafteffortson thefollowingareas:Structural
RepairCapabilities,Kaptonwire replacement(Rewire)program,fatiguecrackpreventionand engine
improvements- bothcontrolsystemsandpowerenhancements.

STRUCTURALREPAIRFIXTURE

In 1994,theCoastGuardacquireda structuralrepairfixturethat allowsus to correctanystructural
problemsontheaircraft.ThefixtureisapprovedbytheOEM,andall repairsareconductedwithtechnical
supportfrom a Eurocopterrepresentative.To date, 11 aircraft have been recovered from significant
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crasheswith this fixture. Thecapabilitiesprovidedby this fixture,alongwith theOEMcommitmentto
continuouslysupporttheDolphinwith structuralparts,will allowus to continueto maintainthemain
structureof theHH-65Aindefinitely.

KAPTONWIREREPLACEMENT

WhentheHH-65Awasdeliveredto theCoastGuard,Kaptonwiringwaschosendueprimarilyto its low
weightandthecriticalityof weightconsiderationsonthisaircraft. Afterseveralyearsof servicehowever,
Kaptonwirecoatingbecomesbrittle,andthewirebundlesaresubjecttoflashoverfireswhereinall wiresin
a bundleareburnedthroughastheresultof a singleshort. In theearly1990s,theHH-65Acommunity
wasexperiencingregularequipmentfailuresdueto Kaptonwireproblems.On five occasions,all AC
powerwaslostwithacorrespondinglossof primary flight instruments, due to Kapton flashover fires. In

1996, we commenced a four year comprehensive program to replace the Kapton wiring in all HH-65As.

FATIGUE CRACK PREVENTION

Several areas have been identified as subject to life/cycle cracking problems on the HH-65A. These

include the upper 25-degree frame (pilot/copilot door), the 4630 bulkhead ("Texas" patch) area and the

transmission deck crossbeam. The-25:degree frame and the 4_;30 bulkhead have received doubler-type

repairs that are re-inspected during ,subsequent PDMs. The transmissi6n deck crossbeam crack, if not

caught in a timely manner, Can cause Cracking of the transmission deck itself. The Coast Guard is

currently engaged in a 4-year, $500K crossbeam replacement project.

ENGINE IMPROVEMENTS

The HH-65A's current electronic/mechanical/pneumatic engine control system was developed solely for the

Coast Guard, and has been a safety concern since the early operational years. This system does not lend

itself readily to in-flight problem diagnosis, and has been a troubleshooting nightmare for maintenance

personnel. Full Authority Digital Engine ConffoI (FADEC) is the new industry standard for engine control

that will provide safety, training and reliability and maintainability benefits. In additio n, the incorporation
of FADEC w_qipave the Way for power gr0_h on th_s engine, to accommodate the aircraft/mission gross

weight increases that have steadily accrued since the aircraft first entered service. The growth will be
accomplished primarily through fine-tuning of the compressor section, and hot-section hardware upgrades.

These projects, along with the avionics upgrade mentioned above, are projected to enable us to safely and

effectively operate the HH-65A until the year 2015.

|

THE HH-60J MEDIUM RANGE RESCUE HELICOPTER

The HH-60J helicopter faces significant challenges as it ages, particularly given our goal to continue flying

the aircraft until 2025. Two major challenges lie in the areas of structural integrity and dynamic

component service life. We are addressing these challenges through partnership with the United States

Navy, while tailoring individual programs to our specific needs. Two initiatives are currently underway.
First, Coast Guard HH-60J helicopters will be Outfitted with several portions of the Navy's H-60 SLEP.

Secondly, a Coast Guard HH-60J helicopter is presently conducting in service testing of a Helicopter

Integrated Diagnostics System (HIDS) designed by B. F. Goodrich.



HH-60JSERVICELIFEEXTENSIONPROGRAM

TheCoastGuardismakingplansto completea SLEPonits42HH-60Jhelicoptersto ensuretheaircraft's
structuralintegrityuntil 2025. Theaircraft'sproductionspecificationoriginallycalledfor anairframe
servicelifeof 10,000flighthours,andtheoldestHH-60Jwill likelyhit thatmarknolaterthan2007. The
SLEP'sstructuralimprovementsaredesignedto addressbothfatiguemodelingconcernsgeneratedby
operationpast10,000flight hoursandnumerousareasalreadyshownto be fatiguesensitivebasedon
currentfleetexperience.Specifically,theCoastGuard'sversionof SLEPis focusedonpreventingmain
transmissionsupportbeamcracks,improvingthestructuralintegrityaroundthecabinvibrationabsorbers,
andreducingthelikelihoodof otherupperfuselagecracks.

TheCoastGuard'sSLEPwill consistof threemajorelements:An upperfuselagedeckplug,upgraded
cabinandnosevibrationabsorbers,andanupgradedtail gearboxsupportfitting.Theupperfuselagedeck
plugwill incorporatesignificantlyredesignedmaintransmissionsupportbeams.Thebeamdesignshave
beenmodifiedto increaseresistanceto cracksthathistoricallyoccurin threedifferentmodes:Acrossthe
beamcaps,longitudinallyalongthebeamflangetabs,or acrossthestation343webtie-in. An upgraded
cabinvibrationabsorberwill beinstalledtogetherwith theupperfuselagedeckplug. Thenewabsorber
will incorporatebow-tiespringsto enhanceabsorptionefficiencyandservicelife. Theabsorberassembly
will besmallerandeasiertoremovesothatrecurrentmaintenancemaybeperformedonaworkbench.We
planto beginourHH-60JSLEPin fiscalyear2004,andtheSLEPelementswill be installedduring
extendedPDMcycles.Thegoalistofinishthiseffortbytheendoffiscalyear2008.

HELICOPTERINTEGRATEDDIAGNOSTICSSYSTEM

WearecurrentlyworkingwithB. F. GoodrichandtheNavyat PatuxentRiverto conductan in-service
evaluationof HIDSononeHH-60Jhelicopter.Theprimarygoalof thistwo-yearevaluationis tovalidate
thesystem'sadvertisedcapabilities.Thesecapabilitiesinclude:Reducedreplacementcostsfor dynamic
components,identificationof currentmissionspectrumsthat causesignificantfatigue damage,
identificationof life-limitedcomponentsthatrequireearlierremovalduetocurrentmissionspectrttms,and
reducedmaintenancecheckflight timerequiredto complywith dynamiccomponenttrack andbalance
limits. TheHIDSis currentlycomposedof thefollowingelements:A structuralmonitoringmodule,an
engineperformancemonitoringmodule,andintegrationwith theCoastGuard'sAviationComputerized
MaintenanceSystemviaaUnix-basedgroundstation.Futureplansincludeinstallationof an in-flightrotor
trackandbalancemonitoringsystem(ROTABS).

Thestructuralmonitoringmoduleprovidesflight spectrummonitoringduringeachsortie,collectingdata
frommorethan100analoganddigitalchannels,manyvia theaircraft's1553databus.With thesedata
points,theHIDSidentifiestheflight regimesflown,theirsequentialorder,andtheirindividualduration.
ThisinformationisdownloadedintoaUNIX-basedgroundstationthatiscapableof cyclecountingusing
SikorskyAircratVsacceptedpenaltiesfor theflightregimesactuallyflown. Thegroundstationiscapable
of trackingthe configurationof an HH-60J'sfatigue-sensitivecomponentsand comparingfor each
componenttheflight timeflownagainstthefatiguedamageincurredasexpressedin flight hours. The
EnginePerformanceMonitoringmoduleusesseveralmonitoredchannelsto reportonandrecordengine
performance,as indicatedby eitherthehealthintegrity(HIT) check,or themaximumpowercheck.The
ROTABSwill incorporatean opticaltrackertObaselinemainrotor trackin a hoveras requiredby
SikorskyAircraft. It will thenuseaecelerometersandmagneticpick-upsto determinethevibrationlevels
inkeydynamiccomponentssuchasthetail rotor,oil coolerdriveshaft,mainrotor,engineoutputshafts,
andthevibrationabsorbers.TheHIDSgroundstationwill providerecommendedadjustmentsto maintain



requiredvibrationlevelsaftereachsortie,asdesired.Thismoduleis stillunderdevelopment,andisdueto
fly onanH-60helicopterlatethis year.

Planning for SLEP and evaluation of HIDS continue in a sustained effort to reduce the life cycle cost of the

HH-60J. Emphasis on efforts such as these will only grow as the costs to replace the HH-60J with another

medium range rescue platform continue to outpace inflation. The Coast Guard's partnerships with the

Navy on these two efforts will ensure thorough operational testing of the proposed concepts prior to fleet

wide adoption in Coast Guard aircraft.

CONCLUSION

These individual projects have provided the backbone to a robust Aging Aircraft program for the Coast

Guard that will enable us to extend the lives of our current fleet of aircraft well into the next century. Our

small size and overall lack of bureaucracy have made it possible for us to implement these individual

projects in a systematic fashion over the past several years. As we have done so, we have established the

momentum and the support within our system to build it into a comprehensive progran_ We believe that

this program will enable us to continue to fly our current fleet of aircraft to at least the year 2010 and if

necessary, it provides the foundation to extend them beyond that.
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ABSTRACT

This paperdescribesthedevelopmentandimplementationof a risk managementplanfor critical
helicoptercomponents.It presentsabrief overviewof thefatiguemethodologyusedin theoriginal
airworthinessqualificationof thesystemsalongwiththeanalyticalandtestproceduresrequiredbythe
alternatevendorqualificationprogram.The basisfor the variousmethodsusedto derivethe
appropriatelevelsof risk is provided.Applicationof this risk managementprocessto a specific
aircraftsystemshowsthecalculationof componentandsystemlevelrisks. A comparisonbetweenthe
risk assessmentbasedstrength/lifeandthecomponenttestresultsultimatelyachievedis presented.
Theoverallapproachisshowntobeaneffectivetoolin theassessmentandmanagementof fleetrisk.

1. INTRODUCTION

For manyyears,the U.S.Army Aviationand MissileCommand(AMCOM) hasmaintainedan
aggressiveprogramfor competitiveprocurementof fatiguecriticalrotor,flight control,drivesystem,
andairframecomponentsknownas flight safetyparts(FSP). Thegoalof this alternatevendor
programis to establishmanufacturingsourcesin additionto the originalequipmentmanufacturer
(OEM)for eachcriticalFSP,andto allowcompetitiveforcesto reducetheunit costwhileretaining
thenecessaryqualitystandards.

1.1ORIGINALCOMPONENTQUALIFICATION

Althoughdamagetolerancetechniqueshavebeenwidelyusedthroughoutthefixedwing industry,
theyhavebeenlesssuccessfulin rotarywingapplications,particularlyonoldersystems.For this
reason,virtuallyall of theU.S.Army'sfatiguecriticalFSPswerequalifiedbyOEMsusingthesafe
life methodologyshownin Figure1. A briefoverviewof theessentialelementsof thisapproachfor a
typicalsystemispresentedbelow.

1.I. 1 UsageSpectrum

Theusagespectrumfor thesecomponentswasoriginallyderivedfrom userdefinedmissionsand
tactics,basedontheprojectedcapabilityof theaircraftsystemandthethreatenvironment.A rotary
wing usagespectrumtypicallycontainssubstantiallymore flight conditionsthan a fixed wing
spectrumsincehelicopterscanexperiencefatiguedamagein virtuallyanyflight conditionincluding
level flight. Thespectrumis typicallyupdatedfive to sevenyearsafterthe systemis fieldedin
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significantnumbersto accountfor the inevitableexpansionin usage.Theupdateis basedonpilot
questionnairesandinterviewswithunit operationsofficersto accuratelyreflectcurrentusage.U.S.
Armyhelicopterscurrentlydonothaveon-boardflight recordersto monitoractualusage.

I Usage I Flight I Fatigue ISpectrum I Loads Strength

, { ,
Damage IAccumulation Model

I
Calculated lFatigue Life

I
RetirementLife I

Figure 1. Safe life fatigue methodology.
1.1.2 Flight Loads

Component flight loads are obtained during a flight loads survey in which a test aircraft performs all

flight conditions in the usage spectrum. The survey typically consists of approximately 1500
individual flight test points to account for all combinations of aircraft configuration, weight, center of

gravity, and altitude. The test aircraft typically contains several hundred instrumentation parameters
including strain gages on all FSPs. Component load time histories for each flight Condition are

electronically stored, and many are cycle counted prior to fatigue analysis. Helicopter fatigue loads
have much higher frequencies than fixed wing aircraft being typically equal to the revolutions per

minute (RPM) of the main or tail rotor or some multiple thereof. Flight loads may be replaced or
revised by subsequent load surveys conducted when significant changes occur to the aircraft.

1.1.3 Fatigue Strength

Component fatigue strength is defined by an

/=

!

f/3

i
i

! [Working Curve

I

S-N curve as shown in Figure 2. Six full-scale specimens

J ..... ' il

N - Number of Cycles to Failure

Figure 2. Typical S-N curve.
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of eachFSParefatiguetestedto failureat constantamplitudestress(or load)andtheresultsare
plottedasa functionof thenumberof cyclesto failure. A meancurvewhoseshapeis basedon
extensivecoupontestingispassedthroughthesedatapoints.At therunoutpoint(approximately108
cycles),aworkingcurveis establishedby statisticallyevaluatingthedatascatteraboutthemean,and
reducingthemeancurvebythreestandarddeviations(threesigma)or anequivalentfixedpercentage.
Theworkingcurveisusedfor allfatiguelife calculations.

!.1.4 ComponentFatigueLife

For eachcomponent,fatiguedamagefractionsareobtainedfor eachflight conditionby usingthe
actualnumberof loadcyclesperfixedtimeperiodfromtheusagespectrumandtheallowablenumber
of loadcyclesfromthecomponentS-Ncurveattheflight loadfor thespecificcondition.Thedamage
is summedusingalinearcumulativedamagehypothesisandthefixedtimeperioddividedby thetotal
damageis thecalculatedfatiguelife. Thefinalretirementlife isobtainedfromthecalculatedfatigue
life andmaybereducedto meetaspecificmaintenanceintervalor to provideadditionalconservatism.

1.!.5 OverallSystemSafety

At thecomponentlevel,safelife fatiguemethodologyassuresthateachcomponenthasa veryhigh
probabilityof reachingitsretirementlife withoutfailure. At theaircraftsystemlevel,thecumulative
effectof individualcomponentreliabilitiesis suchthatlessthanonefailurewill occurin thedesign
lifeof thesystem.

1.2FSPALTERNATEVENDORPROGRAM

!

New Source Testing

Qualification I

I FSP Alternate Vendor Program I

! ,

Supplier Interface I I Management

and Oversight Program Information System

Sustainment Database

I
Vendor Site

Audit Teams

i
Ill IC::oro::nrrI

Figure 3. Alternate Vendor Program organizational structure.

The main elements of the alternate vendor program are depicted in Figure 3. Alternate vendors of

FSPs manufacture components in accordance with a Technical Data Package (TDP). In addition to the
normal manufacturing instructions, the TDP contains the requirement to freeze all production

processes and defines the component critical characteristics that are attributes requiring special

inspection and handling throughout the life cycle of the component. The first production lot from each
vendor enters the New Source Testing phase of the program where two full-scale specimens are

fatigue tested to failure. The test fixture, loads, phasing, and instrumentation are identical to the
original qualification of the OEM component. The mean strength level demonstrated in the fatigue

test is compared to that of the OEM and a post-test metallurgical investigation is conducted to ensure
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thatall dimensions,materials,manufacturingprocesses,andfailuremodesarealsoidenticalto the
OEM. If all resultsarepositive,thevendorisqualifiedasatestedsource,andis eligibleto compete
for futureproductioncontractsfor thespecificcomponent.

Longtermsustainmentof componentqualityis thefunctionof theSupplierInterfaceandOversight
Program(SIOP).TheSIOPconsistsof vendorauditsandconformanceinspectionsthatworktogether
toevaluatetheproductionprocessandthefinalproduct.Vendorauditsareconductedperiodicallyat
the productionfacility. Theseauditsincludereview of the managementstructure,production
processes,controlof criticalcharacteristics,inspectionequipmentandtechniques,qualityprocedures,
andcontrolof sub-vendorprocesses.Conformanceinspectionsareperformedat an independent
laboratorywhereasampleof eachproductionlot iscompletelyexamined(includingdestructively)to
determineconformancetotheTDPandthefrozenplanning.

The list of qualified sources for each component is maintained in the FSP alternate vendor

Management Information System (MIS), which is available to all qualified users through the Internet.

The MIS also contains procurement history, maintenance publications, TDPs, new source test plans,
and reports and is continuously updated to include the results of the latest vendor audits and
conformance inspections.

2. RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN

As discussed above, an essential feature of the alternate vendor program is laboratory testing to ensure

component structural integrity. The testing process, however, was overwhelmed by the enormous
demand created by Operation Desert Storm. This allowed a significant number of untested FSP to
enter the inventory and be installed on U.S. Army aircraft. Since immediate removal from service of

all affected FSPs would result in the grounding of a significant percentage of the U.S. Army's rotary
wing fleet, it was necessary to develop and implement a plan to manage the risk of continuing to fly
with unqualified components. The goal of the plan was to eliminate the source of the risk within a one
year time period.

2.1 TESTING PROGRAM

The first step in the risk management plan was to expedite the new source testing. All untested

components in service were reviewed and a testing priority was established. The priority system
criteria included the total number of components in service, normal retirement life, manufacturing

complexity, and criticality of failure modes. When the priority list of components requiring testing
was assembled, it was apparent the effort required was beyond the capacity of the Government's test

facility and would also exceed the one-year completion goal. The testing program was dramatically
increased as AMCOM contracted with nine separate test sources; including commercial test facilities,

prime helicopter manufacturers, and Government test laboratories. Although the testing program
ultimately required more than one year to complete, these facilities collectively tested more than 200

vendor/part number combinations consisting of more than 800 individual full-scale specimens.

2.2 COMPONENT LEVEL RISK

Given the estimated schedule to complete the required testing and knowing that wholesale component
removal was impractical, it became necessary to conduct an assessment of the risk levels associated

with allowing untested components with possible configuration, material, and/or process non-
conformances to remain in service. To this end, several different methods were used to evaluate risk

based on the components' service history, normal retirement life, and manufacturing complexity. The
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initial time periodfor theserisk assessmentswasoneyear in accordancewith the overall risk
managementplan. Althoughthe procedureswereessentiallyidenticalacrosstheaffectedaircraft
systems,UH-60BlackHawkhelicopterdataareusedin thefollowingdisscussionfor purposesof
numericaldemonstration.

2.2.1 WeibayesAnalysis

UntestedcomponentshavingsignificantservicehistorywereanalyzedusingWeibayesanalysis,which
facilitatestheconstructionof a Weibull distributionwhenno failureshaveoccurred._A Weibull
distributionprovidesameansforestimatingtheprobabilityoffuturecomponentfailures.

Sincetherewereno failuresin service,the Weibayesmethodrequiredthat the Weibuil slope
parameter,Beta,be estimated.Thedeterminationof Betawasa two stepprocesswith the initial
considerationbeingthefailuredistributionof fully conformingcomponents.Thegenerallyaccepted
assumptionis thatfatiguelife distributionsareeithernormalor lognormal.Althoughfull-scaletest
datasufficientto favoreitherdistributiontypicallydoesnotexist,thenormaldistributionis more
criticalin theregionof interest(low failureprobability)andis generallyselectedfor conservatism.
Thesecondstepin theBetadeterminationprocesswasanevaluationof thepossibleimpactof non-
conformancesonthefailuredistribution.ExperiencegainedduringtheFSPtestingprogramindicated
thefailuredistributionof non-conformingcomponentshasessentiallythesameshapeasconforming
components,althoughthedemonstratedmeanstrengthis normallyrriuchlower. Datascatterabout
themeanmayactuallybeless,asthenon-conformancetendsto concentratethefailuremode.Based
on theseconsiderations,Beta was assigneda value of 3.44, which is representativeof a
normaldistribution.

Foreachvendor/partnumbercombination,thecharacteristiclife, Eta,wasobtainedfromtheassumed
valueof Betaandtheflight timesof theuntestedcomponents.A Weibulidistributionwasdeveloped
fromBetaandEta,andeachcomponentwasagedby addingtheestimatedflighthoursfor theone-
yeartimeperiodof theriskassessment.Thenumberof expectedfailures(EF)wascalculatedfromthe
Weibullcumulativefailuredistribution,theageof thecomponents(in flighthours)andthenumberof
componentsat eachage. If thetotalEF for all componentsfrom a specificvendor/partnumber
combinationexceededa desiredvalue,thesafelife wasreduced,whicheliminatedthecomponents
withthehighestflight timethatcontributedthemosttotheoverallEF.

TheWeibayesapproachproducesveryconservativesafelivesbecauseit assumesthefirstfailureis
180
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Figure 4. Typical age distribution.
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eminent. The effect of this assumption can be seen by the relatively low life of approximately 300

hours that results from applying Weibayes methods to the typical age distribution shown in Figure 4.

2.2.2 Fatigue Strength Reduction

The evaluation of untested components with limited service history was based on the observation,

discussed above, that component non-conformances reduce the overall fatigue strength while retaining

the failure distribution shape. Accordingly, this analysis used a reduction in component fatigue

strength to simulate the effect of potential non-conformances. Two methods of strength reduction

were used depending primarily on the normal retirement life of the component. The most conservative

approach, used on components with high or unlimited retirement lives, was based on a search of the

existing test database to obtain the largest strength reduction that resulted from a non-conformance.

Worst case strength reductions were obtained separately for aluminum and steel components. These

maximum reductions were applied to the component mean strength that was further reduced by the

reduction for data scatter. For the UH-60 aircraft system, this method produces working curves with

total reductions from the mean of 52.4 percent for aluminum and 53.1 percent for steel.

A somewhat less conservative approach was used on components with lower retirement lives. The

TDPs for these components were reviewed and all manufacturing processes were evaluated for

complexity, impact on fatigue strength, and type of material. Each process was given a numerical

score that was arbitrary in absolute terms, but had the correct magnitude relative to the other

processes. The scores for all processes on each component were totaled, and the total scores for all

components of the same material were reviewed. The range of total scores had three natural

groupings, which is not unexpected given the technology and material choices available at the time the

aircraft system was originally qualified. These three score subsets were taken to represent low,

medium, and high risk. Component strength reductions were correlated to these risk levels by letting

the maximum strength reduction described above represent a three sigma value associated with high

risk. Medium and low risk became the two sigma and one sigma strength reductions respectively as
shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. STRENGTH REDUCTION AS A FUNCTION OF RISK LEVEL

Risk Material

Level

I

Relative

Magnitude

Component Strength Reduction

Reduction from Reduction for Total Reduction

Mean (%) Data Scatter (%) from Mean (%)

Low

Medium

High

Aluminum

Steel

Aluminum

Steel

Aluminum

Steel

1 (_

2£I

3(I

(Maximum)

7 39 43.3

11 30 37.7

14 39 47.5

22 30 45.4

22 39 52.4

33 30 53.1
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The conservatism in the above strength reduction methods is substantial. A small reduction in fatigue

strength produces a very large reduction in fatigue life. Table 2 shows the effect of fatigue strength

reduction on a typical high life UH-60 component.

TABLE 2. IMPACT OF STRENGTH REDUCTION ON FATIGUE LIFE

Reduction from Fatigue Life
Mean (%) (Hours)

30 (Working Curve) 99,358 (RetirementLife}

35 57,025

40 10,989

45 1,167

50 563
u|r i

One additional sa_ty consideration was imposed on the strength reduction methods. Ifthe _duction

in fatigue strength resulted in level flight fatigue damage, the component was considered to have
unacceptable risk, and steps were taken to immediately remove it from service.

2,2.3 Life Adjustment by Reliability Analysis

Although fatigue strength reductions can adequately account for component non-conformances, the
resulting fatigue lives may be too low to be of practical value. This difficulty was addressed by using

reliability-based methods that evolved from a Government/industry study conducted under the
auspices of the Fatigue and Damage Tolerance Subcommittee of the American Helicopter Society
(AHS). 2 The study was undertaken in response to a new U.S. Army requirement related to the design
of future helicopter systems. 3 The new requirement was for all fatigue critical components to have an

individual component reliability level of .96, which the Army believed was synonymous with an

overall system reliability of less than one fatigue failure in the life of the system. The principal

purpose of the AHS study was to develop (and standardize if possible) the analytical tools required to
evaluate component reliability.

As part of this AHS effort, the OEM for the UH-60 developed the methodology necessary for
determining the structural reliability of helicopter dynamic components. 4 The methodology was based

on statistical distributions of component fatigue strength, flight loads, and the usage spectrum. These
variables were combined using a Monte Carlo analysis to produce a probabilistic distribution of

fatigue life. For a specific life, the component reliability equals the probability that the life is greater
than the selected value. Data in the form of reliability versus fatigue life were plotted for several

components in the UH-60 rotor and control systems. An additional benefit of this methodology
development was the verification that the deterministic safe life methods then in use by the OEM

produced fatigue lives with a reliability of approximately .96 as required for new systems.

In the current analysis, the individual component reliability plots were normalized and .combined, and

a conservative envelope was developed. The purpose of this single representation was to avoid
conducting extensive Monte Carlo evaluations of all FSP in all UH-60 systems. This reliability versus

fatigue life relationship was used to enhance the fatigue life of components at the expense of

reliability. The component being evaluated begins with a relatively high fatigue life and the high
reliability discussed above. To account for potential non-conformances, the fatigue life is reduced

using one of the strength reduction techniques. The assumption inherent in this approach is that the

reliability is unchanged by this reduction in life. The fatigue life is then increased and the reliability
decreased, in accordance with the relationship previously described, to minimize the impact on
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readiness while maintaining system safety. The EF for the component is obtained using the final

reliability, enhanced fatigue life, number of components of the specific vendor and part number

combination in service, and the estimated flight hours that will occur in the one year time period of the
risk assessment as follows:

EF = (1 - Reliability) x Number of components x Flight hours

Fatigue Life

(1)

The ten Black Hawk components with the highest contribution to the total system EF are presented
in Table 3.

TABLE 3. UH-60 COMPONENT RISK

Component Vendor Number in Service EF (1 Year)

M/R Shaft Extender A 98 .001

M/R Shaft Extender B 100 .001

T/R Hub Plate C 93 .016

Fwd Bellcrank D 312 .001

Swashplate Link E 855 .002

Control Pushrod (-053) F 434 .003

Control Pushrod (-054) F 185 .001

Control Pushrod (-055) F 341 .002

Control Pushrod (-056) F 368 .003

M/R Cuff B 68 ,O10

2.3 SYSTEM LEVEL RISK

The methods described above provide a convenient means for determining the individual contribution

of each component to the overall system risk. Initially, an attempt was made to create a single most

critical aircraft to represent the risk for the entire system. When the statistics for the distribution of

new components throughout the fleet were evaluated, however, the probability of all untested

components being installed on the same aircraft was extremely small. A more likely scenario from a

probability standpoint was that a few potentially non-conforming components would be installed on

many aircraft. It was decided that the sum of the EF from all aircraft in the system was a better

indicator of system level risk. This total was then compared with the normal system EF for a one-year

time period as shown in Table 4. The system life-time EF is based on 477,612 total components from

1500 aircraft with 180 critical components per aircraft, a usage rate of 250 hours per year, and a 40

year life.
TABLE 4. UH-60 SYSTEM RISK

Time Period Reliability EF

System Life-time

1 Year with Conforming Parts

1 Year with Untested Parts

.9B .478

.96 .01 2

Varies from .94 - ,96 .058
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3. RISK ASSESSMENT VALIDATION

Test results were ultimately obtained on 223 vendor/part number combinations (all aircraft systems)
for which risk assessments were written based on the methods described above. A comparison of the

risk assessment defined fatigue life with the actual test demonstrated life is summarized in Table 5.

As shown by these data, 220 of the 223 total risk assessments provided a conservative estimate of the

component safe life for a success rate of 98.7 percent.

TABLE 5. FATIGUE LIFE COMPARISON

Number of

Components
Component Fatigue Life

218 Risk Assessment < Actual
2 Risk Assessment -- Actual
3 Risk Assessment > Actual

Data for the three components having unconservative results were thoroughly reviewed to determine
the cause. The first component exhibited low fatigue strength as a result of a dimensional error. The

manufacturer had misinterpreted a drawing requirement, and produced components with less than
minimum wall thickness in a critical section. Review of the TDP indicated the drawing was vague and

subject to misinterpretation. Investigation of the second low strength component revealed another

drawing interpretation error. A final dimension was to be obtained after the application of shot
peening, which is a critical characteristic of the component. The manufacturer incorrectly produced
this dimension by machining after shot peening which effectively removed the compressive stress

layer and violated the requirements for critical characteristics and frozen planning. The final low

strength component is a simple example of poor shop practice. The low strength was caused by
grinding burns that should have been found during final inspection prior to shipment.

Investigation of these low strength components provided valuable lessons learned for the alternate
vendor program. Improvements were made in the review of TDPs to ensure that all manufacturing

instructions are clear and not subject to misinterpretation. Vendor audit teams were directed to
reemphasize the importance of FSP critical characteristics and the need to maintain the frozen

planning. Product assurance representatives were notified whenever it appeared that vendor
manufacturing practices were deviating from alternate vendor program requirements.

CONCLUSIONS

The methodology described above is a useful and convenient tool for the risk management of critical

helicopter components. The most significant limitation on the use of this risk management approach is

the variability in the suppliers' capability to produce high quality components. Continued oversight
and vendor education is necessary to ensure compliance with frozen planning requirements for FSPs

and adherence to generally accepted manufacturing practices. Procurement documents such as TDPs

must be clear and unambiguous, particularly the drawings and process specifications.
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Abstract

The F-4 Structures Group at Hill AFB, UT has developed an Aircraft Structural Integrity Program
(ASIP) management and engineering support software system. This software, called
FLEETLIFE, includes analytical, fatigue tracking, individual aircraft tracking, configuration
management, repair tracking, and other modules. These modules are designed to support the ASIP
engineer and fleet manager in assuring the structural integrity of a fleet of aircraft. This paper will
detail the risk management and economic aspects of the repair tracking module. In the repair
tracking module all data concerning the details of structural repairs are cataloged. These details
include the deficiency necessitating the repair, the action taken, and all archiving data. Several
enhancements are in work for the software. One of these enhancements is the incorporation of
cost and economic information into the repair tracking module. This paper will describe the effort,
the approach and working solution for this effort. It will detail the incorporation of economic data
into the repair tracking module and database. Repair cost data fields have been added to the
database structure. The query engine has been defined to include search and accumulation of cost
data. The cost data can be searched by repair discrepancy type. In this fashion, for example, the
repair costs for corrosion initiated repairs can be retrieved. The report feature has also been
modified the provide repair and modification costs trends. The module has been modified to track
engineering hours, repair installation hours and repairmaterial costs. The report feature can total
these costs, determine average repair costs and can total repair costs per tail number. This data,
while certainly not complete will be necessary inputs for a fleet economic life model.
The paper will detail the approach used to track the types of discrepancies and how these
discrepancies were detected. The types of discrepancies are, for example, corrosion, corrosion
fatigue, fatigue, overstress, impact damage, and others. Examples of how discrepancies were
detected are, routine inspections, special inspections, heavy maintenance, other maintenance,
and others. Data concerning the types and magnitudes of discrepancies are accumulated. In this
fashion trends can be detected and fleet risk lowered. Also, data concerning how defects are found
and therefor the most effective inspection methods will be accumulated.

The paper also describes in detail the database st_cture, look of the user interface windows, and
report features.

1. INTRODUCTION

Managing the structural integrity of any fleet of aircraft is a task of balancing risk against
economics. The goal, generally speaking, is to spend the minimum amount of money to reduce
the risk to an acceptable level. This balancing act is primarily the result of the two different
disciplines associated with this task: Engineering and Management. Structural Integrity Engineers
strive to eliminate all risk of potential in-flight catastrophic loss or emergency events at any cost.
Fleet Managers strive to spend the minimum amount of money to meet operational requirements at
the minimum risk level. Accomplishing this minimization of risk with the
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RISK COST

Figure 1. Balancing risk vs. cost

minimization of cost makes the structural integrity management task a very complex balancing act.
An overemphasis on either side brings the optimal solution out of balance. To complicate the
problem even further, information transfer and understanding between the two above mentioned
disciplines is frequently limited. Engineers responsible for managing fleet risk usually don't have
extensive economic or business training. Conversely, Fleet Managers often lack in-depth
engineering backgrounds .............

Given the complexity of balancing Risk vs. Cost in managing a fleet's structural integrity,
it remains that effective decisions can only be taken from an enlightened point of view. In most
cases, management functions easily quantify and measure the costs of aircraft maintenance and
repairs. The Risk Avoidance Value associated with these maintenance and repair actions, on the
other hand, are usually left undefined, unquantified, and unmeasured. Risk must be defined to
allow comparing the money expended against the change in riskl his implies that not only must
risk be defined but it must be quantifiable and measurable. Once risk is quantified and measured,
those items representing the greatest risk can be identified and a plan cafibed_visM_io eliminate or
reduce the risk of each of the items to an acceptable level. The plan, in turn, deterrfiineS the •
minimum amount of cost needed to affect the largest risk reduction. This Sequenceofe_,entS _:_

constitutes a well informed process to balancing the Risk vs. Cost requirement. Subsequently, this
process is continued until the overall fleet risk is reduced to or below the pre-defined acceptable :
level. As the balancing process is continued through the life of the fleet, a constant vigilance must
be maintained for items emerging as new risk factors. Further, given the lead times for planning,

acquisition, and implementation of corrective actions, the process must maintain its predictive
nature.

There is a significant information management challenge in developing a process to balance

low catastrophic loss risks and low maintenance and repair costs. In both cases enough ....
information must be collected to provide a statistical base from which probability and econ0_c
models can be constructed. This is no easy task given the divergent- nature _Sfaircraftwithin a fleet.
When a fleet is new, every aircraft is the same (in a general sense) as the ..............
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Figure 2. Effect of Fleet Aging on Fleet Data Content
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aircraft next to it. As the fleet ages, each aircraft becomes increasingly unique. Differences in
many things contribute to this. How each aircraft is used, how it is maintained, and where it is
stationed are some of the factors. It is therefore necessary to track risk and cost information for
each individual aircraft. Information visibility is also required from the overall aged fleet as well as
an individual aircraft perspective. The fleet perspective gives insight into potential trends that
would necessitate proactive actions to be taken against individual aircraft.

To keep cost and risk in balance from an Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP)
viewpoint, it is first necessary to define how cost and risk interact. The first risk/cost interaction is
in minimizing the cost necessary to bring the risk of a catastrophic loss down to an acceptable
level. The second interaction is in maximizing the risk reduction related to structural maintenance
costs. Both of these items involve minimizing costs and risks. Both involve establishing

"acceptable" limits.
For minimizing the cost required to bring the risk of a catastrophic loss down to an

acceptable level, one approach taken in the past is rooted in probability analysis. There is some
probability that an aircraft will experience a catastrophic structural failure on the next flight. The
initial task is to establishing an arbitrary maximum limit to that probability. By defining the limit,
say for example 1 X 107, you are establishing the "acceptable risk criterion." There are several
approaches for calculating the risk of a catastrophic fracture based on this initial limit value. One
excellent approach is the PROFS software developed by Wright Labs. To accomplish the analysis
using this tool, various input information is required. This includes several sets of data which
must be collected. Examples of this collected data include inspection intervals, probability of
detection functions, and crack size distributions. By accomplishing a sensitivity analysis on the

input data, the most critical parameters can be determined. (It is interesting to note that several of
these inputs are cost sensitive. Inspection intervals are directly impacted by cost. Better inspection
methods used to improve the probability of detection are usually more expensive.) By working
backwards using the acceptable risk criterion as a limit, only those things required to bring the risk
to the acceptable level are accomplished. Using a sensitivity analysis, the lowest cost inspection
necessary to meet the acceptable risk criterion can be determined. This approach is highly sensitive
to the quality of the input data. Here again the information challenge presents itself. The amount
of generated analytical data can rapidly become very large when doing sensitivity studies involving
numerous locations on every aircraft in a large fleet. The management and presentation of this data

is a very important part of the puzzle.
As noted earlier, the second part of the ASIP puzzle is to maximize the risk reduction

related to structural maintenance action costs. This is a very complex problem to address.

Maintenance actions run the gamut from annoying frequently occurring problems to major battle or
crash damage induced rebuilds. In every case cost and risk must be balanced. When does it
become cheaper to modify every aircraft rather than accomplishing a repetitive annoying small
maintenance action? When should an aircraft be salvaged rather rebuilt following a mishap? Both
of these decisions are fundamentally economic based but involve a hint of future operational risks.
Both of these decision require cost and risk data from the alternatives. Costs associated with

repetitive repairs must be known. Effects of major rebuilds on therisk of preventing future
catastrophic failure must be determined. Once again, the management and presentation of this large
body of information is critical.

In understanding risk and cost management of aircraft fleets, one must also consider the

user's perspective. The users of a fleet often pose the question "How long will my fleet of aircraft
last?" This question is usually posed to the structural integrity managers. An answer is provided.
However, the viewpoint of what was asked and the viewpoint of the answer may be different. The
users are concerned with the immediate and future maintenance costs, and assume the basic

structure is sound. The structural integrity community is concerned with the future integrity of the
structure and assume that routine maintenance will be accomplished. Both sides of this issue are

equally important. Both sides of the question and answer need to be addressed.
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Fleet ASIP
User Manager

How long will my fleet last?
Figure 3. Same Question - - Different View

To bridge this gap between user and ASIP manager, there needs to be a visible platform for
information sharing and exchange. This platform should allow for information on routine

maintenance, repairs, inspections, and predictive analysis to be visible to both parties.
One method for establishing this desired understanding is to establish a common information
database. Such a database is under development. FLEETLIFE is a joint USAF/USN effort to

bridge the gap between the user perspective and the support management perspective.
FLEETLIFE is presented here as a model of how repair and cost data can be fused into a single,
useable information exchange platform. The first role of FLEETLIFE is to accumulate repair
information. This may include both user initiated and ASIP manager initiated repairs. Figure 4
shows a screen shot of the repair data window. For any type of repair, basic accounting data must
be documented for future reference. In FLEETLIFE, the controlling parameter is the Reference
Number. This number could be the number of the engineering request paperwork or any user
determined job number. For non-user generated repairs, engineering information is included with
the repair. The engineer accomplishing the repair action and the number of hours he took to

develop the repair are recorded. The structural component to which the repair is applied is
recorded and can be used as a query variable. For example, in this fashion all repairs applied to the
left main spar could be returned in a query. Another important sort variable is the deficiency type.
Examples of deficiency type include corrosion, fatigue, and heat damage. If the ASIP manager or
user were trying to see if corrosion on the left main spar was becoming a problem, the database

could be searched for those two variables. The top portion lists all aircraft that a repair has been
applied to. In this fashion reoccurring or nuisance type of maintenance actions become apparent to
both the user and the ASIP manager. Standard repairs accomplished by the user can often affect

decisions made at the support level. Therefore, it would be important to insure that all repairs
made in the field are visible to the ASIP manager. Such a task could be provided by a data link
between the FLEETLIFE software and the maintenance information system used in the field.
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Repair Tracking - - Main Window

Information stored in a repair record would also need to contain Analysis, Deficiency, and Repair
descriptions. This information would be crucial for understanding the impact of the repair on the
overall aircraft. In FLEETLIFE, the tabs across the top of the window will control the information
displayed in the upper portion of the window. The analysis tab will hold links to the analysis data
associated with each repair record. Selecting the analysis tab will display a list of analytical file
links. The details of the damage necessitating the repair will be contained in the deficiency tab.

Selecting the deficiency tab will display a text box to record a written description. The caption box
below it will contain an electronic image of the damage. The pictures can be transferred
electronically from the aircraft station to the support engineer. The repair window will contain
disposition instructions for repair of the deficiency. The top part of the window will contain the
written instructions for the disposition. The bottom portion will contain a small repair drawing. It
will also contain a link to other drawing packages, such as AutoCAD. As shown in Figure 5, cost
information for each repair will be accumulated by tail number. All repair records associated with
a particular tail number will be listed in this window. The total cost for all repairs will be shown in
the cost total box.

The fracture critical box shown in Figure 4 will designate the selected repair record as an
ASIP generated item. In this fashion repair costs will be definable as a mandated repair necessary
to protect the fleet from catastrophic failure and a standard repair necessary to maintain the fleet.
(This is beneficial from a cost/risk standpoint in that if the structural integrity engineer has visibility
to the number of standard repairs being installed on aircraft in the fleet, he can assist in an
economic analysis to decide whether to continue repair installation or modify the fleet.) In this
fashion, both the user and the ASIP manager can gain greater understanding of the others' risk/cost

requirements and perspective. The key to solving this problem is information.
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Figure 5. Aircraft Tracking - - Cost Tab

In the past, one major aspect that has been lacking in risk/cost analysis has been the
visibility of engineering support. Currently in the Air Force, engineering hours are not recorded
against a repair. This makes calculating the efficiency of design activities impossible. Conversely,

structural integrity engineers do not have visibility to the number of standard repairs being installed
nor the cost of standard maintenance actions. Structural integrity engineers need to know the cost
impact of directed maintenance actions. That information may significantly influence the decisions
that affect the fleet's risk/cost balance.

Information transfer in any risk/cost tracking of structural repairs is of critical importance.
Since the volume of information that must be gathered, managed, and processed and

Fleet Condition data

ummmmmummm|m

 aalD ...........
SPD/Depot

Fleet Corrective Actions

||unumununnn_,

Using Activity

Figure 6. Information transfer is critical

presented is enormous, effective use of electronic hardware and software is extremely important.
An effective ASIP program management tool should be divided into three major inter-related
database management systems. These systems are the Force Management database, the
Maintenance database, and the Cost/Economic Model database. These systems must be seamlessly
integrated.
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TheForceManagementdatabasewouldcontainthetoolsto predictandpreventmajor
structuralfailures. It wouldcontainhistoricalandpredictiveaspects.In this system,theASIP
BrochureandForceStructureMaintenancePlanandassociateddatawouldbecontained.The
foundationof thedatabasesystemwouldcontainall originalanalysisandtestingaccomplishedby
theOriginalEquipmentManufacturer(OEM) andanyadditionalanalysisandtestingaccomplished
by theusingactivityafterdelivery. Geographicallocationinformationof eachaircraftwouldbe
archivedonaregularbasisto assistindevelopinganenvironmentalspectra.Aircraft flight usage
dataandspectrawouldbestored;alongwith allcritical aircraftstructuraldetailsandassociated
analysisandtestingresults.Theresultsof all typesinspectionswouldbe catalogedandstoredin
this section.Finally, all futureASIPrelatedplans,proposedmodifications,proposedinspections
andmaintenanceactionswouldbedocumentedandstoredfor futurereference.

TheMaintenancedatabasewouldneedtocontainall routinestructuralandsystem
maintenancedata.All standardstructuralrepairsandinspectionswouldbestoredin relationto the
aircraft'stail number.Majormechanicalsystemsdatawouldalsoincludefailureratadataonmajor
mechanicalsystemsub-components.In thefuturethesystemshouldallowmaintenancepersonnel
on theaircraftrepairdocktoelectronicallyinitiateandtransmitamaintenancerecordfor
engineeringsupport.

TheCost/Economicmodeldatabasewouldbeusedto archiveall man-hourandmaterial
costdatarelatedto aircraft maintenanceactions.It wouldalsocontainbusinessmodelsto assistin
fleetmodernizationandmodificationplanning.Thecostdatawouldbetaggedby specific
structuraldetailsandby aircrafttail number.Thiswouldallowvisibility to "badactors", both
from afleetwideandsingleaircraftproblematiccomponentview points.

TheFLEETLIFEsoftwarereferencedearlierisbeingdevelopedto providefor efficient
informationtransfer.Table 1depictsthecurrent,plannedanddevelopmenttasksbeing
incorporatedto providedecisionmakerswith accurateinformation.Thoughformidablein nature,
managinginformationflow betweenuserandsupportorganizationsis thefulcrumto therisk/cost
balance.(If youareinterestedin whatwearedoingwithFLEETLIFEsoftwareandwould like to
participatepleasecontactoneof theauthors.)

TABLE 1. FLEETLIFEdevelopmentmatrix
Current Planned

TASK az rL E
Task

Force Management Database X
Historical

Aircraft fleet/base/wi'ng/squadron geographical X
Environmental data

Individual airplane flight loads and usage data X

Current fatigue damage calculation by location and X
Tail number

Full scale, coupon, environmental test results and X
teardown results both OEM and user generated for
Baseline and modified configurations

ACI and other directed inspection results by location
and tail number

Historical and in-service analysis by location and tail
number

In-serbice problems and observations b_, location

X

X
and tail number

X

Development

Task
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Force Management Database X
Future Actions

ASIP'Brochure and supporting data

SLEP modifications and scenarios

Planned usage changes and effect on structural
integrity

Aircraft Maintenance Database

Individual Airplane Maintenance history

/VIRRB brochure and supporting data

Routine -3 maintenance actions by location and tail
number

Results of routine -36 inspection results by location
and tail number

Catalog of corrosion inspection and maintenance
actions by location and tail number

Failure rate data for components in the primary
mechanical systems

Electronic entry and transmission of AFMC-202
and- 107 forms

Cost/Economic Model Database

Maintenance action generated man-hour data by
location and tail number

Engineering support man-hour data by disposition,
location, and tail number.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

Material cost data by location X

Specific location cost data X

ASIP driven maintenance cost data X

High cost components and failure rates for primary

mechanical systems
Corrosion related action cost by location and tail
number

Business/Economic Models

X

X

X

In summary, as aircraft structural integrity management moves toward a more cost based
business approach, the collection of accurate and detailed cost and risk data will become vital.
Structural integrity engineers must have visibility to repair cost information. Fleet managers must
have visibility to engineering and ASIP concerns. In many respects, the answer lies in efficient
information management and exchange. Balancing future risks with current costs is a delicate art.
The future success will require the use of effective and encompassing tools. Many of them already
exist, some still need to be developed. Simple effective data input methods must be utilized.
Current databases have holes and bad data. No system can give good results with bad inputs.
Economic data must be fully integrated into maintenance and ASIP data bases. Without attacking
the difficult tasks today the benefits can not be reaped in the future.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper the implications of combined hidden corrosion and fatigue on structural integrity of aging jet
transports are presented. The primary concern, the corrosion between the fay surface of the Principal Struc-
tural elements (PSE), is discussed. Examples of hidden corrosion that were found in older airplanes in the
Boeing fleet are shown. Current maintenance programs for structural integrity of aging commercial fleet are
discussed. Commercially available detection methods for hidden corrosion are described. Finally, recom-
mendations to address hidden corrosion in older airplanes are proposed by supplementing existing visual
inspections with subsurface nondestructive evaluation (NDE).

1. INTRODUCTION

Economic and market conditions have resulted in the use of commercial jet transport airplanes well beyond
their original economic Design Service Objective (DSO). Increase in the active service life of commercial
fleet is due to low fuel cost and increasing costs for fleet replacement. Supplemental inspections based on
the damage tolerance philosophy provide continuing airworthiness until economics of repair and modifica-
tions dictate retirement of an aircraft from service. Safety will not be compromised if the mandated safety
inspections and the scheduled maintenance are carried out. Air transport industry consensus is that older jet
transport airplanes will continue to be in service despite anticipated substantial increases in the required
maintenance.

Against this background, many aging jet transport airplane operators around the world are conducting eco-
nomic impact studies to determine the feasibility of extending the use of the older airplanes in their fleet.
Based on economical reasons, established operators may replace their airplanes well beyond their DSO with
new ones. At the same time these older airplanes are sold to operators with little or no knowledge and
experience with the aging airplane maintenance programs. Economic pressures coupled with lack of struc-
tural maintenance experience may reduce the additional attention needed to maintain continued airworthi-
ness of these airplanes. As the air traffic continues to grow on every continent of the world, the likelihood for
continued use of these older airplanes will only increase (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Basic commercial jet fleet summary (January 1998)
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StandardBoeingpracticesto supportcontinuingairplanestructuralintegrityincludeinspectionandover-
haulrecommendationscontainedinmaintenancedocumentationandservicebulletins.As airplanes exceed
their DSO, the incidence of fatigue increases and corrosion may become more widespread. Since fatigue
depends on flight cycles and corrosion depends on time, they may occur independently and their combined
presence is hard to predict. Current industry practice is to keep corrosion under control by means of Corro-
sion Prevention and Control Program (CPCP) and develop maintenance for fatigue based on the assumption
that the corrosion is under control.

Corrosion is controlled in the Boeing fleet by a CPCP that focuses on visual inspection of surface corrosion
of safety critical areas, called PSEs. Once corrosion igcontrolled by CPCP, the FAA-mandated Supplemen-
tal Structural Inspection Program (SSIP) developed for fatigue can be effectively applied for structural in-
tegrity. This has worked very well for surface corrosion. However, undetected hidden subsurface corrosion
in PSEs may influence the effectiveness of SSIP inspections for fatigue damage. (Ref. 1)

The objective of this paper is to raise the awareness of potential airworthiness concerns of older airplanes in
the worldwide fleet with undetected hidden corrosion and present a proposed solution based on subsurface
NDE inspections and extensive maintenance training. Timely preventive maintenance based on subsurface
NDE inspection of PSEs to detect hidden corrosion should permit continued safe operation of aging jet
transports until economics dictate their retirement from service.

1.1 MAINTAINING STRUCTURAL SAFETY FOR THE AGING COMMERCIAL FLEET

Criteria and procedures employed in the commercial aircraft design for the past three decades have resulted
in long-life damage-tolerant structures with a credible safety record (Figure 2)(Ref. 2). This achievement is
the result of diligent attention to detail design, manufacturing, maintenance, and inspection procedures.
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Figure 2. Safety record-worldwide commercial jet fleet (year-end 1997)

The design concepts, supported by testing, have worked well due to the system that is being used to ensure
that the commercial fleets are kept flying safely throughout their operational life. The major participants of
this system are the airworthiness authorities who establish rules and regulations, approve the designs, and
oversee airline maintenance performance; the manufacturers who design, build, and support airplanes in
service; and the airlines who operate, inspect, and maintain the fleet. Airplane safety depends on the diligent
performance and participation by all the participants in the system.

Commercial jet airplane structures in the 1950s and 1960s were designed by using the fail-safe design
concept, which ensures the ability of a critical component to maintain design capability and functionality

with complete failure of a single element or an obvious partial failure of a single element. Experience has
shown that the fail-safe design philosophy has generally been effective in allowing sufficient opportunities
for timely detection of structural damage. However, failure modes were not always predicted with sufficient

accuracy to ensure that structural failures would be obvious and within safety limits. Structural failures
could progress in unanticipated ways, and a number of old airplanes were found with quite unexpected
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defects.By theearly1970sit wasclearthattheairlineoperatorswereexpectedto findcracksthatwere
difficulttodetect,andinspectionplanningwasrecognizedasasafetyissue.Thispromptedtheindustryand
airworthinessauthoritiesto focusmoreon theadequacyof inspectionprogramsfor timelydetectionof
structuraldiscrepancybeforetheybecomecritical.Combinedindustryandairworthinessauthorityactivities
in thelate1970sresultedinchangesto theregulatoryrequirementstoreflectstate-of-the-artdevelopments
in fracturemechanicsandembracedamagetoleranceasadesignphilosophy.In additiontoresidualstrength
evaluations,damagegrowthandinspectionrequirementswithconsiderationfor damageat multiplesites
wereincorporatedin 1978inFAR/AC25.571,Amendment45fornewairplanes,andinCAANotice89and
AC91-56fordevelopmentof SSIPfor airplanescertifiedpriorto 1978.

1.2MAINTAININGAIRPLANESCERTIFIEDDAMAGETOLERANTUSINGMSG-3PROCESS

Forairplanemodelscertifiedafter1978,maintenancefordamagetolerancewasdevelopedusingtheMain-
tenanceSteeringGroup-3(MSG-3)process.TheMSG-3guidelinesdocument,writtenbytheAir Transport
Association(ATA),providesproceduresfor developinginitialmaintenanceprogramsfor threeprincipal
sourcesof aircraftstructuraldamage:fatigue,corrosion,andaccidentaldamage(Figure3).
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The guidelines provide for rating systems to be developed by the manufacturer as a means of determining
inspection requirements. The rating systems are based on past practice and manufacturer/operator experi-
ence with similar structure. The rating systems used by Boeing are Accidental Damage Rating (ADR), Envi-
ronmental Deterioration Rating (EDR) for corrosion, and Damage Tolerance Rating (DTR) for fatigue dam-
age detection assessment.

The initial structural maintenance plan for a new model is directed toward detecting corrosion and acciden-
tal damage. Based on manufacturer and operator experience statistics, ADR and EDR for each PSE are
established and initial inspections are developed. Simultaneously, feasibility study for fatigue damage de-
tection is made to determine if a practical program can be constructed using the DTR system.

As the fleet matures, the risk of fatigue increases and the initial inspection program is reassessed using the
DTR system. If the initial program is inadequate for finding fatigue cracks in significant structures, addi-
tional or supplemental inspections are required and provided by SSIP.

1.3 MAINTAINING THE AGING FLEET AGAINST COMBINED CORROSION AND FATIGUE

Corrosion in aircraft structures can occur under both static conditions and during missions, and it is a time-

dependent phenomenon. Corrosion starts when applied protection systems become degraded and damaged.
Degradation occurs due to exposure to ultraviolet rays, ozone, and moisture-induced leaching of inhibitors
from primers and sealant. Accidental damage is a random event and is usually addressed by operator and
manufacturer experience statistics. Fatigue, on the other hand, requires repeated loads and therefore depends
on flight or missions. With time when airplanes accumulate more and more flights, both corrosion and
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fatigue may occur simultaneously. Combined action of corrosion and fatigue tends to concentrate on joints
due to high stresses caused by stress concentration and load transfer, crevices for moisture entrapment, fay
surface contacts that wear out the protection system. Testing and fleet history have shown that the effect of

corrosion on fatigue is significant and consistent (Ref. 3). Currently no simplified practical method to corre-
late the amount of corrosion to time is available. On the other hand, the science of fracture mechanics is well

developed to predict fatigue crack growth and residual strength to a sufficient degree of accuracy.

Combination of severe corrosion and fatigue damage can significantly affect damage tolerance capability by
reducing residual strength, increasing multiple site damage, accelerating crack growth rates, and larger ini-
tial damage size. Distribution of corrosion is unpredictable in the fleet and significantly reduces the safe
damage detection period for fatigue damage.

An example illustrating the potential effect of fatigue damage occurring in the presence of severe corrosion
is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Reduction of damage detection period due to severe corrosion

Airplane structural integrity can be significantly affected by the reduced number of opportunities to detect
damage, before it exceeds safe allowable limits.

Figure 5 shows typical fleet damage rate assumed for aging fleet assessments in the early 1980s when
Supplemental Structual Inspection Docuements (SSID) for fatigue cracking were developed. The fleet dam-
age rate for corrosion was assumed to be fairly constant. However, surveys and events in the late 1980s have
indicated an increasing number of corrosion problems in aging airplanes.
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Figure 6 shows the observed fleet damage rate during the same period as Figure 5, and 6 indicates a signifi-
cant increase in the fleet damage rate due to corrosion. Some operators had taken effective action to prevent
or control corrosion, but some did allow corrosion to progress to levels that required major repairs or re-
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placementof parts.It becameobviousthatwithoutchangesin thistrend,potentialcombinationsof severe
corrosionandfatiguecrackingwouldrequirefrequentinspectionof all primarystructureonall agingair-
planes,to ensurecontinuingairworthiness.Toavoidsuchimpracticalrestrictionsonanagingfleet,the
industryapproachwastopreventorcontrolcorrosionindependentof fatigue,priortoanypotentialinterac-
tionwithfatiguedamage.The result was the CPCP (Ref. 4 and 5).

1.4 CORROSION PREVENTION AND CONTROL PROGRAM

The main objective of the CPCP is to establish minimum procedures for preventing or controlling corrosion
that may jeopardize the continuing airworthiness of the aging fleet. The program is developed for each
model by industry working groups called Structures Task Groups. A baseline program was developed for
each jet transport model under FAA jurisdiction. The programs included a definition of levels of corrosion
(Figure 7), inspection tasks, and implementation requirements, repeat inspections for each task, and report-
ing requirements for findings. Each operator must have an effective CPCP that controls corrosion to level 1
or better (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Effects of corrosion extent and severity on corrosion level

In principle, the CPCP was developed based on general visual inspections without disassembly of perma-
nently attached structure unless evidence of corrosion exists. CPCP has been effective for surface corrosion,
where visual inspections are adequate.

1.5 THE BOEING APPROACH TO MAINTAINING FATIGUE AND CORROSION

In line with the above industry aging airplane philosophy, the Boeing approach to maintaining fatigue and
corrosion has the following elements:
• Keep corrosion within level 1 or better by means of effective CPCP.
• Develop SSIP/SSID assuming effective CPCP keeping corrosion blend-out limits within damage

tolerance assessments. This is done by normalizing damage tolerance methodology to a corrosion
level of 1 or better.

• Consider effect of adverse environment in crack growth analysis methodology. Although full-scale
presence of corrosion cannot be analyzed at present, the effect of corrosive environment on crack growth
has been taken into consideration. Thus total absence of corrosion is not needed for damage tolerance
analysis.

This approach has been working well for CPCP type surface corrosion.

1.5.1 CPCP and Hidden Corrosion

Despite having specific inspection requirements through some service bulletins and FAA Airworthiness
Directives (AD), recent reports and inquiries from operators indicate that CPCP and other programs do not
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have the full capability to detect hidden corrosion prior to becoming well beyond mamufacturer's allowable

limits. Furthermore, this is an issue for all PSEs, not just for structures defined by service bulletins and ADs.

1.5.2 Examples of Hidden Corrosion

Figure 8 shows a fuselage longitudinal lap splice in which severe corrosion underneath was not visible from
outside.

Figure 8. Hidden corrosion at advanced stage
in a longitudinal lap splice

Figure 9. Corrosion in rear spar upper chord splice
plate at side of body

Figure 9 shows a splice plate that splices the horizontal leg of the wing rear spar upper chord at the side of
the body joint. Although the part was severely corroded, the only reason the corrosion was found was due to
a fatigue crack in the spar chord that was found outboard of this joint, and the airline had elected to replace
a portion of the chord from the side-of-body outboard.

Figure 10a shows hidden corrosion between the wing front spar lower chord and web in dry bay area.
Previous visual inspection for this item was carried out multiple times without finding any corrosion. Cor-
rosion became apparent during a visual (CPCP) inspection only after the web was totally corroded and was
beyond fay surface of the chord and web. CPCP will not find similar occurrences in other areas until corro-
sion is well beyond allowable limits and level 2.
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Figurel0a. Hidden corrosion in 747 wing front spar web
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Figurel0b.Frominsidethetank

Figurel0c.Frominsidethetank

Figurel0d.Fromoutsidethetank
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Figure I 1 shows details of hidden corrosion between the belly skin and stringer reported by an experienced
major operator. In this instance also the corrosion found was beyond level 2. By conducting NDE inspec-
tions, the operator discovered similar discrepancies at multiple locations. Once again CPCP visual inspec-
tions did not adequately detect hidden corrosion prior to becoming level 2.
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Figure 11 Hidden corrosion in bilge area skin and stringer

1.5.3 Impact of Hidden Corrosion

Surface corrosion can easily be detected by visual or other surface inspections. CPCP provides for such
inspections and therefore, corrosion can be detected in a timely manner and repaired before it becomes a
safety concern. Thus, once corrosion is under control, inspections for fatigue can be developed using frac-
ture mechanics methods, which assume no significant interaction of corrosion on fatigue. Therefore, result-
ing SSIP is effective in detecting fatigue cracking in a timely manner before it becomes a safety concern.
Hidden corrosion, on the other hand, will not be detected by mandated CPCP and may not be detected until
it reaches or exceeds critical levels at multiple locations. Therefore, SSIP for fatigue inspections may be
unconservative. Cracking patterns for structure with potential for hidden corrosion must be adjusted accord-
ingly. Thus, for the example in Figure ! 1, the detection period could be based on the assumption of failed
stringer flange at the skinsurface rather than crack gr0wtla from the edge of a fastener h01e. These cracking
pattern assumptions for damage tolerance detection assessments will be a function of visual versus NDE
methods employed in the SSIP.

1.5.4 Hidden Corrosion Detection

Recent visits to experienced aging airplane operators show that detecting hidden corrosion in aircraft struc-
ture is a challenging task. Of particular concern is the corrosion that is not visible or does not have tell-tale
signs. Use of NDE is essential in ensuring airworthiness of aircraft that are used well beyond their DSO.
However, utilization of NDE to ensure safety by means of hidden corrosion detection in a large commercial
fleet can only be relied upon once it has proven to be effective by virtue of its track record. The other
problem with NDE is that although its reliability for fatigue is well established, that for corrosion is not yet
well defined.

Early detection of hidden corrosion, prior to exceeding allowable limits, is the key to maintaining aircraft
safety. Hidden corrosion usually can be detected by subsurface inspections only. Therefore, it may be essen-
tial that subsurface nondestructive inspection methods be used to effectively detect hidden corrosion prior to

becoming well beyond allowable limits.

1.5.5 NDE Methods for Hidden Corrosion (Ref. 6,7, and 8)

Traditional methods for subsurface inspection include low frequency eddy current (LFEC), ultrasonic, and

radiographic methods (X-ray). LFEC is capable of detedting material loss (thickness loss) in the first and
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secondlayers,ultrasoniciscapableof accuratemeasurementof material loss in the first layer, and X-ray is
used for detection throughout the full thickness of the structure. Thermal techniques are also used to detect
10% or more material loss for large areas.

Among emerging techniques, two are promising for rapid, wide area inspection. The first method is an

optical double-pass retro-reflection surface inspection technique (D-sight). Although a surface technique, it
is very sensitive to surface bulging (pillowing) effects caused by the confinement of the subsurface corrosion

products and has potential for lap splice subsurface corrosion detection. The second method is thermal wave
imaging, which is capable of imaging wide areas of subsurface corrosion in lap splices, tear straps, and other
areas of the aircraft fuselage.

1.5.6 Detection of Hidden Corrosion in the Commercial Fleet

In the commercial fleet two NDE methods are commonly used: LFEC and Ultrasonic.

-LFEC inspection can be basically classified into two groups:
• Single-frequency LFEC inspection where only first-layer hidden corrosion may be detected. Using

this method, reliable detection can be obtained for corrosion of 10% or more of the thickness, and it can
be used for thicknesses up to 0.125 inch.

• Dual-frequency LFEC inspection, in which second-layer corrosion can be reliably detected for corro-
sion of 10% or more of the thickness can be used for thicknesses of up to 0.125 inch. The dual frequency
allows the inspection technique to separate the signals from the gap between the two parts and thereby this
technique allows inspectors to detect corrosion in the second layer.

Note that no effective practical method exists for third-layer corrosion for a commercial fleet.

-Ultrasonic Inspection
• Ultrasonic inspection can be used to detect first-layer crack only and works better with thicker plates.

Essentially, they act as thickness gages and determine the thickness loss due to corrosion. They can
detect corrosion of over 10% of the thickness, although more reliable resources can be obtained in the
range of 10% to 30% (or higher).

-Thermography:
• Another promising method is thermography, which is currently used to detect ice in honeycomb

structure. But the equipment needed to detect corrosion seems to be expensive at this time.

1.6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Hidden corrosion affects damage tolerance of PSEs and, if detection is not timely the continuing airwor-
thiness of the aircraft will be impacted. Very old airplanes operated by less experienced operators are most
vulnerable.

To avert this situation, current CPCP may have to be expanded to include subsurface NDE in addition to

existing visual inspections. Alternately, a new program primarily with subsurface NDE may have to be
created to supplement the CPCP. Simultaneously, SSIP may have to be modifi_ed to include cracking

scenarios to account for hidden corrosion. Industry training coupled with improved inspection techniques
for early detection of hidden corrosion should be an integral part of this program.
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Abstract

The initial focus of aging aircraft efforts, and the development of resolution plans, has primarily been

applied to the corrosion and structural areas. These solutions have typically been developed and applied
in a singular manner, constrained by limited or incremental funding availability. In addition, the focus
has primarily been on the necessity of resolving single critical issues, without assessment of the overall

system effects. As corrosion and structural issues are resolved, weapons systems operators continue to

experience degradation of availability and readiness due to systems, equipment, and support limitations of

aging aircraft. These include: 1) equipment item obsolescence, 2) mission requirements changes, 3)
diminishing manufacturing sources, 4) age degradation of the systems/equipment, 5) reduced manpower

levels (both skills and numbers of personnel) and, 6) funding constraints. In addition, recent changes and

DoD initiatives relative to Acquisition Reform and Flexible Sustainment are causing increased scrutiny of
the nature and effectiveness of support systems management and application. The DoD continues
evolving towards improved support practices, and modernization requirements (such as Global Air

Traffic Management (GATM) and Future Air Navigation Systems (FANS)) constantly emerge. As a

result, the need for new methods of analysis and forecasting is becoming critical. In order to rapidly
assess and quickly respond to these concerns, a comprehensive approach to identifying aging aircraft
issues, providing resolution, and assessing total system implementation effectiveness is required.

Application of the systems engineering process to aging aircraft issues provides for: 1) identification of
all issues pertinent to the equipment and its support system, 2) development of assessment criteria to

allow ranking of the issues in order of magnitude, 3) assessment of the impacts on availability as well as

operating & support (O&S) costs, 4) development of alternatives, 5) preparation of a roadmap for the
resolution of issues, 6) assessment of newly emerging issues against the roadmap, and, 7) continued
evaluation to maintain the health of both the equipment and the support system. The systems engineering

approach, applied to the weapon system (including the support infrastructure), provides a method of

determining and obtaining total system objectives. Assessments will provide measures of the cost savings
necessary to fund zero net dollar improvements in the current cycle of shrinking defense budgets. Return

on investment can be maximized while reducing the overall time required to realize O&S savings.

Impacts to the existing support infrastructure can be minimized while optimizing capabilities to support
constantly evolving mission requirements.

Introduction

Aging aircraft system costs continue to increase while the ability to obtain funding has become a
competitive environment. Fleets have been operated beyond their anticipated chronological service lives,

usually in conjunction with mission profile changes that have significant impact on the structural and/or
systems life of the aircraft. In the meanwhile, operational requirements have continued to increase due to
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shrinkingforcesizesandmultipleforcecommitments.Addtothisthetendencytofocusagingaircraft
solutionson(generally)structuralissues,overshadowingsubtler(butjustassignificant)systemsissues.

Weaponsystemmanagementof emergentissueshastraditionallybeenhandledona"casebycase"basis
withtheemphasisonmaintainingsystemperformance,notoverallsystemeconomics.Thedevelopment
of resolutionsshouldbemanagedandmeasuredattheoveralllevelandneedsto involvebusinesscases.
LatestDoDinitiativesarebasedonachieving"BestValue"for overalllife cyclesupport.In ordertodo
this,weaponssystemsmanagersneednewmetricsandnewprocesses.

Commercialaircraftoperatorsmakerapid,cost-baseddecisionsbecausetheytrackandassessimpactsand
changesbasedoncostof ownership(e.g."dollarcost-per-seat-mile").Theycollectdatainsufficient
detail,andinaconsistentmanner,to supportstandardizedanalysis.Thisallowsevaluatingeachissue
againsttheoverallcostof ownershipof theirrespectivesystem.Whilecommercialprocessesare
generallyapplicabletoagingaircraft,thespecificmetricsneedtobedevelopedbasedonsensitivityto
systemsuniqueperspectivessuchasthechronologicalageof thesystemsbeingmeasuredexceedingthe
forecastservicelife period.

Utilizingthesystemsengineeringprocess,theweaponsystemmanagercanidentifysustainment
requirements,allocatetheserequirementsintoplans,analyzeandvalidatetheachievementof goals,and
updaterequirementsasnecessary.Usinganalyticaltoolstodeveloptruecostperunitof operation(e.g.
flighthours,sortie,out-of-servicehour,etc.),thesystemmanagercanalsotrackactualcostsof
ownership.Thishelpsto determinethemostprofitableplanningof expenditurestosupportknownor
forecastoperationalservicerequirementsof theweaponsystem.Inaddition,it providesameansof
weighingtheout-yearcosteffectsof occasionalshort-termneedsto delayorbypasscorrectingasystems
problem.

A systemsmanagercannotexpendall oftheiravailablefundingonthelatesttrendytechnologyor topicat
theexpenseof thesafetyoroperationaldegradations,whichareexistentoremerging.By managingcost
for profitability,theycaneffectout-yearcostavoidancesthatwill provideforfuturemodernization
activities.Thesearenecessaryto retainaviablewarfightingcapabilitywell intotheyear2020and
beyond.

Requirements for Increased Systems Cost Effectiveness

In order to effect increased cost effectiveness, first establish metrics for success. For aged or aging

weapons systems, success exists when the following occur:

The cost of continuing the current support approach is a constant, stable value that will incur no

growth due to obsolescence, loss of industry base, planned improvements or restorations, etc.

The cost of planned improvements or restorations "pay for themselves" in actual out-year

savings, and within the period of their respective obsolescence.

Economic analysis indicates that the Net Present Value of changes is less than or equal to their

obligated funding.

Current in-progress activities are consistently being accomplished at or under their cost and

schedule targets.

Weapons systems maintenance and support is a decreasing, not increasing cost.
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It becomesimmediatelyobviousthatsystemsmanagersmustlookatcostinanewandmore
comprehensivemanner.Thetrapinherentin increasedworkloadsandoperationaltemposis thelackof
timetoevaluateeverythingatadetailedlevel.True,aneconomicanalysiswill notandshouldnotbe
usedto supporturgentmissionrequirements.Butthefactremainsthattheprimarypurposeof system
managersis toprovidefor therealneedsof thecrewsto fly, themaintainerstohavetoolsandspares,and
theplannerstohaveequipmentavailabletosupportmissions.Doingsoinvolvesmaximumutility in
forecastingfutureneeds,andthecostsassociatedwithachievingthesegoals.

If anorganizationhasacomputerwithahigherendspreadsheetandcalculationapplication(suchas
Microsoft®Excel,etc.),theymostlikelyhavemorethanonepersonwiththemathematicalbackground
tobuildmodels.Thekeypointis thatsophisticatedmodelsaregenerallyaproductofthefunctionsthey
utilizeandnotthedatatheyrequire.Aslongasacomprehensivesetof dataisavailable,andthedatais
accountable,simplerfunctionscanbeutilizedinarepetitivemannertoaccomplishthesameresultsas
complexfunctions.

What is a systems en_ ag_0p_proach? Nothing more than identifying requirements for the system
(top-level model), allocating those requirements (building cost factors and groundrules), validation of

success (verifying cost effectiveness of decisions), and documenting results (maintaining the model(s)).

Most importantly, it is the assessment of each item against the total system, both current and pla_
from a cost perspective, to ensure that the most cost-effective solution for total system support is being

used. It allows the "what if' assessment for alternatives while providing the means to assess the most
cost effective timeline for accomplishment - or delaying the efforts - based on the planned approach for

overall system management.

Approaches for Documenting Assessments and Impacts

Understand the system/equipment, as well as all related costs. In order to determine the impacts of

change, one must first document a baseline of what is actually being expended today. All future decisions
will be based on the effect against this baseline, so be diligent in data gathering. Define the operational

and support commitments of the existing weapon system. These elements include such things as:

# systems supported, # locations, foreign or CONUS, deployment cycles, utilization, supply

support, repair support

Don't be hasty to neglect such items as direct personnel costs, facility and support costs, surcharges, etc.

One method of identifying "buried" costs is as follows: observe "routine" activities and whenever one
observes an activity, or the consumption of an item, or the use of equipment or facilities, attempt to find

out where the costs are tracked and how they relate to the system. Every single item that occurs has some

cost associated with it. And while these costs may not be reflected in system specific appropriations,
there is a benefit from the ability to forward cost benefits upward to the appropriate staffs.

Look for subtle drivers. These are the typica ! cause of most faulty analyses for profitability. Subtle
drivers are those items that at first (or even third) glance do not obviously contribute to the specific issue

under evaluation. As a result, overlooking them is easy, yet they may cause one to miss true requirements
by large amounts.
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Example

A command is replacing a wing skin at a cost $20,000 per aircraft for 500 aircraft. ($10

M). This drives a need to replace all the fasteners with the next oversize at an additional (hidden)
cost of $30,000 per aircraft ($15 M). It is decided to be conservative and obligate 125% of this

amount to cover contingencies ($31.25 M). After obtaining headquarters approval based on the
estimates developed, and funding is allocated.

The subtle drivers are: 1) some of the fasteners are already oversized, and will drive

rework of stringers on 20% of the aircraft for the replacement of these fasteners during reskin at a

cost of $40,000 per aircraft ($4 M) PLUS 10% of the stringers (6 per a/c average) will crack out
and need replacement, but the replacement is 30 month lead time and a $10,000 item ($6 M).

This drives a cum program cost (excluding contingencies) of $35 M - leaving a potential $3.75 M

shortfall in the program. In addition, there are issues of out-of-service costs, depot facility delays
due to schedule impacts, and increased utilization of other aircraft resulting from the out-of-

service effects. Now a decision is required, do they delay this program or will some other
maintenance or modernization issue be reduced or delayed in order to meet this requirement.

Define groundrules and restrictions. These include not only the known quantitative items (reliability,
cost, etc.), but also the unknown, therefore qualitative, items (utilization forecasts, inflation, forecast scrap
factors, etc.). These groundrules are the basis of decision making as to whether or not a global strategy

change is necessary to effect profitability. In addition, the documentation of groundrules and assumptions

provides the continuity to future managers so that they understand all the reasons behind decisions.

Use available tools to gather data. Regulatory Changes. New and pending regulatory changes can

provide good insight into future operational, support and modernization requirements. It takes a good
amount of research to identify and validate these forecasts, but the results can provide sufficient lead-time
to develop weapon system management strategies that can utilize currently obligated funding in a
streamlined manner.

Aircraft Sustainment Master Plans (ASMP): ASMPs are an effective tool for compiling and prioritizing
weapon system issues, concerns, strategies and assessments. Use of ASMPs provides the means to

document results of analyses and future utilization predictions in a single document. This facilitates the

development of "roadmaps" for systems management, as well as building a repository of data to support

rapid turnaround of command requests and emergent funding opportunities. The ASMP serves as the

"business plan" for the system management.

Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP). ASIP is used to monitor, predict and forecast structural

integrity of an aircraft, including degradation effects of cracks and other structural failures. The inherent
drawback of ASIP is that it is based on pristine (undamaged) structural materials. The effects of

corrosion on structural integrity are being developed through testing and conceptual model analysis. As

these tools become perfected, the ability to forecast impacts will be enhanced and streamlined.

Functional Systems IntegrityProgram (FSIP). Aircraft were designed, and initially qualified, for a

service life based essentially on structural integrity. As time has elapsed, these service life predictions

have been modified due to testing, rework and analytical study. One effect is that the systems installed on
the aircraft have been used for a far greater period than designed, even as the technology involved in the

systems has become obsolete or extinct. An FSIP program performs failure analysis on a system -
identical to the initial Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) performed by the OEM. The

emphasis of FSIP is to determine how age, modification and other factors effect the system, as well as

recommending how to manage and/or improve the system. FSIP is typically applied from a safety
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perspective,e.g.howdoesafailureaffectmissionorpersonnel,butcouldalsobeappliedfroman
operationalorsupportperspective.FSIPisahandytool for systematicallyassessingtheeffectsof ageon
systemsandequipment.

Corrosion Prevention/Control Plans (CPCP). CPCPs are used to develop corrosion prevention strategies,

identify corrosion prone areas of the aircraft, and forecast future corrosion repair requirement potential.
Some elements of a CPCP include corrosion zone mapping of potential problem areas, corrosion

predictive modeling

Cost Of Ownership (CO0) Modeling. CO0 provides the tools for accumulating the knowledge, and

assessing the overall impacts of changes. They allow evaluating potential changes for impact to funding,
or estimate impacts of reallocating current work. CO0 modeling is the means by which value

determinations are made as a result of gathering data.

Define future changes to the baseline, both known and anticipated. The past can be an indicator of the
future, either for better or worse. In documenting future changes, focus on those items that cannot be

managed or affected today. These include such things as obsolescence, operational utilization,
modernization, etc. By documenting these factors using realistic values, the baseline includes a planned

growth factor for use in comparing growth issues. If one cannot obtain a planning factor, develop one,
but ensure that it is documented clearly in the groundrules for future reference.

Programs such as ASIP and FSIP provide data that is extremely helpful in looking forward. These
programs can provide concise and accurate information on obsolescence, emergent utilization or safety

issues, and projected maintenance increases. The more data that can be obtained, the more proactive the

modeling.

Know what it's going to cost to get there. Develop and use a mathematical cost model to provide

numerical as well as graphical interpretations of the data. As mentioned earlier, this can be as complex as
can be afforded, or as simple as desired. The goal is to display the global system cost issues, so that all

changes can be assessed based on their impact to the baseline. As a point of reference, the easier it is to
use the model, the more likely it will be used. And the more it is used, the more it will come to be

depended on as another tool for the decision making process.

Insert disruptions that will have predictable results to validate the model. Pay special attention to the
selection of sensitivity analysis criteria - analysis of the wrong metrics will provide skewed results.

Use the model to assess hardware/software changes, determine impacts of future trends, evaluate options
related to modernization and maintenance, and analyze operational or support system changes and their

effects. Relate costs back to the baseline to evaluate if there is economical payback of the proposed

change. In the event that safety or operational changes are going to negatively impact funding profiles,
determine the most economical method of re-allocating current or planned projects to get back into a

profitable position.

Don't forget to plan for updating the model as projects are activated, cancelled or modified. The more the
model is utilized, the faster it will be touse because it contains the most current data. But if allowed to
become too outdated, it will become too time consuming to update on demand and therefore not of value

for decision making.

Make sure to include the support system. Another critical, but often overlooked area of cost is the

support system for the equipment. There is general recognition of spares and technical manuals as
support costs. But investigating further reveals the costs of repairing the spares, costs to update the
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manuals,costsof developingandfielding the new support equipment required due to the forecast
obsolescence or other replacement requirements for system equipment, etc. More difficult than the

current costs are the projections of support system impacts resulting from future requirements or changes

in strategy. It has been widely documented that Operating and Support (O&S) costs are the real drivers in

system Life Cycle Cost (LCC). One cannot model future profitability without including the support
system in the analysis.

Picking the "best value". How does one assess which item is the best candidate to delay? How does one

decide if they can delay this item? How did one reach the conclusion that this was the right item to work
first? Lacking the mandatory nature of safety items, many candidates for modernization or maintenance

improvement should be evaluated based on qualitative measures. Lacking good cost of ownership
models, these evaluations become victims of subjective measures.

No one wishes to hit the brick wall of aircraft retirement due to landing gear or cockpit modernization
problems because all of the available funding is being consumed in an incremental manner for corroded

lap joints? And are they being cleaned because it is needed, or just because it has always been done that
way?

These decisions will most likely be self-generating if a model adequately addresses the key elements:

!. What are the operational and support (maintenance) objectives of the system/equipment - now
& future?

2. What are the impacts on the "as-designed" equipment and support system?
3. What alternatives are there?

Use the planned approach now
Delay

Do Nothing
Do something else

4. What effect does each alternative have on total system cost of ownership? Rank the

alternatives based on the weighting criteria most appropriate to the analysis.

Breakthrough Opportunities

With recent DoD changes that place more emphasis on profitability, there are areas where breakthroughs

can and should occur. These breakthroughs will either simplify decision-making, or increase the options
available to the systems manager for creating the most profitable approach possible. These include such
items as the following:

True cost of ownership and operational documentation.
Detailed work-level cost collection for modernization and maintenance.

Forecasting models and analysis approaches that are utilized consistently by DoD agencies.
Legislative/regulatory issues (color of money).

Long-term (>5 years) funding obligation capabilities.

Standard systems engineering approach model for use by all DoD agencies.
Standardized metrics.

New data sources and collection techniques.

New processes and/or streamlining of existing processes.
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CONCLUSIONS

There are significant benefits, both short-term and long-term, to be derived from total systems

assessment. Most notable is the decreased probability of funding obligations which later prove incapable
of sustaining mission and support metrics. Proper evaluation of age issues includes analysis of weapons

system utilization and performance, detailed assessment of all cost elements affected, and determination

of support system impacts. These analyses can provide the methods for determining how to prioritize
limited available funds for the best return on investment. As the O&S costs are brought more under

control for fiscal efficiency, the out-year savings can be re-applied to meet increased system

improvements and/or modernization objectives. All of this can be accomplished with a "net zero dollar"
impact to current obligation and funding plans under the cognizance of using and managing commands.

DoD has committed to long-term sustainment of aging aircraft. By developing enhanced technologies,

methods, materials and systems, managers will have greater opportunities to ensure that weapon systems

will continue to fulfill current and future missions. It is dependent upon industry to develop a standard
support metric and leverage commercial expertise. DoD has a corresponding role by increasing "best

value" management, providing data to industry, and streamlining existing processes to increase

efficiencies. Industry and DoD need to work to jointly evolve support processes as well as developing
new data sources and collection techniques.
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ABSTRACT

This paper outlines the Structural Health Monitoring system being developed for Eurofighter

2000. The system is designed as an integral part of the avionics system, both on and off-

aircraft, enabling the customer to perform fleet-wide monitoring of fatigue life and significant

structural loading events.

1. INTRODUCTION

Eurofighter 2000 (EF2000) is a four-nation collaboration between Germany, Italy, Spain and
the United Kingdom. The Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) system being developed for

EF2000 is resident on each aircraft and will enable the operators to monitor accurately fatigue

consumption and significant structural events, thereby safeguarding the structural integrity of

the aircraft. The information obtained can be used to plan maintenance actions effectively, and

to manage the fleet fatigue life pro-actively by the rotation of aircraft.

British Aerospace have system design responsibility for the EF2000 SHM system. The SHM is

integrated with both the on-aircraft avionics systems and the ground support system. The on-

aircraft software is part of the Integrated Monitoring, test and Recording Sub-system (IMRS).

The IMRS is also responsible for crash data recording, video voice recording, management of
equipment maintenance messages and provides the engine health monitoring interface with the

ground.

The SHM ground analysis is performed by the Ground Support System (GSS), which is
responsible for both missioia and engineering support activities for EF2000. An overview of the

SHM system is shown in Figure 1.

Different customer requirements for the SHM system has lead to the development of a flexible

system which can be configured, without recourse to software change, as either a parametric

based or strain gauge based fatigue monitoring system.
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Figure 1. Overview of aircraft and ground SHM systems

2. ON-AIRCRAFT SYSTEM

The SHM algorithms form part of the IMRS software fitted to each EF2000 and as such have

access to the majority of the data within the avionics systems e.g. flight control system. The

IMRS software is written such that on entry into service a growth potential of 100% is present

(both processing and memory).

The SHM system performs real-time fatigue calculations and determines the life consumed by

the airframe. Significant structural events and flight performance parameters are also

monitored. A facility exists to record parameter and strain gauge time histories, if requested by

the operator, for ad hoc studies (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of aircraft SHM system

The SHM data are available from the aircraft via two sources:

Maintenance Data Panel (MDP). The MDP is an on-aircraft equipment which displays

information to the support personnel allowing them to query on-aircraft systems data. The

SHM data available on the MDP are details of the total life consumed by each SHM monitored

location and information on SHM event messages which have occurred on the previous sortie.
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Portable Maintenance Data Store (PMDS). The PMDS is a solid state memory device

approximately the same size as an cigarette packet (= 100"60'25 mm). The PMDS is used to

transfer SHM, engine and maintenance data to and from the aircraft. The PMDS can store data

for up to five individual flights.

In addition to the above equipment the aircraft has an optional recording device, the Bulk

Storage Device (BSD), which can be used to record a set of parameters requested by the

support personnel.

2.1 Fatigue Calculation

Two SHM versions are being developed. These reflect the customer requirements for either a

parametric based or strain gauge based fatigue monitoring system. Both versions will be

validated by comparison with flight test data correlated to fatigue test results.

The SHM calculates fatigue life consumed at specified locations on the airframe. A single

software is fitted to the aircraft which provides the operator with the facility to define, via data

uploaded by the support personnel, whether each location is to be either parameter or strain

gauge based.

For parametric based locations, real-time data are captured from the Flight Control System

(FCS), Armament Control System (ACS) and the Fuel Gauging System (FUG). The FCS

provides aircraft altitude, velocities and accelerations, the ACS provides information on the

aircraft weapons configuration and the FUG provides fuel mass information. These data are fed

into the SHM which calculates the stress at each location by comparison with approximately

17500 "templates" held in internal memory, Each template, derived from finite element

analysis and results of ground based airframe fatigue tests, corresponds to a particular aircraft
configuration and set of flight parameters. The process iterates, generating a history of stress.

The stress history is subjected to a real-time range-mean-pairs cycle counting analysis to

calculate stress spectra and fatigue damage (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Overview of fatigue calculations
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For strain gauge based locations, the stress is calculated directly from strain gauge
measurementat an iteration rate defined by the user. A real-time range-mean-pairscycle
countinganalysis,identical to theparametriclocations,is performedto calculatestressspectra
andfatigue damage.
The health of the data input to the SHM algorithmsfrom externalsourcesi.e. flight control
systemandstraingauges,aremonitored.These,togetherwith data indicatingthe healthof the
SHMdata,arealsoavailablefor off-aircraft analysis.

Typical SHM locationsaregivenin Figure4.
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Figure 4. Position of SHM locations

2.2 Dynamic Damage Calculations

For the strain gauge system the sample rates are user definable, allowing the operator to select

a sample rate sufficient to capture dynamic loading on the airframe.

For the parametric system a more complicated method has been designed, see Figure 5.

The data provided to SHM from the FCS etc. is insufficient in both rate and content to measure

directly dynamic loading on the airframe. The method employed by the SHM to calculate

dynamic damage is as follows.

The SHM measures and records the length of time spent within multi-dimensional regions (e.g.

incidence vs. dynamic pressure vs. airbrake angle) within which the aircraft is subject to

dynamic loading and hence dynamic damage. A corresponding multi-dimensional envelope

containing damage rates for each region subject to dynamic damage is held within the
software.

Multiplying each cell in the duration matrix by the corresponding damage rate and summing all

the resultant damages gives a total dynamic damage for that flight.

The shape and cell size of the duration matrix and corresponding damage rate matrix are
identical and are both user-definable.
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Figure 5. Parametric dynamic damage calculations

2.3 Event Monitoring

The SHM monitors in real-time the allowable parameter envelopes for structurally significant

events and displays to the support personnel, via the MDP, any excursions outside these
boundaries. Additional data are available on the PMDS for down-load to the GSS where further

investigations using crash recorder data and bulk storage device data, if available, can be
undertaken.

The definition and validation of the relevant parameter envelopes and the event corner points

will be performed during aircraft development.

Up to seven envelope types can be monitored, each envelope being dependent on up to six

configurations (e.g. clean, tanks). Up to five sub-factor envelopes and corner points for these

envelopes/configurations can be defined to the aircraft software. An illustration of the

functionality is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Example of structural event monitoring
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2.4 Auxiliary Data

The SHM calculates auxiliary data. This consists of data traditionally collated in the flying
log, and additional design/performance parameter summaries (Figure 7).

In order to reduce the work load of the support personnel the following data are made available

by the on-aircraft SHM system for each flight: flight date, take-off time, flight duration, stores

configuration, mass of stores/fuel at each take-off and landing, number and type of landings
(roller, touch and go, arrested etc.).

In addition, the following performance parameter summaries are available from each flight:
number of airbrake operations, undercarriage cycles and refuelling probe deploys/refuels.

Tabulation of "fatigue meter style" recordings of Nz in various aircraft mass and "points in the

sky" bands are recorded together with Nz vs. roll rate tables. Maximum and minimum values of

airspeed, altitude, Nz, and roll rate within one minute bands are also available.
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Figure 7. Example of auxiliary data output
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2.5 Bulk Storage Device

A BSD can be fitted to each EF2000 for special studies purposes. The system is designed to

compress and record data for a ninety minute flight, depending upon number of parameters and

their sample rates and resolutions, and upon flight activity. The definition of which data time

histories are recorded, and the rates and resolutions of those data, is controlled via the ground

support system.

Any data entering the IMRS can be accessed, including the twenty analogue channels. Internal

SHM data can also be accessed e.g. stress at each location. This gives the operator the ability

to perform ad hoc studies e.g. operational load monitoring exercises, on any aircraft at any

time, without the expense of special recording equipment.
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3. GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEM

The GSS provides the mission and engineering data processing for the aircraft and the

management of the interface between EF2000 systems and the respective in-service ground

based systems to support the aircraft operational staff at squadron level. In addition the GSS

also supports engineering staff in the maintenance of the aircraft. The design of the SHM

ground based analysis is integrated into the engineering support facility (Figure 8).

The quantity and complexity of the SHM data retrieved on a flight by flight basis from the

aircraft is prohibitive to the support personnel. A full understanding of all the data would
require specialist knowledge and training. As the support personnel are not expected to have

detailed specialist knowledge, the SHM ground based analysis is designed to be used by an

operator with a minimum of training.
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SHM aircraft data .................................

(PMDS, crash data, BSD). Event_ysis : personnel
v

f
FleetPil°t'managerSUpportpersonnel : [. ....._dtrend J I Fleet managerD,

Co nentandStor 1
tracking ]

_Upload "

Pilot,suppor personnel.. U rdennablo

ff'MDS)
Fleet manager _, [_{ PMDSprep_ion:: ]

[ BSDpreparation/ ]

l J
Figure 8. Schematic diagram of ground SHM system

Note: The volume of SHM data retrieved per flight from each EF2000 is approximately 350

times the volume of fatigue data currently retrieved and stored for a Tornado aircraft.

3.1 SHM Ground Analysis

The PMDS can store up to five flights' worth of data. On receipt of a PMDS the GSS de-

multiplexes the SHM data into individual flight files and scales the data into engineering units.

The GSS checks for completeness and data integrity. Identification of a failure, either in the
data or in the transfer of data from the PMDS to the GSS will result in the GSS operator

inserting a new PMDS into the aircraft and down-loading data stored in non-volatile memory

on-board the aircraft. Post-flight the pilot is required to enter a profile code describing the

sortie flown. This profile code is used in the verification of SHM data retrieved from the

aircraft and will assist in fleet planning activities.
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The SHM analysis assesses the validity of retrieved SHM data by comparison of individual

aircraft results with that aircraft's history of fatigue data collected and by comparison with

fleet trends. The GSS analyses the SHM health messages to determine the quality of the data.
The system automatically calculates the values for any "unmonitored" flying using formally

agreed rules.

The SHM validated flight records are stored in a database within the GSS. This database also

stores both the aircraft component and role equipment serial numbers. This validated

information can be transmitted to national information centres for fleet planning.

The database of SHM results held by the GSS at a base can be queried by authorised support

personnel in order to manage their aircraft. A variety of standard query formats and chart types

are provided, together with the facility to answer ad-hoc queries. Typical examples of data

formats are given in Figures 9 to 10.
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Figure 9. Typical ground analysis queries
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Figure 10. Typical ground analysis query

SHM data retrieved from the aircraft is electronically tied to the aircraft component and stores

by the GSS. This allows the operator to query a component or store and retrieve the history of

that component.

The system also allows the user to access the crash recorder data and BSD, if available, to

display the significance of any event messages produced by the aircraft system.

3.2 SHM Up-load Data

The system controls the SHM definable data to be up-loaded onto the aircraft. This SHM data

defines to the aircraft software the number and type (parametric or strain gauge) of fatigue

locations to be monitored. The relevant structure and values of the stress templates for the

parametric locations and the stress equations and sample rates for the strain gauge locations
are also definable.

The SHM up-load data also defines to the aircraft software the number of parameter event
envelopes to be monitored. The relevant parameters to be monitored and the event envelope

corner points are also definable.

The ground system controls the preparation of the up-load file defining the data to be recorded

on the bulk storage device. All data entering the IMRS system can be selected for recording

(not just SHM specific) and their required recording rates and resolutions defined.
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4. SYSTEM SUMMARY

The EF2000 SHM provides a complete structural health and usage monitoring facility
incorporating:

1. Maximum automation on- and off-aircraft

2. Integration of the systems on- and off-aircraft for minimum maintenance

3. Minimum specialist training required for operators on the Base

4. 100% growth potential for on-aircraft system (processing and memory) at initial entry to
service

5. Fatigue life consumption, stress spectra and parameter exceedance reporting available on a
flight-by-flight basis for each aircraft.

6. Up to five flights of individual SHM data available for down-load to the GSS

7. Flexibility to alter the SHM locations (up to twenty) to either parameter based or strain

gauge based calculations or a combination of both, without recourse to software change
8. Ad hoc facility for recording user selected flight parameter time histories

9. Tracking of aircraft components and stores

CONCLUSIONS

The EF2000 SHM is the latest in a line of monitoring systems (1) and supplies information

never previously available on a fleet-wide basis. The system is designed to maximise the long-
term benefits to the aircraft operator, and marks the initial phase of a BAe initiative aimed at

exploring "smart" structural health monitoring systems for military combat aircraft.
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MDP
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P
PMDS
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ABBREVIATIONS

Armaments Control System
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Abstract

After several C/KC-135 mishaps in the early 1990's that resulted from system failures or

malfunctions, the - 135 System Program Director (SPD) recognized that a logical,

organized, and disciplined approach to ensure or monitor the safety and durability of

aircraft functional systems did not exist. This was true even though system failures or

anomalies have caused most mishaps within the last five years involving USAF large

body transport type aircraft. At this same time, HQ AMC/CC tasked the SPD's

managing the aircraft within their command to develop a Functional Systems Integrity

Program (FSIP) to ensure the safety and durability of aircraft systems much like the

Aircraft Structural Integrity Program ensures the safety of aircraft structures. Since a

generic FSIP process did not exist, the -135 SPD volunteered to develop a FSIP process

which would be adaptable to all aircraft based on recent experience with analysis and

problem resolution of- 135 fuel systems. The requirement for a generic FSIP process was

subsequently canceled. However, the -135 Board of Directors decided that any -135

sustainment program must include a thorough and pro-active evaluation of system

integrity especially in the light of the aging problems, changing aircraft roles and

missions, subtle system degradations that may have been induced during years of system

sustainment, etc. Accordingly, the SPD tasked Coral Reach, the C/KC-135 Aging

Aircraft Integrated Production Team (IPT), to develop and execute a FSIP process. Coral

Reach then expanded their Integrated Product Team (IPT) with the -135 OEM to

accomplish this effort. This paper presents the -135 FSIP process, and the activity and

progress made to date.
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Overview/Purpose:

TheFunctionalSystemsIntegrity Programwasdevelopedin responseto two high
profile aircraftaccidentsin late1993.Thecauseof eachaccidentwastracedto afuel
systemrelatedproblem. Thesecondaccident,whichclaimedsix lives,wastheexplosion
andfire of a KC-135Stratotankerdueto afaulty fuel pump. After this accidentthe
Commanderof HeadquartersAir Mobility Command(AMC), GeneralRonaldFogleman
directedtheAMC aircraftcommunityto 'find thenext fuel pump' beforeanother
accidentoccurred.As a resultof suchhigh level involvement,theSecretaryof theAir
Forcefor Acquisition(SAF AQ) madefunctionalsystemsintegrityaProgramObjective
Memorandum(POM) Initiative.

In September1995theC/KC-135SystemProgramOffice begantheinitial
groundworkto developahealthassessmentmodelfor thefunctionalsystemsof the
C/KC-135. Followingthelogic of existingintegrityprogramssuchastheAirframe
StructuralIntegrityProgram(ASIP) theFunctionalSystemsIntegrity Program(FSIP)
wasdevelopedto provideasystematicapproachof evaluatingaircraftsystems.Boeing,
theOEM of the-135 wasplacedoncontractto developtheFSIPmodelwith initial
delivery in December1996for validationandverification.

Thepurposeof FSIPis to PROACTIVELYensuresafet2of flight for boththe
aircrewandaircraft,andensurethedurability of aircraft functional systems. FSIP

focuses on the aging aspects of functional systems as airframes are continually flown

well past their original intended design life. FSIP is intended to supplement existing

integrity programs such as ASIP, ENSIP, and RCM, with a long-term goal of becoming
as effective as ASIP.

Organization:

The FSIP team is organized under the Coral Reach Program, the aging aircraft

program for the C/KC-135 SPO and is staffed by both government and contractor

personnel forming an Integrated Product Team. Joint USAF and Boeing IPT co-chairs

located at Boeing's Oklahoma City office and at Tinker AFB provide leadership for

FSIP. Boeing maintains a staff of dedicated FSIP engineers at their Wichita offices and

the KC-135 SPO provides a lead FSIP engineer. HQ AMC personnel at a Tinker AFB

Operating Location (OL) provide direct representation for the using commands of the

aircraft offering valuable expertise and work as a liaison to field level experts as needed.

Other Air Logistics Centers provide support as required depending on the subsystem
involved.

Objectives:

The "bottom line" objectives of FSIP are very straightforward:

1. Identify systems, subsystems, and/or functions that have a reduced safety margin due

to aircraft age or changing roles and missions. In today's Air Force, current weapon
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,

systems are repeatedly asked to fly beyond original service lives and to take on
additional missions, most of which were never considered in the original design.

Identify single and multiple potential failures within functional subsystems and

components that could jeopardize the safety of the flight crew (including maintenance

personnel) and/or the aircraft.

. Provide a systematic approach to review all systems, subsystems, and their functions.

Without systematic guidelines to follow, considerable time is added to the execution

of any task or procedure.

4. Risk management, reduce the at risk nature of operating an aging fleet of aircraft.

Other program specific objectives are also in place and are not germane to this paper.

The FSIP Process:

The FSIP process is a systematic approach to investigate each aircraft system for

safety and durability problems/concerns. Each system was rank-ordered based on the

GO-50 Health Of Weapon System Report plus a study conducted by the Flight Safety

Foundation and published in Flight Safety Digest in December 1994 I. The GO-50 report

gives an indication of overall systems health and performance by showing reliability data

for each system by work unit code (WUC) and the Flight Safety Foundation report

investigated the cause of most major jet transport accidents from 1958 to 1993. The

study showed the number of accidents caused by each major system on an aircraft. Using
this data the FSIP team rank ordered each C/KC-135 system in order of importance to

determine which systems to investigate f'trst, z The prioritization was completed in April

1996 and reaffirmed in May 1997.

At the initiation of an FSIP project, a detailed description of the system is

developed. A system compliance check is then performed to ensure that every

component listed by WUC for the system is an actual part of the system and that no

component is left out of the system description (in case it is listed by another WUC.) A

spreadsheet is then developed that contains all pertinent data for the system: components,

part numbers, stock numbers, WUC's, engineering authority, and maintenance data such
as Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF). The spreadsheet is used for tracking purposes

to record all actions taken on a particular component.

After the system description is complete, the FSIP team takes a "big picture"

approach to evaluate the system. The system is analyzed using Reliability Centered

Maintenance (RCM) type criteria, which explores the consequences of each potential

failure. The critical failures for the system are developed using Failure Effects and

Modes Analysis (FEMA) and Failure Effects and Modes Criticality Analysis (FEMCA)

See Appendix A
2 Ibid.
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dataif available,anduserinputsfrom bothmaintenanceandflight crewpersonnel.For
exampleacritical failurefor the landinggearsystemis obviouslythegearfailing to
extendandlock,howeverdependinguponthetiming of thefailure,gearfailing to retract
mayhavea safetyimpactby distractingtheflight crew. Thefailuresarethentested
againsta set of questions to determine the criticality of each failure. The questions are as

follows: Is there a direct impact on safety? Is there a loss of a redundant system and no

notice of the loss to the crew? Could the timing of the failure have a direct impact on

safety? Will the failure cause a secondary failure that has a direct impact on safety?

These criteria are used to help eliminate components from consideration to ensure that

only safety critical items are reviewed. At the initiation of the FSIP program, emphasis

was placed on safety items first and review of durability items will commence after all

systems have been reviewed for safety of flight concerns.

When the critical failures have been determined and prioritized, the system is

evaluated to determine which components can cause the failures to occur, either directly

or indirectly. These components are then flagged for closer scrutiny during the FSIP

process. At any time components can be added or removed from the priority list based

on any information obtained which would change the criticality of the component.

The FSIP process consists of five steps denoted as Task A through Task E.

Task A is a health assessment of the system. A system health baseline is established and

system performance and usage is evaluated. All available safety data is accumulated and

assessed for any obvious trends/problems. System requirements are evaluated against

system performance, using both original requirements and any post production

requirements. All available maintenance data is reviewed to determine if any trends or
other health indicators exist.

Task B is a more detailed investigation covering many of the areas of Task A.

Maintenance and safety records receive a detailed review to further explore any

trends/indications of problems. The system is investigated to determine if any

documented or undocumented changes have occurred since the original design and if
these changes are adequate. User feedback data from overhaul facilities is solicited and

evaluated. Detailed component studies such as condition inspections are done if deemed

necessary.

Products from Task A and B are categorized as either "Significant Findings" or "Issues."

Significant Findings are discoveries that may have an immediate direct safety impact

Issues are items that do not have an immediate safety impact but may become significant
over time.

Any Issue or Significant Finding that warrants further action is tracked as a Task C effort.

In Task C, candidate solutions are developed and evaluated. Possible solutions may

involve simple changes to technical data or wholesale redesign of a system. If any new

procurement is required, standard Air Force acquisition practices are followed.
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SolutionsareimplementedthroughaTaskD effort. TaskD activitiesincludeproduction
implementation,technicaldatachanges,sparesprocurement,training,andanyother
documentationrequired. Healthmonitoringstrategyfor thesolutionis alsodevelopedat
this time.

TaskE effortsinvolve thelongtermhealthmonitoringof eachsystemandanysolutions
implementedinTaskD. Any datarequirementsareevaluatedanddatacollectiondevices
aredeveloped.

TheGaseousOxygenSystem(GOx)waschosento verify andvalidate(V&V) the
FSIPmodelsinceit is noncomplexwith veryfew movingparts. DuringtheV&V
processseveralchangesweremadeto theFSIPmodelto streamlinetheprocessand
guaranteethefocusremainssafetyrelated,suchastheinclusionof RCM logic when
evaluatingeachsystem.Continuousimprovementisanunderlyinggoalof FSIPandthe
programis organizedin anIPT structureto easilyimplementanychangesthat are
required.

Findings to Date:

The evaluation of the GOx system is complete and work is currently in progress

on the Landing Gear and Brake system and a few significant findings were discovered.

During the GOx review the FSIP team discovered that the GOx system on the KC-135

does not have any type of pressure relief for the twelve storage tanks located in the aft

fuselage. A problem may arises during any type of overheat condition such as a fire.

The tanks could overpressure and rupture, which could injure personnel or increase the

intensity of a fire. In the landing gear system the team discovered that the Landing Gear

Emergency Extension (LGEE) system is not inspected for component wear. The LGEE

is the backup system to extend the landing gear if the primary system fails and it was

being treated as a fly-to-fail item. Through investigation of the braking system, the FSIP

team discovered if the antiskid system is lost to one entire truck, the brakes on that truck

may lock, potentially blowing all tires on that side of the aircraft. The pilot's ability to

maintain directional control of the aircraft is diminished, potentially allowing the aircraft

to depart the paved surface of the runway, an extremely unsafe situation.

Program Challenges:

One of the toughest challenges for FSIP to overcome is the determination of what

actually constitutes a serious safety problem. In the ASIP world, crack growth is very

well understood and mathematical models exist that calculate how many cycles it will

take for a crack to grow to the critical crack length for a given material. For FSIP, no

such model exists, and modeling mechanical systems _s still not yet robust enough to

consider every possible failure mode of a system. Unless a "smoking gun" is found, the

only tool available to make such determinations is often sound engineering judgement

and practical experience. Once an item is called a significant finding, convincing the rest

of the aircraft community of the importance of the finding is usually the most difficult

part of FSIP.
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SeveralprogralnmaticchallengeshavealsogreetedtheFSIP process and many

more continue to surface as the program is executed. When conceived, no aging systems

program was in place either in the Air Force or industry. All aging aircraft related

activity revolved around fatigue and corrosion of the airframe so there was not a large

database to draw upon as the FSIP model was developed. Until TWA Flight 800, all

major aging related aircraft mishaps that received widespread attention involved

structural failure of the airframe, and as with any mishap, the level of concern decreases

after the investigation is complete. Accuracy of the available data can hamper

investigation by increasing the time needed to review the data set. Access to vendor

information is often limited due to proprietary rights and an atmosphere that FSIP

investigators are "out to get" them. Many of these roadblocks will be easily overcome

with more general acceptance of FSIP in both government and industry circles.

Summary:

The C/KC-135 Functional System Integrity Program was developed in response

to ever increasing occurrences of safety and durability problems due to flying aircraft

well beyond their original service lives. The effects of aging on aircraft functional

systems is not well documented or understood in government or industry organizations

which deal with flying operations on a day to day basis. The FSIP process provides a

systematic approach to investigate aircraft functional systems and provides a health

assessment to the operations and support communities while providing a means for long

term monitoring of these systems.
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APPENDIX A

Accidents by Aircraft System
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ABSTRACT

The Navy's C-2 aircraft have suffered unaccounted fatigue damage from a phenomenon not considered a
likely source during the original design and determination of their service life. This phenomenon, the

addition of spectral loading caused by thermal expansion of the outer wing panels (OWP's) in a stowed

condition when exposed to turbine engine exhaust, produced compressive field stresses in the wing's

lower skin. These compressive stress magnitudes were as much as 30 to 40 percent of the lower skin

field stresses experienced from maximum service loads. As such, this unaccounted condition has

diminished the projected useable life of the affected structure. Structural enhancements to extend the

wing's fatigue life are being developed and tested to establish an extended service life. This effort

requires a corrected useable life for the original design so as to establish a suitable life interval for

enhancement incorporation. Since fleet requirements preclude the time necessary to accomplish an

additional fatigue test incorporating the thermal loading, a tear down examination of several relatively

high service time outer wing panels was elected as a representative and conservative sample of fleet
assets. The tear down revealed small embedded cracks, less in size than what is normally accepted as an

initial flaw size for damage tolerance philosophy. Because safe life predictions incorporating thermal

expansioneffects were considerably less than the tear down specimen lives, a life to a removable flaw

size, was desired for establishing an enhancement life. To accomplish this, a modified damage tolerance
approach was adopted. To obtain the required life, crack growth data from thermally adjusted spectrum

tested coupons was used. The life for a flaw equivalent to the tear down findings to grow to a removable,

thus repairable flaw size, was determined and combined with the thermally adjusted lif6 of the full scale

fatigue test (FSFT) article. This combined life was then factored with the appropriate scatter factors, as
dictated by Navy safe life policy, to obtain a life interval needed to define the enhancement schedule.

INTRODUCTION

According to safe life philosophy as practiced by the US Navy, aircraft and their component service lives

are primarily determined from FSFT's. The method is to obtain crack initiation lives by adjusting test

lives to remove any crack growth contribution beyond a predetermined crack size. Where upon, an
appropriate life reduction factor is applied to correct for statistical scatter in order to define the service

lives. As such, in this time of austere resources, alternate approaches are sought to maintain reliable

service of the fleet. A natural extension of this accepted method is applied here.
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I. BACKGROUND

1.1CONFIGURATION

Thecurrentversionof theC-2A(Greyhound)aircraftouterwingpanel(OWP)hasastructural
configurationidenticaltothecurrentE-2C(Hawkeye)OWP,seefiguresI and2. BothaircraftOWP
attachmentstructuresarealsoidenticalandaremadeupof matinglugandclevisassembliesfor the
forward,main,andaftbeam,upperandlowercaps.Theaftbeamattachmentsactasahingearrangement
for stowagewhenthemainandforwardbeamsattachmentpinsareextractedhydraulically.Aswell,
bothaircraftstowtheOWPin thesamefashion.ThisisbyrotatingandfoldingtheOWPleadingedge
downandlowersideaft aboutthehingedesignof therearbeamattachmentviahydraulicactuation.A
lockmechanismin thepanelcontactsamatingdeviceontheoutboardverticalfins tolocktheOWPin
it's stowedposition.Sincetheturboproppropulsionsystemmountsinanunderwingnacellelocatedjust
inboardof theOWPfoldjoint, thestowedpositionof theseOWP'splacesthelowercoverintothe
turbineengineexhauststream,asshownin figure3.

Figure1. C-2A(Reprocured)Configuration(WingsExtended)

!.2 SERVICELIFE

TheoriginaldesignspecificationsforboththeE-2CandC-2A(R)aircraftspecifieda 10,000flighthour
servicelife fortheaircraftincludingitsmajorstructuralcomponents,i Analyticalassessmentof theE-
2CFSFTrevealedthattheOWPconfigurationrequiredenhancementto reachatestgoalneededto
demonstratea 10,000flighthourservicelife.2._ Early fleet incorporation of this enhancement revealed

cracks in OWP's at lives far short of design life. Subsequent destructive examination of two of these E-
2C OWP's with crack sizes which exceeded repair and enhancement limits substantiated that the OWP

lower cover fatigue life was below design life. 4.5 Later C-2A OWP tear downs have produced similar

findings. 6
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Figure 2. E-2C Configuration (Wings Folded)

1.3 INVESTIGATION

The results of continued contractor investigations into the reason for this lower than expected life,

proposed that thermal expansion of the OWP lower cover produced additional damaging stress

excursions in the spectrum. This thermal exposure to the OWP lower cover occurs from the

impingement of turbine engine exhaust on the lower cover with the OWP in a stowed position.

Subsequent OWP lower cover thermal and strain surveys taken during engine exhaust impingement for
both E-2C and C-2A have shown that peak temperatures in the range of 280 degrees Fahrenheit. 7

Thermal analysis of temperature profiles predict compressive stresses at a maximum magnitude of 16

Kips per square inch (Ksi), about 40 percent of the maximum tensile operating stress magnitude, were
observed. 7 However, follow on metallurgical analysis of coupon specimens taken from tear down and

surveyed OWP assets showed inconclusive evidence of over aging or material property alteration due to

the thermal exposures. 6 This increase in the stress excursion adds to fastener hole notch stresses thus
8

their fatigue damage accumulation rates.

Figure 3. Exhaust Residue on stowed E-2C Outer Wing
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i.4 LIFEEXTENSION

ImprovementstotheE-2C'sOWP'slimitedservicelife hadbeenprovidedin thewayof structural
fatigueenhancements,o However due to the advent of new requirements, introduced by Health of Naval
Aviation (HONA), E-2 and C-2 service was extended to the year 2015. An OWP service life extension,

requiring additional enhancements, is in development to reach these new goals. These enhancements, in
the form of hole cold working and interference fit fasteners, extend the fatigue life of the affected

structures by providing a means to reduce the fastener hole notch stress, cyclic damage. The

enhancement is applied by first removing any detectable crack damage through machining. Next hole

cold working is accomplished, then an additional ream is applied to remove undetectable damage beyond

the crack removal. Finally interference fit fasteners are installed to provide maximum fatigue life

enhancement. The key to extracting the maximum benefit from these enhancements is the timing of their

incorporation. If applied early when the accumulated fatigue damage is too little, then the total life

improvement benefit is limited primarily to the enhancement life. If the enhancement is applied late
when accumulated damage is too great, then the condition is non-repairable and the enhancement

provides little benefit. This is primarily due to reduced ligaments from damage removal using extended
hole sizes. Suitably, the enhancements incorporation should be timed to allow the most removal of prior

accumulated damage while restoring the structure to a new fatigue life based on the enhancement life.

This provides an optimally extended, total life which includes the enhanced life plus all previously
accumulated life.

2. ANALYSIS

2.1 FLEET SAMPLING

As referenced in the background of this paper, destructive examination of select C-20WP's removed

from service revealed early evidence of accumulated fatigue damage. 6 The most significant damage

detected was noted in fastener holes along the main beam lower cap, aft horizontal flange where the

higher compressive stresses from thermal expansion were predicted, see figure 4. J0 These predictions
were based on earlier thermal measurements made on E-2C aircraft as well as later C-2A thermal

7measurements.

"-- _ _ ....

Figure 4. Typical Thermal Expansion Stress Contours for E-2 & C-2 Outer Wing Lower Covers
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2.2 LIFEDETERMINATION

Maximization of the OWP service life to-accommodate the HONA goals requires some innovation. First,

a repairable crack size is determined for the structure being assessed. In the case of the C-2A OWP the

maximum allowable crack is that which is removable by machining the fastener hole to a one sixteenth

inch larger in diameter. This provides for a 0.032 inch allowable crack size. Next, crack growth lives are

determined by applying the defect sizes discovered from C-2A(R) tear down (0.007 inch) as initial crack

sizes with a 0.032 inch crack size as a final crack size to coupon developed crack growth curves which

produced an additional 1900 unfactored flight hours, figure 5.11 The crack growth life obtained here is

reduced for statistical scatter by applying a reduction factor of two then combined with the thermally
adjusted analytical FSFT life which is factored by four to define a new service life.
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Figure 5. E-2C Outer Wing Fatigue Coupon Crack Growth Data
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2.3 ANALYTICALNOTES

Extrapolationof thecrackgrowthcurvesisrequiredfor thesmallinitialcracksizes.Althoughsmall
cracksdonotgrowasdolargercrackslikethosestudiedin thereferencedcoupontest,thisapproachis
consideredconservativesincethesmallcracksareseento growatdecreasedratesoverthatof those
largercouponcracks.Thisisevidentbythefactthatthestressintensityfor smallellipticallyshaped
cracksis inverselydependentonboththevalueof theellipticalintegralof thesecondkindandtheshape
factorfor partthroughellipticallyshapedcracks._2Bothvaluesarefoundtobegreaterthan1.0,which
havetheeffectof reducingthestressintensityandin turnprovidingalowerda/dNfor crackgrowthrates.
Also,it canbeseenthattherearevaluesfor shapefactorsfor thesepartthroughcrackswhich
approximatethroughcracks.Sincetheinitialcracksweremanysmallercrackswhichhavelinkedup,
theyproducedcrackswhichwereveryshallowcomparedtotheirtotallengthonthesurfaceof the
fastenerhole,i.e.depthtolength(a/c)~0.25or less,sotheirshapefactorsareverycloseto 1.0thus
causingtheirgrowthratestobehavemuchmorelike throughcracks.

2.4 FLEETRESTRICTIONS

Thisextendedlife for OWP'sisappliedwithaflight restriction on future service to provide an added

conservatism. A vertical acceleration limit of 3.3 times the acceleration of gravity (g's) for C-2A (R)

aircraft was reduced to 2 g's.

CONCLUSIONS

The new service life, up to the enhancement interval, can be and is determined by combining the

appropriately factored individual crack growth and initiation portions. This extension of service life is

applied along with the added conservatism of limiting vertical accelerations during fight. Although

simply an extended application of practices currently being used, this approach can add a much needed
service life extension however small to systems suffering urgent requirements and tight schedules

required to prolong their service life.
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ABSTRACT

A recent revision to the regulations governing fatigue and damage tolerance for commercial aircrat_ (FAR
25.571 amdt. 96) requires inspection thresholds for certain types of structure based on crack growth from

likely initial defects. The industry challenge is how to economically achieve these requirements in new

design.

For certain situations, the USAF currently allows the damage tolerance analysis to take credit for fatigue

enhancement fastening systems and cold expanded holes by assuming a smaller initial flaw size. Testing
and in-service experience has shown this method to be conservative. More quantitative means of

accounting for the benefits of these fatigue-enhancing processes is needed. A method of determining a
"modified" stress intensity factor for fastener holes that have been processed to be fatigue resistant, using

split sleeve cold expansion, was developed by Boeing Wichita. This paper compares the smaller initial
flaw size concept and the Boeing method for predicting crack growth life with hole cold expansion to

determine inspection thresholds.

1. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

FAR 25.571 states that for fail-safe structures with large damage crack arrest capability, the inspection

thresholds can be established using either fatigue analysis or crack growth methods assuming initial
manufacturing flaws. For single load path structures or multiple load path structures which behave like

single load path structures, when the proper cracking scenario is considered, the inspection threshold must
be based on crack growth assuming initial manufacturing flaws.

All of the current aging fleet of commercial transport aircraft was certified to be fail-safe based on the

single principal structural element failure concept at limit load. However, there are a number of locations

on these aircraft that behave like single load path structures when the proper fatigue-cracking scenario is
considered. Under the new requirements the thresholds for these areas wilI have to be based on crack

propagation analysis assuming appropriate initial manufacturing damage. In the past, particularly on

military aircraft, appropriate initial manufacturing damage has been simulated by assuming that a 0.050-
inch radius corner crack exists at a fastener hole in the most critical location in each principal structural

element. This initial crack has become known as the "rogue flaw." In addition, 0.005-inch cracks have
been assumed to exist at each fastener hole, representative of equivalent initial quality, for continuing

damage calculations. The rogue flaw and continuing damage flaw sizes have been assumed in the absence

of specific data for the particular fastening system used. When fatigue enhancement fastening systems
have been used, the Air Force has allowed smaller initial crack sizes to represent the rogue flaw. For

example, on the KC-I0 program in areas where Gemcor rivets or fasteners in interference fit holes were
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used,theAir Forceallowed0.030-inchradiuscrackstobeusedto representtherogueflaw.In thecaseof
coldexpandedholestherogueflawhasbeensimulatedby0.005-inchcornercracks.Thesereducedcrack
sizeshavebeenusedmerelyasananalyticalexpedientto simulatetherogueflawdueto thecomplexity
of calculatingcracktip stressintensityfactorsin theresidualstressfieldsurroundingthefasteners.

Severalattemptshavebeenmadein thepastto calculatestressintensityfactorsin thecornplexresidual
stressfield createdby coldexpansion[1-4].However,to simplifytheanalysismostmanufacturers,on
both military and commercialprograms,haveusedthe 0.005-inchcrack.Testingand in-service
experiencehasshownthismethodto giveveryconservativepredictionsof fatiguelife improvement.

FatigueTechnologyInc.(FTI)hasbeeninvestigatinganengineeringapproachto accountfor theeffects
of holecold expansion(Cx), which is moresatisfactorythanusingthearbitrary0.005-inchcrackto
determineinspectionthresholds.BoeingWichitahasdevelopedanengineeringapproachto accountfor
theeffectsof holecoldexpansionin relativelysimpleanalyticalmethods,whichwill accountfor boththe
degreeof coldworkandfasteneredgedistanceeffects.Thispaperwill discussthedevelopmentof this
approach.

2. CRACKRETARDATIONTHROUGHHOLECOLDEXPANSION

Generationof permanentcompressivestressesaroundholeshaslongbeenrecognizedasa meansto
extendfatiguelife, by retardingcrack growth[5]. Split sleevecold expansiongeneratesa large
controllableresidualcompressivestresszonearoundandthroughthetotaldepthof thehole[6]. These
compressivestressesreducetheeffectivecrackopeningdisplacement.Theprimaryeffectis to retardtile
crackgrowthratesbyreducingthestressintensityfactorrange(AK)andthestressratio(R).Additionally,
thepresenceof residualstressesmaychangethecriticalcracklengthfor unstablefracture,becauseit
reducesthestaticstressintensityfactor.Theresultantreductionin crackgrowthrateandtheincreased
criticalcracklengthsignificantlyimprovesthedamagetoleranceof thestructure.

Theselife improvementbenefitshavebeenutilizedto reduce/eliminatefrequentinspections.However,
thelife improvementfactorappliedis oftenveryconservativeandconsideredinadequatebecauseit is
generallydeterminedby a smallnumberof test specimens.An alternateanalyticalmethodto the
commonlyusedsmallerinitial flawsize(typically0.005inch)is needed,whichwouldcompensatefor
actualstructuralgeometryandvariationsin theamountof coldexpansion(appliedexpansion).

3. EXISTINGMETHODOLOGYFORIMPLEMENTATIONOFSPLITSLEEVECOLD
EXPANSION IN DAMAGE TOLERANT DESIGN

Although damage tolerance specifications have long been in place for both cornmercial and military
aircraft, there are no consistent rules as to how to incorporate the beneficial effects of hole split-sleeve
cold expansion in damage tolerance design. To date, the best available guidelines are found in the USAF

specifications, such as MIL-A-83444 (Section 3.1.1. I, paragraph c). These guidelines essentially state that
cold expansion can be used to comply with flaw growth requirements for fastener holes provided the
benefits from this process are demonstrated by laboratory testing of joints with precracked holes. The
specimens must be representative of the-actual structure.

Because cold expansion residual stresses and their effect on fatigue life are difficult to predict
analytically, the USAF damage tolerance specifications allow the design of a cold expanded (Cx) hole to
be based on analysis for the same size non-cold expanded (NCx) hole with a reduced initial assumed flaw

size and considered as a filled hole, under non-clamped up joint conditions. The assumed initial flaw
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cannotbesmallerthana 0.005-inchradiuscomerflawononesideof thehole.In contrast,thetypical
assumedinitialflawgeometryfor anon-coldexpandedholeisa0.050-inchradiuscomerflaw.

Theassumedinitial flaw sizefor a coldexpandedholeis dictatedby considerationssuchasmaterial
characteristics,hole geometry,fastenertype and fitup (if applicable),loads,and cold expansion
parameters.A commonlyusedtechniquefor determiningthe assumedinitial flaw size for a cold
expandedholeis illustratedin Figure1for a 2024-T3aluminumtestcouponwith a 5/16inchnominal
diarneterhole(FTI internaltest data). Other design considerations such as structural weight growth

potential can be factored in by increasing the initial flaw size beyond the value calculated by this method.

Constant Amplitude FatigueTest 0.9--

Material: 2024-T3, 0,312 Dia. Hole
0.8-

Stress: 25 ksi, R-Ratio: 0.05, Freq.: 10 Hz

Environment: Ambient Air Crack 0.7-

Length
(inch) 0.6

0.5"

0.4_

0.3--

Slow Cx crack growth rate
extrapolated for cycle covnt 0.2 -

equal to crack Nowth life
improvemem O.1-

-100000 +50000

(N) _!

Fatigue crack growth life

S increase resulting from Cx i

?

NCx : Cx

i

i

p /6

r_Equivalent crack size

! !

50000 100000

Cycles

150000

Figure 1. Calculation of Equivalent Cx Initial Flaw Size (Example)

Once an initial flaw size has been defined, a flaw growth analysis can be used to build a crack growth

curve for the cold expanded hole condition, and establish the proper inspection intervals. The general
practice is to then validate the analysis by fatigue testing of representative sub-elements or full-scale

components using the standard initial flaw size (e.g., 0.050-inch comer crack) on the cold expanded holes.

Figure 2 shows how this approach compares with actual test data taken from [7] for a standard 0.050-inch
through-the-thickness crack in specimens with non-cold expanded (NCx) and cold expanded (Cx) holes.

The typically high degree of conservatism resulting from the use of a reduced initial flaw size approach is
apparent in these results.

By using this reduced initial assumed flaw size approach, the structural designer does not need to have a
precise knowledge of the magnitude and extent of the residual stresses surrounding the cold expanded

hole. Furthermore, this technique facilitates damage tolerance analysis tasks by enabling the use of stress
intensity factor and crack growth formulations normally used for non-cold expanded holes. The drawback

of this approach is that the size of the assumed initial flaw is arbitrary, and therefore that size must be
carefully selected.

Despite the high degree of conservatism inherent to the assumed initial flaw size range permitted by

USAF specifications, MIL-A-87221 (Appendix Section 3.12.1, para. G) cautions that "to maximize safety
of flight and to minimize the impact of potential manufacturing errors, it should be a goal to achieve
compliance with the damage tolerance requirements of this specification without considering the
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beneficialeffectsof specificjoint designandassemblyproceduressuchasinterferencefasteners,cold
expandedholes,orjoint clampup."

Thisrecommendationstemsfroma concernthatpoorairframemanufacturingandassemblypractices
involvingcold expansioncouldresultin ineffectiveprocessing.However,with propertrainingand
certificationof shopfloor personnelinvolvedin cold expansionprocessing,strict adherenceto cold
expansionspecifications,andthe useof certifiabletoolsandequipment(all of which FTI strongly
advocates),the risks associatedwith useof this processarenegligible,and compliancewith the
aforementionedgoalinMIL-A-87221shouldnolongerbenecessary.

Initial
Crack
Length
(inch)

NCx Cx

MIL-A-83444 requirements (NCx)

i

1O000 1

i
NCx actual life

(MIL-A-83444)
17,000 cycles

Min allowable crack size for

: , .... i,
100000 ._ 1000000

i
i

Cyclesto Failure
i
i

NCx actual life Cx actual life

0.005 initial flaw 0.005 initial flaw
40,000 cycles 670,000 cycles

Constant Amplitude FatigueTest

Material: 2024-1"3

Di& Hole: 0.312 in, Width: 2.35 in, Thickness: 0.199 in

Stress: 25 ksi net, R-Ratio: 0.05, Freq.: 10 Hz

Environment: Ambient Air

Figure 2. Reduced Initial Flaw Assumption vs. Test for Precracked Cold Expanded Holes

4. PROPOSED NEW METHODOLOGY

The revised requirements of FAR 25-571 to establish inspection thresholds for certain types of structures

based on crack growth from initial flaws/defects, will encourage manufacturers/repair facilities to
incorporate fatigue enhancing methods in the design of critical locations. Methods such as hole cold

expansion will be beneficial in attaining realistic inspection thresholds or indeed could eliminate
inspection requirements.

A convenient analytical method to account for the beneficial effects of hole cold expansion is required by
industry. One such method was developed by Boeing Wichita for the USAF B52G/H Strut Front Spar

Life Improvement Program [8]. The approach assumes a modifier to the stress intensity factor for the cold
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expandedhole.Thismodifierassumestheratioof 13forthecoldexpandedholeto thenon-coldexpanded
holevariesexponentiallyfromzeroattheedgeof theholeto 1.0atthefreeedgeof thecomponent.(Refer
to Figure 3.)

The stress intensity factor K = a[na]_/213 in general. Equation (1)

Where

= applied gross stress
a = crack size

13= effects of geometry

The modifier takes the form 13C,/13NC_= 1-[(1-am/bm)e "_b]

Equation (2)

Where

13Cx = effect of geometry and residual stress field for the

cold expanded hole

13sc, = effect of geometry for non-cold expanded hole
a = crack size

b = distance of hole boundary to free edge

m = exponent F (% cold expansion)

F = empirical factor obtained from crack growth tests

HOLE DIAMETER D

b--.

..j-_a__.A_.

---i-----r-----T
*--- EM .--.*

Figure 3. Single Crack at Hole

Propagating Toward a Free Boundary

The empirical value F is obtained from crack growth tests and then multiplied by the percentage of cold
expansion to form the empirical exponent m. For example, in the Boeing study the value of F was
determined to be 0.1167. For 2% cold expansion the value ofm would be 2(0.1167) = 0.2334.

The exponent m in equation ('1), obtained from crack growth test results, controls the ratio of crack tip

stress intensity factors for the cold expanded hole relative to the non cold expanded hole 13cJ13Nc_. An

example of how this ratio varies with the ratio of crack size to ligament size a/b is illustrated by Figure 4.

1°t
0.8 /0

61 / / 0.6

O.V// i:::

0.2_
0.2 0.4 0.8

a/b

Figure 4. Example of the Influence ofm in Equation (2)
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An example problem will be considered
illustrationpurposes.

Exampleproblem(ReferenceFigure5.)

Assumptions:
HolediameterD = 5/16=0.3125inches
EdgeMarginEM= 2d= 0.625inches
b= 0.625-0.15625=0.46875
Percentcoldexpansion2%,3%and4%
m= (0.1167)2,(0.1167)3and (0.1167)4

(FromBoeingTests)
bm= 0.83791for2%
0.76700for 3%
0.70209for4%

for

b = 0.46875

HOLE DIAMETER D

0.3125 n,

COLD j ;iiiiii!l

ASSUMED f _

2Yo, 3YoAND4% v Fi 1_.. _

EM = 0,625

Figure 5. Example Problem

13cx/[3SCx=

[3cx/[3NCx=
[3Cx/13NCx=

1 - [(1 - a°2334/0.83791)ea/°46875] for 2% cold expansion

1 - [(1 - a°35°I/0.76700)e -a/°46875] for 3% cold expansion

1 - [(1 - a°4668/0.70209)e -a'046875] for 4% cold expansion

These values are calculated in Table 1.

In order to further illustrate this method 13NCx will be determined for a through crack using the Bowie
solution for the effect of the hole and the Feddersen solution for the free boundary effect.

For the non cold expanded hole:
[3Nc_= [3bl3_ 30
[3b is shown in Figure 6

[3r = [Sec n(a+r)/2EM] la
[3b 2.0

[3 non-cold expanded hole:

[3Nc_= [3b[Sec n(a+r)/2EM]l/2 1.0
2EM = 1.25

(Calculated in Table 2.)
BOWIE

.... lo .... 21o.... ao
a/r

Figure 6. Bowie Solution for Single Crack

Values ofl3cx for the three percentages of cold expansion are calculated in Table 3 and shown on Figure 7
for illustration purposes.
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TABLE 1. VALUES OF [3 ?x/_NCx
a/b

0.02

I3Cv/_NCx

2% Cold Expansion
0.0

0.0427

13Cx/J3NCx

3% Cold Expansion
0.00.00 0.0

0.01 0.0213 0.41989 0.27564 0.18357
0.261550.50069

0.555810.0640
0.3593_
0.42030

13Cx/IBNcx

4% Cold Expansion
0.0

0.321970.03
0.04 0.0853 0.59876 0.46970 0.37286
0.05 0.1067 0.63429 0.51175 0.41737
0.10 0.2133 0.75543 0.66250 0.58490

0.15 0.3200 0.83043 0.76113 0.70046
0.20 0.4267 0.88233 0.83171 0.78588
0.25 0.5333 0.91995 0.88411 0.85082
0.30 0.6400 0.94784 0.92373 0.90084

0.96876 0.953920.74670.35 0.93958

0.40 0.8533 0.98452 0.97699 0.96960

0.45 0.9600 0.99637 0.99457 0.99278
1.0000Q1.0000 1.000000.46875 1.00000

a

0.0 0.0

a/r

0.069

TABLE 2. NON-COLD EXPANDED HOLE

_3b

3,39

2,86

(a+r) (a+r)/2EM
0.15625 0.125

0.16625 0.1330.01

0.05 0.128 2.56 0.17625 0.141
0.03 0.192 2.30 0.18625 0.149
0.04 0.256 2.12 0.19625 0.157
0.05 0.320 1.98 0.20625 0.165
0. I0 0.640 1.60 0.25625 0.205

0.15 0.960 1.39 0.30625 0.245
0.20 1.280 1.25 0.35625 0.285
0.25 1.600 1.15 0.40625 0.325
0.30 1.920 1.08 0,45625 0.365 o
0.35 2,240 1.02 0.50625 0.405

0.98 0.556250.40 2.560 0.445
0.45 2.880 0.94 0.60625 0.485
0.46875 3.000 0.94 0.62500 0.500

_N('x

3f

1.0404
1.0460 2.992
1.0521 2.693

1.0586 2.435
1.0655 2.259
1.0730 2.125
1.1183 1.789

1.1800 1.640
1.2646 1.581
1.3834 1.591
1.5589 1.684
1.8442 1.881
2.4117 2.363
4.6074 4.331

0.00
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05

0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30

0.35
0.40
0.45

TABLE 3.

2% Cold Expansion

0.0

0.4,1989
0.50069
0.55581
0.59876
0.63429

0.75543
0.83043
0.88233
0.91995
0.94784
0.96876
0.98452
0.99637

_N('x

3.527
2.992
2.693
2.435
2.259

.. 2.125
1.789
1.640

1.581

!.591
1.684
1.881
2.363

4.331

_3COLD EXPANDED HOLE

0.0 0.0
1.2563 0.27564
1.3484 0.35936
1.3534 0.42030
1.3526 0.46970

1.3479 0..51175
1.3515 .0.66250
1.3619 0.76113
1.3950 0.83171
1.4636 0.88411

1.5962 0.92373
1.8222 0.95392 ,,
2.3264 0.97699
4.3153 0.99457

3% Cold Expansion

13gCx

3.527
2.992
2.693
2.435

,2_.259
2.125
1.789
1.640

1.581

!;591
1.684

1..881
2,.363
4.331

4% Cold Expansion

,0.0 0.0
0.8247 0.18357
0.9678 0.26155
1.0234 0.32197
1.0611 0.37286
1.0875 0.41737
1.1852 0.58490

1.2483 0.70046

1.3149 0.78588
1.4066 0.85082
1.5556 0.90084
1.7943 0.93958
2.3086 0.96960
4.3075 0.99278

3.527 0.0
2.992 0.5492
2.693 0.7044

2.435 0.7840
2.259 0.8423
2.125 0.8869
1.789 1.0464

1,640 1.1488
1.581 1.2425
1.591 1.3537
1.684 1.5170
1.881 1.7673
2.363 2.2912
4.331 4.2997
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The crack tip stress intensity factor K to be
used for crack growth analysis would then be:

K = _[na]":13c-x

Where [3(x would be given by Figure 7 _Cx
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Figure 7. Effect of% Cold Expansion on 13c_

Crack growth analysis was performed to illustrate the effect of different percentages of cold expansion
compared to the non-cold expanded hole.

Assumptions:
Initial crack size 0.05 inch

FractuREsearch crack growth program
2024-T3511 extrusion

Constant amplitude gross stress 20 KSI, R = 0

Paris crack growth equation da/dN = 3.599E-10(AK) 37

For comparison a crack growth analysis was performed starting with a O.O05-inch crack generally
approved by the authorities to represent the effects of cold expansion. The results are shown on Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Effect of Cold Expansion on Crack Growth
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SUMMARY

Theinvestigationabovewasperformedto assessthemeritsof theBoeingWichitamethodof accounting
for tileeffectsof coldexpansionon thecracktip stressintensityfactor.Theintentionwasto developa
moreviableapproachthanthepreviousapproachwherecertifyingauthoritieshavealloweda smaller
initial cracksizeto representtherogueflawwhenthe fastenerholewascoldexpanded.Tile Boeing
approachis empiricalin thatit dependsonthedevelopmentof anexponentm from crack growth test
results. The results shown here merely use the same exponent m developed by Boeing. Boeing tests have
shown this analysis method to be conser_'ative; however, it does provide a better estimate of potential

crack growth after cold expansion than tile 0.005-inch initial flaw analysis. It accounts for hole geometry,

edge margin and percentage applied expansion. Fatigue Technology Inc. will be conducting a follow-on

test program to independently determine the modifying exponent and to validate this approach for more

general usage.

Tile modified stress intensity factor solution for fatigue critical holes incorporating cold expansion

produces a better and less conservative analytical solution for use in determining realistic inspection
thresholds required by the new FAR 25-571 regulation.

[l]

[21

[31

[4]

[5]

[6]

[71

[8]
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SUPPORT OF COMPOSITE STRUCTURES ON NAVAL
AIRCRAFT

Paul A. Mehrkam

Naval Air Systems Command, Patuxent River, MD

ABSTRACT

Since the first composite structures on navy aircraft were introduced in the early

1970's, the Navy has developed extensive composite repair experience for maintaining the

fleet which includes current, emerging, and aging aircraft. To be presented will be

composite repair experiences and developments for F-14, F-5, F/A-18A/B/C/D, AV-8B,

CH-46, F/A- 18E/F, and V-22. This will include solutions to specific repair problems such

as ambient storable repair materials, reduced temperature vacuum bag cure of repair

materials, support equipment for composite repair, and rapid composite repair procedures.

This repair experience and technology was developed through teaming between Naval Air

Systems Command (NAVAIR), Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Divisions

(NAWCAD), Naval Aviation Depots (NADEP), Air Force agencies, international

organizations, and aircraft manufacturers.

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to sustain mission readiness, the Navy has a requirement to repair and

maintain aircraft at carrier and field locations. Repairs must be performed in both peace

time and battle conditions. At these locations, freezer storage is limited or non-existent.

Only vacuum bag pressure and heat blankets are available to cure the repair materials.

Support equipment must be portable and compatible with a variety of aircraft. The repairs

in the battlefield must be performed rapidly using existing repair materials and restore

structural integrity for a minimum of 100 hours of operation.

Current Navy aircraft contain both monolithic and honeycomb composite

structures. Honeycomb structures require a much lower cure temperature, 200-250°F

(93-121 °C), to prevent damage due to entrapped moisture. At high cure temperatures,

300°F (149°C), the entrapped moisture changes to steam and creates enough pressure

within the honeycomb cells to disbond the face sheets.

Emerging aircraft such as the F/A-18 E/F Super Hornet, V-22 Osprey, and the

Navy versions of the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) will contain 19-40% by weight of

composite structures. These new structural materials come with a new set of

requirements that may include operational temperatures ranging from -67 to 550°F (-55 to

288°C ), high cycle fatigue, thermal cycling, thermoset and thermoplastic materials, and

post buckle composite structures. The Navy is involved in many development programs

to meet these new requirements.
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2. DISCUSSION

2.1 In-Service Experience Of Aging Composite Aircraft Structures The Navy's

composite repair experience began with small amounts of composite structures introduced

on the F-14, F-5, and CH-46 in the early 1970's. The F/A-18 and AV-8B were later

introduced in the early ! 980"s which contained more structural composite weight. Many

of the early field level composite repair techniques were limited to minor non-structural

damages. As repair technology improved, the repair capability was expanded in many

areas.

L

2. I. ! F-14 Fixed Winged Interceptor The F-14 contains boron/epoxy monolithic and

composite honeycomb skins. Some honeycomb structures have bonded thin aluminum

face sheets. Composite usage on the F-14 is roughly 4% of the total airframe weight.

Structural F-14 repairs on boron/epoxy components require the use of Cytec

FM400 film adhesive which cures at 35&F. This high temperature cure posed potential

damage problems for the honeycomb horizonal stabilizer. Cold-wall autoclave procedures

were developed to minimized damage during the repair. The autoclave would provide the

pressure while a heat blanket would only heat the repair area [ 1].

Another problem of using the Cytec FM400 film adhesive was that it required

freezer storage at a time when none existed in the fleet. A small amount of freezer storage

is now available on most carriers today. However, the minimum buy for this adhesive is a

production size 40 inch (101 cm) wide roll which does not fit properly inside some

freezers. Also, there is a lack of information for fleet personnel in handling, shipping,

storage, sealing, and shelf life monitoring of this material.

The matrix of the F-14 boron/epoxy composite was very brittle and prone to

delamination damage. Bonded patch repairs were developed to repair these delaminations

[ll.

To perform composite repairs, a hot bonder controller and composite machine tool

set was developed specifically for the F-! 4. The hot bonder consists of a hefty hand truck

unit to be wheeled around.

The 2024 honeycomb core used on the F-14 horizonal stabilizer and inlet walls is

untreated which means that no corrosion protection is used. This has resulted in extensive
corrosion and exfoliation of the core. The inlet wall has the most troubled. The skins are

aluminum and through holes are present that lead to moisture intrusion. Currently repair

involves removal of the corroded core and replacement with the same type of core [2].
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2,1.2 F-5 Aggressor Squadron Aircraft The F-5 contains bonded aluminum skins over

aluminum honeycomb and bonded leading edges with Cytec FM73. The potential for

corrosion of the core exists as in the F-I 4. Surface preparation for bonded repairs of the

honeycomb involves a scuffsand, solvent wipe, and the optional use of primer [3]. This

type of surface procedure is known to degrade very quickly. However, this land based F-

5 does not experience the salt water corrosive environment of carrier aircraft.

2.1,3 CH-46 Cargo�Transport Rotary Wing The CH-46 has longest in-service

performance of 10,000 hours for epoxy/fiberglass composite rotor blades. The blades

have experienced wear damage and delamination from flying debris. Composite stub

wings used on some aircraft are susceptible to impact damage. Bonded repairs are often

performed on these components.

2.1.4 F/A-18A/B/C/D Multirole Aircraft The F/A-18A/B/C/D contains 10%

carbon/epoxy (Hexcel 3501-6) in monolithic and honeycomb structures. The maintenance

history primarily focuses on the bonded repair of thin composite skins over aluminum

honeycomb core, and composite access panels and doors. The majority of these structures

are located in impact damage prone areas which are low on the aircraft, around the aircraft

perimeter, and in maintenance areas. Removable access doors are also susceptible to

fastener hole wear and edge damage. Thick monolithic structures, such as the wing skin,

proved to be very durable and rarely experienced damage [ I].

During the early introduction days of the F/A-18, film adhesive Cytec FM300 and

core splice foaming adhesive Cytec FM404 were used primarily for the repair of

honeycomb structures on the flaps, rudder, gear doors, and horizonal stabilizer. These

materials required autoclave pressure and 350°F (177°C) cure which posed potential

damage during the repair [4]. Like the F-14, cold-wall autoclave procedures with

reduced pressure were developed. Later on, a stage embossing technique was developed

for the Cytec FM300 to minimize porosity formatio n during a vacuum bag cure. Small

kits of the embossed FM300 adhesive were made available by NADEP North Island to be

supplied to the fleet. Out of the autoclave processing techniques were develop for the

Cytec FM404 foaming adhesive. Reduce cure temperature cures at 300°F (149°C) were

utilized for both adhesives to reduce the potential of over pressurization damage.

However, studies have shown that cure temperatures above 275°F (135°C) can still lead to

skin core disbond. At cure temperatures of 300-350°F (149-177°C), heat blankets have

large temperature gradients across the repair with cold spots that can under cure the

adhesive and hot spots that can either disbond the face sheet or heat damage the

composite [4, 5].

Low temperature curing two part paste adhesives, Hysol EA9321 and wet lay-up

resin EA956, were used more extensively latter on in the fleet. However, these materials

still require refrigerated storage.

Unfortunately, the freezer storage capability in the fleet did not improve when the

F/A-18 was first fielded. Much of the film adhesives degraded during shipment. Two part
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adhesiveswhich require refrigerated storage were stored at ambient conditions for long

periods. To this day, a significant amount of repair material is disposed as hazardous

waste because of degradation under these conditions.

Many bonded patches consisted of thin precured composite sheet stock cut to

shape and bonded in layers. Bolted and bonded titanium patches have also been used.

The chromic acid surface treatment for titanium is too hazardous and cannot be performed

at the field level. Wet lay-up patches made with Hysol EA956 are cured with a release

film on the structure to be removed and secondarily bonded with adhesive. Thick wet lay-

up patches cannot be used, because porosity prevents non-destructive verification of the
bondline.

There is a high potential for water intrusion into F/A-18 honeycomb structures

with thin composite skins and fastener hole attachment points. Once the water passes the

intrusion point it can travel to multiple locations within the honeycomb structure by

saturating the adhesive bondline between the skin and core and the adhesive node bonds

between the core ribbons. The moisture can weaken the core nodes and skin to core

bonds. This type of degradation can cause damage to the part during bonded repairs.

To perform composite repairs, a hot bonder controller and composite machine tool

set was developed specifically for the F/A-18. The first prototype of the hot bonded was

two large cases, each weighing over 100 lbs. The second iteration was three cases, each

weighing 65-93 lbs.

2, L 5 A V-BB E$TOI, Aircraft The AV-8B contains 24% airframe weight in

composite monolithic structures. Four composite types are utilized: graphite/epoxy,

graphite/bismaleimide, glass/epoxy, and glass/bismaleimide.

A variety of operational and design problems had to be overcome after the AV-8B

was first introduced. Flight procedures for vertical landing and take offwere modified to

minimize heat damage on strake fairings and trailing flaps. Bolted titanium doublers were

added to the heat damaged areas. Although there always was a potential of debris damage

during take off and landing, very few incidents have been reported. The acoustical fatigue

present during the flight operation of this aircraft lead to excessive hole wear damage on

composite panels. New fastener designs were implemented to prevent this type of

damage.

The AV-8B contains many durable thick composite structures which were rarely

damaged during service. However, delaminations occurred in some of the earlier

components by the use of non-conformable metal skims. A combination of resin injection

and bolted metal plate repairs were applied to the delaminated regions. Also,

manufacturing measures were taken to prevent this type of factory induced damage.

The thick monolithic structures on the AV-8B allowed the extensive use of bolted

metallic patches [ 1]. A composite machining and drill kit was develop to specifically

support the AV-8B.
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Very fewbondedrepairsareperformedon thinner structures using ambient curable

two part adhesives. Like the F/A- 18, the AV-8B experienced similar problems of material

degradation during storage for these materials.

2. !. 6 Early Evolution Of Composite Repair Common trends have been developed

that affect field repairs at carrier and field locations for all of the aircraft discussed. Cure

of repair materials required high temperatures and autoclave pressure. Freezer storage

requirements of the repair materials were not being met and lead to significant amounts of

material disposed as hazardous waste. Aircraft specific support equipment cause logistical

burden for fleet units with multiple types of aircraft. Field repairable applications were

limited since repair materials formed significant amounts of porosity that prevented non-

destructive verification of the patch and adhesive bondline.

The Navy requirements for composite repair are a small market niche for many

manufactures. Some of the needs are very expensive to produce and availability is

extremely limited. Throughout the years, the Navy has successfully developed many new

materials and common support equipment. However, vendors change their free enterprise

marketing strategies and stop producing products for the Navy to pursue a more profitable

market share.

2.2 Navy Repair Developments In the early 1980's, the Navy began development

programs for repair materials, structural design concepts, and support equipment. The

inclusion of a repair programs were mandatory for emerging aircraft such as the V-22 and

F/A- 18E/F. All of these development programs required the coordination of the Naval Air

System Command, Naval Aviation Depots, Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Divisions,

Air Force, Army, and commercial industry.

2.2.1 Development Of Repair Materials Several requirements were established in the

evaluation and development of repair materials. Low temperature cures, 200-250°F (93-

121°C) were required for repair of moisturized in-service composite structures. Repair

materials need to be cure under vacuum pressure without creating significant amounts of

porosity. The materials need to have high mechanical properties and to be easily non-

destructively verified for patch quality and bondline integrity. Repair materials also need

to be ambient storable to reduce logistic constraints associated with freezer storage.

Battle field repairs need to be performed quickly utilizing the current repair materials and

support equipment.

Previously, navy ambient storage conditions were originally defined by the Navy as

12 months at 70-80°F (21-27°C) or 6 months at lO0°F (38°C). Various candidate repair

materials were initially developed and tested under these ambient conditions. However,

navy storage conditions were redefined in the early 1990's as 2 weeks shipping/transit

storage at 140°F (60°C) followed by 12 months storage at 100°F (38°C). Although many

materials may meet the storability requirements of 6 months at 100°F (3g°C), they may

not withstand the increased exposure temperature of 140°F (60°C) in combination with

the extended shelf life time of 12 months at 100°F (38°C).
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2.2.1.1 Magnolia Plastics Magnobond 6363 Adhesive As part of the Navy

developmental efforts during the 1980's, a two part ambient storable adhesive was

developed [6]. The initial formulated adhesive had a very low viscosity and foamed under

vacuum bag pressure. A second generation was developed to prevent the viscosity from

going below 100 poise during cure to prevent void formation under vacuum [7]. The

second generation was then supplied commercially by Hysol and qualified to MIL-A-

85705A during the early 1990"s [8]. Characterization studies were performed for use on

the V-22 repair development programs [9, 10, 11]. However, implementation of a new

structural repair material requires lengthy qualification ranging from material

characterization, design allowable development, coupon repair testing, to full scale

subcomponent testing. New aircraft programs, such as the V-22, that would incorporate

this adhesive would not be fielded until after the year 2000, The product was discontinued

by the vendor since the Navy market niche was too small and too far into the future [ 12].

In the early 1990's, formulation efforts were pursued on a separate program to

develop a third generation adhesive with increase the hot wet operation performance up to

250°F (121°C) [13]. The amine-to-epoxy mix ratio and toughener concentration were

modified to increase performance of this adhesive. A vendor, Magnolia Plastics, supplied

candidate formulations for evaluation by the Navy [14]. The down selected candidate

was made commercially available as Magnobond 6363 which is utilized on the V-22 and

MH-53E repair programs.

Testing has shown that Magnobond 6363 bipacks and quart kits meet the Navy's

shipping and ambient storage requirements for up to 6 months based on the physical and

mechanical properties testing for cold temperature, room temperature and 180°F

(82°C)/wet conditions [15, 16],

2.2.1.2 Dexter Hysol EA9390 Resin This is a two part epoxy system for wet lay-up

fabrication of composite patches. This impregnation resin will be qualified for structural

repairs on the F/A-18 E/F, V-22, and MH-53E aircraft. The resin is ideal for wet lay-up

applications because it can be stored at ambient conditions, has low viscosity for

impregnation, and has a long pot life. Studies have shown that the material can be stored

at room temperature for up to 12 months at 38°C (100°F) [17]. Double vacuum

processing of this material has resulted in laminate qualities comparable to autoclave

processed materials.

Although the previous NAWCADPAX study showed that Hysol EA9390 to be

ambient storable. The increase exposure temperature of 140°F (60°C) has a detrimental

effect on the material properties. Testing has shown that special handling and storage

conditions would have to be implemented for Hysol EA9390 bipacks since the Navy's

shipping and ambient storage requirements cannot be met. The Hysol EA9390 bipacks

will have to be shipped frozen and stored in freezers. According to a study by Boeing St.

Louis, Hysol EA9390 quart kits can be shipped under navy ambient shipping conditions
but must be stored in freezers.
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2.2.1.3 Dexter Hysol EA9394 Adhesive This thixotropic two part paste adhesive

system can be used for potting, filling, and liquid shim applications. Hysol EA9394
adhesive will be used for the F/A-18 E/F and V-22 aircraft because it can be cured at

either room or at elevated temperatures.

Testing has shown that Hysol EA9394 bipacks and quart kits can withstand the

Navy's shipping environment. However, the Hysol EA9394 bipacks must be stored in

freezers once the destination point has reached. According to a study by Boeing St.

Louis, Hysoi EA9394 quart kits may meet navy ambient shipping and storage conditions.

However, after the storage of 12 months at 100°F (38°C), hardening of the part A resin

on the top surface can occur which should be removed prior to use.

2.2.1.4 Dexter Hysoi EA9396 Resin This is a room temperature curable, two part

epoxy system for wet lay-up fabrication of composite patches. The F/A-18A/B/C/D

program and commercial industry is strongly considering replacing Hysol EA956 with

EA9396 for wet lay-up applications. The main benefit of Hysol EA9396 is that it meets

the ambient storability requirement for the Navy in the quart kit form, according to a study

by NADEP North Island [18].

The resin has a short pot life which prevents the use of double vacuum processing

and other debulking procedures to minimize porosity. Also, the material has low hot wet

properties which prevent its use in many structural repair applications.

2.2.1.5 Cytec FM300-2 Film Adhesive This is a 250°F (121°C) curing film adhesive

with metal-to-metal bond properties similar to Cytec FM300. A stage embossing

procedure was developed so that NADEP North Island can supply this adhesive in kit

form. Structural analysis methods were evaluated and revised to incorporate this material

on the F/A-18A/B/C/D and F/A-18E/F programs. Although this change in material solves

the high temperature curing problems, it does not resolve the freezer storage requirement.

2.2.1.6 Cytec FM410-1 Core Splice Foaming Adhesive This is a 250°F (121°C) curing

core splice foaming adhesive. Core splice procedures have been modified to used for

Cytec FM404 repair applications to account for the reduced expansion ratio and increased

film thickness of FM41 O-1. Structural analysis methods were evaluated to incorporate this

material on the F/A-18A/B/C/D and F/A-18E/F programs. Like the Cytec FM300-2, this

change in material solves the high temperature curing problems and does not resolve the

freezer storage requirement.
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2.2.1.7 Repair Material Requirements The benefits in developing repair materials that

are ambient storable were not fully realized. The newly developed materials cannot be

readily implemented into existing aircraft. Structural repair manuals (SRM's) must be

evaluated for aircraft specific processes and applications. Many other types of repair

material needs that are aircraft specific need to be addressed.

The requirements of 2 weeks shipping/transit storage at 140°F (60°C) followed by

12 months storage at 100°F (38°C) degraded the structural repair materials. Freezer

storage on the F/A-18A/B/C/D and F/A-18E/F programs is still required for the low

temperature curing film and foam adhesives.

2.2. 2 Navy Stock System Imprm,ements For Repair Materials An evaluation has

been performed on the Navy stock system for composite repair materials. The findings

showed that the supply system was not responsive to current or projected needs for

maintaining advance composite materials in the fleet environment. Current navy stocking

procedures for composite materials results in large amounts, up to 88%, of unusable

material that is discarded as hazardous waste. Two part materials are treated as sheet

metal regardless of the vendor requirement for refrigerated or freezer storage. Perishable

repair materials are shipped and stored without temperature controls, shelf life is not

maintained, and field quality control tests do not exist for many materials.

Under these shipping/storage conditions, unusable material is supplied to the end

user. Repair actions maybe delayed until acceptable material is resupplied. The material

may be unusable for various reasons such as expired shelf life, hardening of the paste or

film adhesives, improper storage/shipping conditions, or a combination of these situations.

Some repair activities may request large quantities of repair materials in order to get a few

usable units. The resulting hazardous waste is expensive to process and is expected to be

more costly as emerging aircraft contain increasing amounts of composite structure.

To improve fleet readiness and to reduce logistical costs, the Naval Air Systems

Command (NAVAIR) has teamed with Naval Inventory Control Point (NAVICP),

NADEP North Island, NADEP Cherry Point, and NADEP Jacksonville. The purpose of

the team is to recommend solutions for improving the quality of repair materials being

supplied to the fleet. The team's investigation focused on impact of material quality on

fleet readiness, structural repair needs, shipping/storage temperature controls, distribution

time frames, storage conditions, and shelf life. The general findings are that material

temperature controls vary throughout the distribution system, multiple agencies involved

in material management resulting in process variation and complexity, and lack of

information and training in handling perishable materials_

Some of the recommendations will include 0°F (-18°C) shipping for all perishable

repair materials, implement freezers at all stocking storage and transit points, set-up long

term contract with vendors for direct delivery, increase prioritization for faster

transportation times, improved training for stock personnel and end users, and common

repair materials among the aircraft platforms. The results sought from these

recommendations are improved safe affordable readiness by preserving the mechanical

properties of the repair materials, maintain weapon system readiness by improving material
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availability and logistic response time, and comply with mandates for reduced hazardous
waste reduction.

2.Z3 Development Of RapM Composite Repair Procedures Composite repairs

performed on naval aircraft during peace time must be capable of fully restoring the

structural strength for the life of the aircraft. Often these repairs are time consuming due

to the long heat cycles for the repair materials. In a battle field situation, these repairs

must be performed rapidly to return the aircraft to "mission capable" within a few hours.

Some repairs may not be required to fully restore the structural strength and need only last

for 100 operational hours. Many of the current qualified repair materials do not meet the

needs of rapid field repairs because they require freezer temperature shipment/storage and

high temperature cure cycles.

To expedite these repairs, the Navy has investigated rapid heating methods and

rapid curing materials. Some of the heating methods investigated were ultraviolet,

ultrasonic, and induction heating. These rapid heating methods would require specialized

equipment, calibration, and training. The rapid cure adhesives and composites that were

investigated would require a lengthy qualification process prior to use on naval aircraft.

The new heating methods and rapid curing materials would be a significant logistical

constraint since they can only be used for battlefield conditions. To maintain reduced

logistics costs, rapid repair methods must be adaptable with current qualified repair

materials and equipment.

Qualification of wet lay-up material, Hysol EA9390, for repairing composite

structures in a remote field location is nearing completion on the F/A- 18 E/F, V-22, and

MH-53E aircraft. Current wet lay-up repair procedures require 6 to 8 hours. Three hours

of this repair time is used for vacuum bag curing of the repair. Developmental efforts at

the Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division, Patuxent River, Maryland led to the

evaluation of shorten double vacuum processes and cure cycle dwell times [19]. ttysol

EA9390 impregnated AS-4 plain weave fabric wet lay-up composite was tested to

determine mechanical strength and thermal stability in a 180°F (82°C) wet environment

for 100 hours of operation.

Magnolia Plastics Magnobond 6363 will be qualified for structural bonded repairs

on the V-22 and MH-53E aircraft utilizing a cure cycle that takes over 3 hours to

complete. An evaluation by Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division, Patuxent River,

Maryland showed that cure cycles can be shorten by as much as 110 minutes and still meet

thermal stability requirements for 100 hours with a hot wet operation temperature of

180°F (82°C) [15],

In a battle field situation, the shorten cure cycles for Hysol EA9390 and Magnolia

Plastics Magnobond 6363 provide the ability to complete repair actions and return the
aircraft to immediate mission readiness.
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2. 2. 4 Deveh_pment of Support Equipment For Composite Repair In order to reduce

inventory, maintenance, and training costs, the Navy has invested and developed standard

support equipment that can service a variety of aircraft. The equipment being used for

composite repair is very critical with regards to quality control and providing reproducible

results. Each aircraft has its own set of requirements and manufacturers will custom

fabricate the additional support equipment at extra cost. Currently, the Navy uses tool

kits to machine composites and temperature vacuum hot bonder controllers to cure

materials. The V-22 program is developing a field portable double vacuum tool for

processing Hysol EA9390 wet lay-up patches. Some of the candidate support equipment

that the Navy plans to investigate are heating systems for curing on complex shaped

structures, sensors for detecting moisture in composites, and rapid tooling equipment and

materials for duplicating complex shaped parts.

2.2.4.1 Temperature Vacuum ttot Bonder Controllers The Navy has several types of

hot bonder controllers in its inventory manufactured by BriskHeat, Grumman, McDonnell

Douglas, and etc. During the early 1990's, the Navy developed and awarded a contractual

specification for a generic temperature/vacuum hot bonder control set

(P/N 1935AS100-1). This system has the combined repair material cure requirements of

several air platforms. The generic temperature/vacuum hot bonder control set is larger

and heavier (65 lbs. for the controller case) than commercially available hot bonders,

because of the built-in rugged requirements. Navy rugged environmental test

requirements include drop and shock resistance, electromagnetic interference (EMI),

magnetic pulse, chemical-biological agent cleanability, and many more.

2.__2.4.2 Composite Repair Tool Sets Composite machining is very specific to the types

of structures being repaired. Likewise the tool sets sold by the aircraft manufacturers

were ve_ specific for the platform intended and could not be directly used on other

platforms. The Navy developed a common support tool kit that combined all of the

different air platform requirements.

2.2.4.3 Field Portable Double Vacuum Tool Aircraft programs such as the F/A-18

E/F, V-22, and MH-53 will be soon qualifying Hysol EA9390 wet lay-up repair patches

made with the double vacuum process. The double vacuum debulk procedure requires the

use of a rigid enclosure over a flexible vacuum bag. Vacuum is applied to the vacuum bag

and rigid enclosure. Under these conditions, the laminate plies are exposed to a vacuum

but no consolidation force is applied to the laminate. At a given point in the process, the

vacuum in the rigid enclosure is vented which allows the bag to collapse onto the ply stack

surface. Consolidation of the plies occurs under this vacuum pressure. Void free

laminates with Hysol EA9390 resin result with good mechanical properties. Currently, V-

22 is the only program developing the field portable double vacuum tool. The Navy needs

to supply this tool as a common support equipment for used by other programs such as

F/A-18E/F and MH-53E. Otherwise, field support personnel will have to construct the

double vacuum tool in the field from wood.
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3. SUMMARY

The Navy has been involved in many programs to develop state-of-the-art

composite repair materials, processes, and support equipment. This type of development

requires team work between Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR), Naval Air Warfare

Center Aircraft Divisions (NAWCAD), Naval Aviation Depots (NADEP), Air Force and

Army. The repair programs meet the requirements of emerging, current, and aging navy
aircraft.

Most ambient storable materials do not meet the newly define navy storage

conditions of 2 weeks shipping/transition storage at 140°F (60°C) followed by 12 months

storage at IO0°F (38°C). The increased exposure temperature of 140°F (60°C) had a

detrimental effect on stored materials. To improve storage conditions and minimize

hazardous waste, recommended changes are expected to be implemented in the Navy

stock system. Shorten cure cycles for Hysol EA9390 and Magnolia Plastics Magnobond

6363 provide the ability to complete repair actions rapidly and return the aircraft to

immediate mission readiness. Standard common support equipment to be used with all

current and emerging aircraft have strong costs benefits for reduced inventories and

training
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ABSTRACT

Aircraft transparencies (windshields, canopies, and windows) are structural components that must with-
stand flight and ground loads. This paper seeks to demonstrate that transparencies, like metal airframe

components, are subject to aging with attendant reductions in structural capability, and therefore transpar-
ency aging must be adequately considered when addressing aircraft structural integrity. Typical transpar-

ency construction and aging mechanisms are described, and case histories demonstrating the impact of

aging on structural life and safety are presented. Approaches for managing transparency aging, including
design, removal for cause, inspection, and life extension, are described. The discussion is based on expe-

rience with military aircraft transparency system design, development, research, and problem solving.

1. INTRODUCTION

This introduction provides a general description of aircraft transparencies, followed by a discussion of
transparency aging mechanisms and effects, and a summary of the objective and scope of the paper.

1.1. TRANSPARENCY DESCRIPTION

Aircraft transparencies, which are comprised of windshields, canopies, and windows (Figure I), provide
the aircrew with an optically clear view of the outside environment while protecting them from flight

loads such as wind blast, temperature, pressure, and foreign object impact. Transparency structural integ-

rity therefore is important to ensure aircrew safety as well as operational readiness. Transparencies are
subject to aging, which can and does affect structural integrity.

Canopy _ Windows

Abrasion-UV-Chemicat-ESD Coating__

Sealant_.j Z Mela]lic Heater Film,.,m-- 7
.................................. t .............. g g /

Attachment I I I I ! II p_,,_,*,_,,,,_,A,,_i,-M_r,p,_ I
frames I I II;11 ............................ I

\_..sB_raring _1 i I_ I

•................................. "" _Bushing Resistant Coating

Figure 1. Aircraft Transparencies and Transparency Construction.
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Aircrafttransparenciesmaybesingle-layer(monolithic)or multi-layer(laminated)in construction,con-
sistingasrequiredof structuralplies,adhesiveinterlayers,protectivecoatings,embeddedmetallicheater
films,andedgeattachmenthardwaresuchasbushingsandbearingstrips(seeFigure1). Transparencies
typicallyarefabricatedusingstructuralpolymers(acrylicandpolycarbonate),adhesivepolymers(ure-
thane,silicone,PVB),and/orglass.

1.2. TRANSPARENCYAGINGMECHANISMS

Transparencies,likemetalairframecomponents,aresubjectto aging.Someof the aging mechanisms of

transparencies are similar to, while some are different from those experienced by metal components. As
with metals, transparencies are subject to fatigue when exposed to cyclical loads at high stress concentra-
tion locations such as bolt holes, which can result in reduced bird impact resistance (see Section 3.1).

Classical galvanic corrosion can be an issue with respect to the metal bushings that contact metal frame
members and conductive films or coatings (see Section 1.2.2). Degradation due to moisture, chemical

attack, and ultraviolet light is an issue with respect to polymeric materials. The chemicals, particularly in

conjunction with residual or installation stresses, can cause surface defects, such as crazing and haze, de-
lamination, and more insidiously, bolt hole cracking. Abrasion due to dust, dirt, and other airborne parti-

cles leads to significant haze build-up and pitting, which can become craze initiation sites.

In addition to the above aging mechanisms, the polymer materials in aircraft transparencies also are sub-
ject to physical (thermal) aging. '-6 Physical aging is a property of plastic materials that has been recog-

nized for many years. Plastics age because they are in a non-equilibrium state that is constantly relaxing.

The relaxation is in the form of molecular ordering which often causes the material to lose ductility, in-
crease stiffness and density, and reduce craze resistance. For transparent plastics, optical properties also

are affected, as degradation often manifests itself as increases in haze and loss of light transmission. The

time required for a certain degree of relaxation (or aging) is a function of temperature; increasing the

temperature can accelerate aging.

Acylic and polycarbonate are the two primary polymers used for aircraft transparency structural plies.

Aging issues associated with each material follow.

1.2.1. Acrylic Aging

Acrylic can be used in either the as-cast condition, or it can be stretched to improve various properties. While

acrylic is relatively stable, it is subject to aging, and stretched acrylic has been shown to degrade on the order
of 10% in terms of tensile strength in the first several years of service, and after 8 to 10 years the strength falls

off rapidly, v Acrylic, while very stiff and strong, is very brittle and is therefore.limited in impact strength.

Acrylic transparencies have had problems with distortion and cracking. The leading edge of stretched acrylic

F-15 windshields often have distortion ridges. These ridges are caused by relaxation of the stretched acrylic
during high temperature missions or by heating from the hot air duct (stretched acrylic relaxes to its

unstretched shape and size at 220 to 230 degrees F). F-4 and F-15 acrylic canopies have had in-plane
cracking problems at the edges caused by mismatches between the thermal coefficients of expansion of the

edge attachment and the transparency. Changing from fiberglass/phenolic edge reinforcements to
nylon/acrylic edge attachments has solved these problems, s'9 The AV-8B acrylic canopies have had bolt hole

cracking problems caused by drilling of the edge reinforcement too close to the edge attachment/transparency
interface 1°. Service lives for acrylic transparencies have been reported to range from 5 to 8 years.

1.2.2. Polycarbonate Aging

In contrast to acrylic, polycarbonate is a very ductile and tough material with very high impact strength.

Consequently, polycarbonate is utilized in applications where birdstrike protection is critical. Polycarbonate
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isnotusedin theunprotectedcondition,asit issusceptibletochemicalattackandUV attack,althoughit does
havehighertemperaturecapabilitythanacrylic(theusetemperatureapproaches300degreesF). Typically,
thepolycarbonateis protectedwitha laminatedacrylicor glassouterply, or witha coating.Extensive
evaluationby UDRI of the polycarbonatein F-111windshieldsshowedno degradationof the bulk
polycarbonatefor servicelivesup to 6.4yearsY Evaluationof in-serviceagedF-16canopiesby Texstar,
Inc.,hasshownno evidenceof polycarbonatedegradation.Texstarhasin fact strippedandrecoated
monolithicF-16canopiesasmuchasthreetimeswith agesashighastenyears)I't2 In severalcases,
specificallyfor theF-lll andF-16,the laminatedpolycarbonatewindshieldshaveexperiencedproblems
withbolt holecracking.FortheF-Ill thiscrackingcausedareductioninbirdstrikecapability(seeSection
3.1foradetaileddiscussion).FortheF-16,birdstriketesting has shown that bolt hole cracking has no effect
on birdstrike capability. The cause of the cracking has been traced by Sierracin/Sylmar Corp. to an airplane

wash fluid in combination with steel fasteners, a solar coating, and a grounding bus-bar which induced a
galvanic cell and a corrosive environment. A change in the bushing, the sealant, and the grounding bus-bar

eliminated this problem. 13 UDRI has conducted research to determine service lives of F-16 laminated

transparencies. Average service lives for laminated polycarbonate F-16 canopies range from 36 to 54 months
for transparencies manufactured between 1984 and 1988. TM

1.3. EFFECTS OF TRANSPARENCY AGING

Transparency aging affects both structural and non-structural transparency performance. For example,

aging can degrade pressure, thermal, and bird impact resistance (see Section 3 for examples), and also can
degrade optical clarity due to haze, crazing, scratching, pitting, and yellowing. Transparencies typically

are replaced due to degradation of optical functionality before structural integrity has been compromised

due to aging. This is a fortunate, albeit somewhat unintentional circumstance, especially given the rela-
tively fragile, "unhardened" nature of the polymeric materials (compared to metal components). This

fortuitous circumstance can be masked for glass-faced transparencies since the glass provides outstanding

abrasion and chemical resistance, and therefore may retain acceptable optics and remain in service for
long periods of time. In addition, certain windows may be non-critical to mission performance, and there-

fore even optics can be compromised without removing the window, thereby allowing aging mechanisms
to affect structural integrity.

Aging can significantly shorten the service life of aircraft transparencies. The Air Force has had a long-
standing goal of a four year service life for its transparencies, Is but typically obtains 2-3 years of life from

its high performance aircraft. Cracking of the glass face ply on B-I windshields is limiting service life to

about 24 months. I_' Acrylic-faced F-16 canopies have fared better, with haze and crazing of the acrylic

face ply limiting service life to 36-54 months or less. Repair procedures (e.g., for minor coating peeling,
acrylic scratches, and delamination) and refurbishment programs (e.g., supplier programs to strip and re-

coat F-16 canopies) do help extend the useful lives of transparencies. However, operational readiness,

supply logistics, and cost of ownership all are affected by relatively short service lives of transparencies.

2. MANAGING STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF AIRCRAFT TRANSPARENCIES

Approaches for managing aging of transparencies are similar to those used with airframe components and
systems, but vary somewhat in specific details. Descriptions of several approaches appropriate for man-

aging structural integrity (in contrast to optics or other non-structural issues) follow.

2.1. DESIGN

Ideally, transparency systems should be designed from the beginning (or during a transparency system
upgrade) to minimize degradation due to aging. Bolt holes tend to be particularly susceptible to degrada-
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tion. Thereforeoneapproachthathasbeenutilizedis to eliminatealtogethertheboltholesthroughtrans-
parenciesbytrappingthetransparencyina"C"-shapedflamewithagenerousoverlapregionandsealant.
Therearetradeoffsrelatedto transparencyreplacementwhenusingthisapproach.Dependingondesign,
it maybeverytimeconsumingorvirtuallyimpossibletoseparatethetransparencyfromits frame,sothat
theentireassemblybecomesacostlydisposableitem.Fordesignswithboltholes,precisiondrilling,cold
working,andtheuseof interference-fitbushingscansignificantlyreducecracksusceptibility(seeSection
2.4). Barriercoatingsshouldbeusedto completely seal edges and bolt holes to prevent contact from ag-

gressive chemicals, which can initiate cracks. The sealants and cleaners specified for use for transparency
installation and maintenance must be compatible with constituent polymer materials in the transparency.

All cleaners and wet sealants should be tested to ensure compatibility with each polymer material, and
then maintenance directives written to specify only these cleaners/sealants to install and maintain the

transparency. Dry rubber or foam sealants eliminate chemical incompatibility problems and provide for

rapid change-out should the transparency need to be replaced (wet sealants must be scraped from the air-
craft frames, a laborious process).

2.2. REMOVAL FOR CAUSE CRITERIA

A removal-for-cause criterion links replacement to unacceptable levels of structural degradation of the

windshield. The degradation can be detected on a case-by-case basis via routine inspection of individual

parts, or can be statistically based on the service life of the part. A general methodology for developing
removal for cause criteria requires definition of critical failure modes; understanding the processes that

result in the failure mode; testing to determine conditions favorable to the failure mode process; and cor-

relating field removal data to the occurrence of conditions in the field. Once a positive correlation is es-
tablished, removal criteria can be stated in terms of the occurrence of the condition. For instance, for an

inspection-based criterion, windows exhibiting a certain number and/or length of structural ply cracking

would be replaced. Or, for a service life based criteria, those parts exceeding a certain age would be re-
moved since, according to correlation data, they would have an unacceptable probability (10%, for exam-

ple) of failing. Section 3.2 illustrates the development of a service life based removal-for-cause criteria.

2.3. INSPECTION

Inspection can be a very useful tool to detect and monitor transparency aging for those cases in which the

aging-induced damage can be visually detected. Visual inspection is used to detect flaws such as

scratches, gouges, pits, and cracks in transparency structural plies. Flaws present in the main viewing
area are straightforward to detect by looking through the transparency from various positions to observe

light reflections off the flaws. Edge and bolt hole cracking are more difficult to detect due to edge at-
tachment hardware which often blocks a direct view of this region. An optical prism, fabricated from

acrylic, can be used to facilitate inspection in this region. As shown in Figure 2, images in the edge re-

gion can be viewed clearly with the prism. Glycerin provides an optical coupling medium (index of re-
fraction similar to acrylic) between the transparency and prism, and keeps the prism from scratching the
transparency. A flashlight also aids

illumination of the edge region.

The Navy currently uses the prism

technique to inspect its AV-8 transpar-
encies for bolt hole cracking. _7 Three

AV-8B canopies failed in flight because

of cracks emanating from bolt holes,

prompting the inspection. The inspec-
tions are performed on all new transpar-
encies and those considered for rework.

Edge Strips

Bushing

Windshield

Figure 2. Use of Optical Prism for Edge Inspection.
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2.4. LIFEEXTENSION

Boltholeshaveprovento beoneof themorevulnerableareasof atransparencyfor crackinitiationand
growth,with resultingdegradationin structuralintegrity. Severallife extensiontechniqueshavebeen
investigatedandhaveshownpromisein reducingcrackinitiationandextendingfatiguelife. Initial re-
searchfocusedonholepreparationtechniques,suchasdrillingandpolishing.18Stepdrillingresultedin a
smoothholesurfacefinishwhichimprovedfatiguelife comparedto conventionaltechniqueswhichre-
sultedin rougherholesurfaces.Boltholecoldworkingis atechniqueusedinmetallicstructuresto ex-
tendlife,andwasinvestigatedfor applicabilityto aircrafttransparencies._8'19Cracksinitiatefromexces-
sivetensilestressesin thesurfaceof theboltholes.Coldworkingyieldsthematerialnearthesurfaceand
inducesapermanentcompressivestressatthesurface.Thiscompressivestressmustbeovercometopro-
duceacrack-inducingtensilestress.Variouslevelsof coldworkingwereproducedin polycarbonatebolt
holesbypushinganoversizemandrelthroughthehole. Fatiguetestingwasthenconductedto determine
thebenefitof thecoldworkingovertheas-drilledholes.It wasfoundthataninterferenceof 10-14%(i.e.,
mandreldiameter10-14%largerthanholedrill diameter)resultedin anorderof magnitudeincreasein
fatiguelife (Figure3). Anothertechnol-
ogy investigated for life extension is the
interference fit bushing. Basically these

are oversize bushings that are forced into
the bolt holes, thereby inducing a com-

pressive stress state at the hole surface.
As with cold working, this compressive

stress must be overcome to produce a

tensile crack-inducing stress. Fatigue
testing showed that an interference of 6-

9% (i.e., bushing diameter 6-9% larger

mthan hole drill diameter) resulted in up
two orders of magnitude increase in fa-

tigue life (Figure 3). These technologies
have been successfully demonstrated in

the laboratory but require some further

study prior to flight demonstration (long-
term durability simulations, craze testing,

temperature effects).
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Figure 3. Improvement in Fatigue Life Due to Cold
Working and Interference Fit Bushings.

3. CASE HISTORIES

The following case histories illustrate the effects of bolt hole cracking/fatigue and physical aging on
transparency structural integrity, and the approaches taken to mitigate damage and extend life.

3.1. AGING OF F-111 ADBIRT WINDSHIELDS

The original F-111 windshield was glass having a four-pound bird impact resistance of 136 knots. This

low level of protection coupled with the aircraft's low-altitude, high-speed penetration mission resulted in
the loss of one aircraft per eight-month time period due to bird impact on the windshield. The F-11 l

ADBIRT (Advanced Development Bird Impact Resistant Transparency) was developed to provide four

pound bird impact protection up to a minimum of 470 knots. The ADBIRT consists of two polycarbonate
structural plies and a floating outer acrylic ply, bonded together either with silicone or urethane interlay-

ers (vendor dependent). The entire F-111 fleet was retrofit with ADBIRT windshields, resulting in nu-
merous aircraft saves from what would otherwise have been catastrophic birdstrikes. 2°
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Testprogramsto studytheeffectsof simulatedUV/humidityandflightlinethermalenvironmentsindi-
catedthattheremaybesignificantdegradationin impactresistanceof F-111ADBIRTwindshields.Asa
result,UDRIthenconductedfull-scalebirdimpacttestingof 22F-111ADBIRTwindshieldsto determine
theeffect,if any,of in-serviceagingonbirdimpactresistancecapability.2_ In-service aging was defined

as the amount of time the transparency was on the aircraft. The structural integrity (birdstrike resistance)
was found to be significantly reduced by the in-service aging, from over 470 knots when new to 360

knots after two years of service to an asymptotic minimum value of 325 knots after five years of service.

A test program was conducted to determine the cause of degradation. 4'5 Aging mechanisms investigated

included physical aging, moisture, chemical, and UV attack, and fatigue. Laboratory coupon tests of in-

service aged and baseline new ADBIRT coupons were conducted to assess physical aging. Craze testing

was performed to evaluate the sealants, cleaners, and other chemicals used to install or clean the transpar-
ency. Fractography was utilized to investigate bolt hole integrity. Finite element analysis (FEA) was
conducted to determine stress levels in the edge attachment.

Physical aging was thoroughly assessed using a variety of tests, as shown in Table I. The testing detected
no performance degradation, and therefore no physical aging, of the bulk laminate and its constituent
materials.

TABLE 1. TESTS TO ASSESS PHYSICAL AGING

Test Purpose - Assess:

Optical haze and light transmission
Torsional shear and flatwise tension

High rate MTS 3-point beam

Falling weight 3-point beam
Air cannon

Tensile testing

Fracture toughness

Fatigue crack growth

Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC)

Optics degradation due to bulk laminate aging
Interlayer strength, stiffness, and bond integrity

Ply embrittlement (loss of impact strength)

Ply embrittlement (loss of impact strength)
Ply embrittlement (loss of impact strength)

Polycarbonate toughness, strength, and elongation
Polycarbonate fracture toughness

Polycarbonate fatigue crack growth rate

Polycarbonate polymer structure changes
Polycarbonate thermal history (annealing)

Polycarbonate molecular weight

Crazing is yielding in polymers characterized by a spongy void-filled fibrillar structure, 22 typically

formed by the combined action of aggressive chemicals and applied stress. Crazing negatively affects

optics, causing an irritating glint, but also can degrade structural integrity by becoming crack initiation
sites. Chemical craze testing of the "approved" sealants and cleaners for the F-111 windshield revealed
that most caused crazing, and were not suitable for use with polycarbonate. In addition, machined sur-

faces, such as bolt holes and windshield edges, were more susceptible to crazing than the optical surfaces.

Edge sealants and reinforcements were removed and fractography used to evaluate the condition of the
bolt holes in the structural polycarbonate plies. Many cracks were found in virtually all of the wind-
shields, with the number of cracks increasing with transparency age, and with the majority of the cracks

occurring on the inner ply. The cracks showed significant propagation due to fatigue. Tensile tests of

coupons fabricated from transparency edges showed over a factor of three reduction in edge strength due
to these bolt hole cracks.

FEA was conducted to compute the state of stress in the vicinity of the edge for various combined cabin

pressure and temperature loads. The analysis showed that all but one load case resulted in higher stresses

in the outer ply, not the inner ply where most of the cracks were observed. In general, the results indi-
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catedthatstressesin theinnerplywerenothighenoughto initiatecracksindependentof othercontribut-
ingfactors,butwereof sufficientmagnitudetopropagatethecracks.

Theresultsof thisextensiveinvestigationledtothefollowingexplanationforF-111ADBIRTwindshield
degradation:crazinginitiatedin thepolycarbonatestructuralplyboltholesduetothecombinationof ag-
gressivesealantsandcleanersandservice-inducedstresses.Thecyclicstresseswereof sufficientmag-
nitudetopropagatethesecracksdueto fatigue.Theresultingcrackswerethedirectcauseof degradation
of birdstrikeresistanceof F-111ADBIRTwindshields.

Specificactiontaken to remedy the problem included field inspections for bolt hole cracking, along with
windshield replacement when cracks were found• The change from the T.O. wet sealant (which was shown

to attack polycarbonate) to a non-aggressive dry sealant resulted in a reduction of observed cracks by 80%. 23

3.2. AGING OF KC-135 CELESTIAL NAVIGATION WINDOWS

There have been two catastrophic in-flight failures of KC-135 celestial windows resulting in rapid de-
compression of the aircraft and two fatalities. The location of the celestial windows is shown in Figure 4.

The window is a 13 in by 15 in glass/PVB/glass laminate. The PVB was designed as a fail-safe ply to
maintain pressure in the event the inner glass ply should fracture. The cause of glass ply failure was un-

known, however the PVB was determined to have failed due to PVB degradation and subsequent fatigue
cracking of the PVB at the edge of the window. 24

KC-135 celestial windows had been replaced only when optical requirements could not be met.
was no requirement for structural service life and re-

placement. As of 1991 the average age of the KC-
135 fleet was over 27 years, while the average age of

the overall cargo fleet was 23 years. The celestial

window failures in conjunction with the high average
fleet age and the widespread use of PVB intertayers

throughout the fleet led to general concern over

structural degradation of interlayers due to aging.

The near term solution to the celestial window fail-

ures was to first reinforce the window with an alumi-

num skin and later, pending availability, to replace
the entire window with an aluminum plate. Although

effective there was an obvious vision penalty. In
1991 the Air Force initiated an aging study of the

There

Celestial Windows

Figure 4. KC-135 Celestial Windows.

celestial windows to develop a removal for cause criteria that would ensure replacement of degraded aged

windows while permitting continued use of undegraded windows.-

Nearly 50 celestial windows were obtained for testing. Service age was determined as the date of re-
moval minus the date of installation. When date of installation was not available, date of manufacture

was used. When date of removal was not available, date of shipment for test was used. Uncertainties due
to use of these dates rather than actual installation/removal dates was estimated and included in the serv-

ice life estimate. Service lives ranged from less than 30 months to over 180 months. Note that actual
flight hours, which may have been a more realistic measure of age, and the effects of chemicals, humid-

ity, and temperature could not be considered due to lack of data.

Pressure testing was conducted using a facility consisting of two test cells, one each matching the curva-
ture of the left and right side windows. Other key components were a holding tank with an impact-
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resistantpolycarbonatelid to containcatastrophicfailure;anair compressor;computercontrolledpressure
regulatinghardware;dataacquisitionsystemto recordpressure;andvideocamerato recordeachtest. A
prooftestof upto50psiwasconductedoneachwindowtoassessitsabilitytowithstandhighpressure.

Onceawindowpassedprooftesting,bursttestingof thePVBwasconducted.Theinnerglassply was
fracturedusinga hammerblowin acomer. Thewindowwasthenpressurizeduntil it couldno longer
holdpressure,terminatingthetest.A post-testvisualfailureanalysisof eachwindowwasconducted.

FailuresrangedfromsmallPVBtearsneartheedgeto "blowout"of theentirewindow.Burststrengthas
afunctionof servicelife ispresentedinFigure5,alongwitha linearleastsquareregressionfit and95%
and99%confidenceintervals.Thedataindicatesa gradualreductionof PVBstrengthovertime. The
99%confidenceline indicatesthepressurebelowwhichonepercentof windowsfromarandomsampling
at agivenserviceagewouldlikely burst.Fora minimumburstpressureof 10psi, the99%confidence
intervallowerboundextrapolatestoaserviceageof 313months.

A risk assessmentwascon-
ducted in accordancewith
MIL-STD-882C-'Gto assistin
defininga removal-for-cause
criteria. Given its failure
history,pressureburstof the
PVB layer is considereda
CategoryI, Catastrophichaz-
ard, which is defined as
death,systemloss,or severe
environmentaldamage.Haz-
ard probabilities were as-
signedbasedon theproposi-
tion thatmorethantwo fail-
uresper year fleet-wideis
"frequent." The associated
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Figure 5. PVB Burst Pressure Versus Service Life.

failure risk is about 5/100 (95% confidence bound). Table 2 summarizes the hazard probabilities and
service lives.

TABLE 2. HAZARD PROBABILITY LEVELS AND SERVICE LIVES

Probability Level Fleet Description Number of Number of Fleet Service Age
Occurrences* Occurrences** (months)

Frequent A Continuously Experienced >5 More than 0.5 >424
(>2 per year)

Probable Will Occur Frequently 0.08 - 0.5B 0.5 - 5 273-424

Occasional C Will Occur Several Times 0.1 - 0.5 178-273

Remote D Unlikely, But Can Reasona- 0.05-0.1 126-178

bly Be Expected to Occur

Unlikely to Occur, But Pos-
sible

Improbable E <0.005 <126

(0.32-2 per yr.)

0.025 - 0.08

(0.1-0.32 per yr.)

0.017 - 0.025

(0.068-0.1 per yr.)

Less than 0.017

(<0.068 per year)

* Per 100 windows in service. ** 1st Row: Per 100,000 flight hours
2nd Row: Assuming 275 Flight Hours/Year, 1460 windows in service
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MIL-STD-882Crequiresthatfor Catastrophichazards,Frequent, Probable, and Occasional probabilities

must be prevented. The Occasional probability requirement (0.5 occurrences per 1000 service aged win-
dows) would be satisfied by replacing windows when they reach a life of 126 months (10.5 years). This
removal-for-cause criterion represents a substantial reduction (nearly factor of 5) in risk since over a hun-

dred parts at the time of this work had service lives over 22 years, yet still provides a reasonable service
life over which to spread replacement costs.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Aircraft transparencies have been demonstrated to be aging components, with potentially serious ramifi-
cations to structural life and safety if not adequately addressed. Aging mechanisms were discussed and

approaches for managing transparency aging, including removal for cause, inspection, and life extension,

were described. Case histories illustrating aging transparency problems and their solution were presented.

It is recommended that aircraft transparencies be carefully considered and included in plans and programs
for assessing and controlling the structural integrity of military and civilian aging aircraft.
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ABSTRACT

Studies were conducted on the effects of corrosion inhibiting lubricants on the electrical performance of

gold plated connectors. The basis for the work was the premise that a significant number of typical No

Defect (ND), Can Not Duplicate (CND), and Retest OK (RTOK) maintenance actions may be due to

environmental corrosion of connector surfaces. This may include typical gold plated 1/O connectors as

well as ground connections.

The objectives of the work which was conducted in several phases were as follows. First, field and

laboratory studies were conducted to evaluate the electrical performance and potential risk versus

benefits associated with the use of Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) materials conforming to MIL-L-
87177A and MIL-C-81309E. Materials from 12 vendors were evaluated.

Second, it was planned that if satisfactory results were obtained in Phase 1, a field study would be

conducted in which selected lubricants would be applied to the I/O connectors on specific Line

Replaceable Units (LRUs) of operational aircraft. This was, in fact, initiated with the F-16 aircraft as the

test vehicle. To date, flights tests have involved nearly 150 aircraft spread over 10 bases in CONUS.

The Phase I studies produced several important conclusions. Among the lubricants which were

evaluated there was a wide range of performance. One unique material was identified which actually

appeared to degrade performance. A number of materials showed little benefit compared to the

unlubrieated state, and only several showed an excellent combination of corrosion inhibition in severe

environments and good electrical performance under a wide range of environmental extremes. These

results indicate that a few lubricants can be used in such applications with no identified engineering risk,
but lubricants must be thoroughly qualified to a far greater extent than is required in existing

specifications.

Tile Phase II studies have yielded positive results. Most important is the confirmation that such materials

can be routinely applied in the field with no identified or perceived risk to the aircraft systems or with

any objections from maintenance personnel. Beyond this, the results from several years worth of flight

tests have produced variable results/benefits among different LRUs as might be expected. However, on

specific LRUs there have been significant reductions in ND and NR values as well as Maintenance Man

Hours/Flight Hour. Results comparing maintenance actions for aircraft with lubrication against
comparable data for the entire fleet of aircraft within the same command have been favorable.

While these results have been positive, there is one overriding conclusion which must be stressed.

Lubricants for such applications cannot be selected in an arbitrary manner. Thorough qualification data
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must support these decisions. Such data do not appear to be available from historical qualification
requirements.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 CORROSION

It is well established that gold plated connector products can degrade in natural,operating environments
(1,2). The degradation which is the subject of this study may be termed corrosion, but it often takes the

form of very thin films even below the limits of visual detection. Such reactions are somewhat insidious,

since they cannot often be observed by maintenance personnel. However, in keeping with both contact

theory and experiment such thin films are often sufficient to produce unpredictable effects, failure

without warning, intermittent operation (3,4) ,etc: Such faults may just as suddenly "clear" to produce
the familiar CND/ND/RTOK observations.

There is no suggestion that in gold plated product it is the precious metal which is corroding. Instead,

the corrosion films are produced from both natural and induced defects in the precious metal coatings.

These defects which include sub microscopic porosity as well as wear provide paths for the natural

environment to access the underlying reactive base metals. The resultant corrosion products which are,

of course, non conductive may be transported by several mechanisms out and onto the precious metal

surfaces (5,6).

It is often believed that "corrosion" of this type may only occur in very severe environments such as

coastal/marine environments. This is clearly not the case as has been demonstrated by the author in

numerous field studies worldwide and which are discussed, in part, in this paper. The marine scenario
would be an unfortunate impression, since it might lead to the conclusion that at inland location similar

corrosion is not a factor in reliability. This is anything but the case, and as we will demonstrate, virtually

all ambient environments are sufficiently severe that this type of corrosion can occur if the natural

environment actually reaches the connector surfaces.

Closely associated with this common belief about the marine environments is the thought that corrosion

may occur only in the presence of high levels of salt and/or humidity. Modern research has shown that
this is anything but the situation. In fact, there exist in natural environments any number of critical air

pollutants and at concentrations measured in sub-parts per billion (ppb) which can, together with even

moderate humidity levels, drive these corrosion mechanisms. In view of these findings, it is not

surprising that virtually all operational environments are sufficiently severe to drive corrosion on metal

surfaces directly exposed to such environments. Recent work has shown that these conclusions extend

even to the highly attenuated environments indoors and within vehicles/aircraft.
1.2 CORROSION INHIBITING LUBRICANTS -HISTORICAL

There are several approaches to the problem of connector corrosion. However, they all reduce to the

concept of keeping the reactive environment away from reactive surfaces. One such approach is the use

of organic lubricants which may also be referenced as corrosion inhibiting compounds (CPCs). This is

actually a very old technology which has been widely discussed in technical conferences, but is one

which is not widely practiced in the industrial world. The use of such materials is apparently permitted

within the military as found, for example, in T.O. 1-1-689. However, we have found little indication of

the use of these materials on electrical/electronics systems or even much knowledge about these

materials within the military.
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Discussionswithbothindustrialandmilitarypersonnelhaveyieldedsimilarreasonsforareluctanceto
embracelubricationtechnology.ThesecanbedescribedaseitherI) commonmyths,or2) inadequate
technicalinformationto supporttheiruseandtoevaluateperceivedrisks.A summaryof mostof these
factorsis giveninTable1.

TABLE 1. LUBRICATION CONCERNS

Lubricant is an insulator

Effects of amount applied

Long-term aging effects/degradation

Effects of hardening at low temperatures

How long will it last
Effects of duct attraction and retention

A large number of materials have been evaluated as classical contact lubricants (7). However, it is only

in recent years that even these materials were evaluated in a comprehensive manner for use as corrosion

inhibitors (8). This later work lead to the important conclusion that few, if any, of the materials that

were "known" to the contact/connector community would survive a comprehensive qualification

program under a wide range of environmental extremes. Furthermore, few provided sufficient corrosion
inhibition potential for consideration in this study.

1.3 FACTS LUBRICATION STUDY

In 1994, a program was initiated from the F.A.C.T.S. office at Wright Patterson Air Force Base to

conduct an evaluation of several classes of materials for potential use as corrosion inhibiting lubricants

and to eventually test the thesis set forth in the first part of this paper. The study had the constraint of

being restricted to materials which were both COTS items and were covered by existing military
specifications. This limited the study to most of the qualified sources under two specifications -- MIL-C-
81309E and MIL-L-87177A.

It is interesting to note that both of these materials were generally unknown to the industrial,

contact/connector community. In addition, at the time this study was initiated there was little, if any,

hard data which could be found relating to qualifications for the intended applications.

2. RESEARCH PROGRAM

This work was done in two overlapping phases. The first was a laboratory evaluation and ground based

field study. The second was a flight test program in which selected lubricants were applied on electrical
connectors in the F-16 aircraft.

The first phase of this program has been completed. These results have been published (9) and for this

reason this paper will not discuss the experimental details other than as an overview. The second phase

is still in progress, but some important findings will be presented in this paper.
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2.1GROUNDBASEDSTUDIES

2.1.l Lubricants

At thetimethisprogramwasinitiatedthereappearedto beabout12-13vendorsof qualifiedlubricants.
In reality,someof thesematerialswerenolongerroutinelyavailablebutweresuppliedbysomeof the
vendors.

Asaresulta totalof 12lubricantswereevaluatedinbothfieldandlaboratory studies. These consisted of

I0 from the 81309E group and 1 from the 87177A group. The 12th material did not conform to either,

but was a material which a vendor was promoting to the military for such use.

Most of these materials were available in the form of aerosol sprays. Those which were not applied by

spraying using a small device as available from artists supply stores and with a CO2 propellant. In fact,

a requirement in this program was that all materials used should be free of ODC materials.

It should be noted that the identification of specific vendors has been avoided in this paper as a matter of

Battelle policy. This information is available in reports made available to the funding organization.

2.1.2 Test Articles

The primary test vehicle used ill this work was a gold plated, edge card connector. This item was used

for a variety of reasons including experimental convenience. However, for purposes of this paper we

may cite the most important reasons as I) a high pin count allowing large numbers of electrical readings

to be made for statistical purposes, 2) an "open" structure allowing free environment access to the

contact interface, and 3) a relatively porous gold plating to provide for a worst case corrosion

susceptibility.

It is recognized that this approach can be criticized as being unrealistic of many applications

(open,unsealed, structure) and as a result overly severe. The counter to this was the program need to

obtain degradation within a reasonable period of time. In addition it was argued that if corrosion
inhibition could be demonstrated for this worst case situation the result could be viewed as very positive.

The second test article can be described as corrosion monitors. These were specially prepared metallic

coupons which were deployed mainly at the field sites to document the corrosion conditions encountered

during the field exposures.

Details of all of these items can be found in Reference 9.

2.1.3 Field Studies

Samples were deployed at I0 sites in CONUS. These ranged from severe coastal to less severe inland

locations. Eight sites were at military bases and 2 sites were at the Battelle Corrosion Test Site at

Daytona Beach Florida.

At these 10 sites, 8 points of sample placement were in the outdoor base environments (and DAB). Two
were indoor but in uncontrolled environments.

At each location a relatively large test matrix was installed in a compact plastic test rack. Independent
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connectorsampleswereinstalledwitheach of the 12 lubricants plus an unlubricated reference and
corrosion monitors.

These samples were exposed over a minimurn period of 12 months. At 3 month intervals the samples

were returned to Battelle for electrical measurements after which the same connector samples were

returned to the field. Corrosion monitors were replaced at 3 month intervals.

The objective of the field studies was to support the laboratory work and to add to evaluation the

complex synergistic effects including dust which can never be achieved in laboratory tests.

2.1.4 Laboratory Studies

Space is not available in this paper for a fldl discussion of the laboratory test phase of this work.

Interested readers can find such information in Reference 9. It is important to note that the laboratory

studies were designed to evaluate the performance of the same types of samples in a controlled manner

and under a wide range of environmental conditions, The objectives in this work were to address the

concerns listed in Table 1 and to provide a risk assessment for the use of any of these materials in
subsequent flight tests.

2.1.5 Flight Tests

2.1.5. I Lubrication

On the basis of positive findings from the Phase I studies a decision was made to proceed to flight testing

in 1995. The F- 16 aircraft was designated as the test vehicle due to its high reliance on electronic

systems. This work which is still in progress has involved 12 bases (11 ANG, I AFR) and nearly 150
aircraft.

For this work 2 lubricants were selected for to be used. These were equally divided among bases as

opposed to mixing lubricants within a given base. The lubricants selected were among the very few

which survived comprehensive laboratory evaluations.

This work was originally designed as a limited, engineering study of lubricant effectiveness. The term

limited means that a small number of LRUs were designated for treatment. These were mainly from the

74 (avionics) and 75(weapons) systems on the aircraft. These were selected on the basis of high CND
rates and/or high maintenance actions, While most bases in the program did comply with the Minimum

Designated LRU requirement, the program met with sufficient enthusiasm that most bases have treated

various LRUs in numbers far beyond this minimum.

This work was an engineering study in the sense that minimal instructions were given to the maintenance

personnel who performed all of the connector lubrication. The general guideline was to apply ant

cleaning and/or lubrication in accord with T.O. 1-I-689 in which the details surrounding the spray

application (time/amount/etc:) were not specified. Actually, this somewhat informal approach was

supported by the prior ground based studies as having no effect on results.

2,1.5.2 Data Analysis

The results from the flight tests are being evaluated in two ways. One is feedback from base personnel
regarding both their opinions about the use of lubrication as well as their perceptions about effect. The
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7.

second and more quantitative analysis is from the Maintenance Data reported into the REMIS database

by 5 digit Work Unit Code (WUC).

3. RESULTS

3.1 Connector Field Exposure

3. I. 1 Unlubricated Connectors

Figure 1 shows the contact resistance data distributions for all data from all sites as a function of time

and for connectors without lubrication. For the reader not familiar with this method of data presentation

or the interpretation of such results the following brief analysis will be given.

A design goal or one which indicates no degradation would be a flat line graph extending to the extreme

right end of the X axis and with low resistance values. Conversely, a high resistance "tail" is a measure

of degradation by corrosion and high risk.

The data in Figure I clearly show that test samples of this type can degrade severely in practically any

base environment. As significant is the fact that if such environments actually reach the contact surfaces,

degradation can be rapid.

3.1.2 Lubrication Effects

Figures 2 and 3 take the data from one (and the most severe) site and show the effects of the various

lubricants. Actually, these two graphs summarize many of the important conclusions from this work at

all sites. The data have been compared to the unlubricated condition for this site.

The results clearly show a large variation among materials and should serve as a note of caution about

the arbitrary use of lubricants in the absence of extensive qualification data. Specifically, these results

show that at least two materials appeared to degrade performance (4,5, and 7) and another three showed

marginal benefits at best ( 9,10, and 12).

At the same time, the very positive finding was that a few lubricants could provide an exceptionally high

degree of protection and with no apparent adverse effects.

It must be emphasized that Figures 2 and 3 address only the corrosion issues. They do not address other

potential risks such as thermal degradation of lubricants and low temperature performance all of which

are important to aircraft operation. For an evaluation of these effects reliance was made of the laboratory

test data as given in Reference 9. When this was done and combined with all of the corrosion test

results, no more than 3 lubricants were considered to have no known engineering risk and suitable for

flight tests. Those lubricants were the ones identified as Lubes 1 and 6 in Figures 2 and 3.

3.2 Flight Test Phase

This section of the paper will present several types of data. It will show both ground level monitoring

results and then preliminary analyses of LRU performance data. The purpose of the ground level

monitoring is to place in proper perspective the severity levels of the environments in which the aircraft

were based and for which performance data will be summarized. We will also attempt to show how this
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subsetof corrosionseveritydatafortheF-16fleetinCONUScomparesto corrosiondataatawider
rangeof sitesbeingsurveyedin other Air Force studies (I0).

3.2.1 Base Level Corrosion Monitoring

Figure 4 shows the results from outdoor corrosion monitoring at 25 bases most of which are in CONUS.

These particular data are for measurements made on 6061-T6 aluminum sensors, but we may note that

additional data from other metallic sensors have given a similar rank ordering among sites. The bar

heigths,therefore, give measures of relative base severity.

As indicated earlier, the 12 bases with F-16 aircraft at which lubrication work is being done are a subset

of the results in Figure 4. The actual range is Base 8 (highest) to Base 25 (lowest).

Tile corrosion measurements taken alone may mean little and serve only as a point of reference to

describe the external base environment. The real questions for the purposes of this paper are l) do even

the test connectors corrode in these environments and, if so, how quickly, 2) is lubrication effective on

these test items, and 3) is there any evidence of probable effects of lubrication on LRU performance ?

To consider these questions, the results at 2 bases will be shown by way of examples. These are bases 8

and 23 as referenced in Figure 4.

Data are shown in Figure 5 for the test connectors exposed in the base environments and for three

conditions -- no lube, and with Lubes 1 (an 81309E material) and Lube 6 (an 87177A material). The

sample exposure was 1 year. It is clear that at Base 8 degradation on the No Lube connectors was severe

(and rapid). At Base 23 with a relatively mild environment, there was measurable degradation sufficient

to pose a risk to high reliability connector systems.

In both cases, either type of lubricant was totally effective for corrosion inhibition. It is also important to

note that one characteristic of the Base 23 environment is a high level of dust/dirt as could be seen on the

samples. In spite of this, there was no measurable effect on contact resistance. This latter result is

consistent with the Phase | results concerning dust collection and retention by lubricants. To a large

degree, such effects appear to be cosmetic rather than functional.

Finally, Figure 6 shows additional data on the rates of test connector degradation in the external

environments of 3 bases in the flight test program. For purposes of illustration, the variable which is

plotted is contact resistance taken from a fixed point on the distributions such as that shown in Figure 5.

The only reason the values at the 70th percentile were selected was to keep the data on-scale, since

values at a more meaningful level such as 95 or 99% were essentially at open circuit levels for the non

lubed samples at Bases 9 and 17.

Tile significance of the data in Figures 5 and 6 is simply to emphasize what was stated earlier. This is

that every effort should be made by whatever means to prevent ingress of ambient environments to

connector interfaces. If this cannot be assured, and no supplemental protection such as lubrication is

used, there is a reasonably high probability that corrosion will occur.
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3.2.2 LRU Performance

3.2.2.1 Base Feedback

To date, no negative feedback has been received from any participating base. No implementation

problems have been reported. This includes subjective items such as touch,smell, etc:

3.2.2.2 LRU Data

It must first be noted that in work of this type it is nearly impossible to conclusively prove a cause and

effect relationship. This is in sharp contrast to results such as those in Figure 5 where unique

measurements can be made. Instead, the procedure has been to track data over time, compare results on

the same basis against the rest of the F-16 fleet (presumably without lubrication), and attempt to develop

a circumstantial argument for or against the benefit of lubrication treatment.

For purposes of this paper and as a summary, the data for Base 8 will be shown. Other reasons for

discussing these particular results include a complementary analysis from this base to indicate substantial

cost savings attributable to reduced LRU removals and the resulting reduced exchange costs. These

results were claimed for only about 60% of the fleet completed.

At this base about 25 LRUs were reported to have been treated. These included l0 from weapons

systems and 15 from avionics. Although data have been analyzed by 5 digit WUC, these data would be

too voluminous to present here. Instead, the results for all treated items have been summed. For

comparison data have been summed for the same items and time period for the entire ANG F- 16 fleet.

Data are shown in Figures 7 and 8 for two measures of failures -- No Defect and Removals. Figure 9

shows On Equipment Labor trends against these particular items for the same period. While we must

note that similar analyses by individual item/WUC will produce variable results as might be expected,
the overall conclusions for this base remain favorable.

Final examples are shown in Figures 10-12 for one particular LRU, the 74AN0. The data from this

particular base illustrates the need to follow results over a long period of time. The results suggest an

increasing failure rate on this LRU for the subset of this aircraft population coming in phase to be

treated. As the treatments were completed the data have become quite favorable particularly for

removals, but the monitoring period since completion of the planned portion of the fleet has been short.

As a result, we cannot determine what the long term effects will be or the effects as additional aircraft

are completed.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained to this point in time must be viewed as favorable for the use of corrosion inhibiting

lubricants as one means of reducing corrosion related failures in aircraft electrical systems. The

treatments are attractive since the materials are inexpensive ,implementation costs are low to negligible,
and there is ahnost no effect on routine maintenance activities.

So far no adverse effects have been identified from the flight tests, and none are expected on the basis of

laboratory studies. These conclusions, however, come with a repeated note of caution. This is that even
though many of these materials may be qualified to existing specifications this does not mean that they
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are equivalent in performance. In fact, some may pose an unacceptable risk but this conclusion has not

been demonstrated on operating hardware.

In view of this situation, two recommendations should be made. One is that qualification requirements

need to be upgraded considerably. The second is that corrosion inhibiting lubricants should not be used

unless comprehensive test data are available to support vendor's claims.
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ABSTRACT

Two durations from total Fatigue Life Depleting Process are taken into account:

- the duration t up to reaching the critical damage size which characterizes the Limit State of the
Structural Significant Item considered;

the duration v of crack growth between Maximal Undetectable Size (MUS), which is such a crack that

can be missed (with small allowable probability) during the inspection, and the critical size. MUS
depends sufficiently on the used inspection means and methods.

Both durations are random values. Their joint probability characteristics are considered as a t - v System.
An effective approach is described which gives an opportunity in a simple and uniform manner to

calculate all necessary probability values for an)" probability characteristics of t - v System and for any
inspection schedule. The method is based on the procedure of forming on a t - v Plane of some zones

which correspond to possible properties of different structure copies if the individual t - v Point <<hits,
into the corresponding zone.

The main features of probability characteristics of the t - v System are investigated using the results of
different type cyclic tests conducted in TsAGI during the 1960 - 70s. About 300 copies of the same A1-

alloy D16 sheet coupon having a central hole have been tested. The derived qualitative results may be
considered apparently as typical features for many aircraft structures.

1.INTRODUCTION

Modem approach to ensure safe aircraft operation is based on application of Damage Tolerance concept.
Fig. 1 illustrates the relation between four fundamental ideas:

- critical state (critical damage size I¢,. );

- total life from operation start till critical state;

- maximal undetectable damage size l0 and

- detectable damage grow_th duration from the state of Maximal Undetectable damage Size (MUS) till
critical state.

The critical state is assumed to be the state, corresponding to the residual strength required (as a rule, it is
no less than 67% of the initial one). The decrease of the structural strength level at an)' time moment
lower than this limit value should be practically impossible.

MUS is defined as the maximal crack length that can be undetected during the inspection but with

tolerable small probability; this size substantially depends on the inspection tools and techniques.
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The knowledge, first, of total life from operation start till critical state and, second, of detectable damage
growth duration till critical state allows to define such inspection schedule (the inspection threshold and

the inspection intervals), that could have ensured practical improbability of critical state achievement.

The same requirement should be satisfied in case the inspections are not carried out at all by some
reasons, while the structure is replaced or repaired at the moment when the first inspection is to be done,
i.e. Safe Life concept is applied.

2.COMBINED DISTRIBUTION METHOD ( CD - METHOD )

We must emphasize the approved account of very large scatter that is unfortunately accompanying this
physical phenomenon. Both total life from operation start till critical state and damage growth duration

from state of MUS till critical state are random values, corresponding to each separate copy of the same

structure. Only the knowledge of their combined probabilistic properties considered as a system of two
random values enables efficient but safe enough determination of inspection schedule required.

2. I.PLANE OF PROPERTIES

Let us consider the plane of random values t and v (see Fig. 1) and according to refs.[1] and [2] define the

properties of various copies of the same structure corresponding to the location of random t - v Points
inside different zones in the area of possible states.

If the operational time (without any inspections!) is Te,d , all the copies having their t - v Points inside

the triangular of possible properties (Fig.2.1) must be failed because their total lives t are less than Te_d .

If an inspection is conducted by the moment T,.,p the damage of copies whose t - v Points are inside the

_Area of Detectability>> (Fig.2.2) should be detected as the differences t minus v (i.e. u - values, see
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Fig. 1) are less than inspection time T_p.

When a number ofn successive inspections at the moments T_, T2..._, _+_ ,...T_ is conducted the general

picture on the t - v Plane is shown in Fig.2.3. The lowest row of zones (triangulars marked with _0)_)

indicates the _zones of unsafety>) where the damage won't be detected by any inspection. The higher row

of zones marked with _1_ indicates the _zones of safety)) where the damage will be detected by the
previous (single!) inspection. The next rows indicate the _zones of high safety)), because the damage

may be detected by two or more previous inspections (marked in the Figure with ,2)),..,k)),.. etc); i.e. the
loss of, for example, one inspection does not lead directly to loss of safety.
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Figure 2. Plane of properties: 1 - without inspections in operation up to Te,d ; 2 - one inspection in

operation; 3 - many inspections in operation.

If combined distribution f(t,v) of random values t and v is known, then the probabilit3, of points location

inside any zone is calculated as p = ff(t,v)dtdv and the necessary accumulated probability is
(zone)

as the sum P = _ p, .defined

2.2.SOME IMPORTANT FATIGLrE TEST RESULTS

In 1960 - 70s TsAGI performed extensive cyclic fatigue tests of different specimen types (_smooth_ and

having stress concentrators, total of more than 2000 specimens) manufactured from various AI - alloys.
Cylindrical specimens were tested by the bending during rotation, while the fiat ones were affected by

tension - compression. Test data and their analysis results are presented in ref. [3]. The main feature of

this experiment was that fatigue was analyzed as two stage process; for some specimen types their
number (4 - 5 and more for each loading mode) allows to get rather adequate statistical assessments of

probabilistic properties.

Most comprehensive tests (about 300 similar specimens) were conducted under tension - compression of

AI - alloy DI6-T sheets 24 mm wide and 2.3 mm thick (O'b= 45 kg/mm 2 , a02 = 28 kg/mm 2 , _5 =

12%) having central round hole 4 mm in diameter. The tests were conducted using 5 - 7 cycle amplitude

values (from the following: o" = 4; 5; 6; 7.6; 8; 9.2; 10; 12 and 14 kg/mm 2 ) for each of different levels

of the average cycle stress O',, (O"m= 0; 3; 6; 10; 14 and 20 kg/mm -_). During the tests each specimen

was periodically (approximately after each 5 10% of the average life expected) inspected using penetrant
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todetectfatiguecrack.Eachspecimenpropertiesweredefinedin terms (see Fig. 1) of cycle number u till

the crack length of /0-- 0.15 - 0.3 ram, duration v of the following crack growth and total life t (till

complete specimen failure! Therefore values v and t differ a little from the ones symbolized above).
Unfortunately, crack growth process was not investigated in more detail at the time; experimental data of
the kind including <<continuous>> fixing individual properties of life duration process started to appear

much later (ref.[4]); but they contained the data only about the growth stage of the crack being initiated.

In 1996 the results were published in ref. [5] of the unique experimental study of individual properties
(for each of approximately 100 similar specimens) during the whole life duration. However the detailed

statistical processing of these data (from the point of view of two stages) is impracticable due to the lack
of initial experimental data (e.g. in the tabulated form) in the publication. As for TsAGI experiment,

there are all initial data sufficient for additional more detailed statistical processing. The results of such
processing are given in Figs.3 - 5.

As numerous investigations showed that the distributions of random lives u, v and t are approximately

log-normal, the values to be analyzed are not lives themselves, but their decimal logarithms logu, logv

and logt. In all the cases the mean value of any X is shown by the line above the letter (as X ), the

sample estimate of root mean square deviation of Xis symbolized by SO0, and for the sample estimate of
correlation factor between random values X and Y the symbol r(X, Y) is assumed. The stress values are

presented in kilograms per square millimeter.

The analysis gave the following important results:

1.The hyperbolic type relation (refs.[6,7]) for total fatigue life between the root mean square deviation

(RMS) in life logarithm and its mean value is also verified by these experimental data. The similar
relation is as well realized for each stage of life duration process. For all three durations the scatter

increases much both for high and low lives (related to the scatter for the mean value of 104 _ l0 s

cycles). The general pictures of RMS for any life duration stages are approximately the same (Fig.3).
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Figure 3. The influence of mean duration on scatter.

2.The mean relative crack growth duration v� t shows an obvious trend with maximal value of the cycle

(Fig.4). This phenomenon may be explained as a result (only!) of decreasing the crack length by the
failure (i.e. of shortening the duration of crack propagation stage) with increasing the maximal value of
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the cycle.Thereforeit may be supposed that the average relative crack growth duration v/t

independent of cycle characteristics and may be independent of loading structure in general.
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Fig.4. Relative crack-growth duration as a function of maximum value of the cycle.

is

3.The degree of correlation between the durations of two stages in the life duration process: u and v can

be arbitrary; correlation factor has any values from the whole theoretically possible range -l<r<l

(Fig.5.1) and no relation with loading conditions or with relative duration of two stages is shown.
However correlation factor between v and total life t (Fig.5.2) is positive in the great majority of cases

and it is close to one for high v/t values, as it should surely have been.
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Figure 5. Correlation between crack-growth duration and: 1 - pre-crack duration; 2 - total life.
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4.If the strong positive correlation exists between v and t the connection between logt and logv is linear,

as a rule, witnessing that there is a proportion v = kt in this case. It follows from this equation that

S(logv)=S(logt).

It seems possible to consider these quality laws obtained or _<narrow_ test conditions and test object

being discussed here to be rather typical for such aircraft structures as plates, panels, etc.
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2.3EXAMPLES

Now let usconsidertwo exampleson thebasisof thedescribedapproachthattakeintoaccountthe
principalqualitativeresultsoftestdataanalysis.

2.3.1STRONGPOSITIVECORRELATIONBETWEENt AND v

Let r(t, v) = 1 (point A in Fig.5.2) and v/t = 0.2, that reflects realistically enough the typical average

relation between the crack growth duration for the crack detected in operation (as a rule, visually) and the
total life. Let us determine the schedule of structure inspection in operation in accordance with the
current Aircraft Regulations (ref.[8]) and Methods of Compliance (ref.[9]), that are:

- first inspection moment _ is mean life T divided by reliability (scatter) factor 77 = 3;

- inspection interval A T is mean detectable crack growth duration A T = 0.2 T divided by reliability
factor 77= 2;

- specified service life is assumed equal to mean life T divided by reliability factor r/ = 2.

The resultant situation is illustrated in Fig.6 where the _zones of unsafety_> are hatched. As r(t,v) = 1, all

random points, representing the individual values t and v would lie on the straight line v = kt starting

from the coordinate zero and crossing point (t, v).

v=t

Impossible ,=t_

propertie_

T l T z To_d t

-- • = 0.2t -- v = O._lt --" v = 0.134L

Figure 6. Example 1. Strong correlation between crack-growth duration and total life.

Random value t distribution is assumed log normal (according to the assumption, being the basis to

determine Standard Reliability Factors) and having the standard value of root mean square deviation of

log t, equal to S(log t) = 0.15. It should be reminded that as it has been noted above the same scatter is
valid for log v.

It is seen in Fig.6 that the straight line v--0,2 t, where all possible realizations of random values t and v
are located, is crossing the zones of unsafety only up to the first inspection moment and between the first

and the second inspections. The probability values of random point _docatiom> on the straight line parts
inside _triangulars of tmsafety>> are determined using simple analysis based on Gaussian distribution
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tables.Thesevaluesareequalto Pl = 0.00074 and P2 = 0.00206. Accumulated probability P = 0.0028

(of the order of 10-3 ) outlined by the assumed basic data can be considered reasonable.

However this probability value will greatly depend on the relation v / t. When such inspection methods
are used where MUS decreases and consequently the relation v / t will increase and exceed the value

v/t--0.23, then ((the straight line of possible properties_ will never cross the triangular between the first
and the second inspections. Accumulated probability P of "unsafe properties" will be completely defined

by the moment of the first inspection and will have its minimum value P = p_ . (It may be generally

noted that if the limit life Te,a is not established one may choose such inspection schedule that the

straight line will never cross the triangulars and the inspection intervals will be increased ( ! ) one after
another).

On the contrary, when v/t decreases, as it is seen in Fig.6, accumulated probability will start increasing.

For v / t < 0.134 the straight line will already cross all three triangulars; for very low v / t the inspections
being recommended in current Methods of Compliance will give small effect (Fig.7); the interval
between them must be much shorter.

p
0,1

0,OB 0A 0.15 0.2 0,25

z/t-

Figure 7. The influence of relative crack-growth duration on the probability that the crack will not be
detected.

2.3.2. NO CORRELATION BETWEEN t AND v

Let v/t = 0.2 as earlier, but r(t, v) = 0 (point B in Fig.5.2). As t and v have log-normal distribution, the

application of double logarithmic coordinates log t - log v is more suitable. Inspection intervals are

naturally like in the previous example, however, as it is seen in Fig.8, _triangulars of unsafety_ have

obvious deformation (they are also hatched). Random values log t and log v are independent and their
combined distribution is illustrated by the system of scatter ellipses, where the values of probability of

locating inside the appropriate ellipse are marked. Scatter characteristics of random values log t and logv
are assumed standardized, i.e. S(log t) = 0.15 and S(log v) = 0.10 (their equality is not obligatory now).
As it is well known for two dimensional Gaussian distribution there are no simple methods to analyze the

probability of _docating_ inside the zones of complicated form: the required assessments can be done by

means of specific computer based statistical simulation (Monte Carlo method). However it is obvious

from Fig.8 that for the conditions assumed this probability is very poor, as in the previous example; it
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will increasesubstantiallywhentherelationv/ t decreases, i.e. when ellipse system displaces down the

scale logv.
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Figure 8. Example 2. No correlation between crack-growth duration and total life.

CONCLUSIONS

The principal role of combined distribution of crack growth duration and total life in inspection schedule
planning is emphasized. Effective and very simple method of working out an optimum inspection

schedule is proposed. On the basis of experimental data the importance of the crack growth duration
relative contribution (related to total life) is discovered. When this contribution decreases:

- the indefiniteness in correlation factor between complete life and crack growth duration increases;

- with the inspection schedule selected the probability of reaching the critical state by the structure

increases substantially.
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ABSTRACT

According to the recommendations of Advisory Circular AC91-56A, a full structural evaluation for

Widespread Fatigue Damage (WFD) will be completed at Aerospatiale as part of the Airbus A300
extended service life activities. The approach followed in this evaluation is based on a specific calculation

method, supported by experimental results provided by tear-down and analysis on a full-scale fatigue test

and representative component tests. Research activities on the WFD phenomenon were done at
Aerospatiale a few years ago in the framework of a thesis conducted concurrently with European research

pro_am on the same subject. Based on the Finite Element Method and Monte-Carlo simulations, an
overall prediction method has been developed to automatically simulate multiple crack development in a

structure in a realistic way. The two main particularities of this phenomenon, scatter at crack initiation
and interaction effects, are taken into account. The same process allows different ranges of analysis to be

completed, depending on the required objective. Calculation results have been successfully compared
with tests performed on simple open hole and lap joint structures. This approach is now applied to the
A300 aircraR structure.

1. INTRODUCTION

A full life extension program has been launched by Airbus Industrie to extend the high time A300 fleet

operation beyond its initial Desigu Service Goal (DSG). A complete review and update of the
maintenance program or modification will be needed to cover at least 25% additional service life

objective. As part of the life extension program, the aircraft manufacturers committed themselves in the

Airworthiness Assurance Working Group t (AAWG) to perform a full structural evaluation for

Widespread Fatigue Damage (WFD). The Airbus Industrie partners - Daimler-Benz Aerospace Airbus,
British Aerospace Airbus, Construcciones Aeronauticas S.A. and Aerospatiale - have thus initiated a

specific WFD program.
The Advisory Circular AC91-56A-' provides guidance for an acceptable means of accomplishing a

structural evaluation for WFD. According to these recommendations, this activity will be conducted at

Aerospatiale through a comprehensive approach: tear-down and analysis on extended full scale fatigue

tests already performed on similar structures, calculations, additional partial and representative tests.

This paper presents the Aerospatiale assessment approach followed in this structural evaluation program,
with particular emphasis on the developed analysis method.
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2. AEROSPATIALEPHILOSOPHYFORWFDASSESSMENT

Accordingto AC91-56A,theaimof thisstructuralevaluationpro_amis firstlyto identifytheprimary
structuresusceptibleto WFD,thento predictwhenthisphenomenonis likely to occurandfinally to
establish,if necessary,the additionalmaintenanceor modificationsactionsrequiredto ensurethe
continuedsateoperationof theaircraft.

2.1SUSCEPTIBLESTRUCTURES

TheIndustryCommittee on WFD z listed generic locations potentially susceptible to WFD. A complete

review of these areas has been carried out in order to identify the susceptible primary structures in the

specific case of the A300.

2.2 WFD ASSESSMENT APPROACH

The figure 1 describes the comprehensive WFD assessment approach followed by Aerospatiale. It is
mainly based on a specific calculation method to analyse the WFD behaviour on each susceptible area,

supported by experimental results to provide input data and to validate this method. This approach has
been chosen because, up to now, no experience of WFD has been found in-service. Some instances of non
critical MSD /MED (Multiple Site Damage/Multiple Element Damage), in areas previously well

identified by full-scale tests have been experienced.

Full-scale fatiguetest experience CalculatiOnme_hod] I SmalltestsCOUpon

Large representative
tests

Input data

Validation _ Analysis Validation
data data

4,J,-

WFD ASSESSMENT

Initiation and development of MSD

Additional maintenance or rood actions

Fibre 1. Aerospatiale approach to WFD assessment
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Full-scale fatigue test experience. A300 full-scale fatigue test represented between 2 and 2.5 A300-B2

Design Service Goal. The areas in which MSD/MED occurred were identified by tear-down inspections
and fractographic analysis.

Among the susceptible areas, some of them where no damage was found may be covered up to extended
DSG without any further investigation if a sufficient number of cycles has been simulated (appropriate
test-to-structure and scatter factor must be applied).

Additional tear-down of in-service aircraft and full-scale tests will be done to complement the analysis.

Calculation method. A specific calculation method has been developed at Aerospatiale in the framework

of a thesis conducted concurrently with the Brite-Euram European research program Structural

Maintenance of Ageing Aircraft (SMAAC), which is in its last stage. A complete and accurate analysis of
the initiation and development of multiple cracks in a structure can be done, taking the scatter at crack

initiation and the interaction effects into account. The major benefit is to investigate accurately the
phenomenon without a large number of tests. A detailed description of this calculation method is

presented in chapter 3.

Small coup. The calculation method must be supplied with realistic data, including for instance
scatter at crack initiation. This is why small coupon tests representative of the A300 structural areas will

be performed.

Representative tests. An experimental program has been launched for this structural evaluation.
Representative component test results will be used to assess the initiation and development of WFD,

particularly where no reliable calculation method can be applied (thick structure assembly). Validation

data for the calculation method will also be provided by some of these additional tests.

3. WFD SPECIFIC CALCULATION METHOD

Aerospatiale initiated research activities a few years ago to improve the understanding of WFD
phenomenon 3. The European Garteur and Brite-Euram research pro_ams have also supported these

activities, carried out as part of a thesis 4. They have led to the development of an overall prediction

method at Aerospatiale.

3.1 WFD PARTICULARITIES

The first step of these research activities was to investigate the basic behaviour of the WFD phenomenon.
Two particularities have been identified that strongly distinguish it from the classical fatigue problem.
Due to identical stress levels at critical sites, several cracks may initiate independently at different

locations. But propagation of these cracks increases the local stresses at adjacent locations, speeding up

initiation of new cracks. Furthermore, link-up of two or more cracks can lead to a major crack, which can
behave dramatically. It is therefore essential to have an overall approach to this phenomenon. Accurate

prediction of this complex behaviour needs not only determination of the precise original stress

distribution but also exact stress evolution during the process.

Time to initiation of a crack is dependent on the local stress field and several random parameters like
material quality,.... In the same stress conditions, crack initiation life can exhibit very large scatter. Thus,

when several critical sites are equally loaded, a lot of initial crack scenarios are possible, each of them

leading to very different crack evolutions and subsequently times to failure. This scatter must be taken
into account. These particularities support our development of an overall methodology with a stochastic

approach to crack initiation followed by a deterministic calculation of crack growth, link-up and fatigue
failure. Determination of accurate stress fields will be achieved by means of the Finite Element Method.
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3.2DETAILEDFEATURES

Limits of the study and assumptions. Fuselage skin joints are particularly susceptible to WFD and this

method has mainly been developed to investigate this kind of structure. Some assumptions have been
made:

• Plane thin sheet riveted or bolted joints are considered.

• Homogeneous and isotropic aluminium alloy is used.
• Uniaxial constant amplitude loading is applied (positive constant stress ratio R).

• Cracks are assumed to initiate at maximum hoop stress locations. They are immediately

becoming one millimetre long through cracks, growing perpendicularly to the loading direction
(Mode I). Short crack propagation is not taken into account and is assumed to be included in the

initiation stage in conformity with material data.

• A small-scale yielding stress field is assumed, and therefore Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
may be applied.

• Plane stress conditions.

Crack initiation criterion. S-N curves, or W6hler curves, express initiation life versus applied stress for

given loading, material and geometric conditions. These data, including scatter, are determined by
representative small coupon fatigue tests for each structure analysed.
Increase in local stress at uncracked locations is taken into account by the Palmgreen-Miner "_linear

damage accumulation rule.

Crack growth prediction. It has been demonstrated, throughout several test/calculation comparisons, that
multiple fatigue crack growth does not reveal any particularity 3. Accurate predictions may be achieved

using Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics assumptions, e.g. Stress Intensity Factors (SLY) and crack growth
law (A Paris or Forman law). Nevertheless, an accurate method is needed to compute SLY, in order to take

the interaction phenomenon into account (between cracks or between a crack and other "boundaries" i.e.

holes, stiffeners...).

Crack link-up. An intuitive criterion was proposed by Swirl to predict crack link-up 6. It assumes that

failure of the ligament occurs when plastic zones ahead of crack tips meet. Irwin, Dugdale or other

approximations may calculate plastic zone sizes.
The Swift criterion is defined for two collinear cracks. We extended its application to the scenario of a

crack reaching a hole.

Residual strength. Research activities on this topic are still in progress in the Brite-Euram project. A
reliable method to predict residual strength of a structure in the presence of MSD is still under

development, taking the discrete source problem into account.
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3.3OVERALLASSESSMENTMETHOD

Calculation of local stresses and SIT. The Finite Element Method is used to compute the local stresses at
uncracked holes as well as Stress Intensity Factors at crack tips, as shown in figure 2. The structure is

meshed with membrane elements (2D problem). Sly's are derived from the displacement field around the

crack tip, where quarter-node isoparametric elements are situated in order to represent stress singularity 6.

stressI >)q Stress ntens tyfactor
computation computation

Figure 2 - Finite Element analysis

Overall tool. The Monte-Carlo method is very well suited to problems exhibiting complex random events
and where a statistical solution is difficult to obtain. Simulating a lot of fictitious experiments thus

approaches the solution of the physical problem. Regarding the WFD problem, several initial random
scenarios are defined. The method consists in randomly setting a time to initiation at each critical location

using the S-N curve and its scatter.

A numerical process named FENTOMAS allows an automatic simulation of initiation, crack growth,
link-up and failure according to the criteria described above (figure 3). It is built around the Finite

Element Method code SAMCEF®. A first crack, one millimetre long, is initiated at the "weakest"

location. Propagation of this crack is simulated while damage accumulation, taking stress re-distribution
into account, is performed at the other critical locations. When the "second weakest" location is reached,
a second crack is automatically created. This process is then performed until failure of the structure,

automatically determining a new initiation of crack and crack link-up. The tool has been developed with
Unix shell and Fortran 77 languages.

In the Monte-Carlo simulation, this whole process is repeated several times. Between 100 and 150

scenarios must be performed to have a reliable approximation of the results, whatever the number of

random parameters (critical sites). The process is described in figure 3. Detailed results are provided for

each scenario and statistical post-processing of the results is accomplished, giving normal or lognormal
distributions of the parameters to be discussed.

Deterministic simulation can be achieved with the same tool by defining the initial scenario with set
values. These values can come from the mean S-N curve, or any kind of failure probability S-N curve.
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Figure 3 - Overall Assessment tool

3.4 APPLICATION

An application of the assessment tool on a simple structure is presented. Several comparisons with test

results and other calculation methods were made, giving interesting results.

Test progam. Fatigue tests were performed on six simple 14-open hole specimens made of 2024 T3 thin
sheet (figure 4). A constant amplitude tension loading was applied (R=0.1 and cy,,,,_=100 Mpa). Crack

initiation and growth up to failure were followed by optical measurement.

'tt/fftttttt

375

25 25

Expartded holes

Ep, = 1,6

Smax =100 MPa
R=0,1

Figure 4. 14-open hole specimen
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Analysis. Two kinds of analysis were made with a deterministic and a stochastic approach. 400 random
scenarios have been simulated with the FENTOMAS process for the,latter.

Figure 5 shows an example of result for one simulated scenario. The geometric locations of the 14 holes
are plotted along the X axis and the fatigue life plotted on Y. The number of cycles up to detectability of

at least one crack is represented by the horizontal solid line.
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Figure 5. Example of stochastic simulation result

Statistical laws have been used to exploit the meaningful values from stochastic analysis. The comparison

with test results shows that the behaviour is quite well represented, in terms of fatigue life to initiation,

propagation phase and number of cycles to failure.
The probability of occurrence of a particular scenario may be determined from the stochastic analysis.
The likelihood of at least 2 or 3 adjacent cracks being present in the structure are compared in figure 6

with those calculated using a theoretical solution (probability calculation derived from the basic crack
initiation law by binomial law application). Significant differences between the 2 approaches are observed

particularly for 3 adjacent cracks, because the stress evolutions at uncracked locations are taken into

account in our approach.
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Figure 6. Probability of at least k adjacent cracks being present
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3.5FEATURESOFTHEASSESSMENT TOOL

Due to the FENTOMAS architecture, several different ranges of exploitation are possible with the same
assessment tool. Depending on the required analysis, a stochastic or deterministic approach may be

applied with either an overall simulation - including crack initiation, crack growth and failure- or a

partial simulation, crack growth for example. This feature will be very useful in this WFD evaluation.

CONCLUSIONS

The Aerospatiale structural evaluation for WFD will be carried out according to AC91-56A

recommendations. The philosophy is based on the use of a specific prediction method, supported by

experimental results (full-scale fatigue tests, representative panels and small coupon tests).

An overall assessment method has been developed at Aerospatiale to predict the behaviour of multiple
cracked structures. The originality of this method consists in coupling an advanced calculation method,
the finite element method, and a stochastic approach, the Monte-Carlo simulation method. The simulation

is carried out taking interactions and scatter at crack initiation into account. The tool developed allows

different kind of analyses to be achieved : stochastic/deterministic approach, complete simulation or only
crack growth simulation,... Initial comparisons on simple open hole and lap joint structures show a very

good agreement between test and calculation results. Analysis is now in progress on A300 riveted joint
structures.

Scatter at crack initiation constitutes one of the main particularities of the MSD phenomenon, which is

difficult to take into account by thtigue tests only. The use of a calculation method together with fatigue
tests seems to be the best way to perform a complete and accurate analysis of the MSD phenomenon.
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ABSTRACT

A probabilistic analysis tool has been developed over the last two years to assess the damage progression

in aging aircraft and such damage's impact on the onset of widespread fatigue damage, the residual
strength, and maintenance and inspections. The analysis tool combines the results of previous Federal
Aviation Administration, US Air Force, and National Aeronautics and Space Administration

developments into a fast, efficient mechanics model for the aging aircraft fleet. Studies have been
concluded examining a narrow-body jet longitudinal lap splice, wing, and circumferential lap and butt

splices. Several predictions of the time-dependent probability of the onset of widespread fatigue damage
and the loss of residual strength have been made. More importantly, the minimum crack sizes that must
be able to be detected to maintain a risk level have been predicted. Times between inspections, the

impact of wall thinning due to corrosion, and initiation predictions can be studied with this tool. This

paper will present an overall description of the model and some of the results generated to date.

INTRODUCTION

As aircraft age, damage accumulates throughout the structure. Many researchers at universities,

private companies, and government facilities have worked diligently to develop models to assess this
damage progression as well as reconcile the results of such modeling with experimental and flight results.
In 1996 the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) William J. Hughes Technical Center began the

development of a model that would act as an integrator for the major deterministic models of aircraft
damage in the context of risk. The onset of WFD, as well as the structure's residual strength, are not
deterministic quantities, rather there is some probability that either the onset of WFD has occurred or the

residual strength has fallen to unacceptable levels. Not only are these calculations a function of the

underlying physical processes but they are also a function of the maintenance and inspection procedures

performed on the aircraft.

Thus, a program was initiated in 1996 to develop a computer model that would encompass all of the

physical processes important in aging aircraft. Even for those processes for which detailed deterministic
models are either unavailable or not yet validated, "place-holders" are to be included in the model to

provide for the future expansion into those areas of investigation. For example, corrosion related wall-
thinning rates together with the associated reduction in strength are not well understood. However, the

phenomena has been included in the analysis model in a first order manner. Because of the program's
initial emphasis on WFD, and the calculation of the risk associated with such phenomena, this computer
model has been named TRACWFD - Transport Aircraft Risk Assessment Containing Widespread

Fatigue Damage. Phase I of this program has been completed, and a tool has been delivered to the FAA

William J. Hughes Technical Center to evaluate the risk associated with aging in aircraft structures.
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Toassesstheriskof failureof anaircraftstructure,it requiresdetailedknowledgeaboutthematerials,
loadings,appliedstresses,damagemechanisms,andfailuremodesof thestructure.In additiontodetailed
knowledgeconcerningthenominalbehaviorof eachof theseprocesses,it is alsocritical to definethe
uncertaintyin their behavior.Onlyby adequatelyquantifyingtheseuncertaintiescanonedevelopan
estimateof thestructuralintegrityandrisk. However,thisisnotasimpletask.

Theability to modelan aircraftfrom a goodasnewconditionto ultimatestructuralfailurealso
requiresthat theprocessesassociatedwith agingbe addressed.Thus,corrosion,corrosionfatigue,
materialdegradationdueto fretting,fatiguecrackinitiation,andsoforthmustbeincludedin themodel.
Thiscradletograveanalysiscapabilityimpliesthatthemodelmustbeableto decidewhichprocessesare
importantto addressdependingupontheservicehistoryof theaircraft.Thus,it is generallynotimportant
to includecorrosionmodelsin theriskanalysisof anaircraftwhenfirst placedintoservice.Similarly,it
isgenerallynot importantto modelfatiguecrackinitiationprocessesin anolderaircraftthathasalready
beenexposedto 75,000pressurizationcycles. This kind of logic hasallowedanalyststo limit the
variablesbeingconsideredandto performdeterministicstructuralanalysesin amanageablefashion.The
introductionof risk intotheanalysismakesthesecalculationsmuchmoredifficult. This isbecausethere
issomeprobability,albeitsmall,thataroguecrackwill developin thestructureor thatthestructurewill
suffersignificantcorrosiondamageafteronlyseveralhundredpressurizationcycles. Thus,sucha risk
calculationrequiresthatmanycomplexstructuralcalculationsbeperformedsimultaneouslyfor muchof
theaircraft'sservicelife. Unlesshandledproperly,thisrisk assessmentprocesscanbecomeverytime
consumingandcostprohibitive.

TRACWFD: OVERVIEW

The computer program TRACWFD is a powerful tool for assessing the effect of a variety of factors

on the overall risk of commercial and military aircraft operation under the conditions of aging. A variety
of conditions have been used in the engineering community to describe aging. Some of the damage
mechanisms that can be addressed with TRACWFD are:

• Crack initiation

• Linear and nonlinear curved-panel stress analyses

• Fatigue crack growth
• Corrosion

• Corrosion fatigue

• Nondestructive inspections (NDI)

• Residual strength analyses

• Multisite damage (MSD)

• Multielement damage (MED)

The use of the computer program has been divided into two phases. The first phase of the analysis
for a particular aircraft structure is deterministic, wherein the nominal behavior is calculated in terms of

local damage conditions, stress concentrations, and crack driving forces. The second phase of the
analysis involves the probabilistic modeling of the mechanics models, loads, and inspection procedures.

CRADLE TO GRAVE: SETTING UP AN AGING AIRCRAFT ANALYSIS

To use TRACWFD, the user must develop a detailed plan. To start off the analysis with a pristine

aircraft and carry the calculation forward to the end of its life is the goal. However, reaching this goal in

incremental steps is ultimately the most efficient.
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Themajorstepsindesigningacradleto graveanalysisof anagingaircraftstructureare:

• Definetheaircraftgeometry
• Definetheinitial damage condition

• Define the fatigue crack growth model
• Define whether corrosion will be considered

• Select the residual strength model

• Set inspection intervals at selected time intervals or based on specified risk conditions

Each of these steps is complex. It is not possible to define a widespread fatigue damage analysis of
an aircraft without having a working knowledge of structural mechanics. However, TRACWFD does

allow for an easy analysis of the risk factors associated with an aging aircraft once a consistent mechanics
model has been developed.

To develop a consistent mechanics model for an aircraft structure, TRACWFD contains a detailed

finite element model based on physical parameters. Thus, if a standard stringer, rib, frame, etc., is used,

then by simply specifying the dimensions and spacings of the structural components a detailed stress
analysis model can be developed. Figure 1 shows the result of such a model construction exercise.

_ Once the global model has been developed,
TRACWFD performs detailed stress analyses of the

" _ structure using the NASA Langley-developed code,

STAGS (Structural Analysis of General Shells), for the

global stress analysis and the FEAM (Finite Element

Alternating Method) code, developed by the FAA
_- William J. Hughes Technical Center for local stress

i and crack growth analysis. STAGS was developedspecifically for curved-shell analysis, thus it provides

!_ very accurate solutions for fuselage analyses. The
FEAM code allows cracks to be inserted anywhere in

the local model. This is critical for subsequent
probabilistic fatigue and fracture analyses.

The available probabilistic methodologies include
Monte Carlo, discrete probability distribution methods _

Figure 1. Rivet Lap Splice Joint (DPD) developed for NASA Johnson Space Center 2,

Produced fromtheAGILECode PROF developed for the USAF 3, and Level II
reliability methods developed for NASA Lewis Research Center," The primary probabilistic engine is the

DPD method, however, each is used as appropriate for efficient calculations. For example, the residual

strength calculation is performed exclusively with level II methods.

The results of the STAGS analyses are integrated into the TRACWFD analysis in several ways. First,

stress concentrations can be used to identify initiation sites. The local crack driving force, usually defined

by the mode I stress-intensity factor, Kt, is also developed from this analysis. The residual strength of the
structure is subsequently calculated using the STAGS/FEAM analysis. Finally, a coupling of the

probabilistic fatigue crack growth analysis and the residual strength analysis leads to a determination of
the likelihood of the onset of WFD. To illustrate the capabilities of TRACWFD, some sample

calculations are discussed in the following sections.
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SAMPLE TRACWFD CALCULATION: FUSELAGE RIVETED LAP SPLICE

One of the standard analyses that are carried out for every program that addresses WFD is that of the

rivet fuselage lap splice joint. This is the location of the only known component failure due to WFD."
Most studies compare the results of the analyses to the Foster-Miller data. s However, in 1997 an

extensive study by Piascik and Willard 6 was published. This study provides much more detailed

information on fatigue cracks in curved panel, riveted, lap splice joints. Therefore, we will use the results
of this study to assess the accuracy of TRACWFD.

LAP SPLICE JOINT MODEL PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

The lap splice joint chosen for study has the physical characteristics typical of a narrow-body
commercial jet. The first step in the TRACWFD analysis is the construction of the stress analysis model
for the area of interest on the aircraft. The construction of the stress analysis model was based on the

STAGS 7 and FEAM 8 stress analysis codes. The stress analysis procedure uses a global-intermediate-local

hierarchical procedure. In this procedure STAGS performs the global and intermediate analysis while
FEAM performs the local stress analysis. This procedure was selected because of the probabilistic nature

of the analysis. To perform a probabilistic analysis requires many solutions of cracks growing in a
structure under a variety of conditions. Because the FEAM method only requires the inversion of the

stiffness matrix one time, we are able to solve the global-intermediate stress problem once and store this

solution. After this single solution, FEAM is able to analyze any combination of MSD cracks within the
local model to predict the crack growth behavior.

-35.4

Figure 2. Global Solution of Riveted Lap Splice Joint
by AGILE/STAGS

Figure 2 shows a global solution for
the stress produced from the STAGS

analysis• This solution procedure was

enhanced for aircraft structures through
the development of a module labeled
AGILE. AGILE is an interface code

that allows a user to simply specify

frame spacing, rivet hole diameter,
stringer type, stringer spacing, and so

forth to automatically generate a finite
element grid for STAGS and FEAM
solution. Additionally, all file transfers,

boundary conditions, and so forth are
controlled by AGILE so the interface
between STAGS and FEAM is invisible

to the user. Thus, the intermediate

solution, shown in Figure 3, is

automatically generated during the

AGILE/STAGS solution procedure. The final result, the local solution, generated by FEAM is also
controlled in a similar manner. Thus, after the initial inputs describing the physical characteristics of the

aircraft component being analyzed, AGILE/STAGS/FEAM will automatically generate the necessary
solutions without any further user interaction. The results of a local model solution are shown in Figure
4.

• While it is truc that the Aloha accident was a tremendous tragedy, the aircraft did land after the large failure of skin and stringers,

thus this would bc classified as a component failure not an aircraft failure.
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Figure 3. Intermediate Solution of Riveted Lap Splice Joint by AGILE/STAGS
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Figure 4. Local Solution of Riveted Lap Splice Joint by
AGILE/STAGS and Comparison to ABAQUS

STAGS and FEAM are well-established programs. However, they are still, in a relative sense, new.

Therefore, also shown in Figure 4 is a comparison of the STAGS/FEAM solution to an ABAQUS
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solution. Extensive verification studies were conducted by comparing the results of this solution
procedure to both ABAQUS and ANSYS results. The stress analysis procedure developed for this
program agrees with other commercially available programs.

At this point we have developed several important inputs for the TRACWFD analysis. First, we have

defined the stress concentration factors at each location. Second, we have calculated stress-intensity
factor values for the crack growth procedures. The former results can be used in a crack initiation model

if one desires to use a linear damage accumulation model for initiation. The stress-intensity factor
solution is even more critical. As Figure 5 indicates, while there are many solutions for cracks in a

variety of geometries, not all situations are covered by existing solutions. In Figure 5, the solution for the
stress-intensity factor for two cracks at a rivet hole is shown. Both the FEAM and ABAQUS solutions

are plotted. These are also compared to the TC05 and TC09 NASGRO solutions. The NASGRO

solutions shown are for a single crack growing out of a rivet hole while the FEAM and ABAQUS
solutions are for a crack growing out of both sides of the hole. Clearly, there are significant differences.
Equally clear, if we are restricted to known solutions, then we have a significant chance of error.

The stress solutions generated by AGILE/STAGS/bEAM are automatically sent to the probabilistic

analysis portion of TRACWFD. The global-intermediate solution results are stored in a system of files
organized into a library structure. The FEAM solution kernel, denoted tkALT, is linked directly to the

probabilistic analysis solution. MSD cracks can be inserted into the calculation at any point in time to
assess the stress-intensity factor and the residual strength.
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Figure 5. AGILE/FEAM Solutions for Two Rivet Hole Cracks
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As Figure 4 indicated, and as many other analyses not reported here have demonstrated, the accuracy
of AGILE/STAGS/FEAM has been verified. By verification we mean the code has been checked out
thoroughly against existing theoretical solutions and standard accepted commercial solutions. What is

now needed is a validation of the overall analysis procedure. To perform a validation, it is necessary to

compare the code predictions to actual experimental results. This topic is described in the following
section.

TRACWFD: VALIDATION FROM EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The previous analyses of riveted lap splice joints have almost exclusively relied upon data generated
by Foster-Miller. 5 While this was valuable data, recently more extensive data has been obtained in a

study performed by Piascik and Williard. 6 In this study, detailed crack growth, linkup, and fractography
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datawereobtained.UsingTRACWFDwehavepredictedtheresultsof thisstudyto identifystrengths
andweaknessesofTRACWFDaswellasvalidateTRACWFD.Wefirst describetheresultsanddatato
beusedin thecomparisons.

CRACK GROWTH DATA

There were two sets of data given in reference 2. For each of two bays, labeled Bay 3 and Bay 4,

crack growth data were measured. Not surprisingly, there was significant scatter in the data. Based on
the current lap splice model developed for the AGILE/STAGS/FEAM analysis, it was found that Bay 3

more closely fit the geometry of our model, t Parameters for the fatigue crack growth law were derived
based on this data, and an Equivalent Initial Flaw Size (EIFS) model was developed.

Figure 6 shows the results of the TRACWFD crack growth curve predictions for various rivet hole
locations. While the NASA data does differentiate crack sizes among various rivet hole locations, we

compare to an average crack size. As Figure 6 indicates, the parameters for the EIFS model are
appropriate since the TRACWFD predictions are very close to the NASA data.
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Figure 6. AGILE/FEAM Solutions for Two Rivet Hole Cracks
Growing Out of Both Sides of the Rivet Hole

CRACK BEHAVIOR

The next analysis examines the time at which cracks begin to link up. Piascik found that the first

linkup occurred at 58,200 pressurization cycles, and all cracks linked within an additional 500

pressurization cycles. This is shown, with the TRACWFD results, in Figure 7.

t An exact model for the geometry in the NASA study is being developed; however, for the time being we approximate the stress

intensity solutions with existing analyses.
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Figure 7. AGILE/FEAM Solutions for Two Rivet Hole Cracks

Growing Out of Both Sides of the Rivet Hole

The initial TRACFWD analysis predicted crack linkup to occur at 67,000 cycles.

tao,_

The linkup of
cracks was predicted based on plastic collapse of the remaining ligament using a model developed by
Jeong 9. In this model there is a factor for the effect of bulging. In the initial analysis the bulging factor

was set to 1.0; i.e., there is no impact of bulging on the ligament collapse. By adjusting the bulging

factor, as well as its uncertainty, we can calibrate TRACWFD to match the existing data. Through a
sensitivity study it was found that the bulging factor described by a Weibull distribution with a mean

value of 4.0 and a standard deviation of 2.0 adequately predicted the crack linkup as seen in the NASA
data. Of course other explanations for the experimentally observed time of crack linkup are possible;

however, the purpose here is to illustrate how TRACWFD can be used to investigate experimental results
analytically. The full explanation of all of the NASA generated data requires substantially more analyses

than can be contained in the limitations of this paper.

RESIDUAL STRENGTH AND THE ONSET OF WFD

Finally, we examine the change in the residual strength of the structure and how this impacts the

onset of WFD. To do so requires a definition of the onset of WFD. There is currently on-going
discussions about the final definition of the onset of WFD. However, to calculate such a probability some

definition must be adopted. To this end we adopt the definition used by Dr. Jack Lincoln of the US Air
Force. 1° Swift originally proposed this definition. _

Widespread Fatigue Damage. Characterized by the simultaneous presence of cracks at
multiple structural details that are of sufficient size and density whereby the structure

will no longer meet its damage tolerance requirements; for example, not maintaining

required residual strength after partial structura/ failure.
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Thus,whilea structuremaybeableto continueinoperationfor its entirepredictedservicelife with
smallcracksat manylocations,it is certifiedto continueundermuchmoreseverestructuraldamage
conditions. Classically,in the lap spliceof a commercialaircraft,this additionaldamagehasbeen
referredto asthetwo-baycrack. Foreachfatiguecriticallocation,a similartypeof damageis defined
underwhichtheaircraftmustbeableto sustainlimit loads.Thesedamageconditionsarereferredto as
discretesourcedamage(DSD). However,whenwe beginto performsuchcalculationsit mustbe
emphasizedthattheprobabilityof theDSDexistingis assumedto beequalto 1.0. This is because the

onset of WFD is defined to be the point in time when the partial structural failure is defined to be a two-
bay crack.

I

Figure 8. Local Model for DSD Analysis of Lap Splice Joint

TRACWFD can conduct an analysis for virtually any definition of the onset of WFD. Because of the
modular design of the program, the current routine performing these calculations can be changed at any

time as the definition changes. However, the definition shown above was used for the calculations

presented in this paper.

For the narrow-body lap splice joint, the DSD is shown in Figure 8. In this figure we show ten rivet

locations from the FEAM local model. Five of the rivet holes do not show up in this figure because the

DSD, in the form of a large lead crack, is inserted at this point. This is the partial structural failure we
investigate for the onset of WFD.

In the FEAM program there are two methods for calculating residual strength. The first is based on
T* (or, in the case of linear stress analysis, the equivalent J) and Kc. For this paper we only investigate

the residual strength calculations based on Kc. The FEAM code predicts the residual strength of the
structure and we use a Level II reliability analysis to estimate the probability that the residual strength is
less than zero.

Plotted in Figure 9 are the results of the analysis when there is no DSD and the subsequent calculation
of the onset of WFD. In this figure we are only plotting the results of the analysis for the three holes

closest to the DSD. For the analysis in which there is no DSD, the onset of WFD does not occur until

nearly 50,000 pressurization cycles with a probability of occurrence greater than one in 1012

pressurization cycles. In order for the probability of the onset of WFD to exceed one in 10,000
pressurization cycles, nearly 70,000 are needed. When the large lead crack DSD is introduced the

situation changes dramatically. This is also illustrated in figure 9. Here we see that at 12,000 cycles there

is some probability (albeit extremely remote) for the onset of WFD. By 18,000 cycles there is a 1 in 100
chance that the onset of WFD has occurred. The other side of the coin is that after crack linkup between
two rivet holes there is still a 50% chance that the onset of WFD has not occurred.
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Figure 9. DSD Effects on the Probability of the Onset of WFD

TRACWFD AS AN ANALYSIS TOOL

While we have presented a fair amount of detail about the lap splice joint we now present some

results of other analyses to simply demonstrate some of TRACWFD's capabilities. In these analyses we
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Figure 10. Lower Wing Skin Panel Crack Growth for Pristine Structure and MED
with DSD Case
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examinethe lower wing skin panelof anothernarrow-bodycommercialjet. Figure 10 showsa
comparisonof thecrackgrowthfor twocases.First,thepristinestructureis shown.Alsoplottedin the
samefigureis thecrackgrowthfor a brokenstringer(MED)anda largeleadcrack(DSD). Theseare
deterministicanalysisin whichall probabilisticanalysishasbeenturnedoff. In addition,for theMED
andDSDcase,analysesfromtheoriginalequipmentmanufacturer(OEM)wereavailable.UsingAGILE
weobtainedstresssolutionsthatwerewithin 10%of themanufacturer'sanalysis.Therefore,wehave
confidencethattheanalysisisreasonable.

Figure11showstheimpactof performingrisk constrainedinspections.If we wishto limit the
probabilitythatK exceedsthecriticalvalueof thestress-intensityfactor(Kc) tolessthan1in 1,000,000,
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Figure 11. The Impact of Inspections on the Lower Wing Skin Panel
Crack Growth for Pristine Structure and MED with DSD Case

then the inspection schedule must follow that shown in Figure 11. In this case there is an almost equal
cycle / interval between inspections of approximately 4,000 cycles. At the large crack sizes predicted it is

necessary to inspect with almost 100% efficiency to achieve this schedule. Finally, Figure 12 examines
the effect of corrosion wall thinning on the predicted results. Not surprisingly, there is a significant

impact. In the presence of corrosion the number of inspections almost triples. Additionally, equal cycle

interval inspections are no longer adequate.

SUMMARY

The use of TRACWFD to analyze crack growth behavior in fuselage joints and wings has been

illustrated. Many different analyses can be performed using TRACWFD. Initial crack size distribution
effects, initiation models, corrosion impacts, the use of more advanced inspection methods, and repair

techniques can all be studied with TRACWFD. Detailed estimates of the aircraft's residual strength and
the point at which the onset of WFD occurs can both be calculated.

t This does not imply an equal time interval.
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Figure 12. The Impact of Corrosion on the Lower Wing Skin Panel
Crack Growth for Pristine Structure and MED with DSD Case
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ABSTRACT

TheSpaceShuttleis theonlymannedreusablesystemin theworld.Sinceitsfirst flight inApril of 1981,
theSpaceShuttlehasflown91missionstodeliverpayloads,repairsatellites,andcarrycrewandsupplies
to theRussianMir spacestation.It is poisedto beginthedeliveryof thefirst elementsof theInterna-
tionalSpaceStationlaterthisyear.

TheSpaceShuttleconsistsof a fully reusableorbiter,anexpendablepropellanttank,andtwo reusable
solidrocketboosters.Thispaperfocusesontheorbitervehicleonly.It brieflydescribesthecriteriaused
in its designandthemanufacturingandassemblyprocessanddiscussesin detailthe operationsand
maintenancethattakeplaceaftereachflightandduringorbitermaintenanceperiods.

INTRODUCTION

WhentheSpaceShuttlecontractwasawardedin 1972,the criteriawerethat the orbiterwouldbe
designedasasafe-lifevehicle,fly 100missions(withascatterfactorof 4) in 10years,andoperatefrom
boththeEasternTestRangeandtheWesternTestRange.(TheWesternTestRangewassubsequently
droppedasalaunchsite.)Now,26yearsaftercontractawardand17yearssinceits first flight,theorbiter
continuestobea reliablemeansof mannedspacetransportation.In orderto maintainthisreliabilityand
safety,aroutinemaintenanceandinspectionplanwasdevised.Somestructuralinspectionsarerequired
aftereachflight (definedasturnaroundflow),moreinspectionsarerequiredaftera fewflights,anda
majorityof theinspectionsarerequiredevery3 years.Thisplanhasbeenin operationsincethemid80s
andhasresultedin well-maintainedvehicles.

TheturnaroundinspectionsareperformedattheKennedySpaceCenter(KSC)inFlorida,andthe3-year
inspectionsareperformedaspartof orbitermajormodifications(OMMs)at Palmdale,CA. Portionsof
theorbiter,includingtheorbitalmaneuveringsystem(OMS)podsandthe forwardreactioncontrol
system(FRCS)module,remainat KSCfor therequiredinspections.TheOMSpodsandtheFRCS
module,whichcontainhypergolicpropellants,areinspectedat theHypergolicMaintenanceFacilityat
KSC.A ProblemReportandCorrective Action (PRACA) system tracks all of the discrepancies found

during these inspections at KSC. A detailed structural inspection report prepared after each OMM

summarizes the findings and categorizes the types of discrepancies. These reports have been very helpful

in establishing trends and revising the frequency and level of inspections. The PRACA system and the
structural inspection reports provided the data used to develop this paper.
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ORBITERDESIGNCRITERIA

The orbiter design criteria state that it will be a safe-life vehicle for 100 missions with a scatter factor of

4, for a total of 400 missions, and 10 years. A mission begins when the Space Shuttle lifts off from the

launch pad and continues through ascent, orbit, reentry, descent, and landing. It may also include a ferry
flight if the vehicle lands at a site other than KSC. A manned factor of safety of 1.4 is applied to design

limit loads. Since the orbiter has a thermal protection system (TPS) bonded to the external surface, it

must be shear resistant up to 115% of design limit loads during ascent and 100% of design limit loads on

descent. This requirement was imposed because most of the TPS is a brittle silica glass tile that cannot

tolerate excessive out-of-plane deflections. A sketch of a typical tile installation is shown in Figure 1. In

order to satisfy life certification requirements, static stress, durability, and fracture analyses were

performed.

Terminator

Coat

(UsedToCreate
a SmoothBond
Surface-Fillin
Holes,Around
Rivets)

MTD-980811-6631

Figure 1. Typical tile installation

In order to satisfy the 10-year life requirement from a corrosion standpoint, a coating of Koropon was

applied to the skins, frames, stringers, and other parts. This corrosion inhibitor is supplemented with a
dry air purge whenever the vehicle is outside of its controlled environment in the Orbiter Processing

Facility (OPF) at KSC. The only unpurged areas are the movable aerodynamic surfaces, the nose cap, and

the wing leading edges.

ORBITER MANUFACTURE AND ASSEMBLY

The orbiter structure was produced by many subcontractors around the United States (see Figure 2). The

majority of the structure is aluminum, but some titanium, Inconel, graphite/epoxy and beryllium were
used in the construction. Each material was chosen for a specific purpose (e.g., temperature, strength,

weight, or stiffness requirements).
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Figure 2. Orbiter structural elements and manufacturers

The outer shell of the orbiter contains no lap joints. All skin splices are butt joints at either

frames/bulkheads in the longitudinal direction or at longerons in the circumferential direction. This type

of splice was used to maintain a flat surface to minimize problems during the subsequent bonding of TPS
to the outer shell. It eliminated steps and irregularities in the outer shell surface.

All of the components were shipped to the Boeing North American (BNA) facility in Palmdale for final

assembly. The completed vehicles were then placed atop a NASA Boeing 747 and ferried to KSC, where

they were rolled into the OPF for final vehicle processing before flight. Six orbiters were assembled in

Palmdale. Enterprise (OV-101) was used for approach and landing tests only. Columbia (OV-102),
Challenger (OV-099), Discovery (OV-103), Atlantis (OV-104), and Endeavour (OV-105) were delivered

to KSC for orbital operations. Table 1 lists the orbiters and other pertinent information. Challenger was

lost in an accident in January 1986.

TABLE 1. ORBITER VEHICLES

Orbiter Vehicles Delivery Date First Flight No. of Flights No. of OMMs

Enterprise (approach and 5/76 2/77 8 captive

landing tests) 5 free flight

Columbia 3/79 4/12/81 25 2

Challenger 7/82 4/4/83 10 0

Discovery 10/83 8130184 24 2

Atlantis 4/85 10/3/85 20 2

Endeavour 5/91 5/8/92 12 I

Note: Total orbital flights = 91 (as of Sept. 3, 1998)
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ORBITEROPERATIONS

After theNASABoeing747andorbiterarriveatKSC,theyareplacedunderamate/dematedevice,and
theorbiteris liftedoff of theaircraft.It is thenrolledintotheOPF,wherethetemperatureandhumidity
arecontrolledconstantly.Herefinal processingiscompleted.Thevehicleis rolledoutof theOPFand
into theVehicleAssemblyBuilding(VAB), whereits matedwith theexternaltankandtwo reusable
solidrocketboostersCRSRBs) on a mobile launch platform. A dry air purge is initiated on the orbiter

within 72 hours of its leaving the OPF. The "stack" is then rolled out from the VAB to the launch pad.

The vent doors on the orbiter begin opening 28 seconds before liftoff to minimize the delta pressure

across the outer shell. As the vehicle ascends, the internal pressure drop trails the external pressure drop,
causing a slight burst pressure across the outer shell. After burning for approximately 2 minutes, the

RSRBs are released, their parachutes deploy, and they drop into the Atlantic Ocean to be retrieved by

two specially equipped ships. The RSRBs are towed back to Cape Canaveral, FL, for refurbishment. The

three Space Shuttle main engines continue to burn for another 6 minutes and are shut down. If necessary,
the OMS pod engines complete the final insertion into orbit.

At the end of the mission, the orbiter reenters the Earth's atmosphere. Its vent doors are closed prior to

entry and are opened at approximately 70,000 feet. The vehicle lands on a special runway (3 miles long)
at KSC or at an alternate site if weather conditions are poor in Florida. Figure 3 presents a typical

mission profile.

As soon as the vehicle rolls to a stop, the ground purge is begun as quickly as possible. The vehicle is

then rolled back into the OPF to begin turnaround processing.

ORBITER MAINTENANCE

The orbiter structural inspection requirements are contained in the Operation Maintenance Requirements
and Specification Document (OMRSD). Structural inspections are performed in zones similar to those

shown in Figure 4. There are three levels of inspection: surveillance, detail, and special detail. Surveil-

lance inspections are performed over large areas with the unaided eye. Detail inspections, which concen-

trate on specific areas, are generally visual but allow the use of magnification glasses. Special detail

inspections require the use of borescopes and/or some type of nondestructive inspection technique (e.g.,

radiography, ultrasonic, eddy current) and focus on specific areas of the vehicle. Some of these inspec-
tions are performed at KSC during turnaround operations when the OMRSD requirements call for

inspections before the 3-year OMM at Palmdale.

Of the approximately 600 structural inspection requirements for the orbiter, about 120 are performed at

KSC by United Space Alliance personnel, and the remaining 480 are performed at Palmdale by BNA

personnel. Approximately 85% of the structural inspections are surveillance inspections, and the re-

maining 15% are either detail or special detail.

Unique inspection methods were developed to minimize the amount of disassembly required for access.
In areas where bolts had to be removed, ultrasonic shear wave inspection methods were developed to

eliminate the need to remove the bolts. This type of inspection was especially useful in the vertical tail

and thrust structure areas. The vertical tail inspection required the removal of eight bolts in the aft

attachment that were installed in close-tolerance holes. The bolt holes were visually inspected with a

borescope and then inspected with an eddy current probe for possible cracks in the bore. This was a time-

consuming task, and there was also a very good chance that the hole bores would be damaged during the

extraction of the bolts. A novel inspection method that used the ultrasonic shear wave approach was

developed to inspect these bolt holes without removing the bolts. A large, thick washer was notched to
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Figure 4. Orbiter major and submajor zones--left side

accept an ultrasonic shear wave transducer. This assembly was placed over the bolt head or nut and then

rotated 360 degrees to inspect the titanium fittings for flaws greater than or equal to 0.10 inch long.

Radiography is used in areas that have limited accessibility, such as the area between the crew module

and the forward fuselage, the wing tip, and portions of the vertical tail.
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The forwardfuselage/crewmoduleareais closedout and has very few access panels. To maintain

adequate temperature control of the crew module, thermal blankets cover the structure, further compli-

cating the inspection effort. As an added inspection method, borescopes are used extensively in this area.
The borescopes are fed in through avionics antenna openings and manipulated under the thermal blankets

to inspect either the inner surface of the forward fuselage or the outer surface of the crew module. This

results in a sampling of the structure.

Vertical tail forward attachment bolt preloads are measured with an ultrasonic bolt gage and recorded.

The bolts are retorqued if the preload drops below the design requirement.

RESULTS OF THE STRUCTURAL INSPECTIONS

Figures 5 through 8 summarize the findings of the structural inspections. A review of these figures
reveals that the number of nonconformances is rather small compared to the total number of inspections.

Most of these findings are due to normal wear and tear. No serious degradation of the structure has been
observed.

The corrosion shown in Figure 5 for Columbia is attributed to the use of dissimilar metals in the forward

wing spar area. In that area, aluminum honeycomb face sheets are insulated from the high temperatures
behind the wing leading edges with Inconel thermal blankets. Since this area is unpurged, moisture is

trapped between the aluminum and Inconel while the orbiter is on the launch pad, and corrosion ensues.

The entire front spar was stripped of its Koropon primer, the corrosion was neutralized, and two coats of

Koropon and a thick coat of room temperature vulcanizing material were applied to separate these two
metals. It should be noted that OV-102 is the only orbiter with an aluminum honeycomb front spar. Later

orbiters have an aluminum corrugated front spar.

The gouges and nicks are mostly caused by routine maintenance operations.

CONCLUSIONS

The orbiters have flown a total of 91 flights (as of Sept. 3, 1998). Columbia has the most number of

flights (25) and is the oldest of the vehicles (it was delivered to KSC in March 1979). The minimal

findings during the structural inspections are testimony to the design, manufacture, assembly, and
maintenance of each vehicle. If the care and maintenance of these vehicles continue, they will be able to

fly well into the 21st Century and make the orbiter the DC-3 of manned space vehicles.
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ABSTRACT

A quick, easy and relatively accurate method to calculate the effect of composite material repairs bonded

to metallic structure is addressed in this paper. P-version, three dimensional, parametric, finite element

analysis is used to calculate load transfer to the repair as well as stress intensity factors for cracks in the

parent metallic structure. Cracks by cutouts under composite patches are also analyzed. The parametric
nature of the model allows simple changes in geometry or crack size.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the approaches to help deal with the issue of aging aircraft is the use of bonded composite repairs.

The bonded composite patch has numerous advantages over the metallic fastened repair including:

• lowering of stress concentrations by eliminating fastener holes

• sealed interface thus lessening corrosion and fretting under the repair

* only one side access is required

• no damage to structure or hidden components

The problem of calculating the load transfer to the patch as well as the stress intensity factor for crack

growth under the patch are essential in quantifying the beneficial effects of the composite repair.

P-version, three-dimensional finite element analysis was used to solve this problem. A completely
parametric model was built representing the parent material, adhesive and composite patch. Thus a

change in geometry may be easily modeled by adjusting only one of the parametric dimensions, for

example, patch thickness, plate width or crack size.

Certain aspects of the work will be presented in this paper:

• solutions for both a center crack and for a crack bF a cutout under a composite patch

* different methods to use the finite elements to calculate K_ for a crack under the composite patch

• parametric modeling which helps isolate the dominant factors of composite patch design

• P-version finite element solutions for simple modeling of complex problems

• Residual stresses due to difference in thermal expansion coefficient between the patch and aluminum

• Typical Application: Composite patch over cutout in fighter aircraft front spar web
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2. P-VERSION FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

The P-Version finite element program STRESS CHECK was used to model the composite repair over the

metallic cracked structure. STRESS CHECK, a trademark of Engineering Software Research and

Development Inc. of St. Louis, Missouri, is a user friendly, motif based finite element program which

allows for control of discretization errors by increasing the polynomial degree of the elements (p-

extension). Meshing in the presence of cracks is relatively effortless because refined meshes are not

required around the crack tips.

Three dimensional modeling, including thermal loading was also included in the work effort described in

this paper. STRESS CHECK allows virtually all inputs to be defined parametrically which allows easy

changes in geometry or crack size without remodeling the problem. Parametric studies to isolate dominant

parameters are simply performed.

Certain investigators have mentioned the potential difficulties in using 3d finite element solutions for

studying composite material repairs. They fear the high computational costs and high aspect ratio
elements due to the thin adhesive and patch layer (See Reference 1). Both of these obstacles are

significantly less problematic with the "p-version" finite element models.

Three dimensional models of a repair over a center crack and a crack by a hole are presented as Figures la

and lb. Only one-eighth of the geometry is modeled due to symmetry in the length width and thickness

directions. With these constraints applied, the repair is symmetric (a patch on each side of the thickness)

and the crack by a hole is actually a crack at each side of the hole. The ease of an non-symmetric patch

was also studied, and will be presented in this paper.

Figure 1: STRESS CHECK three dimensional finite element model

/

i

radiu of \1',
cutout _. L

crack tlp J

crack @

Figure la: Center Crack -1/8th model Figure lb: Crack by Hole - 1/8th model
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3. STRESS INTENSITY CALCULATION USING 3D FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The stress intensity factor, KI, describes the stress field at the crack tip. It is well known that the stress

intensity factor may be related to the strain energy of the structure and also may be related to the

displacement distribution in front of the crack. Since the finite element solution can provide displacements

and strain energy, the stress intensity solution may be calculated from the finite element model.

Calculation of Stress Intensity Factor- Strain Energv Method:

, r rF777S'-___.

KI = 1/_ (note the 1/4 in the denominator is due to fact that 1/8th plate is modeled)

v 4
with:

AU = change in strain energy

Aa = change in crack length

t = thickness of plate

(0

Note that in the strainenergy method, the stress intensity is related to the chance in strain energy due to

the change in crack size. Thus this method entails performing two finite elements runs, with a small

difference in crack size, and calculating the "delta" strain energy for the two runs. STRESS CHECK

allows multiple parametric runs, thus simplifying this task.

Calculation o[ Stress Intensity Factor - Displacement Extrapolation Method:

K 1 =

V o E o,q_
Where V is displacements of a set of points behind crack tip at a distance r (2)

Multiple values of K are plotted vs distance r. The curve is then extrapolated back to r=0 to derive the

stress intensity at the crack tip. See for example Figure 2.
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These methods for calculating the stress intensity factor, have been well established and proven with 2

dimensional H-version finite elements models. In this study, the applicability of these approaches will be
demonstrated using three-dimensional finite element solutions, and specifically higher order, large aspect
ratio, P-version elements with less refined meshes.

3.1 VERIFYING THE METHODOLOGY

The 3D P-version accuracy and applicability of the strain energy method and the displacement
extrapolation method were verified as follows:

• solve a simple crack configuration and compare to a known solution

• solve a more complex problem with both energy and displacement methods and compare the solutions
to each other.

Both verifications were performed for the models and crack configurations in this paper. The stress
intensity solutions resulted in reliable and accurate results.

For example, Table 1 below compares the results ofa 3D P-Version center crack model (with no repair) to

the known solution in the literature. The stress intensity results differed by less than 1%.

TABLE 1: CENTER CRACK - COMPARISON OF STANDARD SOLUTION
TO F.E. ENERGY METHOD WITH 3D STRESSCHECK

iiiiiiiii_i_::.._i_iiii_i_!i!i_i_i:_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_!ii_i_iiiiiii_!ii_iii!_!!iii_iiiii_i.i_iE_i_`:iiiiiiii:ii!!_!!_!!_i i ......................................................................................

1

0.9

1

1.05

8.002479X10 -7

7.926858X10 -7

8.002479X10 "7

8.043766X10 "7

7.860191X10 -7

7.926858X10 "7

7.562X10 "9 0.95 1.036

4.129X10 "9 1.025 1.042

6.667X10 "9 0.85 1.029

1.78

1.86

1.67

1.79

1.87

1.68

<1%

<1%

<1%

Note: Unit stress applied
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Similarly,for a caseof a compositepatchovera crackedmetallicmaterial,the strain energy stress
intensity results were compared to the displacement extrapolation calculation. The comparison illustrated

below is typical for crack sizes and configurations of interest.

The displacement extrapolation stress intensity factor calculation for the case of a crack under a patch is

presented as Figure 3, and results in a value of approximately 0.95. The strain energy calculation below

results in practically the same number:

Calculation of Stress Intensity Factor- Strain Energy Method:

R3 = / AU-" .E_ --_ /155x10-7,7.17xI04

= O.943 (virtually identical to the value calculated below with the displacement extrapolation method)

(note that E is given in N/mm 2 and that Aa is given in ram)

Displacement Extapolation Method
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Figure 3: Comparison of stress intensity results using two different methods

(3D P-version Finite Element Analysis)
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4.PARAMETRIC STUDIES

One of the advantages of the STRESS CHECK model is the ease in changing geometric parameters while

studying the composite repair problem. Varying different dimensions allows isolation of the dominant

parameters which effect the specific problem type. As mentioned above, multiple geometric cases with

varying parametric values may be calculated in one STRESS CHECK run.

Figure 4 illustrates an example of such a parametric study. The stress intensity is plotted vs. crack size for

various ratios of plate stiffuess to patch stiffiaess. As expected, the stress intensity in the cracked parent

material decreases as the relative stiffness of the patch increases.

Another interesting observation is the nearly constant stress intensity, 1(i, as a function of crack size, "a".

This is consistent with results reported using the Rose model developed by Rose and his colleagues (See
References 2,3, and 4). Also note that the graphs below in Figure 4 were derived for a defined patch
width.

_iiiii!iiiii!ii!ii!ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i i ii i i L_iii!iiii:i:iiiiiii:iiiiiiiiii:iiii!ii!i:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!i:iiii!i!i_!'iiiilililililiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:!!iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii!iiiilililili_!il_i!ii ii i ii i iii!
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Figure 4: Parametric Study - Stress intensity as a function of plate/patch stiffness

Among the other significant conclusions which were derived from parametric studies were:

• small errors/inaccuracies in adhesive thickness did not significantly effect the stress intensity results

• small errors/inaccuracies in adhesive modulus did not significantly effect the stress intensity results

• a first attempt to derive a non-dimensional all inclusive stress intensity correction factor graph seemed

promising. We were able to receive consistent curves for 13vs "a" for constant values of _,; with:

13 ----"KI(WITH PATCH_I(NO_PATCH)

a = cracksize

= (2 x "a" x E x thickneSS)PLATE/(F X thickness X Width)PATCH

Upon further study, it was found that these graphs are only consistent for certain specific conditions.
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5. COMPOSITEPATCHOVER A CUT-OUT

One of the important crack configurations for composite repair, which is not otten found in the analytical

literature, is the case of a composite patch over a crack by a hole or cut-out. A 3D P-version finite

element model was built for such a case (See again Figure lb).

To verify that the model was reasonable and that the results were relatively accurate, the unrepaired model

was compared to the known Bowie soultion for a crack by a hole. In addition, the two analytical methods,

strain energy and displacement extrapolation stress intensity results were compared to eachother. Figure 5
presents a unrepaired "p-version" firtite element parametric model of a crack by a hole. Again, the

comparisons demonstrate that the model and methodology give reasonable results.

Displacement Extrapolation Method

Stress Intensity
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Figure 5: Crack by hole: Stress intensity comparison

3D p-version finite element solutions to known solution

An interesting conclusion regarding the composite patch by a cutout case is the necessity at times to reduce

the thickness of the patch by the high KT or to move the patch away from the hole. A stiff patch by the
edge of a hole may draw too much load, thus causing failure in the adhesive or composite patch.

6. RESIDUAL STRESSES DUE TO THERMAL STRESSES

Temperature is usually applied when bonding the composite patch to the metallic material either for the

bonding process of the adhesive in the case of a pre-cured patch, or for curing and bonding in the ease of
a co-cured type patch. Since the area is eventually cooled off, the differences in coefficient of thermal

expansion will cause residual stresses around the crack in the parent material. In the usual case, the
graphite or boron patch will contract less than the aluminum material to which it is bonded. Thus, as the

parent material tends to contract, and the patch is restraining the contraction and thus residual tensile

stresses occur around the crack. This case is illustrated in Figure 6 which presents the aluminum under
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thepatchaftercooling.In thiscasethethermalexpansioncoefficientused for the aluminum was 2.36 x

10.5 in/in/°C while the composite material's coefficient was 3.9 x 10-7 in/in/°C. The resultant stresses

illustrated are in the vertical ¥ direction and are thermal residual stresses due to a change in temperature

of -60°C. As expected, the area under the patch (which surrounds the crack) has the highest tensile

residual stress (darkest shade). At the edge of the patch, we find residual compressive stresses which are

expected and necessary to equilibrate the body.

These damaging residual tensile stresses provide an incentive in certain cases to find an alternate repair

solution. One possibility mentioned by investigators is the GLARE patch (See for example References 5

and 6). Due to the similarity in thermal expansion coefficient to the aluminum parent material, a GLARE

patch does not result in such pronounced residual tensile stresses.

edge of patch area
compressive residual stress

area under the patch

high residual tensile stress

2.0000e+01

1.0000e+O1

O,O000e+O0

-1.0000e+O1

-1.SO00e+O1

-2.0000e+Ol

Figure 6: Residual stresses in aluminum parent material due to thermal loading

7. FIGHTER AIRCRAFT FRONT SPAR COMPOSITE PATCH

As part of a composite bonded repair development program, a graphite epoxy co-cured repair was

designed for a critical cutout of a fighter aircraR front spar. In this specific ease, a patch is only on one

side of the structure. Thus the symmetry in the thickness dimension is not modeled. Certain challenges of

this specific problem include:

• a lip on one face of the web and the asymmetric patch cause out-of-plane bending
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, the high stresses in this spar and stress concentration of the cutout make it difficult to find a suitable

material system

, high service temperature requirements also add difficulty to this specific repair

, the relatively thick web will require a thick repair

A spectrum fatigue test of this area is planned. EDM notches will be inserted in both the unrepaired and
repaired specimens, precracking performed, and then the beneficial effect of the composite repair will be

verified by damage tolerance spectrum testing. The analytical tools described in this paper have been used

to predict the improvement in life due to the composite repair. The reduction in stress intensity due to the

repair was calculated and is presented as Figure 7. An improvement of at least a factor of three is expected

in crack growth life. Again note the nearly constant "K?' which results for the case with the patch, which

is consistent with the Rose model mentioned above. The testing should be performed in September 1998,

and thus the validity of the models and methodology may be further verified.
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Figure 7: Stress intensity calculation with and without a patch by spar web cut-out

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

* Composite patches were modeled over metallic structure with a "center crack" configuration and also

for a repair of a crack by a cutout. Load transfer to the repair and stress intensity factors for the
cracks were calculated.

• Both the strain energy finite element method and the displacement extrapolation method were used to

compute the stress intensity by the crack. The finite element results were compared to known solutions

as well as the results of one method compared to the values of another solution. All of these

comparisons resulted in consistent values, thus lending credibility to the methodology and models.

• The effect of thermal residual stresses were modeled.
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"P-version" three-dimensional pararnetric finite element analysis is an efficient tool to calculate load

transfer and stress intensity factors for a composite patch over a metallic structure. The STRESS

CHECK "'p-version" finite element program allows coarse, easy modeling of the problem and

relatively accurate results are attained. P-version finite elements do not have the computational costs

or element aspect ratio limitations which prevented other investigators from using a three-dimensional

finite element approach. Repairs over complex geometries or cutouts may be modeled with relative
case.

Once the basic four repair configurations are modeled (center crack/crack by cutout each with a

symmetric and asymmetric patch), numerous practical cases may be effortlessly solved, due to the
parametric nature of the models.

Parametric studies were performed to isolate dominant factors which effect the stress intensity

calculation of the composite repair

An interesting observation resulted for the ease of a patch over a crack by a hole. There is a necessity

to optimize the thickness and position of the patch with respect to the high stress concentration area.
A balance must be found between sufficient load drawn from the cracked area and not too much load

transferred to the patch which can cause premature failure in the repair or adhesive.

A test of a graphite/epoxy co-cured patch over a crack by a cutout in a fighter aircraft spar web was

modeled and is presently being tested. An improvement in life due to the composite patch of at least a

factor of three is expected.
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ABSTRACT

The principles of ensuring damage tolerance in Russian aging aircraft structures are outlined. The test
scopes are presented for fatigue and damage tolerance tests of full-scale structures for various new and

long-operated aircraft. The residual strength study results are generalized for full-scale wing and fuselage
structures of various aircraft types affected by widespread fatigue damages (WFD). Test values of crack

resistance for the specimens cut out of new materials are compared with those taken from long-operated

aircraft wing and fuselage skins. Test data in fatigue and damage tolerance of new and long-operated
structures are presented. The results are given of determining corrosion damage growth time by

measurement of corrosion in high-time structures using probabilistic methods. The examples are presented
of operating the aging aircraft structures with cracks.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important problem in contemporary aviation is the problem of ensuring safe operation of
aging aircraft. Many types of Russian aircraft have reached limits of their service lives and lifetimes

assigned at their design. As it is impossible in the nearest future to replace old aircraft types by the new

ones, then service lives and lifetimes of old aircraft should be prolongated over the design values.

Now aircraft companies, operators and research institutions in Russia ensure the increase in 1.5 - 2 times
as compared to design values of service lives and lifetimes for Antonov, Ilyushin, Tupolev, Yakovlev

aging aircraft. The problem of aging aircraft is being solved on the basis of analyzing the data on loading

and technical state of operated aircraft, fatigue and damage tolerance tests of long-operated aircraft
structures, calculations of fatigue, crack growth rate and residual strength of the structures. The system is
applied to prolong service lives and lifetimes of separate aging aircraft copies.

To solve the aging aircraft problem the damage tolerance of the structure having widespread fatigue
damages is investigated alongside with the degradation of crack and fatigue resistance characteristics in

long-operated structures as well as defining corrosion damage growth duration based on the analysis of in-
service data by methods of mathematical statistics. The experience °'2'3) of solving the above mentioned
problems is outlined below.

2. TESTS OF FULL SCALE STRUCTURES

The Airworthiness Regulations {z) for the USSR civil aircraft paid much attention to the laboratory test

results for full-scale fatigue and damage tolerance tests.There are no types of Russian aircraft whose full-

scale structure was not fatigue tested with large safety factor as related to design service life. Several

copies of full-scale aircraft structures of each type were tested including those after operation (Table 1).
The cycle number of the structures under fatigue tests was more than three times larger than the design
service lives.
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It was shown by calculations 0) that the cycle number of the structure during the tests is to be no less than

three specified service lives in order to find out the possibility of occurrence of multi-site (widespread)
fatigue damage in such structures during operation.

TABLE 1. FATIGUE AND DAMAGE TOLERANCE TEST VOLUMES
FOR AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

An-12

An-22

An-24

An-124

11-18

11-62

II-76

II-86

11-96

Tu-104

Tu-l l4

Tu-124

Tu-134

Tu-144

Tu-154

Tu-204

Yak-40

Yak-42

Full-scale
aircraft

3

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

4

2

1

2

New structures

Wing Fuselage

1

2

1 1

Structures after operation

Wing

2

1

1

Full-scale

aircraft
Fuselage

On the basis of full-scale structure test result analysis some criteria were defined for residual strength of

structures with widespread fatigue damages, and degradation of fatigue and damage tolerance

characteristics was investigated.

3. RESIDUAL STRENGTH OF STRUCTURES WITH WFD

Widespread fatigue damage (WFD) initiates in primary structural sections including a lot of elements

having almost identical values of fatigue life. Table 2 gives residual strength data for full-scale structures

with WFD (3). The apparent fracture stresses in the net section, a_,,, were defined with due regard to

reduction of the section area in primary elements due to the presence of holes and initial cracks. The

structural cross section length where the net area and a 'R' were calculated was stated as follows. The

initial length was equal to the length of the zone with WFD. In the calculation this initial length was
"extended to the left" by adding two lengths of the leftmost crack, and "to the right", by adding two

lengths of the rightmost crack. While calculating critical fracture stresses a_,,,, additional attention was

paid to section weakening due to crack length increase during stable crack growth stage. The values of

these stresses were compared to the yield strength a. 2 values. Stress intensity factors Kfract at which the

structure fails were calculated according to usual (approved) methods. These factors were compared to
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TABLE2.RESIDUALSTRENGTHOFFULL-SCALEAIRCRAFTSTRUCTURES
WITHWIDESPREADFATIGUEDAMAGES

Damagedprincipalstructuralelement

Skinandstringersnearstringerspliceinwing
lowersurface

Skin,stringersandsparof lowerwingsurface
aroundstiffeninglap edges

Skin and stringers of lower wing surface
around stiffening lap edges

Skin and stringers of monolithic stiffened panel

of wing lower surface near fuel holes in stringer

Spars and shapes of upper wing surface

Splice shapes of upper wing surface

Stringer and lap for circumferential skin splice
of pressurized fuselage

Pressurized fuselage skin near three-row

longitudinal riveted splice

Pressurized fuselage skin near two-row
longitudinal riveted splice

Pressurized fuselage skin near two-row

longitudinal riveted splice,

Pressurized fuselage skin between two frames

and between two stringers (19 through-the-

thickness notches) (experiment)

Pressurized fuselage skin between two frames
and between two stringers (19 through-the-

thickness notches) (experiment)

Material a_ e Ku_
Gfr.net G fr.nel K

app

0"0. 2 0"0. 2

D16ATNV 0.8 1.0 0.5
DI6T

DI 6ATNV 0.9 1.0 0.6
D16T

DI6ATV 0.9 1.0 0.5
D16T

DI6T 0.7 0.83 1.0

DI6T

DI6T

DI6ATV
D16T

0.3 0.47 0.5

0.7 1.0 0.75

0.75 0.88 1.0

DI6ATV 0.57 1.0 0.5

DI6ATV 0.63 1.05 0.9

D16ATV 0.48 0.85 0.7

D 16ATV 0.9 0.9 1.0

D16ATV 0.85 0.85 1.0

Strip joining the cylindrical pressurized D16ATV

fuselage with spherical pressure bulkhead

Skin and stringer of lower wing surface around V95ATIV
stiffening lap edges V95T 1

Lap joining the skins of lower wing surface V95T 1V

Wing pivot assembly V93TI

0.16 0.17 0.45

0.45 0.46 1.0

Kfr_

K lc

m

0.4 0.41 0.4 1.0

0.4 0.40 - 1.0

fracture toughness for plane strain, Kin, or to the apparent fracture toughness for plane stress state, Kapp.
The apparent fracture toughness K m, was determined by using sheets with free bulging near the crack.

Structural residual strength criteria are those fracture parameters whose relative values are 1.0. It follows

from Table 2 that for structures made of brittle materials (like V95TI and V93TI) residual strength

criteria are linear fracture mechanics criteria Kfract=Kappor Kr_t=K,c. For many structures made of plastic
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materials(like D16T) having WFD with interacting cracks residual strength criterion is the stress o_,,,

equal to the yield strength o..z calculated with correction for stable crack growth. Some structures failed

at cr[.,, <or,., ; this can be explained by the effect of local bending stresses difficult to calculate. During

residual strength test of two pressurized fuselages with skin notches simulating the through multiple-site
cracks no notch growth was observed. It should be noted that during residual strength test of one
pressurized fuselage with multiple-site circumferential skin cracks in the upper part a substantial stable

crack growth was detected. Test results for this fuselage are not included into Table 2, as the structure did

not completely fail. There are also such multiple-site fatigue crack patterns (in structures made of the

plastic alloy DI6T) for which the residual strength criterion may be formulated as Kfract = Kapp.

4. ON CRACK AND FATIGUE RESISTANCE DEGRADATION

In the early 1980s special tests were conducted on wide specimens cut out of aircraft wing and fuselage

skins operated for 25 years (from the late 1950s) and on newly fabricated materials of the same types
manufactured in the early 1980s. Tested were clad sheets of naturally aged copper-based alloys (D16ATV

and DI6ATNV) as well as clad sheets of artificially aged zinc-based alloy (V95AT1V); extruded panels
of naturally aged copper-based alloy (D16T) and extruded panels of artificially aged zinc-based alloy

(V95T1). The specimens were tested with free bulging near cracks. The ultimate strength c o , yield

strength ao.,, and elongation 5 were determined using other specimens. The crack growth rate was found

by testing the same wide specimens that were thereafter used for determining residual strength. Fatigue

crack growth rate (d2a/dN) tests were conducted for stress increment Air =130 MPa, cycle stress ratio

R=0.05, and loading frequencyf=0.2Hz. Table 3 presents experimental study results on apparent fracture

toughness Kapp, while Table 4 shows the fatigue crack growth rate d2a/dN for the stress intensity factor

range AK = 31-62 MPa_m. The specimen numbers in Tables 3 and 4 are unified. The numbers with

index "o" are for specimens of old aircraft skins, while the numbers with index "n" are for specimens of

newly fabricated materials. Some general tendencies are observed with the materials of all aircraft types
studied:

- residual strength of materials in airplanes operated for a long time (from the late 1950s) is lower than

that of new materials of the same type made in the early 1980s;

- ultimate and yield strength of materials in high-time aircraft is higher than the characteristics of new
materials of the same type;

- fatigue crack growth rate for the range AK = 31-62 MPa _m in the materials of high-time aircraft is

higher than that of new materials of the same type.

In 1998 an additional experiment was carried out to compare fatigue crack growth rate of narrow

specimens (160-mm wide) made of DI6ATV. The narrow specimens were cut out of wide specimens

tested earlier. Test methods and results for wide specimens are described above. Narrow specimens were

tested at the same stresses, cycle stress ratio and loading frequency as wide specimens. Results of this
experiment may be seen in Fig. 1; these converge with results of testing wide specimens (Table 4).

It should be noted that in the experiments described it was difficult to separate the effects of the sheet

manufacture process and the service duration on crack resistance. Alloys 1163T and V95pchT2 having

less silicon and iron (and with improved process) are utilized instead of alloys D16T and V95TI
(respectively) in structures of Russian advanced aircraft.
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FigureI.Crack growthdurationinD 16ATV specimens.

20000

Full-scale structures with WFD were investigated in terms of fatigue crack growth during fatigue tests and

in operation (Figs. 2 and 3). Relative service times T are the ratio of the current service time to the

service time at which the structure with WFD has been destroyed. Operational data are presented by the
points showing crack size and lifetime of those aircraft where WFD was detected. On the basis of these
data and by means of statistical analysis o) some crack growth curves were generated corresponding to

probability p=0.5; 0.05 and 0.001. Experimental data of Figs. 2 and 3 show that multiple-site fatigue

cracks initiate much earlier and grow much faster in high-time aircraft structures than in new structure
tests.

a, mm
L, mm

I _3_ ' i_!tstructlIA ':-i_;___ 4 / 206 _ !_l [ V93TI -- new structure

;3

2 _:I a ,

..................M t..... /
0 0.1 0.2 0,3 0,4 0.5 0,6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0 01 0.2 03 04

T

Figure 2. Relative MSD growth time: upper wing

panel attachments.

0.5 06 07 0,8 09 10

¥

Figure 3. Relative MSD growth time: lower wing

panel attachments.

New aircraft full-scale structures and those taken from the fleet were fatigue tested. Both new aircraft and

those with different service times were fatigue tested in the laboratory using similar loading programs.
The lives of new and operated aircraft structures of the same type were compared taking into account

fatigue damage equivalents for tests and operation. Figure 4 presents experimental and analytical data on

residual life of four aircraft wings of the same type but having different service times, while Fig. 5 shows

experimental and analytical data on residual life of four pressurized fuselages of a different type with
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variousservicetimes.Linearhypothesisof fatiguedamageaccumulationwas used in residual life

calculation. It follows from Figs. 4 and 5 that experimental residual life of aircraft structures being
operated is much lower than the predicted one.

40000

20000

T, flights (tests)

i60000 DI6ATV

O- skin at rib 11

12- skin at rib 9
r,,.- skin at rib 13

_%_, Experiment

_'_'_* '_J _./Analysis

0
20000 40000 60000

T, flights (fleet)

Figure 4. Residual life of turboprop aircraft wing.

T, flights (tests) A P= 0.6 atm

50000 _. .......

40000 _ ....... I

II

_0000[_..
_°°°°I ;;
10000 [ '

0 5000

-7_-7 ------_ _-Z"--_.....
Analysis

I ......... +
.Experiment

DI6ATV

Spherical pressure bulkhead

10000 15000 20000

T, flights (fleet) AP=0.5 atm

Figure 5. Residual life of turbojet aircraft fuselage.

5. CORROSION

The corrosion damage growth time is predicted analytically, based on operational sizes of detected

corrosion damages and duration of aircraft service with detected damages. The same methods of
mathematical statistics as for estimating fatigue crack growth c4)are employed. Examples of estimating

corrosion growth in wing and fuselage skins are presented in Figs. 6 and 7.

Corrosion depth, mm

20 l J_ L18 L ....

'+-I;+,',I;
10 .....

08 _

06

04

0.2

0.0
5 6 7 8

+/i+ i_
•_-o5 i -_o_ --

10 11 12 13 14

Service length, years

Figure 6. Corrosion growth in fuselage skin.

Corrosion depth, mm
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z
I1 12 13 14

Service length, years

Figure 7. Corrosion growth in wing skin.
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6.SAFEOPERATIONOFAGINGAIRCRAFT

Safeoperation of aging aircraft structures is ensured according to damage tolerance concept. Damage
tolerance characteristics of aging aircraft structures are refined by test results from long-operated aircraft

(Table 1). The inspection initiation dates and intervals for aging aircraft structures are refined based on
comparing the data from testing new and long-operated aircraft (Figs. 4 and 5), comparing the data from

testing full-scale new structures with data on detected cracks in operated structures (Figs. 2 and 3). To
calculate the damage tolerance of aging aircraft structures a data bank is generated on crack resistance of

aging aircraft materials (Tables 3 and 4).

On the basis of such complicated test-analytical investigations dealing with service life prolongation are

given for separate aging aircraft copies. In some cases these, documents permit operating the structures
with cracks detected in them. Fig. 8 shows an example structure. Here, inspection intervals and tolerable

crack lengths are defined in accordance with the damage tolerance concept.

Upper wing surface

Lop=5 5 8 10 10 12 3 12 10 9 Dimensions inmm.

Lop=5 13 15 17 3 9 9

Tolerable crack length L t =120 mm

Figure 8. Operation of aircraft structures with crack

CONCLUSION

Residual strength criteria are studied for full-scale wing and fuselage structures having widespread fatigue
damage. It is stated that fracture of several structures having such damage may be described by linear

fracture mechanics criteria - material fracture toughness under plane strain or under plane stress. Many
structures manufactured of plastic materials fail under stresses equal to the yield strength for a net section.

These stresses should be calculated with consideration of stable crack growth.

The following experimental data were compared: crack resistance and fatigue strength of wing and

fuselage skin materials of high-time aircraft and new materials; multiple-site fatigue crack growth duration

in new structures during tests and in operation. Theoretical and experimental values of residual and fatigue

lives of operated structures were compared. Crack resistance and fatigue strength of high-time aircraft
turned out to be decreased in comparison with new structures.

For many types of aging aircraft, corrosion damage growth was estimated on the basis of fleet data. These

data are used to specify structural inspection intervals for aging aircraft.

Safe operation of Russian aircraft is ensured by using results of comparing fatigue lives of new and

operated full-scale structures; comparing crack resistance of wide specimens cut out of high-time aircraft
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skins and new skin sheets; generalizing fleet experience (damage data collection and processing using

mathematical statistics methods).
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the experience gained by the Navy in the development of composite patch repair

techniques for the F-5E vertical stabilizer. The F-SE is used by the Navy as an aggressor aircraft in the

Dissimilar Air Combat Training (DACT) program. In this role, the aircraft has sustained different and

more severe fatigue loading than originally designed. Fatigue cracking was discovered at the termination

of the integral blade stiffeners in the aft section of the vertical stabilizer. These fatigue cracks occur

randomly at five different vertical stabilizer stations (VSS). Bulges due to plastic deformation were also

found in the skins at some repair stations. Due to the long lead times and costs associated with the

manufacturing of new stabilizers, the decision was made to engineer and apply a bonded composite

repair concept. This paper outlines the approach followed in the planning, development, certification

and application of repairs to arrest or retard crack growth thereby restoring original structural life and

elaborates on critical stages in the process and important lessons learned. A grit blast/silane surface

preparation technique developed by the U. S. Air Force was selected. A double vacuum debulk and

staging process was developed for Textron 5521 Boron/epoxy to improve patch quality, inspectability

and formability over the plastically deformed bulges in the skin. The overall engineering, and

certification methodology also required extensive design and analysis efforts to properly size, shape and

locate the patch on the post-budded structure. Also, limited coupon testing was performed to verify

critical processes, certify personnel, and establish material design allowables. Subcomponent design and

fatigue testing were required to replicate skin loads, demonstrate crack initiation, and validate the repair

design and crack growth retardation predictions. Finally, NDI methods were developed to monitor crack

growth rate and detect possible failures. Initially, the repaired stabilizers will be inspected using eddy

current, the patch bondline by thermography. As confidence in the repair process grows, the inspection

intervals will be lengthened to account for the beneficial effects of the repair on structural integrity and

durability.
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1.0INTRODUCTION

Theuseof compositesto repairmetallicstructurehasbeensteadilyrisingastheaverageageof an
aircraftincreases.Airplanesdesignedin the1960'sand1970'sarenowexpectedto be.flying to 2005
andbeyond.As sparesareconsumed,andthecostandleadtimefor newpartsfortheseaircraftbecome
prohibitive,repairto existingstructurebecomesanattractivealternative.

TheF-5EisusedbytheU. S.Navyforaggressortraining.Duetobeingflownataspectrumtheairplane
wasnotoriginallydesignedfor, fatiguecrackingisoccurringin the vertical tail. There are currently 15

airplanes out of a fleet of 33 aircraft that have exhibited cracking. Of these, 6 aircraft are grounded.

Three alternatives were investigated, reskinning, repairing, or replacing the tails. The lead time for

replacement tails or skins was estimated at 2 years from contract initiation, leaving repair as the most
feasible course of action.

The vertical tail is exhibiting two types of damage, fatigue cracking and bulging of the metal skin. The

bulging phenomenon is seen in areas with and without cracks, and is believed to be plastic deformation

of the metal skin. Of the fifteen damaged aircraft, only ten have been deemed repairable. The VSS

displaying the most damage is 61.5, with 12 cracks in nine tails. Using this information, the details

necessary to implement a bonded repair were defined.

2.0 REPAIR CONCEPT

The F-5E vertical tail has exhibited fatigue cracks emanating from the compound fillet at the intersection

for the integral skin stiffeners and the machined skin lands for the ribs. These cracks are all aft of the

50% spar and have been detected at six Vertical Stabilizer Stations (VSS). Repair alternatives were

evaluated. A bolted metal repair had been installed by the Air Force, however, the repair did not prevent

the crack from growing. It was decided to evaluate a bonded repair concept.

Figure 1" Termination of blade stiffener.
blade stiffeners.

2.1 OBJECTIVES OF REPAIR

Fatigue cracks are appearing at the termination of the integral
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Theintentof the repair is to retard the crack growth rate, or to be used as preventative maintenance and

applied to uncracked stations to delay crack formation. Due to geometry restrictions, a repair could not

be developed for VSS 25.5. Consequently these tails will be reskinned when the cracks at VSS 25.5

exceed 0.25". The repair is intended to be for fatigue enhancement only, and repaired stabilizers will be

inspected at the same intervals established before repair.

2.2 REPAIR DESIGN

Northrop-Grumman was tasked to evaluate the stabilizer and provide the design for a bonded doubler.

The following design assumptions were established: the patch is designed for the vertical tail station

exhibiting the most severe cracking (VSS 61.5); the patch is designed to retard the crack growth rates of

two 0.5" cracks impinging on each other; and the patch may be applied at any station, cracked, bulged, or

undamaged.

With these baseline assumptions a repair patch was designed using autoclave cure Boron 5521 and FM

300-2 mechanical properties. The final repair patch design is a seven-ply symmetric layup [0/+45/-

45/0/-45/+45/0] that has a standardized width of 5.3" for all VSS, the length varies by VSS. The patch

edges have a taper ratio of 30:1 and is octagonal to relieve peel stresses at the comers. Since the vertical

tail is considered a post-buckle structure, particular emphasis is placed on out-of plane material

properties.

Figure 2: Repaired vertical stabilizer. The bonded boron repair doubler installed at VSS 34.5.
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Detailed design and analysis is necessary to verify the repair configuration. For the F-5 vertical

stabilizer repair analysis, three models were created. The initial model, developed by Northrop

Grumman, was a linear analysis model of the stabilizer using plate elements in the skin and bar element

in the stringers [8]. This model was used to determine the gross stresses and highest loaded bay. The

second model, developed by NAWC Pax, was created to evaluate the buckling and post-buckling

behavior of the repaired and unrepaired stabilizers [7]. This non-linear model was generated for the

highest loaded stringer and adjacent bays using plate elements in the skin and stringer, and imposing

thermal loading for the repaired configuration. Models indicated that the bays between the stringers

would buckle at 60% of limit load, and redistributed load from the bays to the stringers would crack the

skin at the stringer runouts. To analyze this case, a series of pre and post buckled load cases were

imposed on the second model to determine edge displacements of the repair patch and input to a third

2D model of the bonded repair joint in cross-section. Two local cross-section models of the patch to skin

joint were generated and analyzed at the location of the maximum lateral deflection in the center of the

bay and adjacent to the stringer. Maximum lateral deflection was predicted to be 0.22 inches. Peak

bondline shear strains, normal tension stresses, patch interlaminar shear stresses, and normal tension
stresses were determined and compared against individual material allowables. A combined failure

mode criteria was used to determine margins of safety. For combined failure modes, both the bondline

and patch transverse shear and transverse normal tension stresses were input to a Tsai Wu type quadratic

formula. Additional A4EI elastic/plastic bonded joint analyses were conduced for the joint adjacent to

the stringer to model the effects of the bondline plastic behavior. The findings from the non-linear

analyses were that interlaminar failure and failure at the edge of the patch adhesive adversely affected

crack growth retardation due to the redistribution of the load adjacent to the stringer.

The F-5 repair analysis used a spectrum analysis from flight data from Nellis AFB. Damage tolerance

analysis and crack growth analysis were conducted unrepaired and repaired to optimize patch design,

determine inspection intervals, and predict life extension. Stress intensity factors (K 0 were calculated at

different crack lengths and used to create a crack length stress intensity curve. This data is iterated

through the spectrum loading and used to create Crack Length vs. Flight Hours curves for the repaired

and unrepaired configurations of each VSS. This data was initially used to establish inspection criterion.

Due to the weight addition and balance requirements, the stabilizer was also analyzed for flutter.

Analysis indicated the increased stiffness and weight of the tail due to the repair patches were not a
concern.

3.0 PROCESSING AND PROCEDURES DEVELOPMENT

Due to the urgency of repairing this aircraft, as many decisions as possible had to be made early in the

program. Surface preparation, inspection, training, and lessons learned were incorporated directly from

the experiences of the U. S. Air Force [1-3]. The Air Force has used this technology to repair C-141 fuel

tanks, F-16 wings, and many other aircraft. However, for other parameters, such _ _boron processing and

allowables generation, it was necessary to investigate and develop alternative solutions.

3.1 BORON/EPOXY PROCESSING

For the vertical tail, three damage situations were discovered. The vertical stabilizer stations could be

cracked, bulged, or cracked and bulged. The bulges discovered extended approximately 0.04" out of

plane. These bulges were attributed to localized plastic deformation of the aluminum skin. For these

areas, a precured repair patch was not an option due to the stiffness of the repair patch, causing excessive

void formation in the bondline. It was decided early in the program to only consider the Boron 5521

resin system. This was done due to the 250°F cure required for this system opposed to a 350°F cure
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requiredfor theBoron5505resinsystem.Thelowercuretemperatureinduceslessresidualstressesin
thebondline.Twootherprocessingoptionswereinvestigatedforthe5521resinsystem.

Figure3: BulgedandcrackedVSSskin.Thecracksin theverticaltail initiateat thecompoundfillet at
theintersectionof theintegralskinstiffenersandthemachinedskinlandsfortheribs.

In orderfor therepairpatchto formoverthebulgedarea,formabilityof thelaminatewasrequired.The
structuralanalysisindicatedthatavacuumbaggedrepairpatchwouldnothavesufficientinterlaminar
properties.The first alternativeinvestigatedwasa staged/compactedautoclavecurecycle that was
formedfromsomeinformationprovidedbytheCanadians[4]. In thiscyclethelaminateis heatedand
compactedin theautoclavefor ashortperiodof timein ordertoreducetheporosityin thelaminate.The
patchis thenremovedfrom theautoclave,still formable,andvacuumbagcuredto thestabilizer.The
secondalternativedevelopedinvolvedcharacterizingthe resin with a varietyof thermalanalysis
techniquesandformingadoublevacuumdebulk(DVDB)cycle[5-6]. Doublevacuumbagdebulkingis
aprocessingtechniqueusedtomanufacturecompositelaminateswith reducedporositylevelswithoutan
autoclave.Thistechniqueusestwovacuumbagstoremovetheair frombetweenthepliesof a laminate,
thentheouterbagis collapsedandthelaminateis compactedto preventair from formingbetweenthe
pliesof the laminate.This techniquehasbeenusedsuccessfullywith theHysolEA 9390resinsystem
andAS4/3501-6carbonpre-preg.To evaluatetheseprocessingtechniques,interlaminarsheartesting
wasperformedperASTMD2344. Theresultsareshownin Table 1. Flangebendingtestingwas
performedto determineinterlaminartensionvalues,showninTable2.

TestCondition AutoclaveCured DVDB

14.3ksi

Stagedand
Compacted

13.7ksi

VacuumBagOnly

11.9ksi-65°F 14.5ksi

75°F 13.7ksi 12.8ksi 12.2ksi 10.4ksi

180°F/wet* 5.4ksi 6.0ksi 4.4ksi 4.4ksi

* 48hourwaterboil conditioning

Table1: Interlaminar shear test data for Boron/Epoxy 5521.
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TestCondition

-65°F

AutoclaveCured

5.4ksi

DVDB

4.1ksi

Stagedand
Compacted

4.7ksi

75°F 5.7ksi 3.3ksi 3.7ksi

180°F/wet** 2.0ksi 1.0ksi 0.95ksi

** 45days@ 140°F/95%RH

Table2: InterlaminartensiontestdataforBoron/Epoxy5521.

Dueto thesignificantreductionsin interlaminarproperties,theproblemswith formingtheboronfibers
overtheverticalstabilizerstationswith bulges,strictNDI requirements,it wasdecidedto precurethe
repairdoublersin the autoclaveand secondarilybondthemto the verticaltail. Therepairpatchis
vacuumbaggedontotheverticaltail at theVSSit will bebondedto laterand releasefilm is placed
betweenthepatchandverticaltail skin.Theentireverticaltail assemblyisrolledinto theautoclaveand
thestructureis heatedto 175°F.A heatblanketplacedovertherepairpatchis usedfor thefinalrepair
patchcureat 250°F. Thelocationof therepairpatchis carefullymarked,particularlyon thebulged
stations.Exactplacementof therepairpatchisrequiredto ensureproperfit-upandeliminateporosityin
thebondlineduringthesecondarybondcycle.

3.2 SURFACEPREPARATION

Two surfacepreparationtechniquesaregenerallyusedfor thistypeof repair,a grit blast/silanesurface
treatment,and the PhosphoricAcid ContainmentSystem(PACS). Both of thesetechniqueshave
documentedproceduresandhavebeenprovento work throughcoupontestingandactualaircraft
application[3]. Duetotimeconsiderationsadecisionwasmadein thebeginningof theprogramtoonly
developtheorganiccapabilityfor thegritblast/silanesurfacepreparationtechnique.Thistechniquewas
themostattractivebecausethetail configurationonlyallowsaonesidedrepairof athroughcrack.The
PACStechniqueis generallysimplerandlessoperatorsensitive,however,theability to seala through
crackto guaranteeno acidentranceto theinsideof theverticaltail couldnotbe quicklyanswered.
Consequently,thegritblast/silaneprocedurewaspreferred.

NADEPNI implementedthegrit blast/silanesurfacepreparationproceduresprovidedby WrightLabs
MaterialsDirectorate.Thedepotusedfloatingrollerpeeltesting(ASTM3167)andwedgecracktesting
(ASTM3762)to evaluatetheir progressin adoptingtheseprocedures.Theresultsof their testpanels
were comparedto the test resultsprovidedby Wright Labsfor similar testingconfigurationsand
conditions.Theacceptancecriterionfor a successfulwedgecrackspecimenwasdefinedaslessthan
0.2" crackgrowthafter24 hoursat 140°F/95%RH in 24hourswith a cohesivefailuremode. Any
specimensdeviatingfromthiscriterionwasdesignatedafailure.

3.3 INSPECTIONREQUIREMENTS

Dueto theshortleadtimefor implementingtheserepairs,inspectionrequirementswerelargelyadopted
fromthequalityspecificationsfor theAir Force'sC-141WeepholeRepairprogram[2]. It wasdecided
thatultrasonicswouldbeusedto inspecttheprecuredcompositedoublers,thermographyto inspectthe
bondlinefor porosityandvoidsafterpatchinstallation,andeddycurrentwouldbeusedto detectthe
crackgrowthundertherepairpatch.A peelstripisusedasawitnesscouponto verify thequalityof the
surfacepreparation.Theinspectioncriteriafortheprogramaresummarizedasfollows:
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a. Eachprecuredrepairdoublershallbeinspectedusingthroughtransmissionultrasonics.Thethrough
transmissiondecibellossshallnotexceeda 5dB increaseoveranautoclavestandard.Smallareas,
lessthan1/16"diameter,canexhibitup to a 9 dB lossoveranautoclavestandard.A 5 MHz
transducershallbeusedfor theinspection.

b. Fortheadhesivebondline,thermographyshallbeusedto detectvoidsorporosities.Novoidslarger
than1/8"diameterareacceptablein theedgeandtransitionarea.In thecentralarea,upto 1%of the
areamay be disbondedwith no one disbondexceeding0.5 squareinches. An exampleof
unacceptable bondline porosity is shown in Figure 3.

c. An aluminum peel strip shall be bonded concurrently with the repair patch. This peel strip will be

tested after patch cure by pulling it off in the 90° direction. The peel strip shall fail at an excess of

24 piw and exhibit a cohesive failure mode. If the peel strip does not meet this criterion, the repair

patch shall be removed, the surface prep repeated and the patch reapplied.

d. Eddy current shall be used to inspect for further crack initiation or growth under the repair patch.

The target crack growth monitoring resolution is 0.05".

Figure 4: Unacceptable bondline porosity. The uneven bondline and voids in the center of the repair

patch can be seen in this verifilm check of the vacuum bag bonding procedures.

After installation of the repair patch at the depot, the cracks under the repair patch will be initially

inspected e,'ery 50 flight hours. Component test results indicate the cracks will not detectably grow and

after some time in sen ,ce, this inspection interval will be increased. There is no in service bondline

inspection.

3.4 QUALIFICATION AND TRAINING

Artisan qualification and training is a major factor in the success or failure of composite repair to

metallic structure. Because the surface preparation is so critical and the bond strength cannot be detected

by any non destructive means, it is crucial an intensive training program is initiated. NADEP NI

developed and implemented this program which includes one week of lecture followed by a written exam

and hands on training. Each artisan is required to make two wedge crack panels on consecutive days that
pass the less than 0.2" crack growth after 24 hours at 140°F/95%RH with a cohesive failure mode
criterion.
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4.0SUBCOMPONENTTESTING

In orderto validatethe repair,a sectionof untrackedverticalstabilizerskin wasremovedfrom an
unrepairablestabilizer.Thisstabilizerhadover3,000flighthoursandcracks were detected at VSS 61.5.

The goal of this component testing was to verify the predicted repaired crack growth curves provided by

Northrop-Grummans [8] analysis.

4.1 Panel Configuration

The test section panel consisted of the area from VSS 34.5 to VSS 52.5 and cut from the 12% spar to the

46% spar. Both skins and the corresponding substructure was provided for the test component. Two

through notches, 0.15" wide x 0.25" long, were milled into the skin at the termination of the lower,

middle blade stiffeners at VSS 43.5. These locations were the most frequent occurrence of cracks at this

vertical stabilizer station. The notches were milled to minimize residual stresses at the notch edges. The

original substructure was bolted to the skin to provide stability. Fiberglass load introduction tabs were

bonded to the ends of the test panel with Hysol EA 9309. Large metal plates were bolted to the

fiberglass end tabs to introduce load through shear, not bearing. These load introduction plates were

installed at approximately a 6 ° angle in order to introduce load perpendicular to the blade stiffeners.

4.2 Test Spectrum

Spectrum loading for the test specimens was done by reducing 1000 flight hours of data provided from

the Nellis AFB spectrum. This spectrum was more severe than the original DACT flight spectrum. All

values less than the predicted onset of buckling at 36% CLL, were clipped from the spectrum. Similarly,

all low level tensile cycles were clipped from the spectrum. This provided a manageable test spectrum of

19,000 load pairs.

After the test panel assembly, the specimen was proof loaded in tension and compression. Proof loading

was performed to establish the maximum tensile and compressive loads in the spectrum. The specimen

was loaded in tension until an average of 1700gtc was achieved across the test section. This load was set

as 100% tensile limit load. Similarly, an average of 1400gtE was generated across the test section, VSS

43.5, and the load set as compressive limit load. The entire test spectrum was then modified to reflect

the new limit loads of 15,500 lbs in tension and 12,000 lbs in compression.

After proof loading and establishing the final spectrum loading, the test specimen was fatigued at R=0.1,

maximum load 13,000 Ibs, to grow cracks from the notches milled in the test specimen. After

approximately 7,000 cycles at this load level, a crack was initiated out of one edge of each of the milled

notches. After documenting the pre-repair crack length, the specimen was removed from the test frame

for repair installation.

4.3 Patch Installation

The repair patch was installed in the high bay area of the NAWCAD structures test floor, with the large

doors open, in February to reflect realistic conditions. Qualified NADEP North Island personnel

performed the patch installation. After successfully performing the grit blastJsilane surface preparation

procedure, the patch was co-cured to the test panel. Co-curing is considered a higher risk than pre-curing

and secondarily bonding the repair patch. The peel strip failed cohesively at acceptable load levels. Pre-
test NDI indicated a dime size void in the bondline.

4.4 Test Results
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Duringcompressionproof loadingof the unrepairedandrepairedtest component,no bucklingwas
observed.All back-to-backstraingaugesplacedin thecenterof the baysbetweenbladestiffeners
remainedin compression.Thisleadsto theconclusionthattheassumptionsmadefor themodelingwere
conservative.Unfortunately,duringcompressionproofloading,amechanicalerrorcausedthespecimen
to beoverloadedandbentatVSS25.5.Thetestcomponentwasrepairedandfatiguetestingproceeded
in tension-tensiononly. Thelackof compressionloadingaffectsthetestof patchdurability,butwas
deemedto notaffectcrackgrowthbehavior.

Thepatchreducedthestrainsonthebacksideskinin thetestsectionbyover6251.tg,or 36%at tensile
limit load. Theunpatchedstrainson thetopsideof theskinin thetestsectionaveraged1,3001at.The
strainsontopof therepairpatchin thesamelocationsaveraged5251a_.

Thetestspecimenwascycledfor anequivalentof 4,500flight hoursor 88,000cycles. Catastrophic
failureoccurredtherepairat VSS25.5. Ultrasonicinspectiondetectedno growthin the dimesize
disbondfoundaftercure,no edgedelaminations,andno edgeof patchdisbonds.Thebondlinewas
intact,noadditionaldefectsweredetected.Eddycurrentinspectiondetectednocrackgrowth.To verify
this, the testpanelwasdisassembled,andthe crackswere reinspectedusingdye penetrant. This
confirmednodetectablecrackgrowthfor the4,500equivalentflight hourtestspectrum.Accordingto
thecrackgrowthcurvesprovidedby NorthropGrumman,for an initial cracklengthof 0.34"andan
additional4,500flight hoursat VSS43.5,thecrackshouldhavegonecatastrophicafter2,500flight
hours.Clearlythepredictedcrackgrowthcurvesareveryconservativefor thisVSS.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Compositerepairof metallicstructureis a viablerepairtechniquefor agingaircraft. Selectionof the
properrepairmaterials,processingtechniques,surfacepreparationtechniques,andinspectiontechniques
is essentialto thesuccessof this typeof repair. Theestablishmentof stricttrainingrequirementsfor
Navypersonnel,throughclassroomandhandsonexperience,isequallyessential.

Thereis no cookbookapproachto thedesignandanalysisof bondedrepairs. Eachpotentialrepair
applicationmustbe evaluatedfor that specificstructure.The stressanalysisof theF-5 verticaltail
indicatedtheneedfor a repairpatchthatwouldnotonly slowcrackgrowth,butalsoaccommodatethe
interlaminarshearandtensileloadsinapostbucklestructure.

Subcomponentfatiguetestresultsindicatetherepairpatchreducesthestrainin thetestarea,hasgood
bondlinedurability,andpreventscrackgrowth.Thesetestresultswill beusedto increasetheinspection
intervalfor crackgrowthunderrepairedverticalstabilizerstationsaftersomein-serviceflight time.
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Air Force Cost of Corrosion Maintenance Study

In 1990 the annual direct cast of corrosion maintenance was determined for USAF systems. Tois extensive

database h_ been widely used and is the only one of its kind. A new study has now been completed using

a 1997 base year. This new study not only provides updated cost figures but it also provides a snapshot in
time for determining trends and changes in the costs of corrosion. These figures include all Air Force

assets but exclude facilities, real property installed equipment, classified systems, and some indirect costs
associated with corrosion.

Corrosion costs the Air Force in excess of $795 ndlfion per year in direct maintenance expense. The results
show that while the fleet size has decreased nearly 20% between the two studies, the costs of corrosion

have gone from $720 lvffllion in 1990 to $795 Million in 1997. Corrosion costs per aircraft have risen
drastically for nearly all systems. _ Urend is especially important when it is realized that significant

numbers of the retired assets were those requiring the most corrosion maintenance. In the 1990 study 53%
of the corrosion costs involved the 5 aging weapon systems. Today 50% of those costs involve just 3 of the
oldest systems (C-135, C-5, and C-141).

This Cost of Corrosion database gives costs by command, location, and weapon system as well as field
level vs. depot level expenditures. The field vs. depot corrosion cost distribution has remained almost
constant between the 7o studies. This information is summarized below:

$200,000.000

$1_,000,000

Corrosion Costs (and cost elements) of Air Force Weapon Systems
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ABSTRACT

The establishment of maintenance programs to support a fleet of transport aircraft is an extremely

difficult task which often results in the application of inspection technologies and procedures that may
seem primitive to the casual observer. A thorough review of the maintenance operation usually shows

that the selection of inspection mode and technology is optimal or nearly optimal for the given

organization at that time. This does not, however, mean that such operations will stay optimal or that
technology solutions will stay adequate. The FAA's long-term investments in inspection research are

selected based on anticipated changes in airline maintenance requirements. This paper will discuss four
classes of inspection-related technologies being developed to address anticipated inspection needs. In

particular it will discuss FAA- and government-sponsored initiatives in distributed damage assessment,

large-area inspection, robotic inspection, and the application of emerging computational resources to
aircraft inspection.

1. INTRODUCTION

Two years ago at an aging aircraft conference, Quincy Howard of Boeing Commercial Aircraft delivered
a very well-received paper entitled "The Applicability of Wide-Area Inspection Techniques on Boeing
Airplanes." The paper set out to answer the question "What existing inspection requirements for in-

service airplanes could be performed with current and emerging wide area inspection systems?" The

paper correctly concluded that there were few if any existing requirements which could be addressed by
these systems.

The most fundamental problem with managing wide-area inspection system development, or any

sophisticated inspection system development, is that directed inspection requirements arise abruptly and
are often soon eliminated with a terminating action (structural repair or modification). Development of

still immature technology for specific existing requirements is usually a futile exercise.

This does not, however, imply that system development for aviation applications is impossible or

irrelevant. In fact, the aviation industry's extreme requirements for inspection system capability and
reliability make it incumbent on the aviation industry (and government agencies) to be in the vanguard of

inspection system research and development. To rise to this challenge the industry must anticipate
requirements and advance technologies to a point where their near-term application is possible and

practical. The FAA will not always be successful in picking technologies, but by using our collective
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experienceandcommonsenseand employing sound judgment and trend analysis, we can maximize
successful technology implementation.

1.1 A CLASSIFICATION OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Clearly a relatively safe and essential part of a research and development program is the adaptation and

enhancement of relatively mature technologies currently popular in aircraft inspection. The FAA's

development of pulsed eddy-current techniques and dual-probe ultrasonics are examples of this strategy.
It is a safe bet that these inspection modalities will be around for the foreseeable future and that inspection
requirements will arise requiring the application of these derivative technologies.

A slightly more risky approach is to develop advanced technologies which look and feel like current

technologies but which have substantially greater capability, reliability, or applicability. Superconducting

Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) eddy-current devices, laser ultrasonics, and self-focusing
ultrasonics are examples of technologies in this category.

Technologies in both these categories could (if validated) be considered in the class "or equivalent" for
many service bulletin applications. That is to say that they do not change the way we do business.
Concepts such as calibration, signal-to-noise ratio, reproducibility, and thresholds need little or no
modification for these techniques.

There are, however, other technologies which offer great technical promise but do not fit the current

inspection paradigm. Some of these novel technologies will require new concepts for inspection

specification, and some of these technologies will require (or promote) aircraft maintenance management
changes. Inspection technologies producing image base results will require substantial effort on the part

of inspection engineers to specify objective and reproducible flaw detect criteria. Information technology
and robotic devices may allow operators to maintain their airplanes differently.

1.2 MANAGEMENT ISSUES FOR EFFECTIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Though novel technologies are some of the most exciting technologies, they are also the most problematic

to manage. Focusing on the technical possibilities may be personally satisfying for the technology
enthusiast but will usually lead to impractical solutions to real problems or solutions to nonexistent

problems. The management challenge is to identify application potential. Some of the things to consider
in this regard are the following.

An aging commercial fleet: Aircraft were designed to be inspected visually, and an imperfect design
(all of which are) often results in specific directed inspections prior to retirement from service. The

requirement for these directed inspections may be established at the aircraft's time of introduction to

service but more likely are the result of service experience. As the aircraft ages, these inspections

become increasingly more problematic: inaccessible areas, multiple failure modes, and unique
structure all complicate the inspection. Many of these inspections will be even more difficult if the

repeat interval forces operators to perform the inspections at other than a regularly scheduled heavy
maintenance check.

Widespread fatigue damage: Aircraft suffering from widespread fatigue damage (WFD) pose a

substantial threat to safety, yet the identification of widespread fatigue damage is not at all straight

forward. Damage at multiple sites in some local area may or may not be WFD. Though the precise
risk of WFD to aircraft is the subject of continuing research, it is fairly clear that, for an equivalent
level of risk, critical crack lengths are smaller for WFD than for discrete damage.
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Regulatoryrequirements:The FederalRegulationsregardingthe detectabilityand detectionof
damageon aircraftare ratherpreciseandmaynot allow thetimely applicationof an improved
inspection.Inspectiontechnologymustbevalidatedwith respectto theprevailingdamagetolerance
philosophyforairframesandthesafe-lifephilosophyforenginecomponents.

Organizational/operationalconstraints:Operatorsscheduleinspectionandmaintenanceto optimize
safety,maximizeutilization,andminimizeoverall maintenance/operational costs. Focusing on only
the cost of the inspection misses the point.

Technology plums: Every once in a while a technology comes along with features so appealing that
we are compelled to make larger changes to accommodate that technology. It has been our
experience that system developers have unrealistic expectations of this potential.

In the context of these issues, this paper will discuss FAA and other government initiatives in distributed

damage assessment, large-area inspection, robotic inspection, and the application of emerging
computational resources to aircraft inspection. This is not meant to be a complete survey of inspection

R&D or even R&D in these areas. Instead it is meant to open a dialog on the potential aviation
application of certain technologies on the cutting edge.

1.2.1 Rapid Imaging Inspection

Rapid imaging inspection may be the next substantial change in airplane inspection practice. Inexpensive
computational power (for data processing and display) and increasingly long and complex inspection
tasks may foster the near term implementation of such techniques.

As we approach the fundamental limit on the signal-to-noise ratio for a given technology, to improve
inspection capability, we must either identify new technologies unconstrained by this limit or relax our

requirements on the signal-to-noise ratio. By applying scanning technologies in conjunction with an

existing technique, we can generate data which allows us to reliably detect flaws just above the noise

floor. This is accomplished by supplementing signal-to-noise criteria with subjective and objective
pattern recognition criteria.

While the ability to supplement signal-to-noise ratio with other

criteria is a scanner's most appealing feature, it is also the source
of one of the most major obstacles to implementation of the

technology. Perhaps the greatest obstacle to implementation of

these techniques is the adoption of criteria for establishing a
precise and reproducible correspondence between the indication

and a flaw. Exceedance of a threshold is a concept that can be

extended to multivariate data, but not in a way which clearly ...........
correlates indication with flaw size. (This is somewhat akin to

trying to establish a precise correspondence between penetrant
indication size and actual flaw size.)

Examples of the FAA's interest in rapid imaging techniques "_ .........
include our activities in thermal wave imaging (figure 1) and .................

magneto-optic imaging. Efforts previously supported by the ___.__:_._-_
FAA, some of which are now being supported by other

government agencies, include shearography and D-sight. The

DoD has several efforts in real time radiography which also fall Figure 1. Modern Thermal

into the category of rapid imaging technology. Imaging System
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Bridgingthe gapbetweenrapidimagingandrobotsis a
classof inspectiondevicescalledscanners.Manyspecial
purpose scannersare already used for in-service
inspection(i.e., figure2). Thesesystemsarestill quite
expensive, slow, and somewhat limited in their
applicationpotential.Whattheydoofferis thesensitivity
of pointmeasurementsystemswith theimagingcapability
of the technologiesmentionedabove. Scannerswill
becomeevenmorepopularasthey becomefasterand
moreversatile.

Rapid imagingsystemsand scannersboth have the
additionalvirtueof enablingor enhancingsurveillance
inspectiondonein conjunctionwith a specifieddirected
inspection.Examinationof a lapjoint for crackswith the
Magneto-OpticImaging(MOO,for example,couldeasily
result in the incidentaldetectionof pitting corrosion
betweenrivets.

1.2.2 Robotics

Perhapsbecausethey'vecaptivatedtheimaginationof the
scientistsandengineers,robotshavebeensubjectto an Figure2. EngineTitaniumConsortium
overzealoustechnologypush and inflated claims of PortableScanner
potential.Moreseriousthanthis is theseemingignoranceof implementationconsiderationswhichwill
determinethe successor failure of robotsin aviationmaintenance.Robotsare not a universal
replacementfor peoplepresentlydoingskilledorunskilledmanuallabor.Robotsareusefulin inspection
situationswhere1)theenvironmentis toohostilefor humans;2) theaccessibilityis toorestrictivefor
humans;3) precise,repeatableprobealignmentorpositioningisrequired;or4) thespeedof therobotand
lengthof theinspectionmaketherobotsapplicationmorecosteffective.

Relativeto theclimaticconditionsinsideavolcanooronthesurfaceof Mars,environmentalconditions
for aircraftaregenerallymild. In anycase,it is not likely thatanoperatorinvestsin a robotto spare
personneltheriskandtheinconvenienceof aircraftinspection.Oneexceptionto this is thehazardous
environmentcreatedby highenergyradiationinspection.In facttheonly fully programmablerobotsin
commonusefor aircraftfuselageinspectionarelocatedat theMcClellanAFB radiographicinspection
facilities.

Therearein fact inaccessibleareasonaircraft(particularlyengines)whereroboticdevicesmaybeof
valueto a maintenanceoperation.Strangely,mostroboticsolutionsto aircraftinspectionrequirements
aremoreconstrainedthantheexistinghuman-basedsolution.Anyonewhohasobserveda fuel tank
inspectionor seenthe stagingaroundanaircraftduringa heavymaintenancecheckwill attestto the
difficultyof accessingtheaircraftto performtheinspection.

Mei Siegelof Carnegie-MellonUniversitypresenteda paperat the 1997Joint DoD/FAA/NASA
ConferenceonAgingAircraftwhichdiscussesat somelengththehistoryof andpotentialfor robotic
devicesfor aircraftapplication.Thatpaperalsopresentsarationalfor usingrobotsfor aircraftinspection
whichfocusesonthreeconcepts:thoroughness,correctness,andrecordability.Theseconceptsrelateto
the issueI identifiedasprecise,repeatableprobealignmentor positioning.Dr. Siegel'sargumentsare
someof themostrealisticI've heard,thoughI amstill notconvincedof hisconclusions,includinghis
prognosisfor robots.
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It is interestingto considerthatapplicationof roboticdevicesto aircraftinspectionmaybedelayedby
technologyadvancementsin otherareas.In particular,rapidimagingtechnologymayfacilitatehuman-
basedinspectionto adegreewhererobotsareaclearlytheinferiorsolution.In particular,rapidimaging
technologiescanalleviatetheneedfor precise,repeatableprobealignmentor positioning,whileat the
sametimeincreasingthespeedoftheinspection.

A conservative and reasonable approach to robotic R&D is to identify near-, mid-, and long-term
potential for robots and foster the long-term potential by following an evolutionary path which does not
by-pass the near- and mid-term potential applications. Scanners should first evolve into smart scanners

which can intelligently adapt scanning patterns in response to unexpected structural details (e.g.,

protruding rivets) and inspection results (e.g., intensification of scan at indications). Such scanners might
be combined with emerging robot technology for aircraft painting and paint stripping to evolve into fixed-

based robots and then finally may evolve into mobile robots.

For many years now, the FAA has chosen not to invest R&D funds in mobile robot development. From
our recent assessment of the field, we have determined that this stance will probably not change in the
near future. We feel that current efforts at NASA and in the DoD are more than a sufficient level of effort

for this type of research. These efforts include:

A 12 degree of freedom manipulator arm developed by NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).

This robot is being developed for space station borescope inspection, but the concept---a

multisegment arm with universal joints---might be appropriate for aircraft inspection as well. The
structure and control mechanism designs were established not for specific inspection requirements but

rather for on demand inspection.

A walking robot with suction cups developed by NASA's JPL. This robot was designed with Air

Force support for a C-5 aircraft inspection. The robots are similar to--but smaller than---4he FAA-

sponsored Carnegie-Mellon Research Institute (CMRI) Automated NonDestructive Inspector

(ANDI).

A treaded robot. Both Boeing and NASA have sponsored the development of a treaded robot

developed by Autocrawler, LLC. The robot is a fast moving platform that was designed to serve
various needs in addition to inspection.

A fixed-based robot. Several years ago Engineering Incorporated proposed a fixed based on tracks to

inspect commercial aircraft. The concept is similar to that of a USAF-sponsored SAFARI robot.
NASA and the USAF are now considering a similar proposal.

The FAA will, however, continue to fund research which is simpler automation (e.g., scanners). The

FAA's present interests in this area include: an immersion quality on-aircraft ultrasonic inspection
system (a.k.a. dripless bubbler) developed by the Center for Aviation Systems Reliability and a versatile

portable scanner for on-wing inspection of engine disk bores and webs and bench top inspection of broach
slots.

1.2.3 Distributed Damage Detection

Distributed damage detection is the detection of structural degradation by indirect means which indicate

(but do not necessarily isolate or characterize) damage. An inspection device might, for instance, be
sensitive to unusual structural deformation indicating altered load paths or elastic properties.
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AcousticEmissions(AE) testing (figure 3) was

perhaps the first technology to challenge our
typical inspection paradigm. Though claims have

been made regarding the ability of AE to locate and
characterize cracks, their real virtue is probably

their sensitivity to the cumulative presence of
active cracks somewhere in a localized area of the

structure. Eddy current is no more sensitive to
isolated cracks than to a crack associated with

widespread fatigue damage. AE (when it works)

should be more sensitive to multiple cracks than
individual cracks since crack growth is

probabilistic in nature and does not necessarily
produce the optimal signal for AE on each load

cycle.

Other emerging techniques challenge our

inspection paradigm in different ways. Residual
Figure 3. Halon Bottle AE Tester stress measurements tell us something about the

stress state of a component without telling us about the individual flaws which might exist in the
component. Though o_Tcommon sense and experience tells us that this information is useful, it is hard to

see how it could fit into a damage tolerance philosophy of airworthiness which focuses on discrete flaws.

Such techniques could be used to screen-out bad components, but cannot be used to verify the
airworthiness of good components. The application of such technology to safe-life parts does not raise

such concerns but most safety-critical, safe-life parts (e.g., engine disks) are lifed without consideration of
the beneficial effects of residual stress.

One FAA-sponsored technology which may change inspection practice is nonrelative eddy current (for
lack of a better name). Systems such as Jentek's Meandering Winding Magnetometer (MWM) probe may
be able to identify conductivity changes in components which may in turn be indicative of a distressed

state. Though such information would probably not alleviate the need for a more conventional inspection

for discrete flaws, it could help inspectors determine whether a series of flaws is a series of isolated flaws
or a condition indicative bf widespread fatigue damage.

Because many of these techniques are not directly sensitive to discrete flaws, most present applications
are noncritical. In fact, AE is used extensively in monitoring fatigue tests. MWM may find a similar
application in monitoring coupon, component, and full-scale tests before it becomes a widely accepted in-

service inspection tool.

1.3 APPLICATION OF EMERGING COMPUTATIONAL RESOURCES TO AIRCRAFT
INSPECTION

Advanced computational tools are helping the aircraft inspection in at least three distinct ways:

Advanced information systems: Information technology (IT) is allowing operators to collect, archive,

and analyze data in ways which were impossible just a few years ago. The ability to access

inspection data across time and fleets will allow an inspector to assess a condition more completely

and with less effort than previously. If an inspector can quickly access the results of a previous
inspection he might assess a condition as pre-existing and benign. If a maintenance manager can

identify recurring flaw detections he can analyze the economic and safety impact and take additional
remedial action.
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InspectionSystemEnhancements:Thiscategoryincludesanycomputationaltool which improves the
on-line performance of an inspection system. Data fusion, signal processing, and neural nets are

some the tools presently being considered for this role. The emergence of imaging techniques will
both enable and encourage the development of these computational add-ons.

Inspection Optimization Tools: Inspection efficacy is the

inspection system design. Computational tools are now

performance through computer-based training and optimize
modeling of the inspection system.

result of operator performance and

being used to maximize operator
inspection design through physical

The FAA has sponsored efforts in all three areas. Efforts in the first area, advanced information systems,
are not, however, sponsored by the FAA Inspection R&D Program. Inspection-related IT efforts include:

• Continued development of the Safety Performance Analysis System (SPAS) which incorporates risk
analysis models and critical safety performance indicators.

• Development of an Aviation Safety Management System (ASMS) and analytical tool for identifying
possible situations with adverse safety impact.

• Development of a monitoring process for aviation safety data quality improvement, Aviation Safety
Attribute Mapping (ASAM).

• Development of a Maintenance Malfunction Information Report System, an Automated SDR system

borrowed from the helicopter community.

• Development of a methodology for evaluating and assessing aircraft system maintenance.

FAA sponsored efforts to develop computational tools for inspection optimization include the following.

• Development of XRSIM, an x-ray simulator, for optimization of x-ray inspection parameters

(figure 4). XRSIM has also demonstrated significant potential as a training tool.

• Development of a computational tool to facilitate dual probe ultrasonic inspection engineering. This

is an extension of the dual-probe technology originally applied to the DC-9 T-Cap inspection.

• Finite element modeling of magneto-optic imaging to determine the ultimate potential of MOI
inspection.

Development of a comprehensive ultrasonic model for inspection. This effort grew out of Engine
Titanium Consortium Phase I research on Titanium billet inspection. The objective Phase II work is

to develop an ultrasonic model which incorporates sufficient system and material parameters and

which has sufficient predictive capability to make the model a useful tool for inspection engineers.

Perhaps the greatest benefit of the application of advanced computational resources lies in the direct
incorporation of computers in inspection equipment, Of course, the computer itself is worthless without

validated algorithms incorporated in its software. The FAA has sponsored some dedicated tasks in the

area of algorithm development, such as signal processing for eddy-current inspection, but most efforts
have been incorporated in complete system development activities.

All FAA sponsored imaging technologies and many advanced point methods require advanced signal
processing algorithms requiring enormous computational power. Self-focusing ultrasonics, for example,
would be impossible without very substantial computational power.
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Figure 4. XRSIM x-ray simulator

Many of the enabling algorithms have already worked their way into prototype software, and some have

even been incorporated in systems available commercially. CASR-NU's Additive-Subtractive Phase

Modulated Shearography has been licensed by LTI for incorporation in their systems. CASR-NU also

combined its dual-probe ultrasonic technology and dedicated ultrasonic algorithms with SAIC's
proprietary hardware and software to enable an AD-compliant DC-9 T-Cap inspection system.

CONCLUSIONS

State of the art technology offers exciting promise but requires cautious well-focused development. The

FAA's long-term investments in inspection research are selected based on anticipated changes in airline
maintenance requirements. By frequent formal and informal contacts with the aircraft and engine
manufacturers, aircraft operators, and system developers, the FAA intends to maximize its near- and mid-
term return on investment.
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EXPANSION OF THE WR-ALC FATIGUE-ARREST

COMPOSITE REPAIR CAPABILITY

Steven F Adams

WR-ALC/TIEDD

420 2 nd St Suite 100

Robins AFB GA 31098-1640

Warner Robins Air Logistics Center (WR-ALC) has been performing fatigue-arrest boron-

epoxy repairs for over four years and has designed and installed almost 500 repairs of

primary structure on various U.S. Air Force and Foreign Military Sales (FMS) aircraft. All

of these repairs, however, have been designed to survive a similar environment of cyclic

fatigue typical of primary wing or fuselage structure, and they have been almost

exclusively boron-epoxy patches of similar stiffness ratio on aluminum alloy substrate.

WR-ALC has a great deal of research data quantifying the design requirements and

performance of this type of repair as well as the fleet-wide statistical base of the in-service

C-141 repairs, but opportunities exist within the Air Force for fatigue arrest repairs for

which the existing repair methodology or knowledge base may not be satisfactory. This

paper will focus on three in-house engineering efforts that have been geared towards

establishing the effectiveness of this type of bonded crack-arrest technology outside this

existing repair envelope - areas where potential workload exists or where limitations of the

existing repair methodology currently limit its applicability. These efforts are:

A) Low-stiffness ratio repairs for thin structure or fatigue-critical areas,

B) Non-aluminum substrate fatigue repair such as titanium, high-strength steel, etc., and

C) High cycle fatigue applications, such as structure subjected to turbulent flow or

acoustically-excited thin structure.

These efforts were intended to assess concept feasibility prior to a full-scale repair

development and therefore are not exhaustive engineering studies, but rather cursory first

looks attempting to identify a potential Achilles' heel prior to a full repair development

effort being undertaken.

A. Low Stiffness Ratio Bonded Fatigue Repairs

1.0 ABSTRACT

Very low stiffness ratio repairs were designed and fatigue tested under constant amplitude

loading. Fatigue arrest performance was predicted using finite element analysis (FEA) and

closed form analytical methods. Very good agreement between predicted growth rates and

testing was obtained.

2.0 WR-ALC BONDED CRACK ARREST HISTORY
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All of theexistingfatigue-arrestbondedcompositerepairsdesignedandinstalledby WR-
ALC haverepairto substratestiffnessratiosin therangeof 1.1to 1.5,with thetarget
stressreductionundertherepairbeing50 to 55%.Theoverwhelmingmajorityof these
repairsareC-141weepholerepairs,manyof whichhavebeenin servicefor overfour
years.During thattime,nobondlinefailureshaveoccurredonanyof theproperlyinstalled
grit-blast/silane/primerrepairs.C-141weepholerepairsarestill beingdesignedand
installedbyWR-ALC asnewcracksaredetectedduringinspections.Very thoroughfinite
elementmodelingtoexplicitly defineadhesiveshearandpeelstressesandstrains,patch
stresses,loadattractionandproximity stresseffectshasbeenperformedontheexisting
repairconfigurations.CrackgrowthanalysisusingtheseFEAstressandstrainresults
predictmillionsof flight hoursfor atypicalexistingcrackto reachtheunrepairedcritical
length,althoughnoneof therepairsare likely to seeover 15,000flight hoursprior to
aircraftretirement.Thisextremelyconservativerepairapproachwasadoptedduringthe
weepholerepairprogramfor a numberof reasons,themostcompellingof whichwasthe
timeconstrainton thedevelopmentandimplementationof therepairs.In Augustof 1993,
45C-141's weregroundedand116morewereprohibitedfrom in-flight refuelinguntil
theirweepholecrackswererepairedor removed.Thisactioncausedconsiderablescrutiny
andsubsequentwholesaleshorteningof therepairdevelopmentandimplementation
timetable.With very little timeavailablefor designverification,theengineeringdecisions
becameveryconservative.Thepatchesweredesignedwith stiffnessratiosequivalentto
conventionalboltedrepairs,andin facteventhecrackgrowthpredictionsperformedat
thetimeby bothLockheedandWR-ALC/TIEDD assumedarepairedstress-intensityvs
crack-lengthdependencysimilar to thatof a boltedrepair._ Configurationcontrol
essentiallysettheseearlydesignsin concrete,andsoit remainsto thisday.Air Force
repairguidelinesareequallyconservative,astheymandatethattheadhesiveremainwithin
theelasticlimit at DesignLimit Load,eventhoughexcellentadhesivedurabilityat strains
well aboveyield hasbeenrepeatedlydemonstrated.2In fact,currentAir Forcepolicy
prohibitstheuseof a bondedrepaironanycrackwhichcouldbecomecritical beforethe
next two inspectionintervalsif it wereleft unrepaired.

2.1ProximityEffects
As aresultof theconservativedesignapproachtaken,theexistingrepairsarequiterobust
in durabilityandvirtually imperviousto fatiguedamage,but theresultinglargerepair
footprintandhighstiffnessratioproducesignificantstressincreasesat thepatchends.In
addition,repairsplacedcloseenoughtogetherinteractandintensifythisstressincrease.A
pre-existingcrackin oneof thesehighstressareaswouldgrowat asignificantly
acceleratedrate,andextensiveFEAwasperformedto quantifythemagnitudeandlocation
of thehighstressareasinducedby weepholerepairs.Considerableeffort wasmadeto
avoidplacinganobviousinitiationsitein thehigh-stresswindow,andoftentherepairshad
to belengthenedor evencombinedwith otherrepairsto avoidsuchaconditiondueto the
sheernumberof fastenersandauachingstructure.Thishasledto severalrepairsover30
inchesin lengthwhichproducestresskicks in excessof 60%beingdesignedandput into
service.
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2.2ThermalStress

Thermalstressesin thealuminumsubstrateundertherepairfootprintincreasewith repair
stiffnessratioastheboronstiffnessbecomesmoreandmoredominant.In thecaseof the
weepholerepairs,thesethermalstressesarecomparablein magnitudeto thestressinduced
undertherepairby limit flight load.
Thealuminumsubstrateissubjectedto considerabletensilestressjust by exposuretocold,
servingto increasetheR-ratioof thefatigueloading,sinceflight loadsaddto thethermal
loadsin thealuminum.Sincethelimit stressesarevery low comparedto yield stresson the
C-141lowerwing surface,theadditionalthermalstresswastolerable.In addition,the
resultingcrackgrowthrateincreasecausedby thehighereffectiveR-ratiois completely
overwhelmedbytheAK reduction produced by the repair, so fatigue life remained far
more than adequate.

The thermal loads do significantly affect bondline shear stresses, however, as shear stress

in the adhesive at the patch ends is at a maximum at zero flight load when cold. Flight

loads actually reduce the adhesive shear stress in this region as the boron, which is under

compressive stress, is stretched back towards its stress-free length with loading. This is

not the case at the crack site, however, as shear stress in the adhesive from flight loads add

to thermally-induced shear, since both loads attempt to open the crack. Preliminary

analysis predicted near plastic adhesive strains at the crack and caused great concern, but

actual strain gauge data collected during repair cure cycles on C-141 lower wing skins

revealed a lower expansion differential than predicted. This is due to the restraint effect of

the unheated surrounding structure, which lowers the apparent coefficient of thermal

expansion of the aluminum substrate by resisting expansion of the heated area. Our strain

gauge data, however, which produced a measured effective CTE of over 7x10 6 in/in/°F,

revealed significantly less restraint than is predicted by Rose's radial constraint model for

the cure cycle 3. In flight, the expansion restraint is removed as the entire aircraft is cooled

at altitude, so in-service thermal stresses are still quite high, typically on the order of 10
ksi tension at -65°F as shown in figure 1.

It has been postulated that adhesive creep at load may serve to remove a great deal of this
thermal stress 4, but one-sided fatigue coupons tested at WR-ALC showed little relaxation

of curvature after significant load cycling. This cycling was accomplished typically 1 hz or

less because the adhesive modulus stiffens appreciably and crack growth rate slows at

higher rates, but perhaps this is still too fast to permit relaxation that could be seen in
service.
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RESIDUAL THERMAL STRESS

C- 141 WEEPHOLE REPAIR
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Figure 1.

3.0 THE PLAN

Given the apparent over-design from a crack growth standpoint, it was_lieved that in
some cases, such as those situations where existing repair size was a problem or repairs

near each other interacted, or existing structure created initiation sites which the existing

repairs were too large to avoid, that significant improvement could be achieved through

more closely matching the repair stiffness requirement to the life-extension goals from a

crack propagation standpoint. Since this would constitute a deviation from the

conservative design precedent established, a more thorough, ground-up understanding of

how cracks grow under bonded repairs and how design parameters actually affect crack

retardation was needed for accurate life predictions to be made.

4.0 CRACK PROPAGATION AND ARREST

For a typical structure which has service loads high enough for crack initiation, crack

propagation as a function of time can be represented by a curve whose slope increases

with the square root of crack length. The rate of crack growth is primarily a function of

crack tip stress intensity or crack opening displacement and therefore crack length and

applied stress. The static strength of a structure decreases with crack growth, and critical

crack length is reached when the residual strength becomes insufficient to carry the highest

service load, or locally, when crack tip stress intensity at limit load exceeds the fracture

toughness of the material. A repair of a cracked structure must address these two

problems: reduction of crack growth rate to an acceptable level, and the restoration of

required static strength.
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5.0PREDICTINGCRACK GROWTHRATE
Severalclosed-formsolutionsexistfor calculatingtherepairedstress-intensityfactorKr
for asemi-inf'mitecrackedplatewith abondedrepair,themostwell-knownbeing
presentedby Rose.5 Thissolutionor someform of it iscommonlyusedin modempatch
designcomputerprogramsto determinetherepairedstressintensityfactor,andthe
conceptis ratherstraightforward.

5.1RepairedStressandJointStiffnessAnalysis
Typically, thestressreductionis first calculatedundertherepairassumingthereis no
crackpresent.An adhesivesheartransferlengthis thencalculatedbasedoncracked
substratestiffness,repairstiffness,adhesiveshearmodulusandthickness.Foratypical
adhesivewith ashearmodulusof aroundlxl05 psi, this lengthis quiteshortandvaries
with substratestiffnessandbondlinethickness.It is ratherimperviousto repairstiffness
ratio, thoughtherepairedstressintensity,which isa functionof boththejoint flexibility
andthestressreductionundertherepair,is directly affectedby stiffnessratio.Through-
thicknessshearstiffnessof thesubstrateandrepairaregenerallyignored,butshearlag in
theboronandthealuminumsubstrate,bothof whicharemuchstiffer in shearthanthe
adhesive,cannonethelessaccumulatefor thickrepairsandaffectjoint stiffness.6Explicit
3-DFEA modelingshouldbeperformedto validatetheclosedform prediction,especially
for thick or reinforcedstructure.

5.2Determinationof RepairedStressIntensity
Oncetherepairstressreductionandadhesivepropertiesaredetermined,thecrackis then
introducedinto theanalysis,andusingtherepairedsubstratestressunderthepatch,an
upperboundfor therepairedstressintensity,K_, iscalculated.Sinceit is highlydependent
on theadhesivetransferlengthaswell asappliedstress,thebigdriversfor K_.areadhesive
stiffness(shearmodulusandthickness),andsubstratethickness,whichaffectshear
transfer,andpatchstiffnessratio,whichaffectstheappliedstressatthecrack.K_ is
derivedthroughanenergybalance,usingthedisplacementof thecrackfacedueto joint
stiffnessascrackfacestressesarerelaxedto zero.Theassumptionis madethatthecrack
tip is far enoughawaythatit providesnoopeningrestraint,meaningthatthestress
intensitycalculatedrepresentsK_.This valueis not valid for shortcracks,however,where
significantrestraintis providedby thecracktip andthedisplacementenergyfrom the
crackfaceopeningis small.In thelimit, thedisplacementenergyof thejoint goesto zero
ascrack lengthgoesto zero,andthestressintensitythenapproachestheclassicalKo=
_ f_-a. This represents the initial value and slope for K. An interpolated value for K_

which satisfies these boundary conditions, as shown in figure 3, is typically created.
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The characteristic crack length for the bonded repair, a_, which is essentially the crack

length which would produce K_ at the repaired stress level, can be derived from the repair

properties alone and is independent of applied stress or actual crack length in theory. In

actuality, if the adhesive goes plastic, then the shape of the shear distribution vs length in

the vicinity of the crack changes, and an elastic-plastic adhesive shear model must be used

to accurately predict K_. Since a_ is typically very short, I$-factors to account for finite

width or other geometric effects approach their initial value. In the case of a center-

cracked panel, 13---)1.

6.0 REPAIR DESIGN

With the tools currently available for predicting bonded repair crack growth rates and an

understanding of how the repair parameters affect crack growth rates under the repair, it

should be possible to accurately design a repair to meet a target fatigue life with

reasonable accuracy. Towards that end, fatigue test coupons were designed and tested to

compare actual with experimental crack growth rates. Five two inch wide by 0.050 inch
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4.1BoltedRepairs
Traditionalboltedfatiguerepairsimpedecrackgrowthby reducingtheapparentfar-field
stressapplied,andthecrackgrowthrateis primarily a functionof therepairto substrate
stiffnessratio. In thesomewhatlinearrangefor log (da/dn)vslog (AK) for most
aluminums,crackgrowthrateis roughlyproportionalto thethirdpowerof AK, asshown
in figure2, meaningthata50percentreductionin AK wouldtypicallyslowcrackgrowth
rateroughlyoneorderof magnitude.Reducingstressesin therepairareaby significantly
morethan50percentisdifficult with aboltedrepair,asstressconcentrationsat the
fastenersbecomelife-limiting. In general,thedesignof boltedrepairis boundby the
existingcrackgrowthrateononesideandinitiation andgrowthof newcracksat
attachmentpointson theotherside.A ten-foldincreasein fatiguelife overtheremaining
unrepairedlife is oftenaveryshortlife extensionwhencomparedto remainingservicelife.
Additional life extensionmaneuverssuchasstop-drillingandcold-workingareoften
employedwherepossiblefor thisreason.
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Figure 2.
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4.2Bonded Repairs

Bonded fatigue arrest repairs have long been considered superior to bolted repairs in

theory, but environmental durability problems with on-site bonding procedures generally

prohibited their use. This all changed with the introduction of grit-blast/silane/prime

surface preparations to the aerospace industry. Since that time, they have been used quite

extensively by the USAF, and their crack arrest performance, which typically produces

several orders of magnitude life extension over the unrepaired remaining life, far exceeds

any type of bolted repair capability. Crack tip stress intensities are reduced so much that in

many cases the pre-existing plastic zone at the crack, produced by typical in-service loads,

retards further crack growth for the remainder of the aircraft service life. The tremendous

fatigue arrest improvement bonded repairs provide cannot be attributed to the elimination

of attachment hole stresses or improved stress reduction in the substrate. The mechanism

by which bonded repairs reduce crack tip stress intensity is much more effective than

bolted repairs, especially for relatively long cracks, as the crack growth rate under a

bonded repair does not significantly increase with crack length. Contrary to the predictions

of early crack growth analysis techniques for bonded repairs, stress reduction under the

repair, which is the mechanism for crack retardation in bolted repairs, is generally not the

greatest contributor to life extension in bonded repairs. The crack opening restraint

provided by bondline continuity, which physically requires strain compatibility between the

repair and the substrate, overwhelms the stress reduction contribution to crack growth

rate in all but the very shortest cracks. This restraint serves to redistribute the stress field

in the substrate in the immediate vicinity of the crack through adhesive shear. More simply

put, in order for the crack to open, the adhesive which attaches the repair to the cracked

substrate must deform in shear. The reduction in AK is usually so great for bonded repairs

that the log(daJdN) vs log(AK) relationship, whose slope changes from a 3 rd power

relationship to essentially asymptotic near the fatigue threshold, produces much slower

growth rates than a linear log-log dependency would suggest. For very short cracks, the

crack opening displacement is small, so the adhesive shear deformation, and therefore the

opening restraint, is small. Very little crack retardation over that provided by apparent far-

field stress reduction is produced. For this reason, bonded repairs are about as effective as

bolted repairs for very short cracks. As the crack lengthens, the crack opening

displacement becomes larger, meaning that more adhesive shear stress is produced and

more crack retardation occurs. Crack growth stabilizes when the crack length is long

enough to allow complete load transfer through adhesive shear from the center of the

crack. The change shear stress in the adhesive as one moves from the crack tip towards

the crack center then increases to some maximum value and becomes constant to the

center of the crack. Further crack growth does not produce further crack opening; the

length of the constant adhesive shear stress zone along the crack merely lengthens. Stress

intensity at the crack tip does not increase with crack length from this point on, producing

constant crack growth, until the crack emerges from under the repair, where crack growth

once again accelerates with length as the crack tip moves away from the adhesive

restraint.
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thick,one-ply,two-sidedrepaircoupons,asshownin figure4, weremanufacturedfor
fatiguetesting.Two werecycledat30ksi, oneat25ksi, oneat 20ksi, andoneat 10ksi.

Fatigue Test Coupon Configuration

10.00

Figure 4.

6.1 Coupon Substrate Design

The substrate chosen was 0.050 inch thick 7075 T6. Explicit da/dn vs AK data was

generated for this sheet of aluminum through constant amplitude loading of EDM-

notched three inch wide fatigue specimens to provide a reliable baseline and to try to

eliminate some of the inaccuracy associated generalized material data. Residual strength

testing was then performed on these cracked coupons to determine fracture toughness.

The residual strength curve for a three inch wide coupon is shown in figure 5. A

hypothetical limit stress of 30 ksi was chosen, and the coupons were then pre-cracked to

0.7 inch from a center EDM notch, critical length at 30 ksi for our two inch coupon width.
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Residual Strength Curve
(7075 T6, 3inch width)
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Figure 5.

6.2 Patch Design

The patch was designed for minimum strength of 45 ksi far-field stress, or 1.5 times limit

load. This produced a patch thickness 0.010, or two plies. By contrast, a standard boron

repair of typical stiffness ratio for this substrate would be five plies thick. One ply 0.80

inch wide by 1.00 inch long was placed on either side of the crack to eliminate bending

stresses. At 45 ksi far-field, FEA predicted the boron tensile stress, which is maximum at

the crack center, to be 208 ksi.

6.3 Residual Strength Testing

Repaired residual strength testing produced initial fiber breakage at 48.20 ksi minimum,

with catastrophic failure at 53.80 ksi average for four coupons. The failure mode was not

one discreet failure as expected, as boron fibers at the crack center began to fail about 5

ksi before maximum load was reached. This allowed the crack to progressively open,

thereby dumping load back into the substrate. As the applied load increased, more and

more fibers began to fail and fast fracture of the crack finally occurred after perhaps 25%

of the fibers had failed. Thermographic inspection detected no adhesive failures in any of

the failed specimens. Failure scatter for four coupons was within 4%.

6.4 Adhesive Stress Analysis

Nonlinear 3-D FEA was used to determine adhesive shear stresses and strains as well as

stress reduction under the repair. For a two-sided repair, the shear transfer area is doubled

and the effective thickness of the substrate is also cut in half, meaning that peak adhesive

stresses and strains are dramatically reduced at the crack for a given load. In fact, plastic

adhesive strain did not occur in the FEA model short of about 38 ksi external load, and

reliable bondline durability in excess of 50 ksi, which exceeded the boron strength, was

predicted from a she_ strain standpoint. No shear failures occurred during repaired

residual strength testing.
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7.0FATIGUE LIFE VERIFICATION
Sincethecouponswereall pre-crackedto 0.7 inchprior to repairandthepatchwidth was
0.80,crackgrowthof only 0.050inch wasrequiredto reachthepatchedge. Pre-cracking
thefive fatiguespecimensprior to repairhadtobeperformedat very low stresslevelsto
ensurethecracktip plasticzonewouldbesmallenoughthatit did notretardgrowthafter
therepair] ThismeantkeepingK_, below9ksi._n for the30ksi specimensand6
ksi_n for the20ksi specimens.Two couponswerecycledat 30ksi, R-ratio_=0, until the

crack could be detected. The crack growth rate was calculated and compared to the

da/dn-vs-AK curve generated for this material at the predicted repaired AK value. This

procedure was repeated for one coupon each at 25 ksi and 20 ksi. These results were

plotted on a log (da/dN) vs log(AK) scale, shown in figure 6, along with the 7075 T6

fatigue test data previously collected. In addition, one repaired coupon was cyclically

tested at l0 ksi, R-ratio_=0 for 250,000 cycles, with no growth detected. The repaired AK

value at this applied stress level was calculated to be about 3ksi t_n, well below the

apparent threshold for crack growth.

Correlation of Predicted Stress Intensity to Fatigue Test Data
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Figure 6.

8.0 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The predicted crack growth rates compared extremely well with the crack growth data

generated for the bare coupon substrate material, meaning that the combination of FEA

and closed form joint analysis produced accurate values for the repaired stress intensity. It

is clear from these results that crack growth rates for bonded repairs can be effectively
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tailoredthroughpatchdesignandaccuratelife predictionsmadeusingsimpleclosed-form
analysistechniques.While theseresultsarebasedonconstantamplitudeloadingof fatigue
specimens,it shouldberatherstraightforwardto accuratelypredictdamageaccumulation
from spectrumloadingaswell, sincedeterminingthestressintensityundertherepairis the
key in eithercase.Complexgeometryandchangingmaterialthicknesscomplicatematters
astherepairedstresslevelandcharacteristiccracklengthareno longerconstants,but
FEA modelingcanexplicitlydeterminesubstratestresslevelsunderthepatch,and
summationof predictedcrackgrowthratein stepssmallenoughto accuratelymapthe
predictedgradientshouldyieldaccurateresults,sinceredistributionof thestressfield,
which is ratherdrasticin thevicinity of thecrackfor boltedrepairs,is preventedbythe
bondline.For externalreferencestressapproaches,thedifficult taskof accurately
calculatingbetafactorsasafunctionof positionandcracklength,which tendsto make
traditionallife predictionsfor suchstructureablackarts,becomesrelativelyunimportant
for abondedrepairsince,in generalI_---)1 for cracksasshortastypicaleffectivebonded
cracklengths.This simplificationbecomeslessaccurateasthecharacteristiccracklength
increases.For thick structureandanenergycompliancemethodwhichaccountsfor shear
deformationof thesubstrateandrepairshouldprobablybeused.Loweringstiffnessratio
to meetsomelife extensiongoalwithminimal proximitystresseffectsproduceshigher
adhesiveshearstressesatthecrack,however,becausethestresslevelunderthepatch
whichmustbeshearedintoandoutof therepairat thecrackis proportionalto stiffness
ratio.This isnot aproblematthepatchends,astaperinglowerstheshearstressesthrough
compliance.This is notpossibleat thecrack,however,whereadhesivestressesare
highest.If limit stressmustbecarriedwithoutexceedingtheelasticadhesiveshearlimit at
thecrack,thestiffnessof therepairmaybedrivenby thisrequirement,especiallyfor
thickerrepairsorhighly-loadedstructure,andverylittle reductionin stiffnessratiomaybe
acceptable.Adhesivedurabilitytestinghasrepeatedlydemonstratedthiselastic
requirementto beextremelyconservative,assignificantplasticdeformationcanoccur
withoutcumulativedamage.If thejoint is simply designed to withstand ultimate strength

without failure and the adhesive is permitted to yield at limit stress, even the stiffness ratio

of one-sided, relatively thick structure repairs can be safely reduced. The use of a lower
stiffness adhesive or thicker bond line can be used to reduce the adhesive stress at the

crack to counteract the effects of stiffness ratio reduction, but a flexible joint increases the

repaired characteristic crack length, and faster crack propagation ensues. On the other

hand, for thin or lightly loaded structure, a stiffer adhesive could be used even with a

minimum strength patch without exceeding adhesive properties. The ability to reliably

design composite repairs for a given fatigue life extension goal will hopefully find useful

application soon in those areas where repair size, external stress increases, or residual

thermal stresses are considered problematic and must be kept to a minimum.
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B. Non-Aluminum Substrate Bonded Fatigue Arrest Repairs

1.0 ABSTRACT

Boron-Epoxy repairs were installed on 0.100 inch thick 8Mn titanium fatigue test coupons

using the grit-blast/silane/prime surface preparation technique. Excellent bondline

durability was demonstrated at extremely high strain values. All coupons failed in the grips

and no bondline degradation or crack extension was detected.

2.0 BACKGROUND

The purpose of this test program was to attempt to expand the application of bonded

composite fatigue enhancement repairs to non-aluminum structures and systems. An

extensive knowledge base has been accumulated for the application of such repairs on

aluminum through design and testing work performed for the C-141 weep-hole program

in the areas of bondline durability and crack retardation performance, but the applicability

to other substrate materials is questionable due to differences in strength, fracture

toughness, working stress, modulus, and surface preparation. It was decided for the

purpose of this test to use an annealed titanium substrate material, since its combination of

high strength and relatively low modulus, coupled with a very high fracture toughness,

demands a patch and bondline performance which lies well outside the envelope of

conventional aluminum repairs. In addition, an existing annealed titanium fatigue failure

problem currently exists in a U.S. Air Force weapons system. Very high fracture

toughness and low yield strength tend to make for relatively long critical crack lengths,

and bonded repairs are much more effective at reducing the stress intensity for longer

cracks. While limit stress for aluminum in a fatigue sensitive application rarely exceeds 30

KSI, 60 KSI is not uncommon for an equivalent titanium structure, and in fact very near

yield stress may be seen in a typical fighter fatigue spectrum.

3.0 FATIGUE COUPON DESIGN

The testing procedure involves designing and installing a boron-epoxy repair for a test

coupon which has been pre-cracked to three inches. The design parameters were that the

structure should carry 120 ksi without static failure, and it should withstand fatigue

loading at 60 ksi, R-ratio zero, without adhesive failure. The coupons were made of

0.100" thick, 10 inch wide and 24 inch long annealed TI-8MN as shown in figure 7.

3.1 Test Assumptions

The coupon and crack geometry was driven by several factors, most notable of which was

the extremely high fracture toughness of alpha-beta annealed titanium.. It was decided that

far-field stress would be around 60 ksi, thereby producing twice the stress level and 1.5

times the strain seen in a typical aluminum repair. This limited the coupon width to not

more than 10 inches, since the grips in our fatigue tester were only capable of producing

60,000 pounds tension. It was also decided to cyclically test the first repaired specimens at

or near critical load for the cracked section, meaning that the residual life of the panel

prior to repair at this load level would be essentially zero.
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3.2 Substrate Design

In order to obtain an actual fracture toughness value for our specific mill run of 0.100

thick TI-8MN sheet, four 10 inch wide coupons were pre-cracked from a center notch to

a crack length of 3" and then pulled to failure on a tension tester. Existing fracture

toughness data interpolated between 0.250 and 0.050 thickness (longitudinal, rolled sheet

data) predicted a fracture toughness, K¢ between 140 and 160 KSI,_IN, but our 4 pre-

cracked coupons failed at an average of 72,690 psi far field stress (+_2200 psi), giving a

fracture toughness of 167KSI_/IN. It should be noted that due to the extremely high

fracture toughness in relation to yield strength that slow stable tearing occurred prior to

fast fracture and had to be corrected for. In order to actually obtain fast fracture instead of

net section yielding at 60 ksi, panel width had to be a minimum of nine inches. It is

recommended that the critical stress should not exceed 80% of yield stress for a given

crack geometry for accurate residual strength testing, meaning that a 10 inch wide
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specimenwasrequired.Thissamefracturetestingdifficulty arisesin 2024T3 aswell and
is dueto theextremelyhighfracturetoughnessin relationto materialyield point9.In order
to obtaina low enoughresidualstrengthto placecritical panelloadnear60ksi for a 10
inchwide coupon,acrack-lengthon theorderof 3 incheswasrequired•Theresidual
strengthcurvefor a 10inchwidecouponis givenin figure 8.
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Figure 8.

It was observed from previous FEA modeling that convergence on infinite plate load

attraction gradients began to occur at about 3:1 patch to coupon width ratios, so the width

constraint limited our boron patch width to around 3.33 inches. In order to allow reduced

strain under the patch without causing an artificial stress spike from the stiff coupon grips,

coupon length was set at 24 inches. This provided enough distance from the patch end to

the grip (which essentially produces a constant displacement across the coupon width) for

shear lag to redistribute strains around the stiffened patch area, producing a stress field

similar to an infinite-length panel.

3.3 Patch Design

In order to produce a patch capable of transferring loads up to yield stress of 130 ksi

from a 0.100 inch thick substrate, 14 plies were required. This was achieved by bonding 7

plies of unidirectional boron to each side of the coupon, producing about a 50% reduction

in stress intensity under the patch in an infinite panel. In order to eliminate bending

displacements, a two sided symmetrical Boron patch was used. This tensile strength-

driven design produced a stiffness ratio of 1.2 to 1. The higher this stiffness ratio, the

more severe the proximity effects for a given geometry. The tradeoff is that a higher
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stiffnessratiopatchreducestheseverityof theadhesivestresskick atthecrackface.The
magnitudeof thisadhesivestressis afunctionof thesubstratestiffness(i.e.,themodulus
andthickness)aswell asthemagnitudeof thestressunderthepatch.Theadhesiveplastic
zoneat thecrackfaceis acritical designfactor,sinceadhesivefailurethereremovesthe
crack-closurerestraintandcanincreasecrack-growthrateby anorderof magnitudeor
moredependingoncracklength,evenif theremainderof therepairis intact.Proximity
stressesand adhesiveshearlimitations in thecrackregionserveto boundtheacceptable
stiffnessratioof agivenrepair.
A taperratiowhich variedlinearly from 100:1atthepatchendto 25:1at threepliesand
thenremainedconstantwasusedin orderto providebondlinedamagetoleranceshould
peel failuresstartto occurin thefirst ply or in the comers. Standard Baker criterion

transfer length was used, producing a 5.0 inch long patch. A patch width of 3.33 inches
was used to maintain a 3:1 width ratio. This left less than 0.20 inch from the crack tip to

the patch edge on each side, meaning if the repair life was crack-growth limited, the

adhesive durability would not be explicitly determined, and the test would need

modification. This represents a worst-case loading spectrum for both the patch and

bondline, however, as essentially the entire patch footprint is severed. For this reason it

was felt that bondline durability would be the weak link for this repair and not crack

growth.

4.0 CRACK GROWTH PREDICTION

In order to accurately predict crack growth under the repair, it would be necessary to

determine the stress reduction under the repair for the coupon geometry using FEA and

then determine the repaired stress intensity. This prediction would then be validated by

measuring repaired fatigue growth and comparing it to the unrepaired growth rate at the

same AK. A 3-D FEA model was made of the repair configuration in order to more

accurately determine the stress reduction under the repair for crack growth analysis. In

addition, analysis of the adhesive shear stresses and strains, especially in the vicinity of the

crack, was obtained. This required the use of a nonlinear adhesive stress-strain curve as

adhesive deformations were well into the plastic range at the crack. Ignoring the crack-

opening constraint of the bonded repair and taking into account only the stress-reduction

at the crack predicted due to patch stiffness (similar to a bolted doubler fatigue analysis), a

crack-growth life of less than 8,000 cycles to reach critical crack length for 32 ksi (the

predicted stress level under the bonded repair at 60 ksi applied) is predicted. This very

short life is a result of the very high delta K values associated with a 3 inch crack. This

type of analysis is obviously very conservative, however, if the repair is fully bonded in the
area of the crack, since crack opening is restricted by the bonded repair, and therefore the

dependency on crack length to tip stress is removed _°. The Rose model, which takes into

account this crack-opening restraint, predicts around 80,000 cycles just for the crack to

grow 0.166 inch to the repair edge and become externally detectable, but assumes that no
delamination around the crack occurs. Since FEA of the repaired panel predicted plastic

adhesive deformation in the crack region at 60 ksi., it was felt that adhesive shear failure in

the vicinity of the crack would eliminate the crack-closure retardation mechanism, and

growth rates approaching the bolted repair rate would soon occur.
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5.0STATIC AND DURABILITY TESTING
Prior to manufactureandtestingof thepre-crackedpanels,bondlinedurabilitytestingand
staticstrengthtestingfor thegrit-blast/silane/primesurfaceprepwasperformed.Two
threeinch widecouponsandtwocouponstwo incheswide,eachmanufacturedfrom
0.100thick Ti-8Mn sheetwerecompletelyseveredandthenpatchedtogetherusingfull
width, five inchlong,seven-plyboronpatchesbondedto eachside.Thetwo inchwide
couponswerethenloadedto staticfailure.As exlSected,nobondlinefailuresoccurredand
all couponsfailedbyfiber fractureaftersignificantyieldinghadoccurredin thetitanium
substrate.Averagefailure loadwas28,200poundsfor thetwo coupons;minimumwas
27,020pounds.This correspondsto 201ksi in theboronand141ksi in thetitanium.The
four remainingthreeinch specimenswerethencyclicly loadedfrom zeroto 60ksi at 2 hz.
Thermographyinspectionwasperformedevery10,000cycles.Noneof thesespecimens
exhibitedanybondlinedegradation,andall failedfrom fatigueoutsidetherepair between
200,000and300,000cycles.

6.0Results
Basedon thesuccessfulbondlinedurabilitytesting,thepre-crackedfatiguespecimens
weremanufacturedandtestedat 1hz at0 to 60ksi. Thefirst twocouponsfailed in the
grip areawith a totalaccumulationof about40,000cycleseach.Throughthermographic
inspectionof therepairevery10,000cycles,nodegradationof thebondlinewasobserved.
A redesignof thegripsresultedin theremainingtwocouponssurvivingabout80,000and
120,000cyclesrespectivelybeforefatiguefailureoccurred,onceagainin thegrip area.No
bondlinefailurewas detected.Nomeasurablecrackgrowthoccurredonanyof the
specimens,eventhoughtherepairedstressintensitywasabout16ksi_n, whichshould
haveproducedaroundlx 10A-6inchespercyclecrackextensionbasedonmaterialfatigue
testing,giveor takeabouthalf anorderof magnitude.This lackof crackextensioncan
only beattributedto retardationfrom thepre-crackingof thespecimensprior to repair.A
closerlook atcouponmanufacturingrevealedthatretardationwasin fact theculprit.
Althoughthepeakstressappliedwasonly 15ksi duringpre-cracking,thiscorresponded
to a stressintensityof over34ksi_n atthefinal cracklengthof 3.00inches,which is
morethandoubletherepairedstressintensityat 60ksi. While correlationbetween
measuredandpredictedcrackgrowthratesfor therepaircouldnot beobtaineddueto
retardation,excellentbondlinedurabilityfor agrit-blast/silane/primesurfacepreparation
on atitaniumsubstratewasdemonstrated.
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C. Durability Testing of the Grit-Blast/Silane/Prime Surface

Preparation in a High-cycle Fatigue Environment

1.0 ABSTRACT

Three aluminum panels with boron-composite reinforcements bonded to them were

subjected to high vibration forces on a one-axis electromagnetic vibration shaker table.

No deterioration of the adhesive bond or the patches occurred, and eventually fatigue

failures of the aluminum substrate limited the test duration on the first two coupons. The

stress concentrations around the hard mount points which caused the fatigue cracks on the

first two coupons were eliminated on the third coupon, and it was tested for 100 hours

and over 32 million cycles, with no bondline failures or patch degradation.

2.0 BACKGROUND

A number of high-cycle fatigue applications for fatigue enhancement bonded composite

repairs are being pursued by private contractors for application on various U.S. Air Force

or DoD weapon systems. In some cases, no durability testing was performed prior to

implementation of those repairs and some of these efforts are now plagued with bondline

durability problems. WR-ALC decided to determine the robustness of the existing grit-

blast/silane/prime bonded composite repair process in such a high-cycle fatigue

environment. This was done in a preemptive maneuver in order to answer the question of

survivability of our process under vibration before it was asked or required for a repair

effort.

3.0 TEST SET-UP AND PROCEDURES

Three boron composite patches were bonded to 12 x 16 x 0.190 inch thick 6061 T3

aluminum panels, using the standard grit-blast/silane/prime surface preparation common to

all WR-ALC-installed weep-hole repairs. The boron patches were centered on the

aluminum panel and were 4.5 inches wide by 10 inches long and consisted of 16 plies of

pre-cured unidirectional boron epoxy bonded with one layer of AF163 adhesive. This

produced a repair-to-substrate stiffness ratio of 1.25:1. The three coupons were labeled

S/N 001,002 and 003 for tracking purposes. The test was performed on a horizontal axis

shaker table, and each panel was to be excited at or around the first modal resonance until

some failure was detected through periodic thermographic bondline inspection. All three

coupons were inspected for disbonds prior to testing.

The panels were mounted to the horizontally flat shaker table and feedback and control

was accomplished through the mounting of two accelerometers: a drive accelerometer on

the shaker table and a monitoring accelerometer on the panel at a point of maximum

displacement during excitation. From the G-forces and frequency data provided by this
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accelerometer,displacements,andthereforestrainsandstresses,couldbecomputed.To
selectatestfrequency,a low G-levelsinusoidalsweepfrom 5to 2000Hzwasperformed
to locatethenaturalfrequenciesfor agivenmountingconfiguration. Thelowestnatural
frequencywasusedinitially oneachpanel,asthisproducesmaximumdeflectionand
thereforemaximumstressandstrain. Theshakercontrollerwasprogrammedto sweep
fromjust below tojust abovethenaturalfrequencyin orderto detectresonantshift caused
bycomplianceincreaseinducedby bondlinefailureor materialfatiguefailure.Sweeptime
wasarbitrarily setatoneminute.

4.0 TEST RESULTS

Thetestresultsoneachpanelwill bediscussedseparatelyin thesequencetheywere
performed.

4.1 PanelS/N002:
This panelwasinitially mountedto theshakertablewitheightboltsandspacers,with four
boltsoneitherendof thepanelalignedin a line perpendicularto thelongaxisof the
couponasshownin figure9.

Figure 9.
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This wasdonein ordertoensurefirst-modefreedom,thoughtheboltsthemselvesclearly
producedapartial rotationalconstraintdueto their bendingstiffness. It washopedthat
thiswouldnot besignificant,andto preventfatiguefailure of theboltstheywerereplaced
everyeighthours. Thefirst resonantfrequencyoccurredat 214Hz, sotheoneminute
sweepwassetfrom 205to 220Hz andtestinginitiated. With a 2.5G drive tableforcing
function,themonitoringaccelerometerread330Gs. Thisequatesto apeak-to-peak
deflectionof 0.150inch,andgiventhecoupongeometry,a peakalternatingstressin the
aluminumsubstrateunderthepatchof about10ksi. After 12hoursof runtime atthis
setting,or9.25million cycles,thefirst modenaturalfrequencybeganto shift downward.
Sincenovisualproblemswith themountingpointscouldbeseen,it wasassumedthat
bondlinefailurewasreducingtheflexuralstiffnessof thepanel.No failurecouldbe
detectedthroughthermographicinspection,however,sotestingresumed.Thenatural
frequencycontinuedto drift downward,andthedrive tablefrequencywasadjustedas
requiredduringthetestto brackettheresonancewith theprogrammedsweep.After 17
totalhours,or 12.8million cycles,thenaturalfrequencyhadfallento 180Hz andwas
droppingrapidly.Thermographicinspectionturnedupnobondlinefailure,sotheplate
wasremovedandinspected.Crackswerefoundat all of themountingpointholes,two of
whichhadpropagatedovertwo inches.Fournewmountingholesweredrilled two inches
inboardof the initial mountpointsateachcomer,andtestingresumedatanequivalent
330G level,thoughthenaturalfrequencywasnow300Hz dueto theshorteningof the
spanbetweenmountingpoints.
After about2 hours,or2 million cycles,thenaturalfrequencyagainbeganto shift
downward. Sincenodisbondcouldbedetected,mountinghole cracking was suspected. It

was theorized that the high rotational deflection caused by first-mode displacement was

causing the cracking of the mounting holes. The drive table was then run at 1414-1430

Hz for 8 hours, or 41 million cycles, at a monitoring accelerometer reading of 300 Gs.

Cracking around all of the mounting points was again detected, but no bondline failure

was produced. The drive table frequency was then reduced to 250 Hz and tested for five

hours, or 4.5 million cycles before the existing cracks approached link-up. After some 60

million cycles at over 300 Gs, no bondline failure could be detected. As a last-ditch effort

to fail the bondline, the mounting configuration was changed to a center constraint,

leaving the ends of the test coupon free to deflect as shown in figure 10.
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Figure 10.

The panel was then shaken at 125 Hz at over 400 Gs, or a deflection of 0.420 inches. This

produced a stress in the base aluminum under the patch of over 20 ksi. Ten hours of run

time in this configuration, or 4.5 million cycles, produced panel failure in the form of a

fatigue crack that ran completely under the patch from each mounting point.

Thermographic inspection revealed no bondline failure more than 0.25 inch from the crack

path. Total accumulated run time was 43 hours.

4.2 Panel S/N 001:

This panel configuration was identical to the first test article and was mounted to the

shaker table in the same configuration as the last run of panel S/N 002. The panel was

shaken at 125 Hz and 300 Gs for 1.5 hours, or 600,000 cycles, before a crack from one

of the mounting holes propagated under the patch and caused the test to be halted. Rapid

crack initiation indicated a substantial initial flaw or stress concentration at the mounting
hole.

4.3 Panel S/N 003:

The final panel was physically identical to the previous two panels, but in an effort to

eliminate the mounting point failures which affected the first two panels, a holding fixture

was constructed to eliminate the bending loads at the mount point. The ends of this panel

were free to rotate along the short panel axis but were constrained from translation. The

configuration is shown in figure 11.
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Figure 11.

This configuration was driven at its first resonant frequency of 90 Hz at 56 Gs, or 0.125

inch peak-to-peak deflection. This deflection produced an alternating stress in the

aluminum under the patch of about 6 ksi. This load level and configuration was run for

100 hours, or 32 million cycles without bondline or patch degradation. No base material

failures were induced on this test. Testing was suspended at 100 hours.

5.0 SUMMARY

All three composite patches survived extremely rigorous vibration testing without failure.

The testing indicates that the existing repair methodology is extremely durable under

vibratory excitation, and the fatigue endurance of the aluminum substrate should be the

life-limiting factor in a typical repair in such an environment.
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ABSTRACT

Laser-based ultrasonic (LBU) techniques provide a number of advantages over conventional
ultrasonic methods such as higher spatial resolution, non-contact generation and detection of
ultrasonic waves, and ability to operate on curved and rough surfaces. In this paper we present a new
laser based technique -- the Scanning Laser Source (SLS) technique -- for the detection of small
surface-breaking cracks on rough and curved surfaces. This technique allows detection of flaws by
monitoring the variations of ultrasonic amplitude and frequency (flaw signature) as the laser
ultrasonic source is scanned across the object and passes over any defects. Typical flaw signatures for
different kinds of surface breaking defects are obtained. The results of application of the SLS
technique to detection of cracks in attachment slots of a turbine disk are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser generation of ultrasound and the detection of the ultrasonic waves using laser interferometry
are areas of active research _. In earlier papers, the present authors have described fiberized tunable
laser ultrasonic sources 2'3, and fiber optic heterodyne and Sagnac interferometers for detection of
ultrasound 4:.

Conventional ultrasonic flaw detection methodologies require the generation of an ultrasonic wave
packet that travels through a structure, and the subsequent detection of reflections of this wave
packet from any existing flaws within the structure. Laser-based ultrasonics has thus far followed the
same methodology expect that the generation and detection of the ultrasonic wave packets were
done using lasers. The limitations on the size of flaws that can be detected using this approach are
set by the ultrasonic reflectivity of the flaws for the particular wavelength used, and by the
sensitivity of the particular ultrasonic detector used. In view of their expected small reflectivity, the
reflected wave packets from very small flaws are often too weak to be detected with existing laser
detectors, which typically have significantly lower sensitivity than conventional piezo-electric
transducers (PZT).

Scanning Laser Source (SLS) Approach

We now propose an alternate approach for ultrasonic detection of surface-breaking small cracks
using laser-based techniques. In this approach, the ultrasound generation source, which is a point or
line-focused high-power laser beam, is swept across the test specimen surface and passes over any
existing surface-breaking flaws (Figure 1).

The generated surface ultrasonic wave packet is detected at a fixed location on the test specimen. It
is found that the amplitude and frequency of the measured ultrasonic signal have specific variations
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Figure I. Principle of the Scanning Laser Source method with laser detection.

when the laser source approaches and passes over the defect. Proof of concept experiments have
been carried out for flat specimens with EDM notches of various sizes, and an actual engine disk, all

of which were provided by Allied Signal Engines.

Flaw Signature - Variation of Ultrasonic Amplitude

A typical characteristic signature for a surface-breaking notch of 0.2 mm depth on a flat specimen is

shown in Figure 2. The following aspects of this signature should be noted:

(1) When the source is far ahead of the defect, the generated ultrasonic direct signal is of sufficient
amplitude above the noise floor to be unambiguously picked up by the laser detector (Figure 3a).
Also, a weak reflection from the flaw is barely visible amidst the noise.

ol.5

0.5

Z 0
0

c
.... ! .... | ............ i ........

I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Scandistance,mm

Figure 2. Typical characteristic signature of ultrasonic amplitude vs. SLS
location as the source is scanned over a defect: (a) far ahead, (b) close to,

and (c) behind the defect.
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Figure 3. Representative ultrasonic signals detected by the Sagnac interferometer at a
fixed location when the laser source is: (a) far ahead, (b) close to, and (c) behind the defect.

(2) As the source approaches the defect, the amplitude of the direct signal significantly increases
(Figure 3b). This increase (from a level that was already sufficiently above the noise floor) is more
readily detectable with a laser interferometer than any weak echoes from the flaw. We attribute this
increase in signal amplitude not only to possible interference of the incident wave with the wave
reflected by the defect (as the source is very close to the defect), but possibly more importantly to

the changes in the conditions of generation when the laser source is in the vicinity of the defect.

(3) As the source passes over the defect, the ultrasonic signal amplitude drops noticeably again
presumably due to changes in the conditions of generation when the source is right above the defect.
Subsequently, as the source moves behind the defect, the amplitude increases again to some level that
is compatible with the transitivity of the flaw (Figure 3c). Note that when the flaw depth is smaller
than the wavelength of the generated ultrasound, a significant portion of the sound can pass by the
flaw when the source is behind it.

These data were obtained for an aluminum specimen with an EDM notch (length 4 mm, width 0.3
mm, and depth 0.2 mm). The Scanning Laser Source used in this experiment had the following

parameters: line length 4 mm, width 0.3 mm, thermoelastic generation at 4 mJ per pulse. A narrow-
band Sagnac interferometer was used as the ultrasonic detector.

Flaw Signature - Variation of Ultrasonic Spectrum

Next, the spectral content of the generated ultrasonic signal was monitored as the SLS was scanned
over a defect. The presence of the defect introduces a detectable frequency shift in SLS generated
ultrasonic signals. This effect was observed using a broad-band heterodyne interferometer [6] for
ultrasonic detection. The spectra of the SLS signals obtained during a scan over a 0.2 mm surface-
breaking notch on a titanium specimen are shown in Figure 4. In the absence of a defect the SLS
signal consists of relatively low frequency components with center frequency about 2 MHz (Figure
4a). As the SLS approaches the flaw (to within 0.3 mm) new spectral components in a 3-8 MHz
frequency range appear in the detected signal (Figure 4b). This was the region where we observed
maximum amplitude of the broadband signal, as described above. The high frequency components of
the detected signal are still present when the SLS is almost above the defect (Figure 4c). The high-
frequency components disappear from the spectrum of the detected signal when the SLS is behind the
defect, and this is attributable to the fact that high frequency waves are mostly reflected away by the
small flaw.

We attribute the changes in frequency content of the ultrasonic signal to the changes in the
conditions of generation when the laser source is in the vicinity of the defect. To verify this, we
reversed the positions of the laser ultrasonic source and the detector. The laser source was fixed at a
distance of 20 mm from the defect, while a heterodyne interferometer probe was scanned across the
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Figure 4. Spectrum of SLS signals: (a) far away from the defect, Co) as SLS approaches
the defect, and (c) when SLS is virtually over the defect.

flaw area. In this case, as the laser detector approached the flaw an increase in the ultrasonic signal
amplitude was observed due to interference between the incident and reflected signals. However, the
spectrum of the signal was unchanged as expected. As before, any generated high frequency
components were filtered out by the flaw and were not observed when the detector was behind the
flaw.

Main Advantages of SLS Approach

All the advantages of laser based ultrasonics including non-contact and curved surface inspection
apply to the SLS approach as well. Of particular importance are:

(a) Ease of Scannin$: The proposed method for detecting small surface-breaking flaws requires the
scanning of a very narrow ultrasonic source over a surface and over any existing flaws.
Conventional ultrasonic sources such as pzt-transducers, EMATs and capacitive transducers are
not small enough or do not lend themselves to easy scanning. Only laser ultrasound generation
sources are small enough for this method, and being non-contact, they can be easily scanned
across a test surface of complex geometry.

(b) Coupling Independence: The detection of the generated ultrasound is done at a fixed location and
can be monitored using either a laser interferometer or a conventional pzt-transducer. The laser
interferometer provides non-contact absolute measurements, and a pzt-detector provides higher
sensitivity, and therefore this choice must be determined by the application. In either case, since
the detection is at a fixed location, variabilities associated with pzt-coupling or laser speckles (for
interferometric detection) are eliminated.

(c) Signal-to-noise improvement: The SLS approach provides enhanced signal-to-noise performance

compared to conventional pitch-catch mode of operation. This is because the presence of a flaw
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is indicatedby anincrease in the amplitude of the detected ultrasonic signal rather than by the
presence of a weak echo.

Application of SLS to Turbine Disk Inspection

The SLS approach was applied to file detection of fatigue cracks in the fan disk blade attachment

slots of titanium engine disks. Cracking usually occurs very close to the slot to face transition, with

some cracks actually breaking the transition region (see Figure 5a). The current inspection technique
is a manual eddy current method. Our experiments show that laser ultrasonic inspection, performed
using the conventional pitch-catch mode,
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Figure 5. SLS approach applied to attachment slots in engine disks:
(a) arrangement of testing, Co) flaw signature in the ultrasonic amplitude.

can only detect notches with a depth greater than 0.5 mm. In this case, the SLS approach can
improve the sensitivity of inspection.

The geometry of the turbine disks is rather complicated, and a special rotary fixture was used to
house the generating fiber and scan the laser source within the turbine slot. The detection of the

ultrasonic signal was done using a pzt-transducer located on the easily accessible outside surface of the
engine disk (see Figure 5a). SLS generation parameters were as follows: thermoelastic point source
with diameter 0.2 mm, and 0.5 mJ energy per pulse. The inspected slot had an EDM notch with
width 0.05 mm, length 0.75 ram, and depth 0.38 mm. The results obtained using the SLS technique
are shown in Figure 5b. These results indicate that the characteristic flaw signature here is similar to
that shown in Figure 2. This experiment shows that the SLS technique enables detection of smaller
defects than can be detected in a pitch-catch mode using the same equipment.

CONCLUSIONS

A scanning laser source technique for detection of small defects has been developed. This technique
provides distinct flaw signatures for small defects on flat and curved surfaces. It was shown that the
amplitude and the spectrum of the generated ultrasonic wave changes as the SLS passes over a defect.
A fiberized laser ultrasonic source has been used to detect small notches of 0.05 mm width on the
surface of a turbine disk specimen.
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Screeningtestspecimenswereconstructedto repr.esenttypicalstructureandvariationsasdetermined
fromtheaboveinformation.Theprimarytestspecimenis shownin Figure1.Thisspecimenwasused
to evaluatetheeffectsof fastener-to-edgespacing,protrudingfasteners,recessedfasteners,fastener
material,flaworientation(with respectto edges),liftoff, etc.Notcheswereusedto simulatecracks.In
somecases,thisspecimenwassupplementedwithothershavingadditionalvariables,e.g.,fastenersize.
Screeningtestspecimendesignis discussedbelow.
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Photographic analysis showed that the actual distance between the fastener head and the edge was
often much smaller than allowed by specification--in some cases, as small as 0.041 inch. Based on
the photographic analysis, fasteners were put in the screening specimen with distances to the edge rep-
resenting the manufacturer's minimum specified spacing, the minimum spacing found in the aircraft
photographs, and an additional spacing with the fastener a large distance from the edge, which would
represent a fastener row not adjacent to an edge. These conditions will be referred to as nominal, near,
and far spacings, respectively. For each of these conditions, 0.045- and 0.10-inch flaws were placed
in the specimen. The flaw orientation with respect to an edge can influence the MOI response; thus,
flaws were included with orientations both parallel and perpendicular to the edge.

The aircraft manufacturer's specification for minimum fastener-to-fastener spacing is four times the
fastener shank diameter plus 0.03 inch (measured from the fastener centers). In the photographs of
C-5 structure supplied by SA-ALC, there were cases where the actual distances between the edges of
the fastener heads were much smaller than allowed by the specification--in some cases, as small as
0.12 inch. Screening tests determined that this close fastener spacing was not significant for the alumi-
num and titanium fasteners, but was significant for the steel fasteners, as can be seen in Figure 2.

Further tests showed that the fastener head-to-head spacing below which the MOI response would be
affected for steel fasteners was approximately 0.22 inch. An analysis of the aircraft photographs
showed that only 4.8 percent of fasteners were spaced closely enough to meet this criterion. Because
of this low percentage and because this situation would occur only for steel fasteners, flaws were not
placed in closely spaced holes in the POD test specimens for nonconnecting flaws.

Although the MOI response to flaws generally becomes greater as flaw length increases, flaws which
totally connect fastener holes or which totally to an edge (connecting flaws) produce an entirely dif-
ferent response than nonconnecting flaws. Whereas the nonconnecting flaw produces a protrusion of
the fastener response directly over the flaw, a connecting flaw's observable response was a distortion
in the "center hole" of the fastener response, as shown in Figure 3. This observation led to the con-
clusion that separate PODs should be developed for connecting and nonconnecting cracks.

A list of the variables considered and of their importance as determined from the screening tests is
shown in Table 1.

N F O.1" 0.045" connecting
0 -0 -0 0-0

Figure 2. MQI images from closely spaced fastener holes with
steel fasteners
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(a)NoFlaw (b) ConnectingFlaw

Figure3.MOI imagesfromfastenerholeswith titaniumfastenersanda connectingflaw

TABLE 1.SUMMARYOFSCREENINGTESTRESULTS

FactorExamined Significance

FlawSize
FlawOrientation

FastenerMaterial
FastenerDiameter

Fastener-to-EdgeSpacing
Fastener-to-Fastener
Spacing
FastenerHeadHeight

Liftoff

LayerThickness
Second-LayerGeometry
SkinCurvature

MOI ExcitationFrequency
andPowerLevel

Important,especiallyconnectingvs.nonconnecting
Importantif fastener-edgeor fastener-fastenerspacingis lessthana
certainvalue

Important,especiallysteelcomparedto AI or Ti
Not important
Importantif lessthanacertainvalue
Importantif lessthanacertainvalue

Importantif fastenerprotrudes;not includedin PODbecauseof
limitedoccurrence

Important--Valuerepresentativeof maximumpaintthickness
(0.006in) usedin PODtests

Not importantfor first-layerflaws
Not importantfor first-layerflaws
Important,butnot includedinPODtestsbecauseof limited
occurrence

Important

Basedon thescreeningtests,designparameterswereobtainedfor thetestspecimensto beusedin the
PODtests.Theseparametersaresummarizedin Table2. Thetableincludesimportantvariablesas
identifiedby thescreeningtestsandconstantswhichwereusedin thespecimendesignbutwhichwere
eithernot importantasvariablesor whichwerechosento representtypicalaircraftconditions.Note
that since5/32-inch-diameterfastenerswereused,thenominalfastener-to-edgeandfastener-to-fas-
tenerdistanceswerebasedon themanufacturer'sminimumspecificationfor this fastenersize,asdis-
cussedin previoussections.
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TABLE 2.PODTESTSPECIMENSDESIGNPARAMETERS
Variables Characteristics

FlawSize

FlawOrientation

Fastener-to-EdgeSpacing

Fastener-to-FastenerSpacing

FastenerMaterial

Nonconnecting(0.011to 0.245inch)
Connecting(fastener-to-fastenerandfastener-to-edge)
Parallelwithedge
Perpendicularto edge

Near(0.161inch fromcenteror 0.04inchfrom head)*
Nominal(0.35inch)
Far(>0.35inch)
Nominal(0.70inch)
Near(0.4 inch)-onlyusedfor connectingflaws
Aluminum(NAS1097AD-5)
Titanium(HL91!-5)
Steel (LS35270S05)**

Constants

FastenerSize
SkinMaterial

SkinThickness

Liftoff (simulatedpaintthickness)

5/32-inch-diametershank
7075T6 Aluminum

0.070inchfirst layer
0.050inchsecondlayer
0.006inch

*Nearspacingnotusedfor aluminumfastenerssincealuminumis only usedonstringerjoints
with no first-layeredges
**Fastenerhasslightcrownto headwhichprotrudesapproximately0.005inchaboveskin
surface;thisis withinspecificationsfor C-5

4. TESTDESCRIPTION

NDI inspectorsassignedto work on theC-5 wereusedfor thePODtesting.Theseinspectorswere
selectedby SA-ALCfrom amongthepopulationof inspectorsthencurrentlyusedat Kelly Air Force
Base (AFB) and were representative of the population eligible to conduct the inspections. The inspec-
tors chosen were all experienced in eddy current testing (ET) and were certified Level II in ET based
on MIL-STD-410D. None of the inspectors had prior experience with the MOI inspection technique.

MOI training was held at Kelly AFB and was conducted by PRI Instrumentation and an ET Level III
from SwRI (who had been previously trained by PRI in the use of the MOI instrument and had sig-
nificant experience with the screening tests). At the conclusion of this training session, the MOI instru-
ment and several training specimens were left at Kelly AFB to allow the inspectors to practice using
the instrument and become more familiar with the POD procedure. Finally, because some minor
changes and additions were made to the POD procedure after the last training session, a review of the
procedure was held before the POD testing began.

The POD test procedure, "MOI Procedure for Detection of Cracks Around Fasteners in C-5 POD
Panels," was developed by SwRI specifically for this program and was based on several sources,
including existing MOI procedures5-7, the MOI Operator's Manual8, PRI Instrumentation's MOI

Training Course Book9, and SwRI's experience with screening specimens in the laboratory. The pro-
cedure was reviewed by the SA-ALC project monitor. The procedure is intended only for inspection
of the POD panels and is not intended for inspection of an actual aircraft. It is intended, however, that
the procedure could be used as a model for an aircraft inspection procedure.
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Thecalibrationandinspectionmethodfor nonsteeifastenersis relativelystraightforward.Nonsteel
fastenersareinspectedwith therotatingeddycurrentexcitationmode.Thismodeallowsfastenersto
beinspectedfor flawsin anyorientationwith a singlepassof theMOI imager.Thecalibrationand
inspectionmethodfor steelfastenersis morecomplicatedandtime consuming.First of all, steel
fastenersmustbedegaussedproperlybeforetheycanbe inspectedwith theMOI technique.Thisstep
involvespassinga degaussingunit overthesteelfastenersandthenviewingtheMOI imageof thefas-
tenersto ensurethatthefastenerswereproperlydegaussed.Thelineareddycurrentexcitationmode
wasusedfor inspectingsteelfasteners.This modewasnecessarybecauseflaws connectingtwo
adjacentsteelfastenerscouldnotbe reliablydetectedusingtherotatingexcitationmode.Usingthe
linearexcitationmodemeansthateachsteelfastenermustbe inspectedtwice,oncewith thefront-to-
backlinearexcitationmodeandoncewith theside-to-sidelinearexcitationmode.

Fourof the five trainedinspectorswereusedfor the PODtesting.ThePODtesting,illustratedin
Figure4, wasconductedat Kelly AFB for sevenconsecutivework days.The POD testingwas
monitoredby theSwRILevelIII andanNDI Engineerfrom Kelly AFB.Two MOI instrumentswere
usedsothattwo inspectorscouldworksimultaneously.Eachinspectorusedthesamerespectiveunit
throughoutthe tests, with the exception that it was necessary for one inspector to change units for
inspection of 12 standards.

Figure 3. Photograph of MOI POD testing setup

RESULTS

POD curves for nonconnecting cracks with aluminum and steel fasteners are shown in Figures 4 and
5 (the curve for titanium is similar to that for steel). The results for first-layer nonconnecting cracks,
using combined data from all inspectors, are summarized in Table 3. The table shows crack lengths
detectable with a 90-percent POD (a90) and crack lengths detectable at a 90-percent POD with a 95
percent lower confidence bound (a90/95). It also shows the false-call rate. In the table, all lengths are
reported as the distance from the edge of the fastener head to the crack tip. The target performance
was an a90/95 of 0.17 inch or less. Important results for nonconnecting cracks are:

• The target performance was met for the aluminum fasteners.

• If near-edge fasteners are eliminated from the inspection, then the target performance is met for tita-
nium fasteners also. It should be noted that the near-edge condition was less than the minimum
specified by the manufacturer, but was found to be present for 7 percent of the aircraft fasteners
studied.
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TABLE 3.DETECTIONPROBABILITIESANDFALSE-CALLRATES
FORNONCONNECTINGCRACKS

False-Call
FastenerMaterial a90(in.) a90/95(in.) Rate(%)

Aluminum 0.080 0.151
Steel 0.124 0.205
Titanium 0.091 0.285

Titanium(without 0.067 0.151
near-edgecracks)

0.19
0.25
0.06

• Thetargetperformancewasnotmetfor steelfastenersusingthedatafrom all inspectors.

• Theresultsontitaniumandaluminumfastenerswereactuallyverysimilar,sincetherewerenonear-
edgecracksusedin thealuminumfastenerdata.(Aluminumfastenersareonly usedon stringer
jointswithno first-layeredges.)

• Thefalse-callratewaslessthanoneper400fastenerswithsteelfasteners,andevenlesswithalumi-
numandtitaniumfasteners.

Theresultsfor first-layerconnectingcracks(e.g.,fastener-fastenerandfastener-edge)aresumma-
rizedin Table4, usingcombineddatafrom all inspectors.This tableshowsthepercentageof cracks
detected,thePODat a95-percentconfidencelevel,andthefalse-callrate.

TABLE4.DETECTIONPROBABILITIESANDFALSE-CALL
RATESFORCONNECTINGCRACKS

FastenerMaterial
%Cracks PODat95% False-Call
Found Confidence Rate(%)

Aluminum 94 0.893 0.63

Steel 73 0.659 0.15
Titanium 93 0.873 0.30

Importantresultsfor connectingcracksare:

For aluminumandtitaniumfasteners,thetargetperformancewasalmostmet.Twoof theinspectors
individuallyexceededthe targetperformancein aluminumby find!ng all 30 cracksconnecting
aluminumfasteners,andoneinspectorfound29of 30cracksconnectmgtitaniumfasteners.There-
fore,it is likely thatadditionaltraininganda rigorousqualificationprocesscouldbeusedto meet
thetargetperformancefor thesefasteners.

For bothaluminumandtitaniumfasteners,performancewas reducedby thepresenceof closely
spacedfasteners.In aluminum,2 outof 7 (29percent)missedcrackswerein thecloselyspacedfas-
tenercondition;in titanium,3 out of 9 (33percent), eventhoughonly 20percentof theconnect-
ingcrackswerelinkingcloselyspacedfasteners.

• Forsteelfasteners,theperformancetargetwasnotmetby anyinspector.

For steelfasteners,performancewasseverelyreducedin the closelyspacedfastenergeometry;
almosthalf of themissedcrackswerein this geometry.Evenso,thepercentof cracksfound--not
includingcloselyspacedfastenergeometry--wasonly 83percent,so limiting theinspectionof steel
fastenersin thismannerwouldnotprovideacceptableresults.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Air Force criterion for acceptable performance on the C-5 was met for aluminum and titanium
fasteners for nonconnecting cracks. For connecting cracks, the criterion was almost met for alumi-
num and titanium fasteners. For steel fasteners, the criterion was not met in either case.

As a result of this work, PRI has made improvements to the MOI system to address the difficulties that
were found. It is planned to repeat the POD tests with the new instrumentation in the fall of 1998.
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QUANTITATIVE INVESTIGATION OF SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE CRACKS NEAR
RIVETS IN RIVETED JOINTS USING
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ABSTRACT

The scanning acoustic microscope was previously shown to be useful for quantitatively investigating
subsurface fatigue cracks at and near countersunk rivets in riveted lap joint specimens. Such cracks
initially form on inner surfaces and are not visible on the outside surface. When combined with
optical and electron microscopic examination of the surface and with fractography of fractured
specimens, the formation and growth of subsurface cracks near rivets may. be characterized in detail.
A detailed study of crack formation and microcrack growth near rivets ts presented. Observations
were made on specimens fabricated from two pieces of Alclad 2024-T3 sheets riveted with 2017-T4
aluminum alloy flathead chamfered rivets. Specimens were fatigued in tension with an R ratio of 0.1.
The interior crack lengths and crack growth rates as shown by the acoustic microscope are compared
to the crack lengths and crack growth rates after the cracks broke the surface as shown by the light
microscope. Plots of subsurface crack length vs. cycle number show slow almost linear growth vs.
time. However, when the crack breaks through the outer surface, i.e. becoming a through the
thickness crack, the crack growth rate increases rapidly. The length of the crack on the back surface
of the countersunk panel remains longer than the length of the crack on the front surface of the
specimen even with cracks several mm long; the growth rate along the crack front is constant.
Fractographic examination of a specimen which was fatigued until a crack was just barely visible in
the acoustic microscope but not seen on the surface reveals multiple cracks on each side of the rivet
hole. The cracks in these specimens appears to be qualitatively identical to some cracks very close to
single rivet cracks in full scale fuselage testing. FASTRAN II analysis, developed by Dr. James C.
Newman, Jr) was performed, and the predictions of crack length vs. cycles from this analysis are
compared to the results obtained in these experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since fatigue cracks have been found in aircraft, many studies have been performed involving
prediction of the life of lap joints in the fuselage of an aircraft and the ability to detect fatigue cracks
before they grew to an unsafe length. The nondestructive evaluation of these cracks while they are
still small has been difficult as the cracks form on a subsurface of the joint and are a number of mm
long by the time they reach a surface which is visible with either the optical microscope or the
scanning electron microscope.

The load transfer conditions for riveted lap joint specimens are very different from unriveted
specimens with a rivet hole. The load is concentrated at the rivets with load by-pass occurring in the
panels so that the outer rows of rivets carry the largest load. Moreover, even if the load axis is along
the center line of the riveted panels, there is a bending moment exerted on the outer rivets, and these
are the rivets where failure is expected. 2'3

The process by which cracks nucleate and grow in riveted joints subjected to fatigue loading is a very
complex one. Many variables come into play, including but not limited to, fretting, corrosion,
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amountof clearance or interference fit between the rivets and the plate, amount of force applied
during the riveting process, and amount of stress to which the joint is subjected. :4

Additionally, residual stresses are present in riveted joints. Fitzgerald and Cohen 5 found these stresses
to be compressive in the rivet and tensile in the sheet at low riveting forces, but at higher riveting
forces, the stress in the sheet became compressive. Such compressive stresses are expected to increase
the fatigue crack initiation time and reduce the crack propagation rate.

A study of riveted lap joints was undertaken by Mayville and Sigelmann 6. Statistical experimental
design was used to reduce the number of tests required. The different parameters studied were stress
level, rivet spacing, rivet type, rivet orientation, number of rivet rows and skin thickness. The only
ones which were shown to have a significant effect on fatigue life were stress level, rivet type and skin
thickness. MSD almost always occurs in the top row (critical row) of rivets with cracks sometimes
occurring in the second row of rivets. In Mayville and Sigelmann's investigation, the crack growth
rate was found to be fairly constant for cracks up to 0.25 inches. This was determined by analysis of
striation spacings on an actual aircraft. It was found that by increasing the bucktail diameter, the
average number of cycles until crack initiation (defined as a 0.1 inch long crack) was increased by a
factor of 2.

Piascik et ai.7 characterized widespread fatigue damage in a full size fuselage test article. By visual in-
situ nondestructive examination, cracks were found to initiate first in the upper row of rivets in a
specimen containing four rows of rivets. After cracks had linked up at all upper row rivet locations,
the pressure testing was stopped. The rivets used in this research were "button" head rivets.

By nondestructive examination (visual at 10x and eddy current), through cracks were found
primarily in the upper row of rivets in the outer skin. These cracks all initiated either at the
horizontal centerline of the rivet hole or in the upper half of the hole. No evidence of cracking was
found on the inner surfaces. By in-situ visual examination, multiple cracks were not detected until
approximately 83% of the life. _

By destructive examinations using the optical and scanning electron microscopes, outer skin cracks
were found in the second row, and inner skin cracks were found in the third row. Cracks initiated at
rivet hole comers, rivet hole surfaces and outer/inner skin surfaces. Evidence of fretting was found at
the point of crack initiation for some cracks. Discontinuities at the surface cladding, at the rivet hole
surface and at the inner skin comer were found to be crack initiation sites. The initiation sites for the
fatal crack which linked up were along the lap splice joint interface in the area of fretting. 7

Waterhouse _ found that the initial part of a fretting fatigue crack is open and fills with fretting debris
which plays a role in the amount that the crack is held open. Also, the crack grows at an angle to the
surface until it gets beyond the influence of the fretting action, and then it grows perpendicular to the
applied stress.

Fretting has been found to definitely be the cause of cracks in some instances. When Cracks nucleate
away from rivet holes in aircraft joints, this is an indication that they were caused by fretting. 9 Muller 4
has shown that the amount of clamp up force used during the riveting process can also change the
crack location. The crack will move away from the rivet hole when the riveting force becomes large
enough. In the research presented hereinafter, it has been found that a nominal maximum fatigue
stress of 103 MPa will cause the crack to nucleate away from the rivet hole and the crack will be off
center, while a nominal stress of 154 MPa will cause the crack to nucleate at the rivet hole and the

crack will be at the center line of the rivet and perpendicular to the loading direction. An
intermediate stress between 103 MPa and 154 MPa will result in the crack moving up towards the
eenterline of the rivet.

A quantitative investigation of fatigue cracks at and near rivet holes in lapjoint specimens is reported
herein. The effects of varying the maximum applied stress were included. For this study, the
scanning acoustic microscope (SAM) was used to characterize subsurface cracks and the subsurface
portion of the cracks after they broke the surface. The optical and scanning electron microscopes
(SEM) were also used to characterize surface breaking cracks and to compliment the results of the
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SAM. Finally, FASTRAN H crack length vs. cycle prediction, developed by Dr. James C. Newman,
Jr. ! was performed, and the predictions of crack length vs. cycles from this analysis was compared to
the results obtained in these experiments at a nominal stress of 103 MPa.

1.1 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Riveted lap joint specimens were prepared by riveting together two Alclad 2024-T3 aluminum alloy
panels, one with three countersunk rivet holes and one with three straight holes. The rivet holes were
drilled and countersunk using a computer controlled machining center. The rivets were made of
2017-T4 aluminum alloy. The panels were riveted together on a manually operated hydraulic press
where the rivets were compressed between two flat plates at a constant load of 44.6 kN to give a
bucktail diameter of 6.12 mm + 0.05 ram. A sketch of the riveted joint is shown in Figure 1.

Loading
Direction

&

V

11---38.1 mm ----_

19.0 mm_'-'-
d

57.1 mm

C)_ _ Rivet 1

25.4 mm

C)_ _ 165 mm Rivet 2

.4 mm
C)_ Rivet 3

12.7 mm

nDmmwomm_m_o_. _

Rolling Direction

"-_ 14"1.02 mm

bucktaiis

Figure 1. Sketch of Riveted Joint
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An Mrs servohydraulic uniaxial fatigue testing machine with a _ting.of.lO0 _ was.used to perform
the experiments. The three-rivet lap joint specimens were loaded m untaxlal tenston wtth an R ratto of
0.1. The effect of different levels of maximum stress were investigated with the highest nominal

stress employed being 206 MPa and the lowest str_., being 103 MPa. Shims were used in the _.rips
so that the load axis was along the initial center line ot me specimen. A saw-toom wave wtm a
frequency of 5 Hz was applied with a function generator and fine tuned with the use of a digital
recording oscilloscope. A positive R ratio was selected to prevent damage to the crack surface from
crackclosure.

The subsurface fatigue cracks were examined with the SAM after selected numbers of cycles and then
returned to the fatigue apparatus for further cycling. Testing was discontinued and specimens were
disassembled after various stages of subsurface fatigue cracking as revealed with the scanning
acoustic microscope. After disassembly, the panels containing the fatigue cracks were pulled in
tensionuntilfractureto revealthe fatiguefracturesurfaces which were examined microscopically
using the SEM. Some testswere continueduntillong surface breaking crackswere obtained.
Comparisons were thenmade betweenthecracklengthsas shown withtheSAM and withtheoptical

microscope.

FASTRAN II analysis was performed on the specimens which were fatigued at a maximum stress of
103 MPa. FASTRAN II is a computer program developed by Dr. James C. Newn_., Jr: and predicts
the crack length as a function of the number of cycles with selected variables input into the program.
In this case, values were specified for the initial size of c, the half crack length, and a, the crack height.
The crack configuration option used was for a surface crack. The input parameters were S,, half the
range of the stress amplitude; S=, mean stress; width and thickness of the specimen; rivet spacing;
bypass load; bending stress and interference fit.

1.2 RESULTS

In previous research and using the optical microscope, it has been shown that the rust indication on
the outer surface of the presence of a subsurface crack is surface rumpling consisting of plastic
deformation markings and microcracks. This surface rumpling appeared near the rivet head of Rivet
3 identified in Figure 1. A scanning acoustic microscope C-scan image of a specimen with surface
rumpling on one side of the rivet revealed subsurface radial cracks on both sides of the rivet.
bROUg_y 87% of the cycles to an 8 mm (end-to-end) long crack are spent generating a surface

_aking radial crack on one side of the rivet, m'H The number of cycles between the first observance
of a crack on the acoustic scans and the observance of surface rumpling as detected when viewing the
replica of the surface of a specimen with an SEM was 55,000. When this specimen was pulled to
fracture after 205,000 cycles, it was found to contain a true eyebrow crack, i.e. it did not go through
the rivet hole. The SAM C-scan and the SEM micrograph of the crack both showed the crack to be
8.1 nun in length, and the crack was still not a Surface breaking crack) _"

When specimens were fatigued at a maximum stress of 103 MPa and an R ratio of 0.1, it was found
that "eyebrow" type cracks formed. When the maximum stress was increased to 206 MPa on a
different specimen, a centerline type crack formed (A similar behavior was noted on stress increase
with seven rivet specimens). At this high stress, the rivet is beginning to pull out, and there is
competition between the specimen fracturing due to the crack or the specimen failing due to the rivet
pulling out. The length of the crack as seen with the optical microscope was shorter than the length
of the crack as seen with the SAM. The maximum bending stress due to the bending moment is on
the back surface of the panel With the rivet _ at Rivet 3. nJ'

Specimens were then tested at maximum stresses of 180 MPa, 154 MPa, and 129 MPa and 103 MPa.
At 180 MPa and at 154 MPa, the fatigue cracks which formed were located radially at 3 and 9
o'clock around the rivet with respect to the stress direction as shown in Figure 2, but at 129 MPa and
at 103 MPa, the fatigue crack was again an eyebrow type crack as seen in Figure 3. 'r'ne initiation sites
for specimens fatigued at 103 MPa were some distance from the rivet hole and on the inner surface
of the countersunk panel as shown in Figure 4, while the fatigue cracks for the specimens fatigued at
154 MPa started at the corner where the knife edge intersects the hidden surface as shown in Figure
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5. The crack begins in shear and then quickly turns to propagate normal to the direction of the
applied stress. Figure 6 shows the crack on the left in Figure 5 at a higher magnification, and the
transition from a shear crack to a crack normal to the direction of the applied stress is marked by a
dotted line. Both kinds of cracks are seen in aircraft skins.

Figure 2. C-scan of type of crack which develops at a maximum stress of 154 MPa and 180 MPa.

Figure 3. C-scan of type of crack which develops at a maximum stress of 103 MPa and 129 MPa.
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Figure 4. SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of a specimen which was fatigued at a maximum
stress of 103 MPa. The crack initiation sites are some distance away from the rivet hole and on the
inner surface.

Figure 5. SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of a specimen which was fatigued at a maximum
stress of 154 MPa. The crack initiation sites are at the comer where the knife edge intersects the
hidden surface.

Figure 6. SEM micrograph of the crack on the left side in Figure 5. The transition from a shear
crack to a crack which is propagating normal to the direction of the applied stress is given by the
dotted line.
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Figure 7. C-scan showing an early indication of a fatigue crack formed in a specimen at a maximum
stress of 103 MPa. The indication is shown by the arrow.

Figure 8. SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of the specimen shown in Figure 7. Multiple
initiation sites are seen on each side of the rivet.

The subsurface cracks formed when a maximum stress of 103 MPa is applied propagate as
asymmetrical semi-elliptical cracks until they reach the countersunk surface. When they appear on
the outside surface, they are a short distance from the rivet head. As mentioned previously, prior to
emergence of the macrocrack on the observable surface, an array of radial and circumferential
microcracks are observed using optical and SE microscopy. These microcracks are a sign of fatigue
damage and are the product of the propagating subsurface crack.
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Figures7 and 8 show an early indication of a fatigue crack formed at a maximum stress of 103 MPa
as viewed with the SAM and the fracture surface as viewed with the SEM. There are several initiation
sites as seen by the three microcracks on each side of the rivet hole. If the test had not been
interrupted, these microcracks would have continued to grow until they linked up to form a single
microcrack such as the one shown in Figure 4. Figure 9 shows an early indication of a fatigue crack
formed at a maximum stress of 154 MPa as viewed with the SAM. The fracture surface as viewed

with the SEM for this specimen is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 9. C-scan showing an early indication of a fatigue crack formed in a specimen at a maximum
stress of 154 MPa. The indication is shown by the arrow.

Figure 10 is a plot of crack growth for a maximum stress of 103 MPa as obtained with the SAM.
Crack growth was plotted as half the length of the crack from end-to-end, c, against the total number
of cycles minus the number of cycles until a crack of length , 2c, was first observed. In this plot, we
see that the subsurface crack growth is much slower than the crack growth for the longer surface
breaking cracks.

Figure 11 is a plot of the crack growth of specimens fatigued at a maximum stress of 103 MPa and
measured with the optical microscope and with the SAM. This plot shows slow, almost linear
subsurface crack growth vs. time, but when the crack breaks through the outer surface, i.e. becoming
a through crack, the crack growth rate increases rapidly. The length of the crack on the back surface
of the countersunk panel remains longer than the length of the crack on the front surface of the
specimen. However, the growth rate along the crack front is constant. Figure 12 is a plot of the crack
growth of specimens fatigued at a maximum stress of 154 MPa as measured with the optical
microscope and with the SAM. Both types of cracks are seen in aircraft.

The computer code, FASTRAN-II, developed by Dr. J. C. Newman, Jr.', is being used to compare our
experimental results to the predictions of the code. FASTRAN-II uses the crack closure concept
which says that the plastic deformation in the wake of the crack causes crack closure. The model
calculates the crack opening stresses based on fatigue crack closure. The plot in Figure 13 gives the
results of the FASTRAN-II analysis which was run and then compared with the acoustic microscope
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Figure 10. Plot of crack growth for a maximum stress of 103 MPa as obtained with the SAM.
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measurements. There are 17 defined crack configurations from which to choose. The surface crack
configuration was used as the crack initiates a slight distance from the rivet on the fretted surface at a
maximum stress of 103 MPa. Different types of cyclic loads may be applied. We used constant
amplitude. For the surface crack configuration, we specified an initial c, half-crack length and an
initial flaw size, a. When a lapjoint configuration was used that assumes a comer crack at the knife
edge, the curve was much sharper than the observed behavior. We used an initial crack size of 2 mm
and initial flaw sizes of 15 l.tm and 30 l.tm.

CONCLUSIONS

The scanning acoustic microscope is useful for quantitatively investigating subsurface fatigue cracks
that can't be observed optically or with the SEM. When combined with optical and electron
microscopic examination of the surface and with fractography of fractured specimens, the formation
and growth of subsurface cracks may be quantitatively characterized in detail revealing the fatigue
crack initiation sites and determining the crack profile and growth kinetics. A riveted laboratory
specimen was developed and the crack growth in these specimens appears to be qualitatively identical
to the crack growth very close to single rivet cracks in full scale fuselage testing.

The sequence of events in the development of the eyebrow-type fatigue cracks are as follows:
Fretting takes place between the mating surfaces, resulting in wear particles which may induce
microcraclcs. (The location of the occurrence of fretting has been discussed previously, a2) These
microcracks that form grow out radially from the initiation sites and eventually link up to form a
single microcrack. These cracks continue to grow radially until they eventually become surface
breaking cracks. The growth rate along the crack front is constant so that the interior crack length
remains longer with respect to the surface breaking crack length.

The crack configuration changes when the maximum stress changes. Fatigue cracks formed at a
maximum stress of 103 MPa initiate and grow from the hidden side of the countersunk panel as
semi-elliptical cracks, while fatigue cracks formed at a maximum stress of 154 MPa initiate and grow
from the comer where the knife edge intersects the hidden surface. Analysis of the fracture surface
of a specimen fatigued at a maximum stress of 103 MPa and with a crack barely visible under the
acoustic microscope revealed several crack initiation sites on each side of the rivet hole. At 180 MPa,
there is a competition between the specimen fracturing due to the crack or the specimen failing due
to the rivet pulling out.

Reasonable agreement has been obtained between crack length vs. number of cycles curves acquired
with the use of the SAM and with FASTRAN-II analysis when using an initial flaw size of between 15
and 30 _tm.
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ABSTRACT

3016 ?

This paper will descn_oe the advantages of non-contact ultrasonic systems under development for the
early detection of fatigue and corrosion damage in aging aircraft.

INTRODUCTION

Since aircraft of current design are complex, expensive structures and since the present fimding
situation severely limits the construction of new aircraft, there is an ever increasing need to assure
their longer safe service life. Unnecessary time spent on the ground is uneconomical from a financial

viewpoint and can be disastrous from a military view_int. Therefore, it is imperative that advanced
reliable nondestructive evaluation techniques be developed to detect both fatigue and corrosion
damage in aircraft currently in service. In order to survey a large structure accurately, economically,
rapidly, and truly nondestrucfively, it is important to develop and optimize non-contact methods.
Among the limited number of non-contact nondestructive evaluation techniques ultrasonics plays a
prominent role. This has recently been emphasized in a National Research Council report entitled
_Aging of U.S. Air Force Aircraft." Ultrasonics is listed under every critical NDE inspection need for
aging aircra_

ORIGIN OF FATIGUE DAMAGE

Fatigue damage resulting in microcrack and subsequent macrocrack formation constitutes one of the

primary mechanisms for loss of structural integrity leading to failure of aircraf_ components. It has
been well documented for all types of fracture that nucleation of cracks in metals occurs as a result of
inhomogeneous plastic deformation in microscopic regions. This/nhomogeneous plastic
deformation can be in the form of slip bands, deformation bands, mechanical twinning, or localized
strain concentration at grain boundaries, precipitates, dispersed particles, and inclusions. Moreover,
the mechanisms responsible for these regions of inhomogeneous plastic deformation are all based on
dislocation interactions. In particular, dislocation interactions with point defects, with other
dislocations, with stacking faults, with grain boundaries, and with volume defects are known to create

regions of severe localized plastic deformation, which develop into microcracks, which either
coalesce or grow into macrocracks leading to ultimate fracture.

DETECTION OF FATIGUE DAMAGE

The ideal nondestructive evaluation technique would permit very early detection of fatigue damage so

that proper assessment of the severity and rate of severity increase of the structural damage leading
to failure can be made. Thus the most sensitive NDE techniques would be capable of detecting

motion and pile-up of dislocations; the next most sensitive techniques would be capable of detecting
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microcracks; the least sensitive systems would only be capable of detecting macrocracks. It is
practically expedient to have NDE techniques which can successfully detect fatigue damage in each of
these regimes since some components can tolerate larger regions of fatigue damage than others
without serious concern for the structural integrity of the component. W.D. Rummel et al. (1)
conducted a comprehensive statistical analysis of the detectability of artificially induced fatigue
cracks in aluminum alloy test specimens. Based on the results of their measurements, it was
concluded that the ultrasonic method was the most reliable for crack detection as well as to be the
most accurate in measuring crack dimensions.

ULTRASONIC DETECTION OF FATIGUE DAMAGE

Basically, there are three different ultrasonic techniques which lend themselves to detection of the
onset of fatigue damage namely body waves, surface waves, and ultrasonic attenuation. Surface wave

techniques have been used for fatigue crack detection since 1962 and body wave techniques since
1964. However, both of these techniques are not sensitive to material changes which give warning of
fatigue damage prior to macrocrack formation. The surface condition of the structure and proper
coupling of transducers to the surface are special problems associated with the use of both body and
surface waves.

ULTRASONIC ATTENUATION

In addition to velocity measurements for defect location and sizing, ultrasonic attenuation
measurements based on nonlinear effects serve as a very sensitive indicator of internal loss
mechanisms caused by microstructural alterations in the material prior to crack formation. These

energy absorbing mechanisms are precursors to fatigue crack formation or corrosion damage and may
be detected by properly implemented ultrasonic attenuation measurements. The first ultrasonic

technique used to study the development of fatigue damage during fatigue cycling was the ultrasonic
attenuation technique. As early as 1956, R. Truell and A. Hikata (2) observed changes in ultrasonic
attenuation in the early stages of fatigue cycling on polycrystalline aluminum specimens. Similar
measurements have continued up to the present time (3-10). Although, for over 40 years, this
technique is known to be the optimum one to detect early fatigue damage, it has not proven useful
for field use because of the problem of acoustically coupling the transducer to the structure in a

reproducible fashion that does not influence the measured attenuation values. Experiments
conducted in the early seventies to monitor the development of fatigue damage during cycling of an
aircraft aluminum alloy show that ultrasonic attenuation can detect fatigue damage much earlier than
conventional ultrasound reflection from a crack (Figure 1).

ULTRASONIC DETECTION OF CORROSION DAMAGE

Although the need to nondestructively detect corrosion damage in military aircraft has been

recognized for many years, the fact that many aircraft currently in service are scheduled to fly well
past their original design life, greatly increases the requirement for a reliable nondestructive method

to detect corrosion. Recently a number of efforts have been initiated to nondestructively detect
corrosion in aluminum alloy aircraft components, however, none of these techniques involve
ultrasonic attenuation measurements. Since any corrosion product will result in an increase in
ultrasonic attenuation, this technique has a very high probability of detecting even small amounts of
hidden corrosion.

CONTACT OR WATER COUPLED ULTRASOUND

A major problem associated with the use of piezoelectric ceramic transducers is the requirement that
they be acoustically bonded to the test material with an acoustical impedance matching coupling
medium such as water, oil, or grease. Often more harmful, is the necessity of coupling the
transducers to the test structure by immersing them in tanks of water or using water squirter systems.
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Althoughthe couplant allows acoustical energy to propagate into the test material, it causes several
problems in addition to potential harm to the material. For velocity measurements, which are
necessary for material thickness measurements and to locate the depth of defects, the coupling
medium can cause transit time errors on the order of one percent. Partial transmission and partial
reflection of the ultrasonic energy in the couplant layer, can lead to serious errors in absolute
attenuation measurements. This latter fact is the reason that so few reliable absolute measurements

of attenuation are reported in the scientific literature. The character of the piezoelectric transducer
itself exerts a major influence on the components of the ultrasonic signal, since conventional
transducers are limited in their frequency response and, since they are in contact with the surface of
the material to be tested, they can load this surface and thereby modify the ultrasonic wave itself.

NON-CONTACT ULTRASOUND

A method of non-contact generation and detection of ultrasound is therefore of great practical
importance. A non-contact technique affords the opportunity to make truly non-contact ultrasonic
measurements at elevated temperatures, in corrosive and other hostile environments, in
geometrically difficult to reach locations, in outer space, and to do this at relatively large distances
from the test structure surface. These techniques greatly increase the capability of testing large

structures without the present necessity of a coupling medium or either immersing the test material
in a water tank of using water squirter coupling. Several non-contact ultrasonic techniques are
presently available in various stages of development, namely capacitive pick-ups, electromagnetic
acoustic transducers (EMATs), laser beam optical generators and detectors, and more recently
air(gas)-coupled ultrasonic systems (Figure 2).

However, as the name implies, capacitive pick-ups cannot be used as ultrasonic generators and, even
when used as detectors, the air gap required between the test structure surface is extremely small,
which in essence causes the device to be very nearly a contact one. EMATs, on the other hand, have
been successfully used for material defect characterization particularly in metal parts. One major
problem with EMATs is that the efficiency of ultrasound generation and detection rapidly decreases
with lift-off distance from the surface of the test object. They can obviously only be used for
examination of electrically conducting materials. Because of the physical processes involved they

are much better detectors than generators of ultrasound.

Laser ultrasonics affords the opportunity to make truly non-contact ultrasonic measurements in both
electrically conducting and non-conducting materials, in materials at elevated temperatures, in
corrosive and other hostile environments, in geometrically difficult to reach locations, and do all of

this at relatively large distances, i.e. meters, from the test object surface. However, although laser
ultrasonics has been under development for over 20 years (11) it has not yet been optimized. This is
because expensive high power lasers are required for ultrasound generation and often to obtain an
ultrasonic wave of sufficient amplitude to be practically useful, the surface of the test specimen must
be ablated. Although much lower power lasers can be used for interferometric detection, unless the
surface of the specimen is a good optical reflector, such detection systems will not work. This
necessitates either painting the surface with an autoreflective paint or applying a similar stripple
coating.

Through early research efforts, adequate knowledge of the physical interactions of laser light with
materials has been gained such that commercial providers of laser ultrasonic technology have been
established and have been successful in providing laser ultrasonic systems for specific applications.
The United States Air Force has been actively supporting both research and development of
advanced and applied laser based ultrasonic systems including efforts at Johns Hopkins. Most of this
development work has concentrated on replacing conventional ultrasonic inspection systems with
laser-based systems, therefore, the laser source and its unique ultrasonic characteristics have not been
investigated in ways that could enhance the functionality of laser-based methods compared to their
conventional counterparts.
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LASERULTRASOUNDSYSTEMS

Lasergenerationof ultrasound in a material results from a rapid, localized heating of the material
brought on by absorption of the laser pulse's optical energy. The rapid heating launches longitudinal
waves into the material that partially mode convert to shear waves at the material surface. Unlike
conventional piezoelectric transducers, both longitudinal and shear waves propagate through the
material and may be detected in a single measurement at points removed from the source region.
From this single measurement, both time-of-flight and attenuation may be determined simultaneously
for the two ultrasonic modes as they travel through the same material from the source to the
receiver. Thus, laser ultrasonic measurements could prove effective in identifying regions of
incipient and actual fatigue and corrosion damage in metals.

A primary concern regarding laser ultrasonic systems is the poor signal-to-noise ratio exhibited by
signals gathered with systems using laser transmitters and laser-based receivers. Attempts to improve
the signal-to-noise of these signals using narrowbanding techniques (producing a toneburst from the
laser source) or chirping methods (frequency modulating the source) have produced some success.

Even with sophisticated equipment and ideal conditions, demonstrations of signal-to-noise
improvements by factors of 3 to 10 are usual for these source modulation techniques. Further
improvements to signal-to-noise must necessarily include the effects of the material on the laser
ultrasonic signal. The laser ultrasonic process has been modeled successfully for many classes of
materials (12). Since models allow predictions of the received laser ultrasonic signal, these models
may be used to construct signal processing algorithms by which the signal-to-noise of actual signals
may be improved. Indeed, preliminary application of simple methods has produced signal-to-noise
improvements of 20-40 dB in ideal systems. Model-based signal processing methods need to be
developed and assessed to determine if they can be used to extract the pertinent signal information
concerning fatigue and corrosion damage.

LASER/EMAT ULTRASONIC SYSTEMS

For many materials systems, complete laser ultrasonic systems cannot be applied easily owing to the
characteristics of optical ultrasonic detectors. For surfaces that are smooth and mirror-like, the
receiver must be aligned with the specularly reflected light from the material surface. Such alignment
would require contour following. For rough surfaces, light is scattered from the surface such that only
a small fraction of the incident light enters the receiver. Large detection lasers must be used to get as
much light to the detector as possible. Currently, these lasers are not only large but expensive. In
other applications, the remote nature of laser-based reception is not required, but couplant-free
transduction is required. EMATs do not require couplants and have been shown to be excellent
receivers for laser ultrasound in nonmagnetic metal alloys. In such eases laser generation/EMAT
detection systems may be ideal for detection of fatigue and corrosion in metals. EMATs can be
constructed that are sensitive to both longitudinal and shear waves such that these can be received
and analyzed together. Currently, work at Johns Hopkins is directed towards constructing a
broadband EMAT for detection of laser-generated ultrasound (Figure 3). Owing to liftoff
consideration, it is difficult to receive ultrasonic signals above 10 MHz using EMAT receivers.
However, methods are being investigated to improve their high frequency response.

AIR(GAS)-COUPLED ULTRASOUND SYSTEMS

Air(gas)-coupled ultrasonic systems have been under development for some time and research is

underway to optimize them for practical non-contact ultrasonic applications (13). These systems
are relatively similar to conventional contact ones and, therefore, when optimized will play an
important role in modem nondestructive evaluation. If coupling efficiencies through the air could
approach those observed through water or gel couplants, one would expect air(gas)-coupled ultrasonic
systems to be extremely inexpensive to implement since they would use, for the most part, the same
electronics as conventional contact methods. Furthermore, scanning speeds could be increased,
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couplantcontaminationproblems could be eliminated, and complex geometries could be more easily
scanned. An air-coupled ultrasonic system was developed in the Johns Hopkins University Center for
NDE for C-scan imaging of cracks in wooden panel paintings for the Smithsonian Institution. Even
though this unit permits generation of frequencies from below 100 kHz to 20 MHz, the C-scan
system is usually operated around 500 kHz due to the currently available air-probe transducers. In
addition to transmission C-scan imaging of cracks in wooden panel paintings, the system has been
used successfully to scan graphite/epoxy prepregs and graphite/epoxy panels. Current effort is
directed at measurement of adhesive bond quality between aluminum plates.

LASER/GAS-COUPLED ULTRASOUND SYSTEMS

Recently a hybrid method has been developed using lasers to generate sound and
air(gas)-coupled transducers to detect the laser generated sound (Figure 4). Such a system offers the
advantages of remaining remote from the sample and utilizing the most robust subset of both laser
and air coupled ultrasonics. Since the laser light conversion to ultrasound takes place immediately
beneath the surface of the target material, two of the four interface losses suffered in a fully
air(gas)-coupled system would be eliminated. This system has proven successful in the laboratory to
inspect graphite/epoxy tape placed cylinders and shows promise for process control of the tape
placement process itself. Investigations are planned to investigate the advantages of this system for
aging aircraft applications.

CONCLUSIONS

In the near future, new developments in laser ultrasonics, electromagnetic acoustic transducers

(EMATs), and air(gas)-coupled ultrasound will permit design and construction of extremely efficient
non-contact ultrasonic systems to detect fatigue and corrosion damage in aircraft structures based on
both reflection of ultrasonic waves from cracks, but more importantly because of their non-contact

nature permit ultrasonic attenuation detection of dislocation pileups, microcrack formation,
incipient corrosion and other material changes prior to macrocrack and extended corrosion
formation. Progress in these efforts will be highly relevant to the NASA, FAA, and Air Force
mission of ensuring the safe, reliable in-service life of aircraft and aerospace vehicles especially those
flown well past their original design lives.
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Abstract

In order to detect multi-site fatigue cracl_ located underflush-head rivets,

automated eddy current equipment is required. To assure a reliable system, the eddy

current probe must be centered easily over the installed rivets. To meet these
requirements, the NDE Group at NASA LaRC developed the Self-Nulling Rotating

Eddy Current Probe System (SNRECPS) which will be referred to as RPS in this

document. The system was evaluated at the FAA, NDI Validation Center, in
Albuquerque, New Mexico. The system was capable of detecting a 0.032 inch long
crackwith/i90/95% PoD.

Further evaluations were conducted at Boeing in Long Beach, California. These

evaluations included fatigue cracks and notches in a range from 0.025 to 0.100 inch

long under flush-head aluminum rivets :and titanium or Steel flush-head fasteners.

The results of these tests are reported herein.

Subsequently, the system was loaned to the USAF Structures Laboratory for the

purpose of det_g and measuring short cracks under flush-head rivets in a variety
of f_/tigue test specimens. The inspection task was to detect and plot crack growth
from numbered fasteners in lettered rows.

In January, 1998, the system was taken to Northwest Airlines Maintenance Base;in
_tlanta, to inspect a DC-9, for multi-site cracks in three circumferential splices. The

aircraft had 83,000 cycles. The inspectionwas conducted at 30 kHz from longeron 5
le_t t6 Iongeron 5 right. The system Was cah'brated using a 0,030 EDM first layer

notch. The instrument gain was set to 19mv from the notch. The reject level was
set at10 mV and the unflawed fasteners yielded a signal amplitude of 2 to 3 InV.

Only one fastener location, out of about 2,500 tested, yielded a signal of 58 InV. The

rivet was removed and visually evaluated. It appearedto be a slight gouge in the
counter-sink zone. No fatigue cracks were detected. The same fastener locations

were also inspected using the Boeing MAUS system at 60 kHz. No cracks were
detected.
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Thus far, the rotating probe eddy current system has been found to be very user
friendly and capable of detecting first layer cracks on the order of 0.030 inch long or

longer.

Introduction

During the course of this research, the Boeing N'DE engineers validated the Self-
Nulling Rotating Probe System (RPS) for the purpose of determining applications
and limitations of the system for transfer of the technology to the aircraft operator's
NDI personnel.

The Rotating Probe System, for the detection of fatigue cracks under a/rframe
fasteners was developed and tested by NASA LaRC engineers prior to the end of
1993, which was less than one year after the original discovery of the Self-Nulling
Probe effect.

. The Rotating Probe Method has been refined and built into a portable prototype
instrument. Probability of Detection (POD) testing of the system was performed at
AANC hanger at Sandia National Laboratory in Albuquerque NM during the

Spring of 1995. The results from this exercise were promising, but highlighted the

need for further refinement. A second generation probe, based on the Sandia results,
was developed and the results with a 90/95 % PoD was for a 0.032 inch long first
layer crack in a 0.040 in. thick skin.

Several improvements have been incorporated into the latest version of the

Rotating Probe System (see Figure 1). Hardware improvements have led to reduced
weight, increased probe rotation speed, and simplification of the system assembly

while increasing the overall robustness of the system. The main software
enhancement has been the addition of the automated centering routine, logic has
been added to the software to calculate the position of the probe relative to the rivet
center. Th/s information is then displayed on the computer screen (along with the
raw data) with an update rate of about 10 frames/second. The operator uses this
feedback in order to position the probe over the fastener center. Once the probe is
aligned, the data is processed and displayed in a second plot. In the default operating
mode data acquisition will halt once the probe alignment criteria are met. This
allows for the operator to interpret the data without_ having to maintain alignment
of the probe over the rivet. Once data interpretation is completed, the button on the
rotating probe head can be clicked to reactivate data acquisition.
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Figure 1. NASA LaRC Self-Nulling Rotating Probe Eddy Current System

Figure 2 shows the data display for a 0.035 inch long fatigue crack under an airframe
rivet. The plot on the left side of the screen is a polar plot of the raw data acquired by

the Self-Nulling Probe during one revolution about the rivet. The bulge in the

otherwise circular plot is caused by the presence of the fatigue crack under the rivet

head. Also contained within this plot is a dashed circle with (default) radius of 0.15
volts and an alignment vector from the origin to a location slightly below and to the

fight of the plot center. Alignment of the probe about the rivet is determined by this
vector. The probe head is moved so as to bring the endpoint of the vector toward the

origin. Once the length of the vector is below the radius of the dashed circle, the

probe is determined to be aligned over the fastener. At this point, the data will be
processed and the second plot will illuminate.

Figure 2. Real-time data display of Rotating Probe System. Displayed data
is for 0.0935 inch fatigue crack under airframerivet
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The plot on the right side of the display shows the results of the spatial fourier

bandpass filtering applied to the raw data. This is a Cartesian plot of the processed

probe output amplitude versus angular position (-FI to FI radians). This plo[ clearly

shows the effects of the fatigue crack located - 1.5 radians (90 degrees.) from the top of

the rivet. Above the plot, the peak amplitude of the processed data is presented (31.7

mV). This value is compared with a threshold (8 mV default) to determine if the

rivet contains a flaw and the light adjacent to the peak value is illuminated

accordingly.

One of the tasks of the Boeing contract was the detection of short cracks under

installed flush-head fasteners (aluminum, titanium, and steel). This study consisted
of designing and fabricating flawed (i.e., cracks plus notches) standards for the

evaluation by the Rotating Probe System (RPS). The goal of the study was to
determine the detectable crack/notch size in first and second layers in 0.063 and 0.082
inch thick skins.

System Evaluations

Instrument EvaluatioI_ Using Reference Standards

Initial tests were run using the crack/notch reference standards which were
fabricated for a prior task. The design of the standards, having flush-head
aluminum and steel fasteners is shown in Fig. 3. The standards contained both first
layer cracks and notches ranging in size from 0.025 to 0.100 inch in length. The

second layer contained only notches ranging in size from 0.025 to 0.100 inch in

length.

I EDMNOTCH4 I:'t.AC_.S I(T_ eotl:omPlate)

| I Inl III I l II _ I i I I I I I I r i I [ II 11 1

llolt_Flmlt .... /"
T_CAI. _IIEM61L¥

Figure 3. Cracked/Notched Reference Standards

The signal from an unflawed aluminum rivet yielded a response of 1.4 mV and for
the 0.025 inch crack, 4.4 mV which yields a signal-to-noise ratio of 3.1 to 1. Generally,
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a signal-to-noise ratio of 3 to 1 is usually sufficient for a reliable inspection.
However, the Sandia tests required a 0.032 inch crack to achieve a 90/95% reliability.

The results obtained from the first layer cracks (C) and notches (N) under

aluminum rivets is given in Table 1.

The signal obtained from an unflawed steel fastener was 7.2 mV which is
considerably larger than obtained from the unflawed aluminum rivets of 1.4 mV.
Clearly defined signals could not be obtained from the 0.025 and 0.050 inch long
notches or cracks under the steel fasteners. The signal from the 0.075 inch notch was
31.2 mV and from the crack, 24.5 mV. The signal-to-noise ratio from the notch was
4.3-to-1 and for the crack, was 3.4-to-1. The signal from the 0.100 notch was 54 mV
which yields a signal-to-noise ratio of 7.5 to 1 (see Table 1). The first layer detection
was performed at 60 kHz

The scanning radius of the probe must be increased to keep the coil off the rivet due

to the design of the probe. Contact of the ferrite ring of the probe with the steel
fasteners causes very erratic signals and inaccurate data. Increasing the scanning
radius by 1/4 segment (1/128 inch - 0.0078) increased detection reliability but the

polar plot of the raw data was still not concentric and the Cartesian plot of the

processed data had noise up to the 10% level. The plot images were printed and the

set-up data recorded.

The operating frequency was reduced to 7 kHz to detect the second layer notches.
The probe scanning radius was the same as used for first layer steel fasteners. The

background noise at 7 kHz was 0.0. The 0.025 and 0.050 inch long notches could not
be detected. The 0.075 inch notch yielded a signal of 11.2 mV and the 0.100 notch
yielded a signal of 13.9 mV.

The 0.063 inch thick aluminum standards with notches and cracks (reported above)
were re-scanned to verify repeatability of the instrument and set up data. All
amplitude readouts were within +/-2% of previously saved data.

Stainless set screws were used to replace the steel ones used for lift-off and rotation

adjustment. The steel screws were becoming stripped out from repeated
adjustments.

FAA Equivalent Initial Flaw Size Sr_ecimen Tests

Description - Some 16 fiat panel specimens, simulating 4 joint designs, were
fabricated and delivered to the Structures Laboratory at WPAFB in Dayton for
fatigue testing. The test plan required periodic inspection using eddy current (for

cracks under fastener head) and microscopic (after the crack extended past the head
of the rivet) to measure crack size. The test are to be terminated when the lead crack

grows into a hole or links up with other multiple site damage (MSD). A tear-down
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Table I

Test Results for Flush-Head A1 Rivets and Steel Fasteners

(Ref. Figure 3)
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inspection will be conducted and a Electron Microscope (SEM), will be used to

determine crack sizes vs. number of cycles and to reveal undetected cracks.

The test panels are 22' wide by 56" long. Eight of the panels are fuselage longitudinal

splice configurations, four being lap joint splices with .063" thick skins and four

being butt splices with 0.086" skins.

Four (Type 2 Undoubler Lap Splice) panels with 0.063" thick 2024-T3 skins were

inspected before shipping to WPAFB. The splice joints used 3/16" aluminum

fasteners in three rows of 19. The top (A) and bottom (C) rows were the inspected

critical rows. The _'nq flaw" amplitude responses ranged between 1.0 and 2.5

millivolts (mVO based on a set up of 3.1 mV on the 0.025" first layer notch, and 13.7
mV on a 0.050" notch.
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Some of the panels had indications that required the fasteners to be removed and
new fasteners installed. It was determined that these indications were caused by
ferrous inclusions (possibly from the counter sinking tool) between the fastener
head and the countersink. The indications ranged from 12.2 mV to 33.4 mV

amplitude (about 0.030" and 0.063" notch equivalent). The fasteners that were
removed in the C-row, of the Type 2 lap splice panels, were under the head of the

longeron which made automatic installation of the rivets impossible. Reinstallation
of the rivets caused dimpling of the panel and misalignment of the fastener head, at
panel #2-C15 location causing the probe not to center align.

tampNm
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Figure 4. EIFS Splice Configurations

It was a good thing that that the newly assembled panels were scanned and the flaws
found or the inspectors at WPAFB would have made false calls causing the eddy
current inspection to be suspect.

The reference standards were fabricated and one set was sent to WPAFB to calibrate

the instrument prior to inspection. They contain EDM notches with sizes ranging

from 0.030" through 0.075" in length.

Dr. William Winfree, NASA LaRC, arranged for a Self-Nulling Rotating Probe

(SNRP) system to be loaned to WPAFB for the EIFS program. Boeing engineers
prepared a written operating instructions for the SNRP system to be used by the

USAF inspectors.
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The EIFS objective is to determine the equivalent initial flaw size distribution
inherited in fuselage splice joints by experiment and crack growth analysis. The Self-
NuUing Rotating Probe activity is associated with a study of the development of

small flaw NDE for aerospace structures (Task 27) and an attempt to publish Self-
Nulling probe procedures in the Boeing, Douglas Products Division, Non-
Destructive Testing Standard Practice Manual (NDTSPM) as part of a technology
transfer under Task 27, Phase II.

In October, NASA LaRC sent Long Beach the software upgrade
on a 3.5" floppy. The upgrade included a simplified data storage and retrieval

system, a revised second layer inspection program, and a new third layer inspection

program (for Boeing lap joints). The results obtained with the new upgrade
compared favorably with the previous version. Results were typical in that the

upset fasteners that are bucked into the countersinks generally have about a 10% to
20% less amplitude than fasteners inserted into the countersink side.

WPAFB Visit

In August 1997, the eddy current procedure ,calibration standards, and the SNRP

system was delivered to the USAF Structures Laboratory. The system was similar to

the one at Boeing, Long Beach, except some adjustments were made to the software
for second layer crack detection. The system did very well detecting the notches and
stress cracks in the Figure 3 standards.

The standards that were manufactured by a vendor arrived at Long Beach only a few
days before the trip was scheduled. The system had difficulty detecting the 0.030" and
0.040" notches in these standards. In most instances, the probe would not find the

center of the fasteners and lock on to take an amplitude reading. It was concluded
that the fasteners, which were bucked into the countersinks, were installed

incorrectly. These standards were taken back to Long Beach and were disassembled
which revealed poor filling of the countersink by the bucked fastener shanks. The
standards were re-assembled, re-tested, and returned to WPAFB.

The NDT personnel, performing the inspections at WPAFB, are contracted
inspectors. They arrived on August 14 and the NASA/Boeing team demonstrated
the rotating probe system and went over the set up and calibration procedures for
the EIFS panel inspection.

SNRP Insvection at WPAF]3

All the fasteners were clearly identified for reporting purposes and an inspection

sheet was provided for each assembly which identified the fastener rows to be
inspected.
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The WPAFB personnel sent us a plot of crack length versus cycles which showed a

jogging (up/down) in the crack growth curves (Fig. 5). A phone conversation with
the WPAFB personnel revealed that this jogging was caused by changing the probe
rotation radius for first and second layer crack detection and not properly adjusting

it between inspections. A phone call was made to NASA LaRC to ask if they could

provide a second scanning head so that the inspectors could leave the scanning
radius fixed between inspections, i.e., one scanner for first layer detection and a

second for second layer detection. The second scanner solved the problem (see

Figure 6).

The SNRP system will be returned to NASA LaRC upon completion of the EIFS

testing at the USAF Structures Laboratory.
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SNRP System Validation

In order to validate the system, it needed to be evaluated on a high time (possibly

cracked) aircraft. The authors contacted the Boeing, Douglas Products Division

(DPD), Customer Service to arrange for a high time aircraft for inspection. A few

selections were made but, for one reason or another, were canceled. Finally, DC-9

Fuselage 205, which had about 83,000 cycles became available for inspection at
Northwest Airlines Maintenance Base in Atlanta.

The area selected for inspection was the three circumferential splices shown in

Figure 7. The splices require eddy current inspection, for skin cracks, per DC-9 Series

20/30 SID NDI Manual. The inspection zone is from longeron 5 left to longeron 5

right.

On January 28 and 29th, a NASA/Boeing team went to Northwest to inspect the

three splices with the SNRP System. Also in attendance were two engineers from

Foerster Instruments who plan to market the SNRP System.
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The system was operated at 60 kHz and calibrated to first layer EDM notches 0.030"
and 0.075" long. The instrument gain was set at 19 mV from the 0.030" notch and 85
mV from the 0.075" notch. The rejection threshold was set at 10 mV. The

background noise from the fasteners was 2 to 3 mV which yielded a good signal-to-
noise ratio. Sta. Y=229 had 4 fastener rows and Sta. Y=588 and Y-803 had 6 fastener

rows.

The inspection went very well and only one fastener, out of about 2,500, yielded a
signal of 58 mV. The fastener was removed and visually and eddy current inspected.

The open hole was re-evaluated with the SNRP system and found to be acceptable.
Visual inspection confirmed a slight gouge in the countersink. The gouge was
removed and a fastener installed.

The same three joints were eddy current inspected at 60 kHz, using the Boeing, St.
Louis MAUS (Mobile Automated System). No flaw indications were obtained. The

validation trip was considered very successful.

Boein_ Seattle Evaluation
v

The scanner was received at Boeing, Seattle, in April 1997 for about a one month
evaluation. A piece of fuselage skin from an in-service aircraft that has known size

fatigue cracks was used for evaluation. The evaluation was done by Dave Doneux.
The fifteen fastener locations had the following size cracks and millivolt (mV)

readings:

Fastener _ Millivolts
1 .06O 62.0

2 .040/.050 23.7
3 none 5.9

4 .030/.035 *2.5
5 .050 30.5
6 none 10.1

7 .070 47.6
8 .030/.030 "18.8
9 .030/.050 18.0/29.8
10 .050/.060 27.0/47.4
11 .07O 26.0

12 .040 20.9
13 none 12.4

.14 none 19.7
15 .035 *5.8

* Not Detected- Gate level set at 20 mV

All cracks that were 0.040" (lmm) or greater in length were detected. This equates to

a 20+ millivolt signal (fastener #12). However the background noise (for uncracked
fastener locations) ranged from 5.9 to 19.7 mV.
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All cracks that were 0.040" (lmm) or greater in length were detected. This equates to
a 20+ millivolt signal (fastener #12). However the background noise (for uncracked
fastener locations) ranged from 5.9 to 19.7 mV.

Summary

Ad.vantag 

1. One advantage of these SNRP system is that the software will not collect
data until the probe is centered over the fastener.

2. The method used to change the probe's radius is good.

t The detectable crack sizes (in inches) are:

1st layer 0.040 thick at 60 kHz was 0.032 (Sandia POD).
1st layer 0.040 thick at 50 kHz was 0.040 (see 3.7).
2nd layer 0.063/0.063 thick at 6 & 3.5 kHz was 0.100 (see 3.8).
3rd layer 0.040/0.040/0.040 thick at 3.5 kHz was 0.15 (see 3.7).

3rd layer 0.040/0.040/0.040 thick at 3.5 kHz was 0.100 regression fit
and 0.120 binary fit ( Sandia POD).

4. Flaw detection repeatability is very uniform in response (mV).

5. The system is very user friendly.

Disadvantages:

1. The system cannot detect first layer cracks less than 0.075 inch long under flush-
head steel fasteners.

2. The base of the probe housing that contacts the aircraft should have feet that

contact in three locations rather than the fiat plate presently used. This would

improve fastener visibility and allow more stability on curved surfaces.

3. Frequency change should be made easier with an external adjustment.

4. If the instrument could also be made to run on dc current it would be more

portable/useable.
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ABSTRACT

We describe advances in the application of thermal wave imaging to NDI of disbonds and corrosion
in aging aircraft. This technique uses an infrared (IR) video camera to image the surface of the
aircraft after the application of a short pulse of heat. The heat is applied by high-power xenon flash
lamps. The camera and flashlamps are connected to the control computer by a 50-ft cable. This
design makes it highly portable, as well as suitable for robotic manipulation. The computer is used to
process the digital video data stream from the IR camera, as well as to display the resulting images.
The imaging requires only a few seconds per square foot of aircraft surface. The system is capable of
detecting and measuring as little as I% metal material loss. Disbonded metal-to-metal doublers are
readily detected, and disbonds and delaminations in graphite and boron fiber composite structures
can be imaged and their depths measured. Examples of disbonds as deep as 36 plies under a boron
patch are presented, along with an example of discrimination of impact damage on a ply-by-ply basis
in a carbon fiber composite.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thermal wave imaging is carried out by using a flashlamp source to apply a spatially uniform
pulse of heat to the part. An infrared video camera, under the control of a iunchbox computer, is
then used to nondestructively image and characterize subsurface defects in aircraft, as shown
schematically in Fig. I. The system is portable, and can be operated by a single inspector, who can
readily move around the aircraft. Figure 2 shows a photograph of the pulse echo thermal wave
imaging system in operation to inspect a B747 aircraft for the presence of disbonded internal doubler
structures. Two of the authors are shown operating the system from an extendable lift platform, from
which they are using the hand-held imager. The imager consists of the infrared video camera, the
flashlamp heat source, and a shroud which is used to direct the energy from the flashlamps onto the
surface of the aircraft. This inspection was made with the computer also located on the lift platform.
However, the imaging head is connected to the computer controller and power supplies for the
flashlamps through an umbilical cable which is 50 feet in length, which permits operation with all the
other equipment being located remotely.

In operation, the inspection of a square foot (or so) of the aircraft requires only a few
seconds, and results in a sequence of thermal wave images, taken at a selectable set of time delays
following the heat pulse, and corresponding to different depths beneath the surface. The electronic
hardware and software for the system also allows the operator to set up several small areas of interest
in the field of view, for which the temperature can be plotted as a function of time for the purpose of
obtaining quantitative information about the depth of the defects beneath those regions. In this
paper, we present examples in which these capabilities are utilized for inspection of composite and
metal aircraft structures.
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Fig. 1
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Schematic diagram of the thermal wave imaging system.

Fig. 2 Photograph of the pulse echo thermal wave imaging system in operation to inspect a B747
aircraft for the presence disbonded internal doubler structures. Two of the authors are shown
operating the system from an extendable lift platform, from which they are using the hand-held
imager.

2. THERMAL WAVE IMAGING OF DISBONDS AND DELAMINATIONS IN COMPOSITES

In another paper from this Conference, _ Dr. Michael T. Valley presents an extensive review of
the results of a structured experiment evaluating thermal wave imaging systems for field-level
inspection of composite structures on C-130, C-141, and F-15 aircraft by U.S. Air Force (USAF)
personnel. Therefore, in this paper, we will only show a few examples of such images. In Fig. 3, we
show the capability of the technique to image aluminum honeycomb structure beneath the five plies
of boron-fiber-reinforced composite skin in a region of an F-15 test specimen. The image shown in
Fig. 3 contains one type of representative defect: a machined core (simulated skin-to-core disbond),
which is evident from the missing walls of the aluminum honeycomb (dark) in that region of the
image.

Fig. 3
core.

Representative thermal wave image of an F-15 test specimen, showing a region of machined
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Anotherexampleof simulateddelamination/disbondsis shownin Fig. 4. This image was
taken on a C-141 wing plank doubler calibration sample, from which pull tabs were removed after the
adhesive curing process to produce air gap defects. In this example, the boron skin thicknesses
ranged up to 15 plies, with the pull tabs placed between adjacent plies, a few plies up from the wing
plank.

15 plies 10 plies 5 plies

Fig. 4 Thermal wave image of simulated delamination/disbonds in boron composite doublers.

Although the previous two examples were for imaging through less than fifteen plies of
boron composite skin, it is possible to image much deeper defects. Figure 5 shows a fabricated
disbond underneath 36 plies of boron composite doubler on an L-1011 door structure. The disbond
extends out from the 36-ply region, through the ply-drop-off region, to the edge of the doubler.

Fig. 5 Fabricated disbond underneath 36 plies of boron composite doubler on an L-1011 door
structure. The disbond extends out from the 36-ply region, through the ply-drop-off region, to the
edge of the doubler.

Delaminations can originate from impact damage in composite skins. An example thermal
wave image of such damage is shown in Fig. 6, one of a sequence of thermal wave images which was
taken following a heat pulse on a graphite epoxy test panel. Several delaminations are revealed,
rotated from one another at 450 angles. The rotation is the result of the fiber tow rotation from ply to
ply, together with the fact that the elliptically shaped delaminations follow the fiber directions.

Fig. 6 Impact damage on a graphite composite panel, showing a set of elliptically shaped
delaminations, together with a large delamination extending to one edge of the panel. The elliptical
delaminations are rotated from one another at 45 ° angles, the result of the fiber tow rotation from ply
to ply, together with the fact that delaminations follow the fiber directions.
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An importantclassof compositestructuresusedin commercial aviation are sound-deadening
structures used in engine cowlings. An example of such a structure with a large number of
programmed defects 2 is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, together with a hand-drawn sketch of the
intended shapes and placements of the defects. The core material of this panel is aluminum
honeycomb. Its skin consists of two layers. The one closest to the core is perforated fiberglass
composite, with the perforation sizes and spacing being small compared to the size of the cells of the
honeycomb. This is topped with a second skin of very fine metal mesh. These various layers are
intended to deaden different parts of the audio spectrum from the engine. In this particular
specimen, defects have been placed both between the mesh skin and the fiberglass layer, and between
the fiberglass and the core. In many of these cases, the skin-to-core defects underlie the defects

Fig. 7 Early-time thermal wave image of simulated defects between the wire mesh and the composite
skin of a sound-deadening composite structure, whose core is aluminum honeycomb. The intended
placement of defects is shown in the hand drawn sketch. The deeper defects appear in the following
(later time) thermal wave image of Fig. 8. The background pattern arises from the perforations in the
fiberglass layer between the mesh and the core.

Fig. 8 Later-time thermal wave image of simulated defects between the composite skin of a sound-
deadening composite structure and the aluminum honeycomb core. The intended placement of
defects is shown in the hand drawn sketch. The shallower defects were shown in the preceding
(earlier time) thermal wave image of Fig. 7. The background pattern (coarser grained than that in
Fig. 7) reveals the walls of the honeycomb core.
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between the wire mesh and the fiberglass, thus resulting in overlapping defects in the images. Figure
7 is an early-time thermal wave image showing the set of defects between the wire mesh and the
fiberglass, as well as the small perforations in the fiberglass itself. Fig. 8 is a later thermal wave image
revealing the deeper defects, as well as the structure of the cells in the honeycomb core. A
comparison of Figs. 7 and 8, with reference to the sketch (shown in Fig. 7) shows that both sets of
defects can be detected, including situations where defects overlap one another. In addition, in the
left center of Fig. 8, one sees a number of defects such as that shown in Fig. 3, in which the core is
damaged or cut away.

3. THERMAL WAVE IMAGING OF FLUID INTRUSION IN COMPOSITES

Thermal wave imaging can readily detect the presence of corrosion in the honeycomb region
of composites. As an example of this capability, in Fig. 9 we show two thermal wave images of a
composite spoiler structure, whose nomex honeycomb core had extensive fluid intrusion. The left
image in Fig. 9 was taken from above the spoiler, and the right image was taken with the same surface
of the spoiler held above the camera, allowing gravity to move the fluid toward the skin/honeycomb
boundary. The fluid shows as dark regions, because of its heat-sinking influence at the skin.

From above From below
Fig. 9 Thermal wave images of a composite spoiler structure, whose nomex honeycomb core had
extensive fluid intrusion. The image taken from above shows wicking of the fluid up to the skin.
When the spoiler is turned over and imaged from below, the fluid collects at the skin.

Fluid ingress can also be detected when it occurs in aluminum honeycomb composite
structure, such as is used in the construction of the F-15 rudder (see Fig. 10).

Fig. 10 Thermal wave images of fluid intrusion in the aluminum honeycomb core beneath a boron
composite skin. The upper left region (dark gray) contains hydraulic fluid in the cells, whereas the
lower right (black) contains water. The three squares have been placed on the image by the thermal
wave imaging software, and indicate regions for which temperature-time curves will be plotted
(described later in this paper).
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4.THERMALWAVEIMAGINGOFSUBSURFACECORROSION

Undertheauspicesof theU.S.Air Force,Dr. MichaelO. Howardof ARINChascarriedout a
structuredexperimentto determinesuitableNDEtechniquesfor the inspectionof C/KC-135andB-
52 fastenersin wingskinsfor thepresenceof corrosion. On thebasisof theresultsof thatARINC
experiment,twotechniqueswereselected.Oneof thesewasanultrasonicimagingtechnique,utilizing
a so-called"driplessbubbler",developedby Dr. David Hsu and his colleaguesat Iowa State
University.Thesecondwasthermalwaveimaging,in theform beingdiscussedin thispaper. There
were80wingfastenerswhichwereinspectedin thatstructuredexperiment,andtheWSUparticipation
isexemplifiedin Fig. 11,whichshowsacomparisonbetweenoneof our thermalwaveimagesandthe
destructiveopticalimagesof thesamefasteners.

Fig. 11 Thermalwaveimagesof intergranularcorr0si0nin thevicinity of a C/KC-135 wing fastener
(#18, lower left), together with optical images of sections of the countersink area. Corresponding
images of an uncorroded fastener (#17, top row of images) is included for comparison.

5. QUANTITATIVE DEPTH DETERMINATIONS BY THERMAL WAVE ANALYSIS

Quantitative estimates of the depths of various defects can be made by means of thermal wave
analysis. In previous work by this research group) we have shown that automated numerical analysis
of the relative signals over corroded and uncorroded regions of an aircraft skin can be used to
measure their relative skin thicknesses (and hence, the percentage of material loss in the corroded
region) with a sensitivity and accuracy of about 1% material loss. To illustrate, we plot the
comparison between thermal wave measurement and direct micrometer measurement of material loss
in an aluminum corrosion calibration panel in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12 Comparison between the thermal wave measurement and direct micrometer measurement of
percentage material loss over an aluminum corrosion panel. The results show excellent agreement
down to 1% material loss.
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Thetime-dependenceof the thermal wave signal on a region of the surface over a flaw, when
compared to that over an undamaged region, can be used to measure the depth of the flaw. The
time-dependence over a thick, undamaged region is inversely proportional to the square root of the
time. Therefore, we plot the temperature-time behavior on a log-log scale. On such a plot, the
undamaged region should show as linear, with a slope of minus one half. When a subsurface flaw,
such as a delamination/disbond, is underneath the region of surface being plotted, thermal wave
reflections from the boundary of the flaw return to the surface and cause a deviation from the inverse
square root of the time, and do so beginning at a time which is proportional to the square of the
depth to the flaw. This approach may be illustrated by revisiting the thermal wave image shown in
Fig. 4, which is shown again in Fig. 13, together with four square regions of interest for which
temperature-time plots are shown in Fig. 14. The square law behavior between the defect depths and
the break times for these regions is shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 13 Thermal wave image of three boron doublers over an aluminum plate, previously shown in
Fig. 4, with four square regions of interest used to obtain the temperature-time curves in Fig. 14.

depth: 4.1 plies time:

depth! 8,2 plies lime:l.22se_:

_= depth: 12.9 plies time:

Fig. 14 Temperature-time curves (log-log scale) over the four regions indicated in the thermal wave
image in Fig. 13. The curves over the top right, top middle, and top left delamination/disbonds break
away from the reference curve at times which scale as the square of the depths, with assumed depths
of 4 plies, 8 plies, and 13 plies, respectively. The square law relationship between the break time and
the defect depth is shown in Fig. 15.
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It may be noted in Fig. 14 that the reference region produces a log-log plot which is not quite
a straight line. At early times, the behavior is influenced by the finite heat pulse width, and, at later
times, by the fact that the skin is relatively thin. Consequently, the inverse square root behavior with
time is not followed exactly. Nonetheless, Fig. 15 shows that the break times still are proportional to
the squares of the depths, thus providing a quantitative tool for finding defect depths from thermal
wave images. In practice, the operator need only calibrate on one known depth on a calibration
sample, and the software will subsequently provide values of the depths for all other depths when the
operator clicks the mouse to indicate the break points on corresponding temperature-time curves.

Another example of the application of this quantitative depth measurement is provided by the
delamination sequence from impact damage on the graphite composite panel whose thermal wave
image was shown earlier in Fig. 6. This image, together with a set of regions of interest, is shown
again in Fig. 16. Using temperature-time plots similar to those shown above, we obtained the square
behavior between delamination depths and break times shown in Fig. 17.

Fig. 16 Thermal wave image of impact-damage-induced delaminations in a graphite composite plate,
previously shown in Fig. 6, with six square regions of interest used to obtain the plot shown in
Fig. 17.
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Fig. 17 Plot of the square of the deduced delamination depths, in units of a ply thickness, against
break times measured from temperature-time plots in the regions of interest indicated by the squares
in Fig. 16. This plot shows that the delaminations are in consecutively deeper plies, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
plies beneath the surface, with each delamination region rotated by 45 ° from the previous
delamination.

6. CHARACTERIZATION OF FLUID INGRESS IN HONEYCOMB COMPOSITE CORE

We showed earlier, in Fig. 10, that thermal wave imaging can readily detect fluid ingress in
aluminum honeycomb beneath boron composite skin, such as may occur in F-15 rudder structures.
If we plot the temperature-time curves for the three regions indicated in Fig. 10 (see Fig. 18), it is

Fig. 18 Temperature-time plots for the three regions of interest indicated in the thermal wave image
of fluid ingress, shown in Fig. 10. The top curve is the reference, the middle curve is for the
hydraulic fluid ingress region, and the lower curve is for the water ingress region.

apparent that both the hydraulic fluid ingress and the water ingress regions are located at the same
depths, namely beneath the five-ply composite skin, as indicated by the fact that the curves break
from the background curve at the same time. It is also interesting to note that the curves at times later
than the break time deviate from one another, as well as from the reference curve. The curve for
water ingress decreases more rapidly, as one might expect because of its greater heat capacity. Thus,
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it ispossiblefrom suchplots,not only to locatethe depthof theseparticulardefects, but also to
characterize them in terms of their different thermal properties.

CONCLUSIONS

Thermal wave imaging is a technique with numerous useful applications for NDE of aircraft
structures. In this paper we have presented only representative examples of our own work in this
area. In addition to the planned field use by the U.S. Air Force for composite inspection and for
wing fastener corrosion inspection, which we have referred to and illustrated in this paper, there has
been extensive use of the method for quality control in the F-22 Advanced Tactical Fighter
Program. 4 BF Goodrich Aerospace has carried out a probability of detection analysis, comparing

thermal wave inspection with several other NDE techniques for al_plication to metal skin/metal
honeycomb structures for the NASA X-33/Venturestar space vehicle. The Navy is also using the
technique for inspection of composite propellers on E2/C2 aircraft at the Cherry Point NADEP. _ It
may therefore be concluded that thermal wave imaging is rapidly coming of age as an NDE method
for aerospace applications, and it can be expected to find numerous other applications in the future.
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ABSTRACT

The reliability of airworthiness assessment and the management of aging fleets of aircraft depend

critically on the quality of tools for predicting damage nucleation and accumulation and its detection, i.e.,
on the interrelationship between the probabilities of occurrence and detection. To illustrate these

interrelationships, a mechanistically based probability approach for one plausible scenario involving

localized pitting corrosion and subsequent fatigue crack nucleation and growth is presented. A

probability of detection based on typical non-destructive evaluation data is used for comparison and

pro.babilistic assessment. The results suggest that the probability of detection using the state-of-the-art

techniques is inadequate, and damage size should be quantitatively characterized as a part of an effective
airworthiness assurance methodology. An appropriate nondestructive inspection target for damage sizes

of about 0.10 mm with a probability of detection and a confidence level of sizing of at least 90% is

suggested, versus the current capability of detection of 1.27 mm with a probability of detection of only
50%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Airworthiness, in a structural context, requires the assurance of continued structural integrity and safety

of an aircraft throughout its planned period of operation from its current state to the next scheduled

inspection and maintenance. Its accurate assessment depends critically on the development of a
quantitative methodology that integrates information from state-of-the-art nondestructive evaluation

(NDE) with validated methods for prediction of damage accumulation and structural integrity

assessments. The mechanistic aspect of damage accumulation and the probabilistic aspects of its

evolution and distribution are not adequately addressed in current methodologies. The criticality, or

structural significance, of damage in relation to its probability of detection (POD) by NDE techniques is
not well established. In this paper, the issue of probability of damage occurrence (PoO) versus PoD is

considered in terms of a mechanistically based probability model for plausible mechanisms of damage
accumulation, or aging, in airframe materials. Specifically, a simplified mechanistic model for pitting

corrosion and corrosion fatigue cracking in a typical airframe aluminum alloy (e.g., 2024-T3) is used to
illustrate the critical functions of modeling and detecting structural damage. The dichotomy between the

PoO of structurally significant damage and the probability of its detection and the impact of PoD on the

reliability of airworthiness assessments are highlighted.

2. POO, POD AND AIRWORTHINESS IN PERSPECTIVE

The overall problem in aging aircraft life extension and management (i.e., in ensuring airworthiness) may
be understood with the aid of Fig. I. Airworthiness is typically assessed in relation to the "current or
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initial state" of the structure (i.e., at the time of schedule inspection and maintenance). To manage the
maintenance and life extension of aircraft structures, a broad range of quantitative tools and supporting

data are needed to assess their "current state" (i.e., their integrity or safety) and to make probabilistic

predictions regarding their "future state" (i.e., their continued operational safety). These tools and

databases are used to assess the airworthiness of the as-inspected structure and how it might be altered by

damage accrued during subsequent service. For these assessments, a set of structural analysis and life

prediction tools based on the "pristine" initial state and validated by experimentation and service

experience, is typically used, in conjunction with NDE information on the current state of the aircraft.
They, then, serve as a basis for certification, maintenance planning and overall fleet management.

Environmental
Conditions

Curren'State of State
Structure of the

Structure

I Nondestructive
Evaluation

Mission &
Load Profiles

,l
m Structural

Analysis

( Conditioned )Airworthiness

Airworthy)

Not Airworthy)

Figure 1. Airworthiness, structural integrity and durability assessments.

These tools require a quantitative understanding, characterization and modeling of the elemental

processes of damage, the assessment of damage by NDE, and the incorporation of the various models and

NDE information into a suitable probabilistic framework for service life prediction and reliability
assessment. Their successful development and utilization depend on the integration of the supporting

technologies of materials science, structural mechanics and NDE. A common practice used as part of the

damage tolerance approach to the design and life management of aircraft components and structures is to

consider the effect of a single dominant crack of length 1.27 mm in the assessment of fatigue crack
growth life. Considerable efforts have been expended in the analysis of a single crack emanating from a

rivet hole. NDE methods have evolved to conform to this design approach and its predictions.

Specifically, being able to detect accurately damage of size 1.27 mm has become the standard to target.

In aging aircraft systems, however, multi-site damage (MSD) and widespread fatigue damage (WFD),

which can degrade aircraft components and structures and decrease their residual strength and life, are of

increasing concern.

Structural integrity and durability are strongly affected by material degradation through localized
corrosion and corrosion fatigue crack nucleation and growth. It is now widely recognized that MSD and

WFD are frequently initiated from localized corrosion damage. Recent studies have shown that pitting

corrosion is a principal form of localized corrosion damage in aluminum alloys. An estimate of the

influence of initial pit size (with radii from 10 to 200 tam) on fatigue lives at different stress levels, based
simply on crack growth analysis, has been made _ and is shown in Fig. 2. There is a severe reduction in

life as the initial damage size increases. Specifically, for large stresses the reduction exceeds an order of

magnitude, but for smaller stresses the reduction can be as large as 5 orders of magnitude. These small
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damagesizes,whichareconsiderablysmallerthan
the 1.27mmtarget,canhavea drasticimpacton
fatiguelife. The estimatedresultsshowthat the
NDEproblemis morechallengingthanpreviously
envisioned,in thatmuchsmallerdamageneedsto
bedetected.Thus,the accuracyandreliabilityof
NDEmustbe reexaminedandimproved,if it is to
beaneffectivepartof fleetmanagementprograms.
BecausePoD per se reflects an inability to

determine a given size of damage with certainty,

the probabilistic implication of PoD on the

reliability of airworthiness assessment, therefore,
must be addressed as well, and is considered below
in relation to the state-of-the-art of NDE.
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Figure 2. The influence of stress and initial pit
(crack) size on fatigue life.

3. STATE-OF-THE-ART OF NDE

The PoD of damage by NDE practice is typically derived from detect/non-detect calls for damage along

with signal responses that are believed to reflect the damage (crack) size, without determining the actual
size 24. Performance capability depends upon the nature and distribution of the signals generated under

the conditions of operation. The signal and decision thresholds and saturation limit criteria are important

factors in the analysis. The possible detect/non-detect calls are as follows: (i) damage exists and is

detected; (ii) no damage exists but one is identified; (iii) damage exists but is not detected; and (iv) no
damage exists and none is detected. The PoD can be defined in a variety of ways 2 3, but it is established

typically through a controlled set of experiments in which specimen geometry and damage sizes are
independently established. Information on damage sizes is provided only to the analyst, and sizing

information is not requested of the NDE inspectors 4. False calls (items (ii) and (iii)) greatly influence the
upper and lower tails of the PoD curve, but have little effect on its central value 5. One way to account for

false calls is to construct a better physical model for the NDE procedure. Another is to use relative
operating characteristic curves, or by appropriately weighting the data 5. None of these approaches are

accepted universally. Thus, accurate estimates for the PoD are not easy to obtain and suitable procedures

have not been fully established. Due to the key role of NDE in structural integrity analysis and service

life management, however, these issues must be addressed.
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Figure 3. PoD curves for one "good" and all 45
inspectors, and simulated data for the one

inspector 4.

Based on the foregoing protocol, estimations of
the PoD have been made recently using data from

state-of-the-art eddy-current methods involving 45
inspectors 4. The data were obtained from blind

NDE measurements on a set of specimens with

known damage. There were 184 damaged sites for

first layer cracks in rivet joints joined with
countersunk rivets, with a total of 782 detection

opportunities (i.e., cracks). The NDE was

considered successful, if a damaged site were
detected. PoD curves were estimated based on the

crack size and NDE (detect/non-detect) data, and

are shown in Fig. 3. The solid and dashed curves

represent the maximum likelihood estimates for a
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Iognormaldistributionfor one"good"inspectorandfor all inspectors,respectively.Themedianand90
percentilecracksizesfor thegood-inspectorPoDareseento be1.51and1.95ram,respectively;bothof
whicharegreaterthanthetargetof 1.27mm.Thescatterfor all 45 investigators(dashedline) is much
greater,and the medianand90 percentileare 17and 50%greater,respectively.This information
illustratestheconcernthatcurrentNDE methods are inadequate in relation to the requirements for PoD.

The fact that damage sizes typically are not reported as a part of the current NDE practice is an issue for

the reliable prediction of future states and may be considered in relation to Fig. 3. Because the actual data

were not available, a simulated set of crack sizes was developed, based on the solid PoD curve, for the

detect/non-detect (!/0) observations and is also shown in Fig. 3. The simulated data suggest that cracks
as small as 0.5 mm might be detected, but those as large as 1.5 mm might be missed. The absence of

sizing information and the uncertainty in damage detection (even for cracks larger than 1.27 mm) render
the ability to ensure continued airworthiness and to schedule subsequent inspection and maintenance

problematic. A simplified mechanistic model for pitting corrosion and corrosion fatigue cracking is used

to highlight the dichotomy between the PoO of structurally significant damage and the probability of its

detection, and the impact of PoD on the reliability of airworthiness assessments.

4. A SIMPLIFIED MECHANISTIC MODEL

To develop tools for ensuring airworthiness and managing the fleet of aging aircraft, it is essential to

integrate life prediction modeling for damage growth and accumulation with NDE. Their effectiveness

would be greatly enhanced through the use of a multidisciplinary approach. This approach would embody
the development, utilization, and integration of the supporting technologies of corrosion and materials

science, structural mechanics and NDE. To show the benefits of this integration and to illustrate the use

of mechanistically based probability modeling, a simplified model for pitting corrosion and corrosion

fatigue crack nucleation and growth is presented. The specific example is a simplification of aircraft

fuselage pressurization-depressurization cycling, and considers a hemispherical pit/semi-circular crack in
a large plate. The model is used for estimating the PoO and in considering the impact of the PoD of

damage on airworthiness. The PoO also provides a rational basis for estimating the distrib/ition of

damage for use in WFD analyses.

Figure 4 shows a schematic

diagram of the development
of corrosion and corrosion

fatigue in which the early

stage is dominated by pitting

corrosion and the later by

corrosion fatigue crack

growth. The effect of

frequency f is shown, and a,1,

and a,, are the damage sizes, at
the threshold and the

transition for crack growth,

respectively. The micrograph

is a typical localized severe

pit in which constituent

particles are visible. Clusters

of particles determine the rate
and extent of pit growth, and

naturally, the larger clusters
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the development of corrosion and
corrosion fatigue crack growth.
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leadto moreseveredamage6"7.Severepitsthatoccurin highstressregionsof componentsor structures
aresitesfromwhichcorrosionfatiguecracksnucleateandgrow.Themicrographfor cracknucleation
andgrowthshowstheextentof apit fromwhichacrackemanated.Mostof theprincipalfeaturesof this
damageprocessare includedin the simplifiedmodelconsideredherein.In addition,randomness
associatedwithmaterialpropertiesandtheirsensitivityto theenvironmentarerepresentedexplicitlyin
themodel.

Therandomvariable(rv) of interestis thesizeof thedamageasafunctionof time.Forthis illustration,
localizeddamageisdescribedbyasinglevariable;i.e., during pitting the variable is the pit depth and for

cracking it is the crack depth. A complete description of the proposed model can be found in refs 8 and 9;

however, the key aspects are repeated here for completeness.

To model pitting corrosion, the pits are assumed to be hemispherical throughout and grow at a constant

volumetric rate that is determined by Faraday's law augmented by a temperature dependent Arrhenius

relation. The pit depth a, up to the transition size atr at which a crack initiates, is given by

3MI po / _311/3' <aa=[( 2rtnFp)exp(-AH/RT)t+%j , a tr' (i)

where M - 27 is the molecular weight of the material; n = 3 is the valence; F = 96514 C/mol is Faraday's

constant; p = 2.7x10 _ kg/m 3 is the density; AH = 40 kJ/mol is the activation enthalpy; R = 8.314 J/mol-K

is the universal gas constant; the absolute temperature T = 293 K is an average of typical values when the

aircraft is on the ground; Ie,, is the pre-exponential term in the Arrhenius representation for corrosion

current; ao is the initial pit radius; and t is the time required for a pit to develop to a depth of a.

The mechanistically based model for the corrosion fatigue crack growth rate (da/dN), is assumed to be

the standard power law form, and the driving force AK is for a semi-circular crack in an infinite plate. If t

> t,r, the transition time from pitting to cracking, and N =ft, where the frequency f= 10 cyc/day depicts
an aircraft used for short haul service, then

a = [Cltrb+bCf(2.2A6lx]_)%(t_ttr)li/b; b=(2-nc)/2; n,.= 3.55. (2)

The coefficient Cc characterizes the material properties, including microstructural and environmental

parameters, and a far field stress range Ac = 300 MPa is used to reflect typical stresses for critical

locations in a fuselage panel.

Since pitting controls the damage growth until corrosion fatigue crack growth dominates, transition can

be characterized by _

AK > AKth and (da/dt)crack > (da/dt)pit (3)

where AKth is the threshold driving force and the derivatives are the appropriate time-based pit and

corrosion fatigue crack growth rates.

Variability is modeled through leo, a,,, Co, and AK,h, which are chosen to be mechanistically and

statistically independent of time. Scatter in material properties, environmental sensitivity, and resistance

to fatigue crack growth is reflected in C,.. Material and manufacturing quality is represented by ao and

AKth. Finally, lp,, reflects the scatter associated with the electrochemical reaction for pit growth. The
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three-parameter Weibuil distribution has been found to characterize adequately AKth, ao, C_.and leo, and is
shown in refs 1, 7, 10 and 11.

5. IMPACT OF POO AND POD ON AIRWORTHINESS
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Figure 5. PoO of damage size versus time.

Based on the foregoing model, the PoO and
evolution of damage are calculated and used in

assessing the capability of current NDE methods,

the impact of PoD on airworthiness assessments
and the influence of corrosion on service life.

Figure 5 is a graph of the probability that the

damage size exceeds a specified level a at a given

time t. The times, ranging from 500 to 4500 days,

encompass typical behavior. For the shorter times,
500 to 2500 days, pitting predominates; however,

for the longer times cracking is critical. This is

depicted by the rather abrupt change in the shape
of the probability curves. There is variability in

the transition size atr from pitting to cracking due

to the underlying rvs, but it ranges between 0.6

and 0.9 mm. Clearly, the probability of finding a large damage for longer times, and greater damage, is

quite high.

The final curve on Fig. 5 is a log-logistics form for the PoD for eddy-current methods _2.The parameters

for this PoD are assumed to be a median m = 1.27 ram, which is based on the current damage tolerance

approach, a 90% detection of 2.54 mm and a minimum detection level am, = 0. This PoD is used

commonly as a reference. The portion of the figure of concern is that above the PoD. In that region the

PoO is greater than the PoD. If the damage size were small, there would be no need for concern. If the

damage size is larger, however, the consequence is magnified. For example, after 4500 days the PoO of a

damage of size greater than !.27 mm is about 50%, but the PoD for that damage size is only 50%. In
other words, about half of the damage of that size would not be detected. For larger damage sizes, the

PoD appears to be adequate. Nevertheless, a caution must be given. As indicated on the graph, the PoO

of very large damage is small, which means that to

certify that such a damage does not exist would

require a thorough search over an extensive area.

Obviously, if the applied stress is reduced, then

the time to expect large damage increases;
however, the inspection dilemma is only delayed.

A graph of the average damage size versus time is

given in Fig. 6 to accentuate the tension between
the PoO and the PoD and to portray the effect that
corrosion has on the life of a structure. The rvs are

assumed to be equal to their means. Two models
for the time-dependent average damage size, in

which the initial size (a,, = 5 pm) is identical for

both, are presented. The model represented by the

solid curve includes pitting corrosion, which is

dominant up to t,r, and corrosion fatigue crack
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Figure 6. Average damage size modeled by

pitting corrosion with corrosion fatigue crack
growth and corrosion fatigue crack growth only.
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growth, and the dashed curve represent a model for corrosion fatigue crack growth alone. The three
dashed horizontal lines represent the USAF allowable size for a single crack (!.27 mm), the PoD of 90%

(2.54 mm) shown in Fig. 5, and a reasonable allowable limit for a fuselage panel (10.0 mm).

The predicted life with corrosion is significantly shorter than that based purely on corrosion fatigue crack
growth. At a damage size of 1.27 ram, the predicted life with corrosion is only 19% of that without

corrosion. It is to be noted that the onset of fatigue crack growth would occur at a threshold damage size

ath = 39 I.tm, when AK = AK,h. Because of the competition between corrosion and fatigue (eqn. (3)), the

actual transition would take place at the transition point a,r = 460 lam. The time for pitting damage to

reach a,h is only on the order of a few days, and to reach a,r is about 4,000 days. The remaining life
beyond a,r is identical for the two models. Thus, the impact on the life and integrity of a structure from

pitting corrosion is extreme, and is consistent with the findings in Fig. 2. It is reflected by a reduction of
potential life to about 4,200 days from about 22,700 days; all of which is associated with the truncation

of early fatigue crack growth of about 18,500 days by pitting corrosion. The more striking observation

from Fig. 6 is that the remaining life after the damage exceeds the allowable size of 1.27 mm is extremely
small regardless of the assumed model. The residual life after the 90% PoD is even less. When the

applied stress is reduced the situation is not quite as severe, e.g., for At_ = 100 MPa the remaining

average life, with pitting corrosion, is approximately 30%, but the fraction diminishes to just 15%
beyond the 90% PoD value. In this example, the possible elevation of local stresses by corrosion was not

included, for example, through pillowing _3. The use of damage driving forces based on "pristine"
conditions would have to be modified.

Clearly, substantial improvements in the ability of NDE techniques to reliably detect much smaller

damage are warranted. Equally important is the ability to detect precisely the size of damage. An acute
dilemma for NDE may be illustrated using Fig. 6. Typically damage inspection intervals are established

as a fraction of the predicted life. For this example, however, a safe inspection criterion based on an

assumption of pitting and corrosion fatigue crack growth together would be only about 10% of the life
predicted by considering corrosion fatigue crack growth alone. In other words, inspection would be

necessary relatively soon after the unprotected alloy has been exposed to the environment. In reality,
aircraft structures are protected quite well; however, when they have been compromised by corrosion,
corrective action becomes urgent. The consequence of this observation is that the resolution for NDE

must improve drastically. The PoD needs to be high, at least 90%, for damage sizes between 10 and 50
times smaller than that indicated by the PoDs shown above; i.e., down to the order of 0.1 mm.

,g
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To highlight the concern with the current NDE

practice of providing detect/non-detect calls,

typically without information on damage size, an

illustrative example for purely corrosion fatigue

crack growth is considered. A model given by eqn.

(2) is used to characterize fatigue crack growth.
Mean values for the rvs are used so that the

computation is deterministic. It is assumed that the

minimum damage size is 0.3 mm which is slightly
below a typical detection limit 4. The results are

shown in Fig. 7. The solid line is assumed to be the

material's actual crack growth response, with a

"design" life of about 800 days. Based on this

response, the first inspection, for example, might be
scheduled at 400 days and the second at 600 days.
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Figure 7. Underestimation of damage in life

prediction assuming a corrosion fatigue crack
growth model.
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Thedamage(crack)sizesatthesetimeswouldbe0.62and1.13ram,respectively.BasedonthePoDfor
all NDE inspectors(Fig.3), crackgrowthwouldnotbedetectedat thefirst scheduledinspectionand
with a probabilityof lessthan10%at thesecond.Theaggressivemaintenanceoptionwouldbe to
reapplythe first inspectionintervaland reschedulethe secondinspectionat 800 days.This choice
anticipatesa life of about1,200days(dashedcurve),but therewouldbea significantrisk for reaching
the"design"life duringthisperiod.Themoreconservativeapproachwouldbetoadhereto theoriginally
plannedsecondinspection.At thispoint,thePoDwouldstill betoolowandthepotentialrisk for failure
duringsubsequentservicewouldbe extremelyhigh(seedottedcurve).Without informationon the
damagesize, it is difficult to make reliable assessmentsof continuedairworthiness.Clearly,
underestimatingthecurrentstate-of-damagecanleadtooverlyoptimisticestimatesonlife andcontinued
airworthiness.This examplewasbasedon NDEdatafor first layerdamagein a rivetedjoint. The
problembecomesmoreacutefor secondor thirdlayerdamagebecauseof theseveredegradationin NDE
reliability_4.The key conclusionto be drawnis that currentstate-of-the-artNDE methodsarenot
adequatefor detectingdamageatthesizesthatcansignificantlyaffectlife prediction.

CurrentNDEmethodsdonotprovidesuitableaccuracy.Evenwith thebestNDEequipmentavailable,
thelevelsof reliabledetectionarestill a factorof 2 to 4timestoolarge,andtheability to providesizing
informationis uncertain.Theconsequenceof this observationandthepreviousillustrationis that the
capabilityfor NDEneedstobe improved.ThePoDshouldbehigh,at least90%,for damagesizesat
leastoneorderof magnitudesmallerthanthat indicatedin Figs3 and5, alongwith capabilityfor
accuratedeterminationof the sizeof damageat theselevels.Coupledwith theserequirementsis the
mandateto inspectextremelylarge structures,someof which havenearly inaccessiblelocations.
Furthermore,the reportedPoD analysesareonly for simpleconfigurations,but the accuracyand
confidencemaybesignificantlyreducedfor morecomplexones,suchasmulti-layerjoints.Also,all of
theNDEstudiesheretoforedidnot includethecomplicationsof corrosion,whichis knownto adversely
affectsomeNDEtechniques2.Obviously,therelationshipbetweenallowablelimits,actualdamagesizes,
anddetectionaccuracyiscriticalforproperaircraftmaintenanceandmanagement.

6.SUMMARY

Airworthinessassessmentandmanagementof agingfleetsof aircraftdependcriticallyon thequalityof
toolsfor predictingdamagenucleationandaccumulation,andonthereliabilityandaccuracyof itstimely
detection.In thispaper,anapproachandmethodologyfor predictingthePoOof damageis outlined,and
is usedto assessthe state-of-the-artandrequirementsfor NDE.A simplifiedmechanisticallybased
probabilitymodelis usedfor estimatingthePoOof damagein aircraftmaterialssubjectedto localized
(pitting) corrosionandcorrosionfatiguecrackgrowth.The resultsshowthat the servicelives are
significantlyreducedby earlycorrosiondamage.Theyservedto highlightthedichotomybetweenthe
probabilityfor damageaccumulationand its detection,in that thePoD is too low for structurally
significantcorrosionandearly fatiguedamage.In its currentusage,thePoDsimply representsthe
probabilityfor detectingtheexistenceofdamageaboveagivensize.PoDin thefullestsense,however,is
muchmorecomplex,andmustincludeinformationonsize,geometryandlocationof damage,andit must
accountfor thedependenceon inspectorsandtechniques.ThePoDneedsto exceed90%for damage
sizesthat are10 to 50 times smaller than the current level of I to 2 mm. The ability for providing

accurate NDE measurements of damage sizes is essential for making reliable airworthiness assessments.

It is recognized that both modeling and detection of damage need to be substantially improved in the

development of effective tools for airworthiness assessment and fleet management. Because of the

importance of corrosion in aging aircraft and because corrosion damage is not clean, accurate NDE

measurements are a challenge, especially in detecting corrosion damage underneath a rivet head or in the
2"d and 3r'_layers of a typical joint.
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A methodfor predictingthe PoO of damagewasdemonstratedthroughthe useof a simplified
mechanisticmodelfor pittingcorrosionandcorrosionfatiguecrackgrowth.Themethodfacilitatesthe
predictionof theevolutionanddistribution,andthePoOof damagein termsof theirsize,geometryand
location.It canserveasabasisfor quantitativeestimationsof thedistributionof damagefor useinWFD
analysestoreplacethemoread hoc approach used heretofore.
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Abstract

Reducing structural operation and support (O&S) costs is a primary objective for those responsible for

system operation and sustainment. Flying aircraft longer and harder than originally expected, as we do

today, makes this objective difficult to achieve. One way to reverse this trend and lower O&S costs of

aging aircraft, is to perform automated inspections of the airframe. Present day computer technologies
make it possible to install a small, autonomous computer and sensor system on an aircraft to monitor

difficult and costly to inspect structural locations. The health of the monitored location could be

determined by the end user through normal operations (Standard Flight Data Recorder download)

providing a significant reduction in scheduled maintenance. This paper will provide an overview of an

approach that will autonomously detect and monitor crack growth in aircraft structures. The overview
will discuss the final results developed under the AFRL F-16 Crack Monitoring System Proof of Concept

Program, provide background on system requirements and summarize the preliminary design of the

electronics and software necessary for on-aircraft crack monitoring.

Introduction

A proof-of-concept Crack Monitoring System (CMS) was developed under USAF Contract F33615-95-

D-3203, Delivery Order No. 0006. The scope of the contract consisted of four tasks: l) Requirements

Definition, 2) CMS Preliminary Design, 3) F-16 Concept Testing, 4) Technology Transfer. Details of

this work can be found in the reference 6 report or one of its references. This paper will summarize the

approach for an acoustic emission crack monitoring system and the results of the proof of concept study

in section 1. The preliminary design for a flight CMS will be summarized in section 2.

Requirements for design and implementation of a Crack Monitoring System for use on an F- 16 aircraft

were developed. Many of the requirements were obtained directly from other documents, typically

military standards or F-16 specific documents. Since the demonstration aircraft is an F-16, the

requirements developed for the CMS could, in most instances, be considered the worst case conditions,

and therefore could be applied, with engineering judgment, to other weapon systems.

The CMS preliminary design contains information that describes the results of trade studies used to

arrive at the overall system architecture. Numerous design options have been considered. A single design

that demonstrates feasibility is summarized in this paper. The design goals which have been given heavy

consideration in the preliminary design effort include, but are not limited to, minimum weight, minimum
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powerconsumption,systemcooling,andminimumcost.Someof thesegoalsmaynotseemimportant
for asingleapplication,butwemustkeepinmindthatthefinalproductionsystemmaybeusedin
multiplelocationsonasingleaircraft.Additionallyit mustbeusefulonmorethanonemodelor typeof
aircraft.

1.0 Technique Description and Test Results

This section will summarize an automated approach used detect crack events and predict crack tip source

locations. Results of an automated analysis of the data from an F-16 bulkhead fatigue test will also be

presented.

1.1 Automated Source Location using Broad Band Acoustic Emission

The Broadband Acoustic Emission technique can be viewed as a direct technique since it is based on the

use of measurements that directly model a physical phenomenon. It is well suited for detecting small
defects and monitoring their growth (high frequency - 50 kHz to 2mHz). It uses acoustic wave-front time

of arrival (TOA) monitoring to accurately predict source location. Other fields that use Broadband

Acoustic Emission or Passive Ultrasonics include: SONAR (Underwater Acoustics), Seismology (Low

Frequency), RADAR (Electromagnetic Waves) and Ultrasonics (High Frequency). The fundamental

steps to perform the technique are:

1. Collect Acoustic Emission (AE) time history data.

2. Down-select, de-noise and compress collected AE waveform data.
3. Find first significant waveform peak.

4. Compute time of arrival (TOA) using first peak detection.

5. Compute 3-D source location from time of arrival data and sensor location information.

6. Estimate TOA from predicted source locations to each sensor location and difference with measured

TOA from waveform peaks. This is the residual (an assessment of uncertainty).

A completely automated algorithm to determine the location, in three dimensions, of each crack event

analyzes the monitored acoustic emission events. A plot of the source locations then provides a picture of

the crack location and geometry. For each event, a signal waveform is obtained for each sensor that is

monitoring the structure. To determine the source location in three dimensions, at least four sensors are

needed. More than four sensors provide redundancy and the chance to locate an event even if one or

more sensors are not functioning properly. The raw acoustic emission waveforms are first processed by
noise reduction routines. Wavelet transform methods [2] are used to filter and reduce the noise in the

signals. The waveform peaks are located and the first significant peak is taken as the arrival of the event

at that sensor. The time of arrival (TOA) to this peak, which is the time of arrival of the event at that

sensor, is then calculated. Waveform data from eight sensors with the time of arrival marked at the first

peak for each is shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1, Waveforms from one event with TOA marked on each signal.

The TOA values are computed for all sensors. These times are used to calculate the 3-D source location.

Knowing the position of the sensors, the time of flight (wave propagation time) between them and the

wave propagation speed in the material that is being monitored, a set of equations can be written with the

source location as the unknown. A nonlinear least square analysis is used to compute the best source

location to fit the system of equations. A measure of the accuracy of the calculated source location is

made by a residual computation. Taking the calculated source location, an estimate of the TOA to each
sensor can be made. This estimate is compared to the TOA calculated from the first peak of the
waveforrn. If the normalized difference in these two values is small, then it is assumed that the source

location is good. This residual number is a measure of the uncertainty in the source location that was
calculated.

1.2 Results from Concept Testing

Duringthe fatigue test of the F-i6 FS 479 bulkhead at Lockheed-Martin Tactical Aircraft Systems

(LMTAS), a Digital Wave Corporation Fracture Wave Detector (FWD) system was used for detection
and monitoring of the crack growth. Eight sensors were used to ensure that accurate source location

could be performed. For 3-D source location, a minimum of four sensors must be used. Since the

method for determining the source location utilizes a nonlinear least squares approach, the more sensors

the better (within reason). Eight sensors were chosen as a conservative number for this test, although six

sensors would most likely be used in an operational environment.

The acoustic emission data gathered during the test was analyzed using the automated source location

algorithm. The reference documenting the results from this test is included in the reference 6 report.

Figure 1.2 shows the bulkhead, the fretting at the crack location and the AE predicted crack source

locations. Further analysis of the data was performed by breaking the results into the time blocks in

which they occurred. The source locations detected during each block of loading were plotted along with

the crack lengths determined from a Lockheed-Martin fractographic analysis. The final comparison is
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shown in Figure 1.3. Source locations from each block plotted in a different shade. The final length of

each crack front is represented by the solid black lines. The dots on the end of the crack lines are there

only to be able to pick out the crack ends among the source locations. Overall, the crack location and

geometry appear to agree very well with the fractography analysis of the crack surface.

Fracture Surface
Fracture Surface with

Acoustic Emission Predictions

lor.s 1 CF _16 9.
|00 THS

Measured fatigue crack depth: 5mm
fatigue crack width: 23mm

Predicted fatigue crack depth: 4.8mm
fatigue crack width: 24mm

Figure 1.2, Illustration of F-16 bulkhead test results
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Figure 1.3, Source locations by block compared to crack front depths from LMTAS fractography.

When examined block by block, there are some discrepancies between the crack predictions by the

source location algorithm and the conclusions from the LMTAS fractography analysis. The fractography

report showed small crack initiations on the left side of figures 1.2 and 1.3. The CMS prediction did not.

The results of an analysis performed at Boeing (Seattle) concluded that the crack had first initiated on the

right side of the fracture surface. This agrees more closely with the source location predictions. Because

of this discrepancy between the fractographic analyses, there is a question of how small a crack the
acoustic emission system can detect. Further testing should be performed to determine the size of a flaw

that can be detected with the acoustic emission monitoring system. However, overall this crack

monitoring system proved that it could detect crack growth in a part by monitoring and analyzing the
acoustic emission events.

1.3 Background Noise Level Evaluation for F-16 at Buckley Air National Guard

A test was performed at Buckley Air National Guard Base in Denver, Colorado to characterize the

background noise level of an F-16. A total of 16 acoustic emissions sensors were attached to the F-16 at a

variety of locations (figure 1.4). The first objective of this test was to determine the frequency spectrum
of the structural noise created by the F- 16 engine running at levels from idle to full afterburner while on

the ground. The second objective was to determine if the acoustic emission system could detect signals

on the level of crack growth energies while the engine was running. The third objective was to evaluate

the EMI environment of the F- 16 due to electronic systems. Reference 6 includes a more detailed

description of this test.
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Figure 1,4, Sensor locations during the F-16 noise tests (top view). The first number is the system A/D

bit resolution, the second is the sensor number. Gray represents sensors under the aircraft.

1.3.1 Discussion of Test Results

The test results indicated that structural noise consisted mainly of continuous signals dominated by

frequencies less than 200 kHz and that there were no continuous EMI signals that would interfere with

the performance of a crack monitoring system. To start the aircraft, a small jet engine (secondary engine)

is started using compressed air. This engine is then used to start the main engine. The secondary engine

is located on the FS341 bulkhead, near sensor 8. The signals from this portion of the testing are shown in
Figure 1.5. The frequency content of the signals is in the 100 kHz range, well below any of the

frequencies of interest in crack growth detection.
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Figure1.5,Frequencyresponse(top)andtimetraces(bottom)for signalsdetectedduringenginestartup.

A singleEMIeventwasobservedduringthetesting,showninFigure1.6.Thisoccurredduringthe
aircraftradaroperationtests.Noeventsweredetectedduringeithertheelectronicor flight-controltests.
Thefrequencycontentof theEMI signaloverlapsthatcontainedincrackgrowthevents,however,there
arenowavepropagationcharacteristicsin thesignals.Therefore,signalssuchasthesecouldbeeasily
eliminatedfromthedataset.

Figure 1.6, EMI event detected during radar tests.

1.3.2 Noise Test Conclusions

Based on the F-16 noise tests, the noise from electronics, flight actuators and engines should not interfere

with the monitoring of crack growth using acoustic emission. All mechanical noise was 200 kHz or less,

which is much less than the frequencies of interest in crack growth. The EMI noise was minimal, and is

easily distinguishable from the crack growth signals.

2.0 Design Package

A design for a flight CMS that meets the requirements set out for a military aircraft application has been

proposed. The flight portion of the CMS consists of the CMS Processing Unit (CMSPU) and the

Broadband Acoustic Emission (BAE) sensors along with their preamplifiers and associated cabling. The

only component that is located off the aircraft is the CMS Data Processing System (CMSDPS) which is

used for data downloading and processing. Trade studies were performed to examine individual

components of the CMSPU: 1) computer bus, 2) enclosures, 3) application specific integrated circuit

(ASIC) vs. discrete ICs, 4) off-the-shelf (OTS) single board computer (SBC) vs. custom SBC, 5) OTS
system boards vs. custom system boards, 6) storage media, and 7) enclosure cooling techniques. Each
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tradestudyoutlinedanumberof designoptionsthatexistfor theCMSandanoptimalsolutionbasedon
thecurrentdesigngoalswaschosen.

2.1 Requirements

The requirements necessary for design and implementation of an aircraft structural CMS for use on the
F-16 have been specified [6]. The material was obtained from a number of sources that define

environmental and other general requirements pertaining to equipment installed on F-16 aircraft. Also

included are functional and operational requirements that describe required levels of performance and

methods of operation for the CMS. The requirements were compiled with input from software

developers, hardware developers and USAF personnel representing the end user of the CMS. The

requirements were divided into five main categories: environmental requirements, size/weight/location

requirements, interface requirements, functional requirements, and operational requirements. Details are

available in the Requirements Document listed in reference 6.

2.2 Preliminary Design

This section contains a summary of the preliminary design information and results for a CMS. The scope

of the design effort included defining the CMS architecture, performing trade studies on significant

components, and defining a preliminary system in enough detail to assess feasibility and determine

approximate system performance and cost. Trade studies on system architecture, system design strategies
and system components have been performed in order to produce a preliminary design that meets all of

the performance and end user requirements. The preliminary CMS system consists of a single rugged

enclosure containing a number of system boards. The CMS boards include a single board computer, a

memory board, an analog I/O board, a 1553B interface, and a number of Acoustic Emission (AE) signal

conditioning / analog-to-digital (ADC) boards. A ground unit, the Crack Monitoring System Data

Processing System (CMSDPS), will be used to download data off the aircraft and for subsequent data
processing. This design satisfies all of the requirements specified in the CMS requirements document.

An overview of the down selected design is provided in Table 2.1. The goal in the CMS design is to

maximize the number of AE channels per board, keeping in mind all of the functions each AE channel

must incorporate. Two approaches can be taken to implement the required design. The first is to use

discrete surface mounted integrated circuits (ICs). There is no one IC that can accomplish all of the

functions required of the AE signal conditioning board. The second approach is to develop an
application specific IC (ASIC), to accomplish the required functions. The ASIC approach was chosen

because of improved system performance and increased channel density. The storage device for the CMS

presents a unique design challenge because of the shock and vibration environment in which it is

required to operate. The optional devices considered were ruggedized hard drives, OTS flash memory

devices, and custom flash memory devices. The solid state technology coupled with the nonvolatile

feature of flash memory offer numerous advantages in the rugged CMS environment. The OTS flash

memory option was chosen primarily because of low risk and Non-recurring engineering (NRE).
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Table 2.1, Summary of CMS Design Results

Trade Study Result

Computer Bus
Enclosure

ASIC vs. Discrete IC ASIC

Off the ShelfSingle Board Computer

System Boards

Storage Device

Cooling

Sysiem Dimensions

System Weight

Power Consumption

3U Compact PCI

3U 8-slot 0.8" pitch

Off the Shelf (if possible)

Off the Shelf Flash (if possible)
Forced Air Convection

8.6 in - 9.3 in - 9.8 in

17.2 ib

110 Watts

3.0 Conclusions

The requirements and a preliminary design for the CMS have been discussed in this paper. Numerous

design options have been considered to implement the CMS architecture and a nominal design has been

selected. The selected design demonstrates feasibility for the CMS system. The requirements outlined in

the requirements document can be met by the nominal system. Concept testing of an F-16 FS479

bulkhead showed that the system was capable of detecting a fatigue crack. Analyzing the acoustic

emission data and plotting the crack source locations showed that the crack location and geometry was

accurately predicted by the source location routines. All tasks relating to the USAF Contract (F33615-95-

D-3203), Delivery Order No. 0006, for a Crack Monitoring System, have been successfully completed.

The feasibility of a CMS system for use on an F-16 military aircraft has been demonstrated. The

foundation has been laid for follow-on efforts to be pursued.
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ABSTRACT

Rapid detection and characterization of disbonding and corrosion in lap joints is a high priority for both

military and civil transport aircraft operators. Approaches to this requirement have followed two clearly

different routes: the development of novel large-area inspection systems, and the enhancement of current

ultrasonic or eddy-current methods to reduce inspection times. This paper deals with the use of multi-

element transducers to increase the scanning speed for ultrasonic lap-joint inspection. Array technology

has been very widely used in the medical ultrasound field although rarely above 10 MHz, whereas lap-

joint inspection requires a pulse center-frequency of 12 to 20 MHz in order to resolve the separate

interfaces in the lap joint. A specification for a 128 ram-long multi-element linear array of 4 mmx 2 mm

ultrasonic elements for use with the ANDSCAN _ scanning software was sent to selected NDT

manufacturers with experience in the medical imaging field. This paper analyses the performance of the

transducer that was produced and evaluates its use in scanning systems of different configurations.

Preliminary trials have produced scanning speeds along the lap-joint in excess of 0.18 m/min (or 7" per

minute) - limited by the data acquisition card in the computer. After upgrading this card, a speed of up to

3.6 m/rain (11'8" per minute) should be possible with a flaw detector capable of a pulse-repetition-

frequency (PRF) of 8 kHz, although this may then be limited by the time taken to update the C-scan

information in the computer.

1. _TRODUCTION

The requirement for rapidly detecting corrosion and disbonds in lap joints of transport aircraft has

prompted the development of various new NDT methods and large-area imaging systems. However,

there is still great potential for speeding up conventional methods, such as eddy-currents and ultrasonics,

using automated or semi-automated scanners. Currently there are several systems available that scan

either a single transducer in a raster scan, or several single-element transducers simultaneously (1-3).

Another method for increasing scanning speed even further is to electronically scan through a linear

array of transducer elements and manually move this array along the lap joint. Thus DERA is developing

both ultrasonic and eddy-current arrays and evaluating their inspection performance and the potential

speed of inspection.

A considerable amount of research and development on linear-array transducers has been completed in

the past for the medical-ultrasound industry where such devices have been commonplace for at least 20

years. However, they have been noticeably absent from the in-service NDT world during that period.

Recent years have seen the development of piezo-composite transducers which, by their very nature, are

highly suitable for use as arrays and there have been several moves to introduce these arrays into NDT

(4-5). In addition, piezo-composite arrays can be flexible (6-8) and this could prove essential because the
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mostobviousproblemwith usingarraytechnologyon in-servicestructuresis that of maintaining
coupling(for ultrasonics)or stand-off(for eddy-currents)onunevensurfaces.Thusa substantialpartof
DERA's developmentprogramwill be lookingat this problem.This paperconcentrateson the
developmentof anultrasonicarraywithasufficientlyhighfrequencyrangefor lap-jointinspection,and
arapidscanningsystemtoplottheC-scanresults.

2. LINEAR-ARRAYTRANSDUCER

The prototypearraytransducerwhichwasdesignedandmanufacturedto a DERAspecificationby
DiagnosticSonarLtd (DSL)from Livingston,Scotland,canbeseenin Figure1 mountedin a simple
trolley.The array had to interface to a conventional flaw detector and operate at a center frequency of

over 12 MHz in order to resolve the front and back of the various aluminum lap-joint skins, and

preferably even the front and back of the bond. Each scan-line was required to have an entry beamwidth
of between 2 mm and 4 mm.

Figure 1. Lap-joint array developed by Diagnostic Sonar Ltd to DERA's specification (9). The prototype

carriage is designed to keep the ultrasound beams normal to the surface.

The array has been described previously (9), and uses a poly-vinylidene fluoride (PVDF) piezoelectric

sheet sandwiched between a backing block and the stand-off material. For this lap-joint application an

aluminum stand-off was chosen by DSL although other materials will also be investigated at DERA. A

water stand-off is likely to give the cleanest ultrasonic signals but this will require a recirculating system

with quite a high flow rate. The array comprises 64 electroded elements of size 4 mm x 2 mm (or 0.16" x

0.08"), spaced at 2 mm (0.08") centers, fired in pairs (see Figure 2). After each firing either the
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transmitting pair or the receiving pair are alternately incremented along by 2 mm (0.08"). Thus the result

is 128 scan-lines spaced at 1 mm (0.04") centers.

The ultrasonic performance of the linear array has been initially assessed and the center frequency of

approximately 12 MHz is sufficiently high to enable bond inspection and depth scans of corrosion sites•

However, at present the bandwidth is not as wide as is desirable for these inspections and this aspect is

being addressed.

11213141516 7 8 9....... 64

I I

I
I /__

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of scan-line firing sequence for linear-array probe with 64 elements•

The multiplexer electronics, contained in the array itself, allows three modes of operation:

• single element with operator selection of the element,

• continuous cycling triggered by the flaw detector's firing pulse, or

• computer control of the firing element•

The ANDSCAN software allows use of all of these modes and the last two are being assessed to decide

which gives the optimum performance. Both have their advantages: cycling triggered from the flaw

detector gives the fastest scanning speed but computer control avoids any loss of data points due to the

asynchronous acquisition rates•
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In the normal scanning configuration the array probe is connected to the flaw detector which is set to

dual-transducer mode. There are additional connections to the computer for transmitting digital scan-line
information, and to a power supply (see Figure 3).

In addition, the array can be used as a high-resolution paintbrush-type probe with just a flaw detector and

no scanning system or computer. The sensitivity to small defects is greatly increased over a single-

element paintbrush probe and the scan rate would be equivalent to that of a 4 mm x 128 mm paintbrush
probe.

Flaw Detector ControIler (optional)

Multiplexed LinearArray Head Power Supply

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the operating configuration which includes a controlling computer, if

required, which can also be used for the C-scanning software.

3. THE SCANNING SYSTEM

There are two different situations for rapid lap-joint inspection: long lengths of narrow lap splices and

wider areas of doubler reinforcement. Hence it is important to provide suitable scanning systems for both

of these instances. However, by far the most common application for rapid inspection on aging aircraft is

the great lengths of narrow lap joints on large transport aircraft.

A method was required to track the linear position of the array as it moves along a lap joint which could

be over 10 m long. This tracking system needed to be interfaced to C-scanning software and the DERA-
developed ANDSCAN ® system was the obvious choice (10,11). A modification to the standard R-theta

scanning arm used a sprung extension potentiometer to measure the radial distance (see Figure 4). This

enabled the standard software package to be used. after a previous modification for use with multi-

element arrays (12).
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A trolley isusedto holdthearrayperpendicularto thesurfacewhilstallowingit to moveupanddown
withspringpressuredownwards.The array can also swivel about an axis parallel to the extension string.

The use of a wheeled trolley also helps to maintain movement in a straight line although deviations will

be correctly mapped because the scanning arm is still sensitive to angle as well as radial distance.

• o

Figure 4. An ANDSCAN _ positioning system fitted with a sprung extension potentiometer measures the

distance along the lap joint.

Provided angular movement does not become rapid or oscillatory the measurement of angular position

allows re-scanning of an area without the need to accurately re-position the trolley. However, it is

important that the direction of movement is always towards or away from the ANDSCAN base unit

because the software assumes that the array lies perpendicular to the extension string.

Another scanning method that is appropriate for a large area - wider than 128 mm - is a manual X-Y

scanner. This is another option for interfacing with the ANDSCAN software (see Figure 5). In this case
the scanner has been developed at DERA as a combination of two radial arms from the well-known R-

Theta scanner originally produced for ANDSCAN. This configuration has advantages for wider areas

because the array is always orientated the same way for each swathe. In contrast, the R-Theta scanner

requires the array to be perpendicular to the radial direction and is less appropriate for multiple swathes

across a large area.
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Figure5. An X-Y scanner for ANDSCAN with a smaller linear array attached, showing that orientation

of the array is maintained.

4. RESULTS

A rapid inspection method is primarily concerned with defect detection rather than characterization,

although if the same equipment can achieve both then this is very advantageous. Thus the important
performance criteria for such a method are: in-plane spatial resolution to ensure critical defect sizes are

detected, out-of-plane spatial resolution (equivalent to temporal resolution) to give adequate distinction

between closely-spaced interfaces, and other frequency characteristics such as the center-frequency and
bandwidth which would be important for spectroscopic measurements such as roughness measurement.

Defect detection capabilities are partly dependent on in-plane spatial resolution so a test block containing

different sized flat-bottomed holes and slots was used (see Figure 6). The aim of the specification for the
linear array was to achieve a 2 mm (0.08") resolution and the amplitude C-scan of the above test block in

Figure 7 demonstrates the ability to detect 1.5 mm-wide (0.06") slots and resolve 1.5 mm-diameter

(0.06") holes spaced at 2.5 mm (0.I0") centers. However, the time-of-flight scan (or depth scan) in
Figure 7 does not show the 1.5 mm (0.06") diameter holes. This was because the amplitude of the

reflections from these smallest holes was insufficient to cross the gate threshold set on the flaw detector.

Preliminary trials have produced scanning speeds along the lap-joint in excess of 0.18 m/min (or 7" per

minute) - limited by the data acquisition card in the computer. This was measured with a spot size (and

therefore resolution) of 1 mm (0.04") and a 128 mm-wide (5") swathe. However, acquisition cards are

now available with much improved acquisition features which are ideal for this particular application.
After upgrading the data acquisition card, maximum scanning speeds should dramatically increase.

Linear speeds up to 3.6 m/rain (I 1'8" per minute) should be possible with a flaw detector capable of a
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pulse-repetition-frequency(PRF)of 8kHz,althoughthismaythenbelimitedbythetimetakentoupdate
theC-scaninformationin thecomputer.

10

5
500 •

1.5 10

Figure 6. Diagram of resolution test specimen with flat-bottom holes and slots in 9 mm (0.36") thick

aluminum. The labels give the slot width, or hole diameter, in ram. The closest 1.5 mm (0.06") diameter

holes are spaced at 2.5 mm (0.10") centers.

CONCLUSIONS

A new rapid lap-joint inspection has been developed using simple additions to conventional equipment.

Ultrasonic resolution of 1.5 mm (0.06") and scanning resolution of I mm (0.04") at a speed in excess of

0.18 m/min (or 7" per minute) has been demonstrated - limited by the data acquisition card in the

computer. This was measured with a spot size (and therefore scan step-size) of 1 mm (0.04") and a

128 mm-wide (5") swathe. After upgrading the data acquisition card, a speed of up to 3.6 m/min (11'8"

per minute) should be possible with a flaw detector capable of a pulse-repetition-frequency (PRF) of

8 kHz Further work is required to optimize the ultrasonic performance the coupling onto curved or

undulating surfaces, and the scanning speed.
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Figure 7. Defect-gated amplitude C-scan (top) and depth scan (bottom) of an aluminum resolution test

specimen. On the amplitude scan the 1.5 mm (0.06") diameter holes spaced at 2.5 mm (0.10") can just be

resolved. These were the first scans obtained with the array and can probably be improved upon.
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ABSTRACT

This presentation describes an investigation into the feasibility of using acoustic emission monitoring
(AEM) for the detection and measurement of multiple site damage (MSD) fatigue cracks underneath
the rivet heads of a fuselage skin splice during laboratory fatigue testing. There are currently no
other known laboratOry or in-service methods for the measurement of cracks under rivet heads.
Furthermore, the only technique available for constructing crack growth curves for such situations is
that of counting microscopic fatigue striations.

A special MSD test specimen was used to simulate a fuselage splice. The specimen was manufactured
from aluminum alloy 2024-T3 and was roughly representative of the skin splices in some pressurized
transport aircraft fuselages. Constant amplitude fatigue loading was used to simulate fuselage
pressurization cycles, and cracks were allowed to nucleate naturally, i.e., without the use of artificial
notches. The four central rivet holes in the critical rivet row of the specimen were monitored using
two pairs of piezo-electric sensors placed in a line 3.8 cm from the critical rivet row. The fatigue
test was terminated shortly after "visual initiation" - the appearance of the first crack beyond a rivet
head. Post-test analysis was performed using standard AEMS Inc. interactive software, except for
some new algorithms that were developed to remove fretting and rubbing noise at each rivet location.
Crack growth curves showing crack face area vs. cycles were constructed for the period of crack

growth underneath the rivet heads. For these curves, the relationship between acoustic events and
crack growth increments was obtained by a separate calibration test on a coupon specimen containing
a single countersunk open hole. The AEM results were compared with fractographic measurements.

The investigation indicated that the AEM techniques used could detect small hidden cracks under
rivet heads and that it might be possible to obtain useful crack growth curves showing crack face area
vs. cycles from AEM data alone. Individual crack growth curves could be obtained when there was
only one crack on one side of a rivet hole. Otherwise, there was ambiguity in the time-of-flight data
and only curves showing aggregate crack area could be constructed. Acoustic events translated into
clearly defined crack growth curves at all the monitored holes. Such curves initiated at all holes at
between 60% and 70% of the visual initiation period of the specimen, indicating that hidden MSD

had developed long before the first crack was detected visually. The crack face areas associated with
these AEM detection points were estimated to be about 0.1 sq. mm - i.e., about 10% of the area of a
visibly detectable crack. Additional tests are planned to confirm the results, determine the
consistency and accuracy with which crack growth curves can be constructed, and develop routine
test and analysis procedures for application by trained (NDE) technicians.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paperdescribesan investigation into the feasibility of using acoustic emission monitoring
(AEM) for the detection, location and monitoring of multiple fatigue cracks under the rivet heads in
a fuselage skin splice during laboratory fatigue testing and the construction of crack growth curves.

The investigation was a collaborative research project involving AEMS Acoustic Emission
Monitoring Services Inc. (AEMS Inc.), Carleton University and the National Research Council
Institute for Aerospace Research (NRCflAR). It used a special multiple site fatigue damage (MSD)
test specimen developed by the NRC and Carleton University and AEM technology developed by
AEMS Inc. for laboratory testing _t-3)and full-scale structural testing °-_). The MSD test specimen Is)
was manufactured from aluminum alloy 2024-T3 and is generally representative of the skin splices in
some pressurized transport aircraft fuselages. The acoustic emission tests were conducted as part of a
wider investigation of the MSD fatigue and corrosion/fatigue characteristics of fuselage splices being
conducted by the NRC and Carleton University. Cracks were allowed to develop naturally in the
specimen during the test without artificial notches. Fatigue loading was terminated shortly after the
first crack appeared beyond a rivet head.

The objectives of the AEM tests were:

a) To determine if fatigue cracks can be detected, located and monitored under several
rivet heads simultaneously.

b) To determine if fatigue crack growth curves (plots of crack face area vs. fatigue
cycles) can be determined for growth under the rivet heads and for a short distance
beyond the rivet heads.

c) To determine the size of the smallest fatigue crack underneath the rivet heads which
can be detected by AEM.

d) To determine effective procedures for the routine AEM of MSD test specimens.

The tests show that, under laboratory conditions, cracks under rivet heads can be detected, located
and monitored by AEM. Evidence of damage in the rivet holes is detectable by AEM at 10-20% of
the number of load cycles required to produce one fatigue crack which is large enough to be detected
visually outside a rivet head. The source mechanism for these data has not been determined at this
time but it is believed to be due to damage in the countersink material or to precrack deformation
processes. Later in the fatigue test, at 50-60% of the number of load cycles required to produce one
fatigue crack which is large enough to be detected visually outside a rivet head, acoustic emission

commences which increases rapidly for subsequent load cycles. This activity is attributed to growing
fatigue cracks. The results show that it is feasible to obtain crack growth curves from this data for

cracks hidden beneath rivet heads. These fatigue crack growth curves could be used for damage
tolerance analysis of aircraft fuselage splices.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

This section describes the MSD test specimen, acoustic emission calibration and analysis procedures
and the general experimental procedure. The acoustic emission analysis method used here was
applied to the data when mechanical testing was completed. The method could be implemented,
however, during data acquisition. This would provide crack growth curves which could be
automatically updated and displayed as the test progresses.
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2.1DESCRIPTION OF MSD TEST SPECIMEN

The MSD test specimen consists of two sheets of 0.040 inch thick 2024-T3 clad aluminum alloy
joined by a three-row riveted lap splice _s_as shown in Figure 1. Straps and doublers are bonded to each
side of the sheets to control the stress distribution before and during crack development so as to
simulate the conditions experienced by the longitudinal fuselage splice of a pressurized transport
aircraft. The configuration of the specimen and the stress level used in the tests here are roughly
representative of narrow-body transport aircraft. The rivet holes are countersunk to a knife-edge
and so represent a worst-ease condition. Cracks are allowed to nucleate naturally, i.e., without the
use of artificial notches. The AEM sensor arrays used to monitor the MSD test specimen (Figure 1)
were selected to optimize the line-of-site between the potential crack sites and the sensors.
Mechanical testing consisted of uniaxial constant amplitude load cycling at a frequency of 2 Hz. The
loading conditions used consisted of a maximum load of 7,219 lbs with an R value of 0.02. Under
these conditions, the maximum stress I inch from the critical rivet row is 14 ksi.

2.2 ACOUSTIC EMISSION PROCEDURES

Acoustic emission data was continuously recorded during load cycling for each sensor pair using the
AEMS-1002M acoustic emission data acquisition system. The data was transferred via modem to
AEMS, Kingston for interpretation. AEMS Inc. equipment and software embody automatic and
semi-automatic techniques for distinguishing acoustic signals related to crack growth at the rivet
holes from those related to fretting and rubbing at the same rivet holes and from extraneous noise.
Analysis of the acoustic emission data involved mainly the development of procedures to remove
fretting noise from the data set. The algorithms used to remove signals not related to crack growth
are the standard multi-purpose algorithms available in AEMS Inc. analysis software. These
algorithms were applied in the same manner to all acoustic emission data. For the MSD specimen

tests, some preliminary work was required to characterize the ambient acoustic and electrical noise,
optimize equipment settings and dampen extraneous acoustic noise produced by the mechanical
testing equipment. In addition, some new algorithms were added to the software to improve the
extraction of fretting and rubbing noise at the rivet holes from the acoustic data. These algorithms
were applied to the recorded data after mechanical testing was completed. Two types of calibration
are required for the successful application of AEM to the location of growing fatigue cracks and the
quantitative determination of the amount of crack growth.

2.2.1 Difference-in-Arrival-Time (At) Calibration

Difference-in-arrival-time (At) calibration is accomplished by the application of acoustic emission
simulation signals at various locations in the structure. The locations selected here for the
application of acoustic emission simulation signals are close to each sensor, just outside each linear
sensor array along the line connecting the sensors (see Figure 1). The resulting recorded At values are
then used to construct constant At contours which can be superimposed on the structure as shown in
Figure 1 and subsequently used to relate acoustic emission data to structural locations. The validity of
this calibration is separately checked by applying acoustic emission simulation signals at each of the
rivet locations.

2.2.2 Material Calibration

Material calibration was carried out independently of the MSD test by AEM of fatigue crack growth
in a simple coupon specimen of the sa_ae thickness and material as the MSD specimen and which

contained a countersunk hole similar to the rivet holes in the MSD specimen. This coupon was
fatigued under stress conditions similar to those which occur in the MSD test specimen. Since the
coupon specimens do not have rivets installed in the countersink holes, calibration data obtained in
this manner is not complicated by interfacial rubbing and fretting noise. Table 1 lists the
experimental parameters used for these acoustic emission calibration tests.
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Photograph of the MSD test specimen and illustration of the rivet rows showing the
location of the acoustic emission sensors. The horizontal distance between rivet holes is

1 inch. The loci shown are the lines of constant difference-in-arrival-time (At) used to
locate acoustic emission sources.

TABLE 1. ACOUSTIC EMISSION CALIBRATION TEST PARAMETERS

Test Parameter Value or Range

Parameters used in separate acoustic calibration tests on single sheet coupons containing a single
countersunk hole.

SEN and 100 ° Countersink Specimens
Maximum Stress (Smax)

Stress Intensity Factor Range (A K)
Load Ratio (R)
Acoustic Emission Amplitude Threshold
AEM Detection Range

12" x 1" x 0.04"
5-15 ksi

10-15 MPa_m
0.05

> 45 dB relative to 1 _tV
> 94% of Maximum Load
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An alternativemethodof calibrationcouldbebasedon theacoustic emission data obtained from one

crack which is large enough to be observed visually outside the rivet head. This internal calibration
method (which was not used here) would assure that the calibration was valid for stress conditions
characteristic of rivet holes in the riveted splice.

2.3 GENERAL TESTING PROCEDURE

For the MSD test specimen reported here, the cycling frequency was 2 Hz and the test was continued
with acoustic emission data being recorded until a crack emerged from beneath one of the rivet heads.
The MSD test specimen (Figure I) was continuously acoustic emission monitored during constant
amplitude cyclic loading until visible cracks were detected at rivets 4 and 5 at 136,000 load cycles.
Following this, the critical rivet row was cut out of the specimen so as to provide one-inch square
specimens each containing a rivet. The rivets were then carefully removed and the countersink of
each rivet hole examined for cracks. A small loading fixture was used to apply a tensile load to each
specimen to increase the visibility of cracks. Visible cracks were detected only in the countersunk
sheet. Crack face areas were estimated from crack lengths measured on the surface of the
countersink by assuming a through-crack with a circular crack front centered at the initiation site
located at the countersink knife edge. Cracks were not clearly visible on the faying surface of the
sheet because they were obscured by fretting damage. The acoustic emission results are presented in
the form of plots of derived crack face area versus fatigue cycles. These plots can be used in their
present form for damage tolerance analysis or they can be converted to plots of crack length versus
fatigue cycles by invoking the rivet hole geometry. The total crack face area determined by
fractographic examination is shown in each figure for comparison. The acoustic emission data and
the associated source location (At) were analyzed to estimate the crack growth at each rivet location.
An optical microscope was used periodically during the tests to measure any visible cracks.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The material calibration tests on open-hole coupons (Table 1) indicated that acoustic emission
events due to fatigue crack growth occurred only above 94% of maximum cyclic load. This
phenomenon is a known one in AEM and was confirmed in the analysis of MSD test specimen data.
It will simplify the analysis of future tests by allowing it to be focussed on that portion of the load
cycle when the load is increasing from 94% to 100%.

Figure 2 illustrates the location and sizes of the fatigue cracks in the MSD test specimen observed at
the end of the test for rivets number 3, 4, 5 and 6 in the MSD test specimen. Figure 2 shows that:

a) the cracks on the right side of rivet 4 and rivet 5 extend outside the rivet head.
These cracks were observed visually on the specimen before disassembly.

b) all other cracks were entirely hidden by rivet heads prior to disassembly.

c) crack growth is primarily in a direction perpendicular to the applied load.

d) crack initiation normally occurs in the upper half of the rivet hole.

e) several cracks are present in each rivet hole.

Table 2 summarizes the locations and sizes of these cracks. The acoustic emission data is used here

to determine the fatigue crack face area as a function of the number of constant amplitude load
cycles. This determination is carried out for the aggregate fatigue crack growth associated with each
individual rivet hole. When it is possible to associate acoustic emission data with a single crack, the
crack growth curve was separately determined.
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Figure 2. Location and size of fatigue cracks in each of the rivet hole countersinks.

TABLE 2. OPTICAL MICROSCOPE MEASUREMENTS OF CRACK SIZE (FIGURE 2)

Rivet Number Crack Location Measured Crack Length Crack Face Area

_mm_ _mm2_

Summary of crack locations, crack lengths and crack face area. These data are derived from the

optical microscope measurements (Figure 2).

3 left 1 0.6 0.12
left 2 0.8 0.20

right 1 1.1 0.22
right 2 1.6 0.56

4 left 1 1.4 0.56
left 2 1.2 0.29

right 1 3.1 2.20

5 left 1 1.9 0.95
left 2 0.4 0.02

right 1 0.4 0.02
right 2 2.3 1.30

6 left 1 1.2 0.36
left 2 0.7 0.09

right 1 1.6 0.56
I I
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Crack growth plots showing aggregate crack face area against cycles for each of the four rivets
monitored are shown in Figure 3. Since the acoustic data for the single cracks on the right side of
rivets 4 and 5 could be unambiguously separated from the other data, crack growth curves for these
individual cracks were determined and are shown in Figure 4. The crack face areas were computed
from the acoustic emission data for each rivet after removal of rivet rubbing and fretting noise. The
removal of rubbing and fretting noise from the data set was accomplished for each rivet by applying
the same algorithm to all data from each rivet. For the plots of individual cracks all acoustic data for
one side of the rivet, including rubbing and fretting noise, were separated from the data for the whole
rivet location prior to the application of the algorithm. When each side of a rivet is treated
individually in this manner, there is theoretically less likelihood of crack events being treated as
fretting noise by the algorithm, and so the net estimate of crack growth might be slightly greater.
The crack face areas obtained from the fractographic examination are listed in Table 2 and are
marked on each graph in Figures 3 and 4 for comparison with the crack face areas estimated using
acoustic data. The agreement between acoustic and fractographic measurements is good, particularly
for the individual cracks in Figure 4.

Most of the crack growth plots show a few apparent crack growth events early in the fatigue test
followed by a quiescent period and then a succession of closely spaced crack events. The early events
are believed to be due to damage in the rivet hole but cannot be unambiguously identified as fatigue

crack propagation. They are included here as crack growth events pending further investigation of
the source of these early events and the meaning of the quiescent period.

Based on the earlier calibration tests on single hole coupons, the acoustic emission equipment is
estimated to have been capable of detecting crack increments in the MSD specimen of 0.02 mm 2 or
more. The acoustic emission amplitude threshold used was 45 dB relative to 1 _tV at the preamplifier.
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Figure 3. Estimated crack face area for rivets 3, 4, 5 and 6 derived from the data which remains
after removal of fastener rubbing and fretting noise. The crack face area from
fractography is the sum of the crack face areas listed in Table 2.
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Figure 4. Estimated crack face area for the right side of rivets 4 and 5 derived from the data
which remains after removal of fastener rubbing and fretting noise. The crack face
areas from fractography are those listed in Table 2.

Experience has indicated that, due to the presence of rubbing and fretting noise at the rivet holes, an
accumulation of crack events corresponding to a total crack increment of at least 0.1 mm 2 would be
required to give a reliable indication of the presence of a crack under constant amplitude loading.
This area increment corresponds to a crack length of about 0.5 mm for a crack which initiated at the
bottom of a rivet hole countersink. Acoustic emission that was clearly attributable to crack growth
started at rivet 4 at 75,000 load cycles (55% of the number of load cycles required to produce one
fatigue crack that is large enough to be detected outside a rivet head). Well defined crack growth
curves started at the other three rivets a short while later, indicating that hidden MSD existed under

all four rivets well before visual initiation. The individual crack growth plot for rivet 5 right in
Figure 4 indicates that this well defined crack growth may be detectable starting at crack face areas as
low as 0.1 mm 2, a crack length of about 0.5 mm, but further tests are needed for statistical
confirmation.

An interesting feature of the crack growth plot for rivet 4 is the temporary flattening out of the
growth curve in the region of 120,000 cycles. A similar phenomenon appears to have occurred at
rivets 5 and 6, except that the final acceleration of the crack area growth rate is not evident -
possibly because the test was terminated too soon for it to occur. These features may be related to
the geometric discontinuity at the edge of the countersink, crack interaction, or local effects of
stresses introduced by riveting.

The results presented above indicates that acoustic emission can be used to measure fatigue crack
growth beneath rivet heads in a MSD test specimen subjected to constant amplitude cyclic loading.
Further work is planned to confirm this capability. Similar results might be achievable in full-scale
laboratory tests on transport aircraft fuse/ages or fuselage panels, where constant amplitude loading is
representative of service use. The use of AEM during variable (programmed) loading has not been
addressed here but previous work by one of the authors has demonstrated the potential for using
acoustic emission to monitor and measure fatigue crack growth under fastener heads in full-scale
structural tests in which programmed loading was used (4"7). To obtain crack growth results in such a
ease, a calibration of the relation of acoustic emission to crack growth under the full-scale test
loading conditions is required. Such a calibration could be determined by applying the full-scale test
spectrum to a representative coupon specimen in the laboratory.

While the acoustically measured crack growth data presented in this paper was in part obtained by
creating and applying new analysis procedures after the MSD specimen test was completed, these
procedures are such that they can be applied uniformly in an automated or semi-automated manner
to future tests. Consequently, an on-line analysis during data acquisition could be developed to
provide crack growth curves which are automatically updated and displayed as the test progresses.
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4.SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

Acoustic emission was used successfully to detect, locate and monitor crack growth under rivet heads
in a MSD specimens designed to simulate a riveted fuselage splice. Analysis of the acoustic emission
data based on an independent coupon test calibration produced crack growth curves (fatigue crack
face area versus number of load cycles) which are in good quantitative agreement with the crack sizes
determined fractographically a_er completion of mechanical testing. AEM was shown to be equally
effective at estimating the aggregate crack growth of multiple cracks present within the same rivet
hole (Figure 3) or at determining the growth of those single fatigue cracks which could be individually
distinguished by AEM (Figure 4).

The results presented here indicate that acoustic emission can be used to measure fatigue crack
growth beneath rivet heads in a MSD test specimen subjected to constant amplitude cyclic loading.
Similar results might be achievable in full-scale laboratory tests on transport aircraft fuselages or
fuselage panels, where constant amplitude loading is representative of service use. The use of AEM
during variable (programmed) loading has not been addressed here, but previous work by one of the
authors has demonstrated the potential for using acoustic emission to monitor and measure fatigue
crack growth under fastener heads in full-scale structural tests in which programmed loading was
used _4r_. To obtain crack growth results in such a case, a calibration of the relation of acoustic

emission to crack growth under the full-scale test loading conditions is required.

In summary, we conclude the following:

a) Acoustic emission can be used in a MSD environment to detect, locate and monitor
fatigue cracks which are hidden by rivet heads in a fuselage skin splice.

b) Fatigue crack growth is first clearly detectable at about 50% to 60% of the number of
constant amplitude load cycles at which a crack, emerging from under a rivet head, is
first detected visually. Further tests are needed to provide statistical confirmation of
the reliability of AEM estimates of the associated crack lengths.

c) Apparent crack indications occur at 10% to 20% of the number of constant
amplitude load cycles at which a crack, emerging from under a rivet head, is first
detected visually. The source mechanism for these data has not been established but
they are believed to be due to damage within the rivet hole and may be associated
with fatigue crack initiation.

d) Crack growth curves (plots of crack face area versus number of constant amplitude
fatigue cycles) can be determined for crack growth under the rivet heads. These crack
growth curves are based on an independent AEM calibration determined from fatigue
testing of a coupon manufactured from the MSD specimen material. Independent
calibration is not necessary, however, if the crack face area can be determined for one
crack which is detectable visually outside the rivet head or if fractographic
measurements of the crack face areas have been made in a previous test on a similar
specimen.

e) On-line analysis during data acquisition could be used to provide crack growth curves
which are automatically updated and displayed as the test progresses.
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ABSTRACT

This joint development program is a concerted SERDP-funded Tri-Service effort to develop sol-gel

surface treatments for adhesive bonding on aluminum, titanium, and steel surfaces. Sol-gel
formulations and processes applicable to epoxy adhesive systems were developed. These

nonchromated, water-based sol-gel coating systems are comprised of environmentally-acceptable

materials and can be applied on the substrate by spraying, brushing, or swabbing for various repair

applications. The joint R&D project focuses on development, optimization, and implementation of

these sol-gel processes for repair and remanufacture of aircraft structures. The goals of this program

are to design a process that 1) increases durability, 2) improves process robustness, 3) decreases repair
time, 4) uses simple equipment and processes, 4) uses environmentally-friendly materials, and through

all of these 5) increases affordability. Depot sites, including NADEP-North Island, NADEP-Cherry

Point, Warner Robins ALC, and Corpus Christi Army Depot are involved in the requirements

generation and testing cycle to ensure end-user needs are being met and technology transition issues

are assessed. Current and potential applications of this technology on aerospace hardware and
manufacturing and repair criteria are discussed.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Corrosion and fatigue of aircraft structure are two of the biggest problems limiting the lives of military

aircraft. Adhesively bonded repair/reinforcement" is a key approach for maintaining the Air Force's

aging fleet, especially as a remedy for fatigue cracks. Bonding is also important for maintaining other
DoD weapons systems. Bonded repairs provide substantial cost savings and reduced aircraft

downtime when compared to component replacement. Bonded repairs have several advantages over

traditional repair approaches using mechanical fasteners: improved structural efficiency, improved
fatigue life due to elimination of fastener holes, and weight savings.

Metal treatment prior to bonding is a key factor for both the initial adhesion of a bonded joint and its
long-term environmental durability. Current metal prebond surface preparations, especially for on-

aircraft repair, are either inconvenient to use, contain hazardous materials, and/or do not provide the

performance necessary for successful long-term durable bonds. Past bond failures, primarily due to
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inadequatesurfacepreparation,havebeenalimitingfactorin thecurrent use of bonded repairs,

especially for primary structure.

Conventional approaches of preparing metal surfaces for bonding (anodizing and etching) promote

adhesion by producing a high surface area structure which has both mechanical and physical (Lewis
acid-base, dispersion, hydrogen bonding, etc.) interactions with the adhesive primer. Hazardous

materials (strong acids, hexavalent chromium, volatile organic compounds) and complexity associated

with the state-of-the-art processes tend to limit the use of adhesive bonding technology, particularly for

on-aircraft repair.

Previous work by Boeing and others has demonstrated the potential for sol-gel technology to

revolutionize metal adhesive bonding by providing an environmentally-compliant, high-performance,
simple and inexpensive approach for surface preparation. The term "sol-gel" is a contraction for

"solution-gelation." It involves the growth of metal-oxo polymers and is based on hydrolysis and

condensation reactions to form inorganic polymer networks. Sol-gel chemistry is a versatile process

that is capable of producing adherent thin films on metals and composites. Using appropriate

precursors, films promoting adhesion of organic resins, such as adhesives, paints, and coatings can be

produced. Adhesion is a result of the chemical interaction at the interfaces between the metal and the

sol-gel and the sol-gel and the primer. Our approach is to use waterbased sol-gel chemistry to develop
thin film coatings that effectively produce a gradient from the metallic surface, through a hybrid

inorganic/organic layer, to the organic resin.

Incorporation of primer constituents in the sol-gel solutions to create a one-step process is also being
investigated. Formulation of a hybrid primer, which would be part inorganic and part organic, is being

derived to function as a one-step process. This primer takes advantage of the best reactivity and mech-

anical advantages of each component and provides durable bonding. Additionally, we are evaluating

the use of the one-step sol-gel primers as an adhesive primer applied over phosphoric acid anodize

(PAA) surface preparation on aluminum alloys. This will provide an environmentally-compliant

surface preparation system for parts processing associated with depot-level component fabrication.

The team structure for this development and evaluation effort is shown in Figure 1.

Chemat

SoI-Ge/Pr met Hybrids

I USAF-AFRL/MLSA
At Bonding

Sealant Promoters

SERDP Program Office

1
ProgramManagers:
JimMaZZaW_LSA

GeorgetteGaskinNAVAiRIPaxRiver

I NAVAIR-Pax River

"l'i Bonding
Hybrid Primers

Sealant Promoters

I I

Warner Robins ALC NADEP North Island

NADEP Cherry Point

Allied Signal - DOE
Analytical

Characterization

I
ARDEC-Pieatinny Arsenal I

Steel Bonding I
I

Corpus Christi Army Depot I

Figure 1. Program Structure for the Tri-Service Sol-Gel Technology for
Low-VOC Nonchromated Adhesive and Sealant Applications Program
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1.1 PREVIOUS STUDIES

In previous studies at Boeing, a sol-gel process using the Boegel-EP formulation, was developed for

aluminum and titanium alloys. Mechanical testing and environmental exposure testing demonstrated

the feasibility of obtaining strong, durable bonds using these sol-gel processes in the laboratory.

However, laboratory processes are not always applicable in a field repair environment. Additionally, it

was desirable to eliminate any grit blasting steps due to the time, cost, and potential for contamination
that they present. In the last contract effort, SAIC Subcontract #45000083283, it was also

demonstrated that manual abrasion techniques, such as abrasion with Scotchbrite, sanding, or use of a

wirewheel, show potential as deoxidation methods for use with the Boegel-EP system. The parameters
for appropriate surface activation of the aluminum alloy substrate prior to sol-gel processing will be

fully defined and characterized in this proposed effort to maximize reproducibility in the bonding

process.

The bonding of titanium using standard surface preparation techniques has not been an easy or

reproducible process for aerospace hardware. The very passive nature of titanium and the difficulty in

chemical processing of the titanium alloys have made manufacturers shy away from designing in

bonded titanium parts for primary or secondary structure. There are several programs that have used
titanium bonding successfully; however, the surface preparation techniques that are used are often

arduous and involve hazardous chemicals and processes. Additionally, there is not a universally

acceptable technique available for the repair of titanium bonded structure in the field. In previous

efforts, we have demonstrated that sol-gel processes can be used to obtain strong and durable bonds on

alumina grit blasted titanium alloys.

Steel bonding applications, particularly in use for helicopter rotor blade erosion caps, have been a

particular surface treatment durability problem. In previous efforts, Chemat has addressed some of the

issues regarding the peculiarities of stainless steels as bonding substrates. In our current program, we
are examining stainless steel bonding, particularly for the AM355 and 301 alloys, and are delineating

what is required for surface activation and preparation to obtain durable, consistent bonds.

2.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1 TEST METHODS

Screening studies were conducted on test panels of bare AI 2024-T3 and 7075-T6, Ti-6A1-4V, stainless

301 and AM355. The sol-gel system tested consisted of dilute aqueous mixtures of ),-glycidoxypropyl-

trimethoxysilane (GTMS) and tetra-n-propoxyzirconium (TPOZ) with an acetic acid catalyst. The pH

of the solution is approximately 5-6. The panels were typically sprayed with the sol-gel solution using

an airless or high volume, low pressure (HVLP) sprayer using a spray-drench technique. The spray-
drench technique involves spraying the substrate surface until it is fully covered and excess solution

just begins to run off. Alternatively, the sol-gel was applied by swabbing with a brush or cheesecloth.

The panels were dried under ambient conditions for a minimum of 30 minutes. The dried panels were

primed with an adhesive bond primer, either the waterborne, chromated Cytec BR 6747-1M, or the

waterborne nonchromated Cytec BR 6757. Control specimens were prepared for all the metals:

phosphoric acid anodize or Pasa Jell 105 for aluminum; chromic acid anodize, Pasa Jell 107, or

phosphate fluoride for titanium; and ferric chloride etch for stainless. Test panels were bonded in an

autoclave using BMS 5-101, Type II, Grade 10 250°F-cure adhesives, 3M AF 163-2M or Cytec FM
73M.
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ScreeningleveltestingwasconductedusingtheASTMD 3762,WedgeTest.Progressof thecrack
alongthebondlinewasmeasuredperiodicallyaftertheinitialdrivingof thewedgeandafterexposure
to 140°Fand/or160°Fand>95%relativehumidity.LapsheartestingwasconductedperBSS7202
usingeitherfingerpanelsorwide-arealappanelsbondedwith thesameadhesive.Peeltestingwas
conductedperASTMD 3167.

2.2 BONDPERFORMANCETESTINGONALUMINUM

Adhesive-bondedrepairsonaluminumaircraftrangefromadheringcompositepatchesondamaged
portionsof aluminumskin,bondingof doublers,andreinforcementofcorrosiondegradedareas,to
moisture-induceddelaminationof aluminumskinsfromaluminumhoneycombcore.Oftenthese
repairsarecarriedoutontheaircraftandthereforeneedto useequipmentandproceduresappropriate
for thisenvironment.

Currently,surfacepreparationtechniquessuchasphosphoricacidanodizeorPasaJell105areusedto
provideanappropriatesurfacefor bonding.Thesemethodsusehazardousmaterialsandgenerate
wastematerialsthatmustbedisposedof inanappropriatefashion.Morerecently,thegritblast/silane
processhasbeenusedasanenvironmentallyfriendlyprocessalternativetechnique.Drawbacksof this
processincludetheneedto containandcollectgritblastresidue,andexcessiveprocesstimes.

Our standard Boegel-EP epoxy bonding sol-gel formulation was tested on 2024-T3 aluminum alloy
substrates using several different surface preparation techniques. The wedge test data (conditioned at

140°F and >98% relative humidity) comparing the sol-gel treated specimens to those treated with other

standard bonding techniques are shown in Figure 2. Sol-gel specimens were bonded with the

waterborne Cytec BR 6747-1, while the phosphoric acid anodize containment system (PACS)

processed and grit blast/silane controls were primed with Cytec BR 127. This initial data showed us

that the sol-gel technique was viable as a surface preparation method for repair operations.
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Figure 2. Comparison wedge test data after one week exposure at 140°F and >98% RH for 2024-T3
specimens given different surface treatments bonded with 3M AF 163-2M 250°F-cure adhesive.

Since our initial efforts, several improvements have been made to optimize the formulation and

process. First, the amount of acetic acid used in the mixture, which is added to control the hydrolysis

and condensation of the sol-gel components and stabilize the mixture, has been reduced. This brings

the pH of these sol-gel mixtures to approximately 5-6. This will minimize any concern of corrosion in
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fayingsurfacesoratfastenersandpotentiallyeliminatetheneedfor maskingcracksduringrepair
sequences.Secondly,testinghasindicatedthataseparateheatcureof thesol-gelcoatingis not
necessarytoachievegoodhot/wetdurability.Simpleambientdryingof thewaterbasedcoatingat
roomtemperaturegaveexcellentwedgetestresults.Figure3showstheresultsof thesecomparisons.
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Figure 3. Comparison of formu/ation improvements in the wedge test performance of the
Boege/-EP system on 2024-T3 a/uminum using Cytec BR 6747-1 primer and

3M AF 163-2M 250°F-cure adhesive.

The most critical factor in obtaining good performance with the sol-gel systems is the surface
activation of the metal alloy. Our previous work indicated a large difference in hot/wet performance

when using different deoxidation and cleaning techniques prior to sol-gel coating. For example, the

data indicate that good durability can be achieved when using a method as simple as mechanical

deoxidation with alumina-grit sandpaper. However, it has been apparent that a certain degree of

uniformity and completeness is required of the sanding process to get good durability in the bonded

system.. Mechanical deoxidation and cleaning methods such as sanding, wire brush, and abrasion with

Scotchbrite all show potential use as pretreatment methods for field repair. Wedge test data using
these mechanical deoxidation methods is shown in Figure 4.

Our current activities focus on identifying what surface chemistries are optimum and how to achieve

the appropriate surface activation using both environmentally friendly and simple equipment and

material. A designed experiment is currently being conducted at the Air Force Research Laboratory

examining different surface activation methods on aluminum alloys and the factors leading to

consistent bond performance at the metal to sol-gel interface.
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Figure 4. Comparison of mechanical deoxidation and cleaning methods in the wedge test
performance of the BoegeI-EP system on 2024-7"3 aluminum using Cytec

BR 6747-1 primer and 3M AF 163-2M 250°F-cure adhesive.

2.3 BOND PERFORMANCE TESTING ON TITANIUM

Titanium bonding applications range from primary structural bonding applications of titanium to

titanium, composite, or honeycomb on vehicles such as the F-I 8 or Joint Strike Fighter (JSF).
Additionally, applications exist such as the bonding of titanium lightning strips or erosion caps on the

rotor blades of helicopters such as the CH-47s. With all of the parts comprised of titanium alloys,

repair methods for use on titanium hardware are especially critical. Unfortunately, there are currently
no easy, safe, environmentally friendly methods available for durable adhesive bonding repair of

titanium structures. Pasa Jell 107 is currently used in many applications, as well as tank processes

such as chromic acid anodize or phosphate fluoride etching, but all involve the use of toxic or

environmentally hazardous materials and generate hazardous waste.

Figure 5 shows the results of our first round robin testing involving the Boegel-EP process on titanium
substrates, with a comparison being made between specimens made by Boeing personnel and

specimens made by NAVAIR personnel. This initial data shows that very consistent, durable bonded

interfaces can be achieved when using grit blasting (GB) as the pre-treatment step on titanium

substrates. Other methods though, such as sanding or using a flapwheel fitted with #240 alumina grit

sandpaper, can be used to c4ean and deoxidize titanium surfaces. Albeit, further testing needs to be

conducted to optimize the results of these sanding methods on the harder titanium substrates,
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Figure 5. Comparison of wedge test performance of the BoegeI-EP process on Ti-6AI-4V substrates
with various surface pretreatments that had been prepared by Boeing and Navy personnel using

Cytec BR 6757 primer and 3M AF 163-2M 250°F-cure adhesive.

When it is not possible to grit-blast the surface, an alkaline pretreatment is also acceptable. Alkaline

pretreatments give durable performance with the sol-gel coating by providing a titanium surface

chemistry conductive to durable sol-gel interfaces in hot/wet conditions.

2.4 BOND PERFORMANCE TESTING ON STEEL

Various spacecraft hardware and military hardware, such as the erosion caps on the Apache AH-64

rotor blades, require adhesive bonding of stainless steel hardware. Currently, the surface preparation

process for bonding of stainless AM355 or 301 hardware is the ferric chloride/hydrochloric acid etch

(FCHAE) process. Improvements to the FCHAE process added a grit blasting step that has

dramatically increased the durability of the bonded system. However, the process is still based on an
immersion technique and uses hazardous materials generating rinse water that needs to be treated and

disposed of properly.

The Army has adopted a pollution prevention strategy that has source reduction and/or material

substitution as the most desirable approach for minimizing hazardous waste reduction. The goal of

this part of the research effort is to investigate the potential replacement of an immersion tank process

with one that will produce structural adhesive bonds with equivalent strength and durability without
generating significant amounts of hazardous waste or using other environmentally-undesirable
materials.

Figure 6 shows the wedge crack extension results when the Boegel-EP coating system was applied to a

grit blasted, 0.040"-thick, stainless 301 surface. This data is compared with the original ferric chloride

(FCHAE) baseline method and improved FCHAE process controls run at the Army Picatinny Arsenal.

With the new improved FCHAE system, the sol-gel data shows comparable durability. However, the
process is expected to show substantial benefits in repair time and hazardous materials usage.
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Cytec BR 6747-1 primer and 3M AF 163-2M 250°F-cure adhesive.

I

CONCLUSIONS:

Sol-gel surface preparations using the Boegel-EP coating formulation result in durable adhesive bonds

on aluminum, titanium, and steel substrates. Optimization of surface cleaning and preparation

techniques will make these robust, dependable systems for remanufacture and repair bonding in the

field or at a depot site. Sol-gel processing reduces repair process flow-time, uses environmentally-

acceptable materials, minimizes waste, improves worker safety, and gives durable, consistent bonding

performance. We are continuing to conduct studies to better understand and control the interfacial

surface chemistry to obtain reproducible systems for bonding, painting, and corrosion control.

However, some applications are currently available or will soon be available for implementation in a

shop or field repair environment.
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ABSTRACT

The non-contacting Acoustic/Doppler system discussed in this paper is unique and employs a

proprietary design acoustic transducer which produces an air coupled shock or pressure wave. This is

achieved by discharging a high voltage capacitor within a period of <5 lasec. The transducer design
configuration produces a single brief, but extremely high velocity shock wave of broadly unidirectional

characteristics launched into the air and used to impact and excite the object undergoing testing. The

objective of the impact is to excite natural relaxation frequencies in the object. Surface relaxation
frequencies for any given material are dependent upon the underlying substructure of the object. In

many respects this technique is analogous to tapping a surface with the edge of a coin.

The technique depends upon the hypothesis that any change in substructure will locally affect the
surface frequency response spectrum. Our results show both deep subsurface defects as well as

supporting structures. Present standoff distance between the NDT transducer and the object
undergoing test is up to four meters.

Remote interrogation of the relaxation frequencies on the surface of the object undergoing NDT

is accomplished with a highly customized scanning laser Doppler velocimeter. An analog velocity

time domain signal received from each data point is passed into the processing compute, then it is
immediately processed to a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). This data is then stored in the computer as

individual frequency bands over the pre-selected frequency range. A velocity based image is computed
and presented on a monitor overlaid on an image of the object which was simultaneously grabbed by a

CCD camera. Techniques for computerized automatic analysis of the images are being developed and

will be discussed in a separate paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

The non-contacting acoustic Doppler system discussed in this paper is unique and employs a

proprietary design acoustic transducer which produces an air coupled shock or pressure wave, similar

to that produced from a small explosion. This is achieved by discharging a high voltage electrical

capacitor within a period of <5 lasec. The discharge is contained within a small ceramic chamber with
an annular design anode providing an exit for the hot gasses which are a result of the discharge, figure

1. The result of this proprietary configuration is that a single brief, but extremely high velocity shock

wave of broadly unidirectional characteristics is launched into the air and used to excite the object

undergoing testing. It has been successfully employed in NDT operations at stand offdistances of up to

3.5 m, however, this does not represent its limitations, but rather the limitation of our present facility.
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1.I Excitation:

The objective of the brief impact of white noise is to excite natural relaxation frequencies in the object

and avoid any "blanketing" effect that would be present if continuous wave white noise was applied.
Surface relaxation frequencies for any given material are dependent upon the underlying substructure

of the object. In many respects this technique is analogous to tapping a surface with the edge of a coin:
if there is a subsurface defect such as a debond then the resulting relaxation frequencies make a hollow

sound. This is a very subjective and non-quantifiable method of NDT, because the human ear is very

limited in its response in terms of volume and frequency. Beside the physiological audible response

being very difficult to quantify, background noise is normally present in any workplace and would add

difficulties to the evaluation. Furthermore, physical contact is not always an option. However, properly
applied, the study of these relaxation frequencies is a very good non-destructive testing technique. In

the case of this technology we are recording and analyzing the resulting relaxation frequencies excited
by our acoustic pressure wave up to 50 kHz.

The technique depends upon the hypothesis that any change in substructure will effect the surface
resonance frequencies, which are uniquely peculiar to any given area and given uniformity of the

underlying structure. Our results show both subsurface defects as well as local changes in the

supporting structures.

Figure 1 is an illustration of our prototype acoustic transducer. The electrical discharge is formed in
the small chamber between the cathode and anode. The high voltage discharge is varied between ten to
fifty joules, dependent upon such variables as stand off distance and type of composite. The annular

design of the anode permits the extremely high pressure hot gasses formed within the discharge

chamber to be exhausted and launched at an extremely short duration acoustic wave into the air. The

velocity of the wave is estimated to be between Mach fifteen to twenty at the exit of the transducer.
Measured at ten centimeters distance into its travel, it has a velocity of approximately Mach four

depending upon the configuration of the transducer employed and the input power, then drops to Mach

one at approximately 30 cm.

1.2 Scanning Laser Vibrometer:

Remote interrogation of the relaxation frequencies which occur upon the surface of the object

undergoing non-destructive testing are accomplished with a customized scanning laser Doppler

interferometer. This device normally employs a 3 mW He-Ne laser to scan the surface of the object

undergoing NDT with an array of up to 512 x 512 data acquisition points which may be deployed and
shaped at the operators choice. Time domain data is received from each data point into the processing

computer and immediately processed to FFT representation.

Data, after processing to an FFT, is stored in the computer as individual frequency bands over the pre-
selected frequency range. Optionally a number of FFT frequency lines can be selected: for example

512, 1024 or 2048. There is a roll off in sensitivity above 80%, thus the useable bands are 400, 800
and 1600 respectively. Information is stored at each frequency band, together with fault and noise

data. The information pertaining to the objects surface response is recorded for each frequency
condition at a specific band in the recorded frequency spectrum.

The data is analyzed in individual frequency bands in order to isolate data pertaining to any recorded

fault condition. Figure 2 illustrates diagrammatically a typical section of the information recorded. In
any record we have a number of potential sources of noise. The main cause we have termed gross

bending modes which appear at low frequencies and other sinusoidal bending appears at somewhat
higher frequencies. Noise is also present in a random form usually isolated to individual frequency or
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oververynarrowbandwidths.The analysis procedure has is the subject of an ongoing research project
and is the subject of a separate paper in this conference proceedings where results of other application

are shown. The objective of the analysis program is to select those information carrying frequencies
and thus minimizing noise whilst accentuating the signal information. The understanding of this noise

elimination procedure is central to the successful operation of this technology and has permitted an
automatic analysis sottware feature to be designed that will accurately detail and characterize faults
with the minimum of operator input.

Experiments so far conducted do indicate that surface finish or color is not an important factor in the

samples to which it can be applied. We have used it successfully on both black, white and colored
surfaces, and those which are either polished and matte finish.

3. RESULTS

Unfortunately, due to the limitation of the publication they are in grayscale. The original image is
actually in six colors corresponding to auto ranged velocity values. The first, in figure 3, is a record
obtained from a "Textron Doubler". This was provided by the Federal Aviation Administration. It is a

boron composite patch which is proposed for use on aluminum constructed aircral_ as a doubler repair.
It is currently in use on military aircraft. There are five preprogrammed debonds in the test sample, all
of which are clearly shown in terms of velocity, particularly in 3D representation.

The second result is illustrated in figures 4, 5 and 6. This is a composite repair test panel with the fault

map shown in figure 4. This test specimen was designed to represent possible faults which might be
present in a typical repair to a carbon composite area, which had been damaged. Preprogramrned into
this test panel are eight faults, varying in size and depth, some of which are on. the rear of the specimen

and others on the scarf. Figure 5 shows the presence of seven of the faults. The eighth fault not only

proved illusive for us, but also for other NDT systems, which were tested on this panel. Most of the

alternative techniques require surface contact with the object undergoing test. This result is presented

as isolines. One of the advantages of this system of NDT is that its output is in the form of an image,
which is easily assimilated by an operator. Figure 6 is a different representation of the same source
data and shows the deposition of the resin which damped the relaxation frequencies and therefore

clearly show the ability of the system to detect not only faults, which may be contained within the
repair, but also the presence of a repair or joint.

The result of the scarf repair test, among many others in our records does show that this technology can
"see through" both the surface layers of composite and the central honeycomb core to defects located
against the rear side of the material undergoing NDT. Furthermore, an analysis of the frequency bands

will show the fault size. It is expected in the future that we will be able to characterize the depth of the
fault from the frequencies recorded, which are accessible in the final data and available to the

inspector.

With respect to depth of penetration, we have demonstrated in this paper we can detect fault through

honeycomb cores to the rear of the object. The maximum number of carbon composite layers which
we have tested and detected faults is 14 layers above a honeycomb core. We have had no specimens
above this thickness to test.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This technology is new and potentially offers a different and radically alternative approach to the NDT

of composite materials. Additionally to the results shown in this paper, we have successfully applied
the technology to glass composite AWAC Raydome's in a blind (POD) test and to the detection of
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corrosion in lap joints where initial work indicated that 5% metal can be deduced from the resulting

frequency spectra, it is fully expected that this will be improved with further work..

It is a large area coverage system which operates remotely fi_om the object with a stand off distance of
at least 3.5 meters and does not require any surface contact or interface. Furthermore it is not

particularly sensitive to surface color or finish. Results have been obtained from both solid and

honeycomb core materials where defects can be located even at the rear of the specimen with respect to

the point of measurement.
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Figure 5 Result showing seven faults

Figure 5 Different calculation from the same data set scan but now showing the

resign used to effect the repair
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ABSTRACT

The application of bonded composite patches to repair or reinforce defective metallic structures is

becoming recognised as a very effective versatile remedial procedure for many types of problems.

Immediate applications of bonded patches are in the fields of repair of cracking, localised

reinforcement after removal of corrosion damage and for reduction of fatigue strain. The application

of bonded composite patches or reinforcements to repair or restore properties of defective secondary
structures has become routine in the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF). However, bonded repairs to

critical damage in primary components are generally limited due to certification concerns and are

generally acceptable only on the basis that a margin on design limit-load (DLL) capability is retained
in the loss (total absence) of the repair. To certify such repairs substantial analysis and testing

programs are required, as well as a stringent inspection program during service to ensure structural

integrity is not compromised.

For certification and management of critical repairs for very high cost components, the "Smart Patch"

approach may be an acceptable solution from the airworthiness perspective and be cost effective for

the operator a,ld may even allow some relaxation of the certification requirements. Assuming patch

disbonding due to bond environmental degradation is not a concern and that the static requirements are

satisfied, then full credit for the patch in slowing crack growth could be justified by a continuous

safety-by-inspection approach based on self-assessment of the patch system integrity using a "smart

patch" approach.

In the most basic form of the "Smart Patch", in-situ sensors can be used as the nerve system to monitor

in-service the structural condition (health or well-being) of the patch system and the status of the

remaining damage in the parent structure. This application would also allow the operator to move away

from current costly time-based maintenance procedures toward real-time health condition monitoring

of the bonded repair and the repaired structure. These systems would allow timely decisions on

preventative and scheduled maintenance before failure of the repair or repaired structure. To this end a

'stand-alone' patch health monitoring device which is in close proximity to sensors on a repair is being

developed. More specifically this paper describes a laboratory demonstration on bonded doublers of

an F-Ill skin doubler specimen. The instrumentation will measure, process and store sensor

measurements during flight and then allow this data to be down loaded, after the flight, onto a PC, via

remote (wireless) data access.

1 INTRODUCTION

For economic reasons there is a current trend to operate military aircraft well past their original design

life. However, this results in a rapidly increasing number of airframe corrosion and cracking problems
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and givesrise to the urgent need for cost-effective, efficient repair procedures. This situation is

extremely relevant to the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) where many aircraft types, such as the F-

11 I, P3C and F/A- 18, will have exceeded their design life well before they can be replaced.

The application of bonded composite patches or doublers to repair or reinforce defective metallic

structures is becoming recognised as a very effective versatile repair procedure for many types of

problems'. Immediate applications of bonded patches are in the fields of repair of cracking, localised

reinforcement after removal of corrosion damage and for reduction of fatigue strain. The bonded repair

to the cracked structure - crack patching - allows the restoration of strength and stiffness of the

structure, as well as slowing crack growth by reducing stress intensity. The application of bonded

composite patches to fix defective secondary structures has become routine.

However the application of bonded composite repairs to cracked primary structure is generally
acceptable 0nly on the basis that a margin on design limit-load (DLL) capability is retained in the loss
(total absence)of the repair z.

This is essentially the application of a fail-safe approach, viz.:

• When a cracked single-load-path component maintains sufficient residual strength to withstand

DLL times a safety factor (often 1.2). In this case regular inspection is required, to ensure that the

critical crack length for failure at this stress is not exceeded, based on the predicted growth rate for
the unpatched crack.

• When a redundant (multiple) load path component can withstand DLL times the safety factor if the

cracked path has failed. This is a standard procedure now for such structures so should not pose

any particular problems. In this case inspection is required to ensure that the alternate load path is
not cracked to the extent that it would not withstand the elevated stress.

The conservative approach in the single load path case eliminates the possibility of repairing a crack

already above critical size or a small crack with high growth rate. However, a repair to a crack greater

than critical size was undertaken in Australia to the lower wing skin of an Fi I 1 aircraft, following an

extensive certification program 23. To certify the repair a substantial analysis and testing program, to
ascertain I) residual strengths, 2) damage tolerance and 3) durability, was required.

In the single load-path cases the inspection requirement based on growth of the unpatched crack may

be acceptable where the initial crack size is small (or non-existent, for example in the case of a

preventative doubler rather than a patch). However, there will be many repairs, for example those with
cracks approaching critical size, where this inspection requirement will not be cost-effective. The

repair can then be undertaken only by giving full credit for the reinforcement in restoring residual

strength and reducing the rate of crack growth. That is when the cracked/patched structure can be

managed as on a slow crack growth or damage tolerant basis. Essentially, as discussed in reference 2,

there is a need to prove that the cracked/patched structure meets damage tolerance requirements - this

includes slow crack growth, even if the original structure was designed on a safe-life basis.

Assuming patch disbonding due to bond environmental degradation is not a concern and that the static

requirements are satisfied, then full credit for the patch in slowing crack growth could thus be justified
by:

i. Safe Life Approach in Safe-Life Zone: Based on demonstrating that strains are below threshold
in the safe life zone PLUS

ii. Damage Tolerance Approach in Damage Tolerance Zone: Based on predictable slow disbond
growth. OR

iii. Continuous Safety by Inspection Approach: Based on self-assessment of the patch system
integrity using "smart patch" approach 3.
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Figure1illustratesthesafe-lifeanddamagetolerantzonesattheendsandin themiddle,respectively,

of a generic patch.

The aim of the 'smart patch' approach is for continuous monitoring of patch performance to ensure

that load transfer is maintained. The need to follow the correct patch design and process procedures is

unchanged. The smart approach simply allows a relaxation of the probability of failure requirements,

particularly in relation to environmental degradation. However, it must be stated from the outset that

the viability of any smart approach now depends on establishing its reliability or probability of

detection - which is similar to the problem of probability of detection in NDI. Certainly self-checking

and significant redundancy would have to be included in the system to provide the required level of
confidence.

Smart patch approaches are technically feasible but will be economically viable only for repairs to very

significant and costly primary structure. For certification and management of critical repairs for very

high cost components, the "Smart Patch" approach may be an acceptable solution from the

airworthiness perspective and be cost effective for the operator and should allow some relaxation of the

certification requirements.

In the most basic form of the "Smart Patch", in-situ sensors can be used as the nerve system to monitor

in-service the structural condition (health or well-being) of the patch system and the status of the

remaining damage in the parent structure. This application would also allow the operator to move away

from current costly time-based maintenance procedures toward real-time health condition monitoring

of the bonded repair and the repaired structure. These systems would allow timely decisions on

preventative and scheduled maintenance before failure of the repair or repaired structure. The sensors,
which may for example be resistance-foil 4 or piezoelectric strain gauges 5.6.7or optical fibres 8.9t0, are

ideally (for robustness) embedded in the composite patch or more simply bonded to its surface.

Current studies at Airframes and Engines Division (Aeronautical and Maritime Research Laboratory,
AMRL) and the DSTO Centre of Expertise for Structural Mechanics, are focused on the assessment of

new techniques in order to achieve in-situ real-time measurement of patch integrity and effectiveness
7,10

Tapered

region

"--'--------

FIGURE 1 - Schematic of a generic external bonded repair showing safe-life zone (no

disbonding allowed in this zone) and damage tolerant zone (stable disbonding growth allowed

in this zone) 2.

This paper reports on a program of work at AMRL aimed at developing a fully self-contained

miniaturised sensor signal conditioning and data acquisition system, attached in close proximity to

sensors on a repair, for storing recent in-flight high-load readings of patch health. That is, this paper

describes a laboratory conceptual demonstration of a 'stand-alone' patch health monitoring device that

monitors the health of bonded doublers on an F-Ill skin doubler specimen. The wireless feature will

assist in allowing this smart patch concept to gain acceptance in practice, since wiring associated with
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the sensors,actuatorsandinstrumentationwill bedifficult, if not impossible, to implement on real

aircraft structures without OEM approval.

2 SMART PATCH APPROACH

A generic patch system is shown in Figure I which shows (1) a safe life region where disbonds in the

adhesive grow rapidly, leading to repair failure, and (2) a damage tolerant region of the patch system

over the damaged parent region where limited disbond growth is acceptable since growth is generally

stable 2. Therefore the specific objectives are to detect disbond growth in the safe life zone of the patch

(which is unacceptable) and monitor damage growth in the parent material (below the damage

tolerance zone) - delaminations for composites or cracks for metals.

One approach to introduce redundancy, improve reliability and increase the probability of detection, in

order for the smart patch concept to be more readily accepted, is to develop and implement a variety of

sensors and sensing techniques into the system. The issue of power supply is closely interrelated with

the choice of sensor (and actuator) and damage detection technique used. Figure 2 illustrates some of

the more promising combinations of sensors/actuators, damage detection techniques and power

sources. For our conceptual demonstrator a primary cell (Lithium/Manganese cell of dimensions 25

mm diameter 3.2 mm thick) was used, in conjunction with the strain ratio technique (explained below)

using resistance-foil and piezoelectric film strain sensors.
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FIGURE 2: Flow diagram showing some more promising damage detection techniques, with

possible corresponding transducers and power sources.

The "smart" approach being studied in DSTO is based on strain sensors, such as resistance-foil strain

gauges bonded to the ends of the taper region and on the surface of the component away from the

patch, as shown in Figure 3, and the monitoring of the ratio (patch strains) / (strain in the component)

during service life. Any decrease in this ratio is an indication of disbonding of the patch in this critical

region. In this approach there is no requirement for measurement of the actual loading: disbonding is

indicated by the reduction in relative strain. Ideally, the gauges are automatically monitored by an on-

board miniaturised computer which would provide a warning (e.g. via a wireless link) should the
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indicationof disbondingbecomesignificant.Thesystemcouldalsomonitorthegrowthof thecrackin
theparentstructure.This could be combined with the damage-tolerance approach in the crack region

or alternatively the "smart" capability could also include monitoring of crack and disbond growth.

The smart patch approach for detecting disbond growth in a repair system during service operation was

planned for in-service management of a large (120+ ply) boron/epoxy (B/E) doubler reinforcement for

the wing pivot fitting (WPF) of Australian F-111 aircraft. Fatigue cracks can initiate in the upper-skin

of the F-111 Wing Pivot Fitting (WPF) stiffener runout region shown in Figure 4a. A strain reduction

of over 30 % is required to avoid plastic yielding, during Cold Proof Load Testing (CPLT), in this

region _1 and also to increase the in-service inspection interval. The required strain reduction is

particularly challenging because of the thick steel structure and high loading. To achieve the required
strain reduction without causing damage to the structure, B/E doublers, as depicted in Figure 4a and b,

were designed and developed 4.12

Crack \

FIGURE 3 - Schematic of the smart patch concept.

The approach taken is to apply resistance-foil strain gauges (see Figure 4b) on the ends of the taper on

the B/E doubler and on the surface of the steel WPF away from the doubler and monitor the ratio

(doubler strains) / (strain in the steel fitting) during service life. Any decrease in this ratio is an

indication of disbonding of the doubler. It is important to note there is no requirement in this approach
for measurement of the loading. A similar approach is being used to monitor the structural integrity of

a large (5 m x 1 m) 6 mm thick doubler used to reduce cracking around welds in the aluminium deck of
an Royal Australian Navy Frigate ". Figure 5 shows results obtained from tests on F-Ill

representative bonded joint specimens (representing a section through the doubler) subjected to CPLT

loads and the F-111 loading spectrum.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4 - (a) Schematic showing (top) location of critical area in the F-111 wing pivot fitting

and (bottom) detail of the critical area and the 120 ply thick B/E doubler z4 (b) Photograph of

B/E doublers on F-Ill with the location of resistance-foil strain gauges for doubler health

monitoring.

Disbonding is indicated by the reduction in relative strain, as shown in Figure 5a. The disbonds

initiated and grew mainly from the corners of the doubler and growth was very much less in the centre.
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In theaircraftdoublersystemthesidesaretaperednormalto the doubler axis, so stress concentrations

in these comers will be much less severe; however, the results show the effectiveness of the monitoring

approach proposed. This early attempt at in-service monitoring of the doubler gauges (using strain

gauge wiring passing through and over the wing fairing which covers the doubler), although highly

effective for aircraft undergoing the CPLT, proved too cumbersome to be practical for service use.

In this program of work, resistance-foil strain gauges and piezoelectric film (PVDF) sensors are being

used to detect and monitor damage in the safe life zone of an F-l I l skin doubler specimen (region E in

the specimen in Figure 5a). The specimen is subject to cyclic loading and a stand-alone wireless

access data logging device, developed at AMRL, is used to monitor and store patch state-of-health

values, which are then downloaded by a wireless infrared (IR) link to a PC. The device is basically a

small two-channel battery-powered signal-conditioning and data- acquisition system, with integrated

real time processing of its readings, storage for the processed results and a wireless communication
link.
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FIGURE 5 - (a) Plot of strain ratio reduction due to disbond growth as a result of fatigue

cycling (bottom) and representative bonded joint specimen showing strain gauge positions

(top). The F gauge results plotted are on the corners of the doubler 4. (b) Plot of strain ratio for

representative skin doubler specimens which effectively simulates strains in region E -.

Another 'smart" approach being developed in DSTO is based on the use of MEMS Micro-Electro-

Mechanical-Systems which are incorporated into the adhesive bond line. These systems detect
incipient patch environmental-degradation by detecting the presence of chemical species that are

indicators of undesirable reactions taking place at the metal adhesive interface Is.

2.1 SENSORS AND FAILURE CRITERIA

For the demonstrator there appeared to be three reasonably well developed families of sensor; resistive

(foil, wire or semiconductor strain gauges), piezoelectric film (PVDF, PVFz) and piezoelectric ceramic

(PZT). Of these resistance-foil strain gauges are probably the most commercially mature technology

and piezoelectric film is probably the one that shows the most promise in high cyclic strain

applications. This is an important consideration as our initial testing fatigued the resistance-foil gauge

grids prior to the patch bond failing.

Normally it is desirable to detect damage over a reasonable area. This could potentially be achieved by

having one large sensor or several elements connected to act effectively as a large sensor. However,

the down side is that this averaging effect will reduce the sensitivity of such a system. One alternative

is to have individual channels for each of a number of individual (or small groups) sensors. This
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appearsattractivebutif thecentralisedelectronicsfailedthewholedevicemaybeinoperative.Another
alternativeis to haveindividualautonomouspairsof f'arfield andareaof interestsensors.This

alternative has the potential to provide a degree of robustness against single sensor or electronics

failure, and provides a system which is easily scalable for different geometry patches. It also provides

information on the extent of damage - that is the system can track the damage (even in the event of an

element failing).

The smart patch prototype is based on the technique of monitoring strains at two locations for each

unit, i.e. one on the far-field (e.g. parent structure) and the other in the safe-life zone of the patch. Two

prototypes were constructed, one using resistance-foil strain gauges and the other used piezoelectric

film (PVDF) sensors as the sensing elements. Although a single figure for a given pair was all that was

technically required, additional parameters were recorded to increase confidence in the system. The

main one being a timestamp of the last time the far field gauge saw significant strain.

2.2 DATA ACQUISITION, PROCESSING AND STORING DATA

Two triggering approaches were initially considered. The first was to have a device which is normally

dormant and activated by some external trigger. The external trigger could be supplied by a

transducer such as a piezoelectric element: however, the device would need to perform a self check in

order to assess if the external triggering system is functioning. This option was not used in the

conceptual prototype because of the added complexity and the possible associated reduction in overall

reliability. The second approach is to have the device periodically sampling. In order to meet the

limited power requirements variable sampling rates would be employed. That is the sample rate is a

function of the (activity) strain level of the parent strain gauge, where the maximum sample rate is

about 3 samples/sec during times of high (activity) strain and the minimum sample rate is about 10

samples/hour during periods of low (activity) strain. It is envisaged that this technique would still

achieve about 3 - 5 years of life for the device, based on using resistance-foil strain gauges.

2.3 DATA TRANSFER

The patch state-of-health values would ideally be transferred by the operator to a small portable hand

held battery powered unit via ultrasonic, infrared (IR), RF or other means. The hand held interrogating

device would provide the remote link and would indicate the state-of-health of the patch, which could

then be loaded into a centralised data base. An alternate option is to interrogate the device using a

(portable) PC. The second option was adopted in this laboratory conceptual demonstration because of
ease of setting up the equipment. Also, for this demonstration an IR link is used since this is the

simplest and most convenient option. However, this technique requires the availability of a line of

sight between the device and the interrogator, and thus provides a severe restriction since this device

will in practice be covered for protection or possibly be embedded in the patch - thus for many

applications line-of-sight technique may not be applicable. Therefore, future work will include

incorporating an RF link, since this will allow interrogation through non-metallic layers, such as

epoxy, fibre glass layers, B/E layers, etc. An additional advantage with the RF link is that some

implementations (eg. those'based on identification tag technology) require no power from the device

for communication, ie. it is powered from the interrogator, whereas the IR link requires power from the

device. However, using the IR link on the conceptual prototype was sufficient to demonstrate the basic

philosophy.

It is possible in certain applications that neither RF or [R will be appropriate. In such cases a direct

mechanical link may be able to propagate a wave carrying the stored information to the interrogator.

This could possibly be implemented by a piezoelectric transducer on the inside of the structure feeding

a wave to an interrogator placed against the outside of the structure. A variation on this, would be to
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useultrasonicsignalsto carrytheinformation. As the information was in digital form it could be much
less dependant on operator technique than conventional NDI processes.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURE

The F-111 skin doubler specimen consisted of a 3.13 mm thick aluminium inner adherend with tapered

29 ply unidirectional boron/epoxy doublers bonded to each side to retain symmetry as shown in Figure
6. The doublers are bonded to the aluminium substrate using FM73 epoxy structural adhesive. The

boron doublers are tapered at the ends at a taper, or step-up, rate of I ply every 4 mm. These

specimens are based on the representative dog-bone specimens described by Baker et al. 4 and the
uniaxial loading is applied at a frequency of about 4 Hz.

Resistance-foil strain gauges are located on the far-field and the 4th step of the boron doubler on each

side of the specimen, as shown in Figure 6. Two 28 lam thick piezoelectric film (PVDF) sensors, one

located in the far-field on the aluminium adherend (parent structure) and the other covering the first

two steps of the doubler, were applied to each side of the specimen as shown in Figure 6. The PVDF
film, as supplied, was coated on both sides with a thin layer of conductive silver ink 14and electrical

wires were bonded to the top and bottom surfaces by using conductive silver-loaded epoxy. These far-

field sensors are approximately 20 mm long (loading direction) by 30 mm wide and sensors over the

taper are approximately 6 mm long by 30 mm wide. Note that the direction of maximum sensitivity of
the PVDF film corresponded to the applied load direction.

14 steps

_ overall

000000 ..)

Strain

Piezoelectric gauges
film

Side a

I _ ...... x

\
Side b Aluminium \

adherend adhesive 29 ply B/E
doubler

FIGURE 6 - Schematic of specimen showing sensor locations.

Two patch health monitoring devices are used in the conceptual demonstration. One device, designated

as PHMa, was connected to resistance-foil gauges on side a of the specimen. The second device,
PHMb, was connected to piezoelectric film (PVDF) sensors on side b. Therefore the former device

effectively monitors es,epJefa,-ne_don side a and the latter device monitors e,,_pl.2/efa,-neldon side b. In
order to verify the results from devices PHMa and PHMb additional sensors were monitored

independently, i.e. on side a the piezoelectric film (PVDF) sensors, the central foil gauge on step 4 and

the far-field foil gauge, and on side b, the central foil gauge on step 4 and the far-field foil gauge were
monitored.

Constant amplitude sinusoidal loading with maximum/minimum loads of 8/-20 kN (case l) and 20/2

kN (case 2) were applied. Note that, a 20 kN load achieves strains of the order of 3,100, 2,050 and 700

lae in the aluminium, Ist and 4'h steps of the doubler, respectively. Initially resistance-foil strain gauges

were attached to the aluminium adherend and over the i st step; however, because of the high strain

levels required to initiate damage in the doubler these gauges fatigued after approximately 50,600 and

37,000 cycles of loading conditions ! and 2, respectively. No damage had been detected in the boron

doubler at this stage even though the loading was quite severe. Therefore the failed resistance-foil
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strain gauges were replaced by the piezoelectric film sensors and testing was continued, using case 2

loading condition, until the specimen failed in the aluminium adherend near the grips.

4 DISCUSSION

The patch health monitoring device shown in Figure 7 was not optimised for size and weight; however,

it easily fits in the palm of an average hand and has a mass of about 25 grams. The electronics could be

easily compressed and lightened by greater use of surface mount components, and it is estimated that

by using off-the-shelf components the device could be reduced to a size of approximately 50 mm by 50

mm by 4 - 7 mm. The thickness is dependent on the battery, which in turn will be dependent on the

service requirements. Figure 7 also shows photographs and a schematic of the demonstrator set-up.

The specimen was subjected to 37,000 cycles at +20/+2 kN cyclic load before the piezoelectric film

sensors were applied. Figure 8 shows data from the patch health monitoring device (i.e. ratio of step

l+2/far-field strains), as well as the ratio of the step 4/far-field strains (reference gauges), against the

number of loading cycles. This figure shows that after applying the piezoelectric film sensors a further

20,000 cycles (total of 57,000 cycles) were applied before the patch health monitoring device on side

b, PHMb, showed a 50% drop in patch state-of-health value - thus indicating that the damage had

progressed past the 1_tstep since this device measured the ratio of the averaged strain over the first two

steps/far-field strain. This figure demonstrates quite clearly that the device has detected and is

monitoring the damage growth in the tapered end of the doubler (even though the sensor averaged the

strain over the first two steps). The device then indicated that after a further 2,000 cycles the damage
had propagated past the 2"d step. The resistance-foil gauges, on side b, indicated that the damage had

then progressed to and past the 4 thstep after another 14,000 cycles and 27,000 cycles respectively. The

test was continued in the hope that damage would initiate on side a, however the specimen failed in the

aluminium near the grips before damage was observed on side a. The specimen was subjected to a total

of 151,000 cycles. The test also showed that the piezoelectric film sensors are robust and extremely

fatigue resistant. These sensors withstood a total 114,000 cycles at a peak strain of 3,100 Its.

t

FIGURE 7 - Photographs and flow chart of the demonstrator experimental set-up.
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FIGURE 8: Plot of variation of patch state of health (ratio of critical region strain/far-field strain) with
increasing number of applied loading cycles.

5 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The "smart patch" approach which is based on self-monitoring would considerably alleviate the

certification requirements for implementing bonded composite repairs to primary aircraft structures.

This approach relies on the ability to detect automatically disbonding in the patch, ie. the 'smart patch'

approach is basically a continuous safety-by-inspection approach for the bonded repair. However, this

approach brings its own problem of reliability assurance. Smart patch approaches are technically

feasible but will be economically viable only for repairs to very significant and costly primary
structure.

Previous experimental work at the AMRL has shown that the concept of a patch health monitoring

systems by using ratios of (patch strain)/(strain in the component) appears to be quite promising.
Therefore, the "smart" approach being studied in the DSTO is based on strain sensors bonded to the

ends of the taper region and on the surface of the component away from the patch and the monitoring
of the strain ratio during service life. Any decrease in this ratio is an indication of disbonding of the

patch in this critical region. In this approach there is no requirement for measurement of the actual

loading: disbonding is indicated by the reduction in relative strain. Ideally, the gauges are

automatically monitored by an on-board miniaturised computer which would provide a warning (e.g.

via a wireless link) should the indication of disbonding become significant. The system could also

monitor the growth of the crack in the parent structure. This could be combined with the damage-

tolerance approach based on slow disbond growth for the crack region or alternatively the "smart"
capability could also include monitoring of crack and disbond growth.

Main aspects of the (remotely interrogated) patch health monitoring device were outlined in this paper.

Two devices were built and experimentally demonstrated on a laboratory specimen containing a
boron/epoxy doubler using both resistance-foil and piezoelectric film sensors as the strain sensors. The

results show that the patch health monitoring device was able to successfully detect and monitor

damage in the safe-life region of the patch (i.e. the tapered region of the doubler). The latter sensors

appeared to be extremely fatigue resistant and robust.

However, this device has several areas needing further investigation and refinement. One area is the

very difficult problem of interrogating the 'smart patch' through the aircraft fuselage/skin when the

patch is situated in inaccessible internal locations. The second major area is to ensure all components

(particularly the battery) perform properly over an extended operational temperature and altitude

range. Although only one patch state-of-health value and two times are recorded on the prototype,

further development of the electronics would allow a greater number of other parameters to be
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recorded as well. For example, other parameters recorded could be the number of times the strain

exceeds a given strain level or variables affecting corrosion rate etc.
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ABSTRACT

The expanded use of composite structures and the development of new composite repair techniques on

U.S. Air Force (USAF) aircraft has created the need for improved portable, quantitative NDI methods
and systems that can be Used by field-level USAF NDI personnel. Recent advancements in thermal

imaging technologies offer new inspection capabilities that can reliably meet this need. As part of a

multi-phase program to field this technology, commercially available thermography systems are being
assessed in structured experiments and on-aircraft field evaluations. The recently completed structured

experiments evaluated quantitative inspection capabilities for bonded composite repair doublers and
composite honeycomb structures and repairs. Specifically, test specimens included real and simulated C-

130 underwing doubler repairs, C-141 underwing and plank riser doublers, C-141 engine cowlings, and

F-15 rudders. Specimen flaws included disbonds, delaminations, and water and hydraulic fluid ingress
in both repaired and unrepalred structures. This paper discusses test specimen design, experiment
results, and the suitability of thermography for each composite inspection task under consideration.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The test results reported in this paper come from a project that will produce new composite inspection

capabilities ready for use on operational USAF aircraft. This capability is being fielded with a multi-

phase program that evaluates commercially available systems in structured experiments and field
evaluations (conducted by USAF NDI staff), produces reference standard manufacturing data, delivers a

prototype inspection system, and generates an NDI procedure manual and training program. The project
phases, objectives, and status are:
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• PhaseI - SystemMentiflcation/Evaluation

Objective: Survey commercial thermography systems to assess the state of the art in inspection
capabilities and produce a list of candidate thermography systems for formal testing and

evaluation. Status: More than 50 thermography systems vendors were identified. Only 6

systems were considered viable candidates for quantitative composite inspection applications

• Phase 2 - Structured Experiments

Objective: Evaluate selected thermography systems to determine which system best meets the
USAF inspection needs. Use the vendor survey results from phase I to design an evaluation

experiment that determines the inspection capabilities and limits. Status: Two companies,
Bales Scientific, Inc. and Thermal Wave Imaging, Inc. (TWO in partnership with Wayne State

University (WSU), participated in the experiments completed in April 1998. Based on the test

results, the TWI/WSU team inspection system was selected for on-aireraft field testing.

• Phase 3 - Reference Standard Development

Objective: Design and manufacture sample reference standards and develop manufacturing
technical data. Statu_____s:Preliminary standards were used by each inspection team during the

structured experiments. Lessons learned from these tests were implemented in the final designs.
The final specimens are being manufactured for delivery to the Air Force in October 1998.

• Phase 4 - Field Evaluation

Objective: Perform field evaluation of the selected thermography system on USAF aircraft.
Develop an NDI procedure manual and training program. Train USAF staff. Status: Field
testing and the first training course are scheduled to begin in October 1998.

• Phase 5 - Documentation and System Procurement

Objective: Use lessons learned from field testing to prepare a final NDI procedures manual and
training program. Deliver an inspection system to the Air Force. Status: Final system and
documentation delivery is scheduled for April 1999.

2.0 EXPERIMENT DESIGN

2.1 Test Specimen Design

Assorted flaw generation techniques were evaluated experimentally to determine which flaw engineering

approaches produce realistic thermography inspection results. The following describes the induced test
specimens flaws and manufacturing process. A sample F-15 rudder specimen design is shown in figure

1. Though not shown in figure 1, many specimens' flaws were collocated spatially, but at differing

depths, to assess the impact of near surface flaws on the detection/identification of deeper flaws.

. Pull Tab - A 0.003" to 0.004" thick stainless steel shim stock is placed between adjacent
composite plies. The shims are treated with RAM Silicone mold release to prevent permanent

bonding of the insert to the adhesive. These inserts are removed after the adhesive curing
process to produce an air gap disbond. These flaws were used in the C-|30 wing doubler, F-15

rudder, and C-141 wing (external underwing doubler and plank riser doubler) specimens.
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Note_

1. Use 5066 aluminum alloy honeycomb

core with 0_5" hexagonal cells.

ft. Fabricate laminate as per Air Force
o" dr&win8 68A1_40064. Trim laminate to

• tapered honeycomb.

Il_ 8tainleee Pull Tabe 0 'T)

Grafoll Pillow Ineert PI)

_ Machined Core (MC)

I Fluid Ingress (FI)

_- 6" DIA Scarfed Repair Area. Ref. Boeing

__ t_RM _1-70-08 Or equivalent.

I_ 8tainleee Pull Tabe (PT)

GrafoII Pillow Ineert (PI)

Machined Core (MC)

I Fluid Ingress (FI)

Top View

III]lflrllII ,,
Honeycomb Core

See Air Force drawing 68A240064 for

Lexaa Plate, 0._;" Stock

Bide View

(not to so_le)

peciflcatlone.

Figure 1. Sample design drawing for an F-15 rudder test specimen.

.

.

.

.

Pillow Insert - Experimental results suggested that interply delaminations could be created using

either Kapton tape around 3 layers of tissue paper or grafoii inserts. Grafoii inserts were used in

the structured experiments reported in this paper. These flaws were used in the C-130 wing
doubler, F-15 rudder, and C-141 wing (external doubler and plank riser) specimens.

Machined Core - Air gap disbonds between the aluminum honeycomb and the composite
laminates (or aluminum skin) were generated by machining thin recesses in the honeycomb cells.
To maintain the air gap during manufacturing, the laminate portion of the honeycomb assembly

is cured separately and then joined to honeycomb using a secondary bonding process. These

flaws were placed in the engine cowling and F- 15 rudder specimens.

Pin Hole - Small (about 0.125" diameter) holes were drilled in the parent material to create a
vacuum leak during curing. This produced irregular shaped disbonds with random tentacles

between the boron-epoxy doublers and parent aluminum. These flaws were used in the C-130
wing doubler and C-141 wing (underwing and plank riser) specimens.

Fluid Ingress - Both water and MIL-H-83282C hydraulic fluid were injected into individual cells
in the honeycomb panels. The honeycomb was sealed with a Lexan sheet glued to the specimen

back. Some cells were full and some were half full. The fluid ingress regions ranged from a

single 0.25" cell to multiple cells spanning a region with a characteristic lateral dimension of
2.0". In some instances adjacent cells had differing fluids. Mixed fluid cells were not used.
Fluid ingress was only induced in the F-15 rudder specimens.
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. Surface Grind - In some locations the aluminum surface had 10-20% of the material removed

by grinding to simulate a region where corrosion had been removed. This process created a
region of uneven adhesive thickness but did not create a disbond. These "flawed" areas were
used to assess the ability of thermography systems to distinguish between a flawed region

requiting a repair and a previously repaired region not requiring additional repair work. These
flaws were used in the C-130 doubler and C-141 wing (underwing doubler and plank riser)

specimens.

7_ Scarfed Repair - Scarfed repairs were made in the F-15 rudder specimens in accordance with
the F-I 5 rudder structural repair manual and pertinent Air Force specifications. In some cases,

the repaired region was also populated with machined core disbonds, grafoil pillow inserts, and
fluid ingress regions to determine if thermography could detect flaws in a previously repaired

region.

2.2 Test Stands and Inspection Impediments

Four test stands were manufactured to fixture the specimens in configurations that create inspection

conditions similar to those found in an operational environment. These inspection conditions presented

inspection/access impediments that provided the opportunity to assess the NDI system fieldability and
usability. The test stands, and a description of each simulated impediment, are provided in figures 2-5.

The TWI/WSU inspection team used a relatively small, lightweight, hand held inspection system that

was able to easily adjust to the test stand induced impediments. However, each stand highlighted
fieldability problems for the Bales' inspection system. The Bales' inspection system used in the

experiments was mounted on a movable cart. The size of the cart and its limited range of motion
created the following problems for the Bales thermography system:

1. The table with the engine cowling stand had to be moved to the inspection system.

2. The cart was too large to fit on the F-15 rudder stand. Adjustments were made to

accommodate the inspection system. In the field, a custom stand or liit may be needed.

3. The height of the C-130 stand was at the limit of the inspection system adjustment. If the

specimen had been placed any higher, special accommodations would have been required.

, The inspection system could not be used inside theC-141 wing plank riser stand. The test

specimens were removed from the stand and inspected on the floor. The current system as
configured for the experiments is not capable of performing in-wing inspections.

Figure 2. C-141 engine cowling test stand. All

inspections were performed with the test specimen
vertical and the test stand location fixed (i.e., the

equipment had to be moved into the proper

inspection position). The test frame with the
mounted specimen was placed on a table during

the inspections.
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Ir -

Figure 3. F-15 rudder test stand. All
inspections were performed with the

specimen vertical and the inspector/
equipment restricted to the stand base.

Support equipment could be remote if

a sufficiently long umbilical was used.

Figure 4. C-130 wing composite repair test stand.
The test specimen is mounted overhead and

inspected Bales Scientific setting up to inspect the
specimen.

Figure 5. C-141 riser test stand. The inspections required that the inspector and equipment enter the
stand through a 21" x 28" access port. The right image shows the inspector and TWI system being

lowered into the stand to inspect the wing plank risers.
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3. ANSWERDETERMINATIONANDDATA LOGGING

The engineered test specimens were manufactured in accordance with design drawings and

specifications. Mylar template overlays were used to position the flaws. After the specimens were
constructed, each was inspected in an ultrasound immersion tank. The ultrasound images were

overlayed and registered with the design drawings to compare the actual flaw locations/sizes with the

design. The so_ware used to perform the registration and overlay operation allowed the transparency
of the top image to be varied to visualize differences. This same overlay and registration operation was
used to analyze the experiment results where the thermal image results were inconclusive.

To the extent practical, the data was collected in a manner that allowed for semi-automated data
analysis using computer software. Specifically, each experimenter recorded their results in electronic

forms on a computer database module developed to support this experiment. The data entry required
that the experimenter enter the flaw type (including identifying the fluid type for ingress situations),

flaw size (characteristic dimension), flaw ply depth (if a delamination), a raw inspection image, and a
color annotated image highlighting the detected flaw. This approach minimized the opportunity for

human error and helped ensure consistency in the grading_

4. TEST RESULTS

To fully assess the competing inspection system capabilities, some flaws were programmed with a size,
location, and/or characteristic that was intended to be undetectable with state of the art thermography

capabilities and beyond the current Air Force inspection needs. The test design intentionally tried to

preclude 100% success. Scores less than 100% do not mean USAF requirements can't be met.

Grading Metric

% Imp/anted Fla_,s Det-ected

Minimum Flaw Sizing Error (%)

Maximum Flaw Sizing Error (%)

Average Flaw Sizing Error (%)

Minimum Ply Depth Error (# Plies)

Maximum Ply Depth Error (# Plies)

Average Ply Depth Error (# Plies)

7WI

94

0

50

15

0

Table 1. C-130 underwing composite doubler test results. * The 33 % average sizing error for
Bales is misleading. This is principally due to a single sizing error on a 0.125" diameter flaw. Ignoring

this one error resulted in an average sizing error of 6%. ** The Bales inspection system did not have the

ability to identify the depth of interply delaminations. *** The TWI maximum ply depth measurement
error occurred in a flaw located beneath a tapered ply region where the "answer" varied spatially. The

single reported value was correct for part of the flaw region but was off by 4 plies at the deepest point.

This reported error may be misleading/incorrect and may be due to the manner in which it was reported.
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4.1 C-130Wing Plank Test Results

A single C-130 wing plank composite doubler test specimen was used. The 3'x3' specimen consisted
of 0.187" thick 7075-T6 aluminum plate with a 2'x2' octagonal 7 ply composite boron-epoxy doubler

(with a 181 fiberglass outer protective layer). Two 1" wide x 0.125" thick 7075-T6 straps with
fasteners (one strap with steel and the another with aluminum fasteners) were assembled on the back of

the specimen to simulate a wing skin assembly. The doubler contained 16 programmed flaws (8 grafoil

inserts, 4 pull tabs, 2 surface grinds, and two pinhole induced "natural flaws") and multiple
unprogrammed disbonds and delaminations. The flaws ranged in size from a minimum of 0.125" in
diameter to the largest flaw with a maximum dimension of 4.0". The C-130 specimen test results for

are presented in table 1.

Grading Metric

% Implanted Riser Flaws Detected

% Implanted Flaws Correctly Identified

Minimum Sizing Error (%)

Maximum Sizing Error (%)

Average Sizing Error (%)

Minimum Ply Depth Error (# Plies)

Maximum Ply Depth Error (# Plies)

Average Ply Depth Error (# Plies)

TWI

100

85

0

63

20

0

6

Table 2. C-141 wing plank riser specimen test results.*The Bales' inspection system cannot
identify flaw ply depth. However, using the relative timing of the flaw's appearance in the acquired

images, Bales reported the relative flaw depth (e.g., top half, middle, bottom half). The results provided
indicate the percentage of the time the relative depth measurement was correct.

4.2 C-141 Wing Piank/Underwing Doubler Results

Sixteen C-141 wing plank weep hole riser specimens and 8 C-141 underwing doubler specimen were
inspected. The inspected riser repairs consisted of a 15 ply boron-epoxy doubler with a 181 fiberglass

prepreg outer protective layer. Each underwing doubler had 8 boron-epoxy plies and a fiberglass layer.

Both the weep hole repairs and underwing doublers were placed on actual C-141 wing plank sections
provided by the Air Force. Eight underwing doubler test specimen were used with 26 programmed
flaws and multiple natural flaws ranging in size from 0.25" in diameter to a maximum flaw dimension

of 2.7". Sixteen riser doublers specimens were used with 16 programmed flaws and multiple natural
flaws ranging in size from 0.25" in diameter to a maximum flaw dimension of 1.9". Some of the

underwing doublers and riser doublers were unflawed. The test results for these specimens are

presented in tables 2 and 3. It should be noted that TWI did not use their automated flaw depth

measurement software for these specimens. As a result, the ply depth errors increased significantly
over the results they attained on the C-130 and F-15 test specimens.
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Grading Metric

% Implanted Plank Flaws Detected

% Implanted Flaws Identified

Minimum Sizing Error (%)

Maximum Sizing Error (%)

Average Sizing Error (%)

Minimum Ply Depth Error (# Plies)

Maximum Ply Depth Error (# Plies)

Average Ply Depth Error (# Plies)

200

30

1

14

Grading Metric

% Implanted F-15 Flaws Detected

% Implanted Flaws Correctly Identified

% Fluid Flaws Correctly Identified

Minimum Sizing Error (%)

Maximum Sizing Error (%)

Average Sizing Error (%)

Minimum Ply Depth Error (# Plies)

Maximum Ply Depth Error (# Plies)

Average Ply Depth Error (# Plies)

TW/

88

100193

60

0

1001400

10.5/20.9

0

2/8

0.5/1.4

Table 4. F-15 rudder specimen test results. * See table 2 comments. The two TWI values (# / #)

represent total results and results excluding tapered specimen regions where the answers varied spatially.

4.3 F-I 5 Rudder Test Specimen Results

Six F-15 tests specimen were used. Five specimens had a uniform 6 ply laminate skin bonded to tapered
5056 aluminum honeycomb and one had a tapered 8 to 24 ply laminate skin on tapered honeycomb with

a titanium bracket inserted between the middle plies. There were 52 flaws and 4 scarfed repairs, with

flaws both in the repairs and beneath the bracket. The flaw sizes ranged from 0.25" in diameter to 3.3"

along the maximum flaw dimension. The test results for these specimens are presented in table 4.
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Skin
Thickness
(inches)

0.040

0.040

0.050

0.050

0.060

0.060

0.070

0.070

0.080

0.080

0.100

0.100

All

All

Minimum

Error (%)

55 h, 36 v

0

Oh, 20v
,

6Oh, 14v
22

17h, 28v

0

N/A

23

N/A

N/A

Oh, 14vo 12

Average

Error(%)

55 h, 36 v

0.70

22 h, 33 v
10

77 h, 24v

24

17 h, 28 v
0

N/A

23

N/A

N/A

31 h, 30v

Table 5. Engine cowling test specimen inspection results. Where more than one flaw dimension
was measured, "h" and "v" refer to the measurement errors in the horizontal and vertical directions.

4.4 C-141 Engine Cowling Test Specimen Results

One engine cowling specimen with six regions of differing 2024-T3 aluminum skin thickness was used.

The specimen was 24.0" wide x 12.0" high and was bonded to 1.0" thick 5052 aluminum honeycomb.
There were 20 core to skin disbond flaws with characteristic flaw dimensions ranging from 0.25" to

2.2". Some of the flaws were located in the 1.0" wide x 24.0" long honeycomb butt joint splice that
spanned the middle section of the specimen. The test results are presented in table 5.

4.5 Subjective Evaluation Results

In addition to the objective results provided in tables 1-5, a subjective evaluation was performed to rate

the system viability. Evaluation results are provided in tables 6-7 using the following scoring metrics.
Two scores in a single category means the score varied between inspection applications/specimen types.

Score Definition

1 Ready for use or needs minor modifications. Minimal financial/schedule impacts. No technical risks.
2 Well defined modifications are needed. Some financial/schedule impacts. Low technical risk,

3 Technology shows promise but requires some applied research or development. Financial and
schedule impacts are beyond project scope. Moderate to high technical risks.

4 Significant problems exist. Extreme financial and/or schedule impacts. Very high technical risks.

Involves extended research beyond the existing project scope.
5 Problem requiring significant technological advancement or major change in vendor's corporate

philosophy. Not resolvable in foreseeable future.
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R_k II EvaluationCriteria IIBALESScore II r_ Score

_dedium [[ Complexity

. -

Low Cost 1 1

Table 6. Evaluation criteria results summary.

S,_C,_NC*_O_ Ii B_*ScoRE II T_Sco_

c-130 II 1 II

C-141 Underwin_ Doubler !1 2 II 1

Table 7. Inspection accuracy & sensitivity evaluation criteria results by specimen category.

CONCLUSIONS

Both evaluated inspection systems demonstrated reliable, high sensitivity flaw detection capabilities

with a zero false call rate. The Bales' inspection system provided the best imagery, but was the least

flexible from a portability and fieldability standpoint. The TWI system, which was the only system
that demonstrated the ability to measure flaw depth and identify all flaw types (including correct fluid

type identification when the fluid was not beneath another flaw type), was selected for on-aircraft field
testing to be conducted by the Air Force in the fall of 1998.
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ABSTRACT

The US Air Force issued a delivery order to the University of Dayton Research Institute to optimize

existing corrosion detection technologies and couple these with an automated system to provide

significant maintainability improvements to the C/KC-135 and similar type aircraft. Major tasks on the

program and overall program status are reviewed. Special emphasis is placed on the NDE evaluation and
validation methodologies developed and applied on this progam. This methodology is briefly described
and trial test results are presented. These results demonstrate the feasibility of applying this methodology

to assess hidden corrosion detection technologies.

1. INTRODUCTION

The aging of US Air Force aircraft is well documented. The problems associated with maintaining these
aircraft are also well documented. Damage includes cracking, corrosion, multi-site damage, widespread

fatigue damage, stress-corrosion cracking, and crack-corrosion interactions. Inspection, disposition
decisions, repairs, rework and upgrades are becoming increasingly important. Aircraft availability

decreases as maintenance costs and depot flow days increase. In order to keep these aircraft in service,
reduce costs, reduce flow days and increase availability, with the result of optimizing fleet readiness, it is

important to improve nondestructive inspection methods. New methods must be developed. The

application of others must be expanded. Capabilities must be improved by providing for better
discrimination between damaged and undamaged material/structure. And, false calls must be reduced.

New methods must be transitioned for depot and field level use. Automation will also play a role in
reducing costs and improving capability.

An important element to the acceptance and implementation of improved N'DE methods will be
validation. Validation consists of an independent, quantitative assessment through the use of controlled
tests, procedures and protocols, to evaluate the capability of the inspection method to detect and quantify

damage on test specimens that will be independently characterized.

In the spring of 1997, the US Air Force issued a delivery order to the University of Dayton Research

Institute (UDRI) titled Automated Corrosion Detection Process/System for Cost-Effective Maintainability

Improvement. Under this program, UDRI is tasked with optimizing, evaluating, and selecting several
nondestructive inspection (NDI) technologies for integration into an automated inspection system directed

at detection of hidden corrosion in the KC-135. Of central importance to the process is the development
of appropriate validation methodologies. There are several tasks on this program. This paper will giv e a

brief overview of the program objectives and some early results.
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2.DISCUSSION

A brief overview of the KC- 135 inspection challenges will be presented first, followed by a review of the

program tasks. The topic of specimens will be addressed. A description of our detection assessment
methodolo_y will be Even, followed by a presentation of a feasibility test that has been performed.

2.1 BACKGROUND ON C/KC-135

The KC-135 is an interesting case of an a_ng aircraft. The average age of this aircraft is over 35 years
with almost 600 aircraft still in service 1. It is the intent of the Air Force to continue to fly these aircraft

perhaps 40 more years. According to a U.S. General Accounting Office report 2, the Air Force has not yet
identified a replacement aircraft, and recently, they modified their plans for a replacement, delaying its
insertion into service until the year 2013. This same report states that depot flow days have increased

from 158 days in 1991 to 245 days in 1995, forcing a gradual extension of the depot cycle from four years

to five years. The KC-135 is not flown aggressively, making corrosion the most important life-limiting
form of damage. At this point, corrosion is considered an economic issue, but even so, increases in flow

days and maintenance costs are having a direct impact on the fleet readiness. Furthermore, what is an

economic issue today may develop into a safety problem in the future.

Corrosion occurs in many forms on the KC-135. Crevice corrosion in the lap joints and doublers is of

primary interest on this program. Crevice corrosion has associated with it metal thinning, surface
roughness, and pillowing. The KC-135 has intergranular and exfoilation corrosion around steel fasteners

on the upper wing skins. Corrosion can occur between wing skins and spars, between the lower wing
skin and the main landing gear trunnion, and between fuselage wing skins and steel doublers around pilot
windows. Stress corrosion cracking of components made from large 7075-T6 aluminum forgings has also

been found. Reference [1 ] provides information on other types of corrosion reported on the KC-135.

The materials and manufacturing practices in use at the time these aircraft were built have led to favorable
conditions for the initiation and growth of crevice corrosion in lap joints and doublers. Large portions of
the skin are made of 2024 and 7075 aluminum alloys. Joints were assembled typically without any

sealant or zinc chromate. With time and exposure to the environment, corrosion has resulted.

There are several types of construction features in the structure that complicate the inspection: material

composition (alloy type), skin thickness, fastener type, and the presence of substructures.

Figure 1. Sketch of lap joint cross section. Shown here are the layers of skin, the stringer,
and the rivets.
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Theskinstructuresthatareof interestto us are the lap joints (see figure 1), splice joints, stringers and

sonic straps. These structures are fastened with spot welds or rivets (aluminum or steel, button head or

countersunk). Combinations of these "simple" structures result in very complex skin structures.
Furthermore, the C/KC-135 has many different mission configurations, as well as repairs and

modifications. There are approximately 900 linear feet of lap joints and 1000 square feet of doublers

(including triplets and quadruplets) on each aircraft. Considering the alloys, skin configurations, aircraft
configurations, repairs, patches, modifications, and assembly tolerances, the inspection of the KC-135

presents a significant inspection challenge.

2.2 THE AUTOMATED CORROSION DETECTION PROGRAM

As mentioned earlier, the goal of this program is the optimization, evaluation and selection of one or more

inspection technologies to integrate into an automated inspection system to detect hidden corrosion on the
KC-135. The goal is to be able to accurately and reliably detect and characterize corrosion to less than 10

percent thickness loss. In this section each of the major tasks of the program will be described.

While not attempting to include every known inspection technology, UDRI competitively selected several

technologies to participate in the program. These include both contact and noncontact methods and four
different physical principles. Participating organizations are listed in Table 1. Other technologies may be

evaluated for participation as appropriate.

Or:_anization

TABLE 1. PARTICIPATING NDE RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS
i

Technologic,

Wayne State University

Physical Research, Incorporated
Analytical Services and Materials

Advanced Research Applications Corporation
NASA-LaRC
NASA-LaRC

Thermography

Ma_eto-Optical Imaging - Eddy Current
Ultrasonics

Radiography

ThermogTaphy
Radiography

Each of the first four organizations listed in Table 1 has completed optimization of their respective
technologies as applied to the detection of crevice corrosion in lap joints and doublers. In the fall of

1998, the capability of each of these six technologies listed above will be determined in a controlled
assessment test. This evaluation/validation will be described below. Following the evaluation, we will

select one or more inspection technologies with an acceptable level of detection capability for

continuation in the program. The selected technologies must lend themselves to automation, and be
sufficiently mature to begin this phase of development. Throughput and other implementation/logistic

issues will also play a role in the continuation decision.

As part of this program, UDRI has made an assessment of several automation concepts, investigating

their claimed capabilities, advantages, disadvantages, costs and risks. At this point in the program, we are

intending to pursue a crawler robot as the delivery mechanism for the different inspection modes. While
the goal of the program is automation, the program is not intended as a robotic development effort. The

significant NDI issues are more important.

Undoubtedly, more than one technology will be required to produce a complete inspection of the lap

joints and doublers. With this in mind, we will be considering different data fusion schemes. Other tasks
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on the programincludeinvestigatingNDI reproducibilityand a NondestructiveEvaluation(NDE)
requirementssurvey.Thegoalof ourinvestigationintoNDI reproducibilityis to establisha framework
for definingthosetechnologyspecificparameterscriticalfor assuringreproducibleinspectionresults.
TheN'DErequirementssurveyhascompiledresponsesfrom over60knowledgeableindividualsin the
aerospaceindustrywithprimaryemphasisontheAir Force.Thesurveyhasinvestigateddifferenttypes
of damage,damagelocation,inspectionneeds,equipmentavailability,andotherissues.Datahasbeen
compiledin adatabasethatcanbequeriedin manydifferentways. A summaryof thesurveyis being
prepared.

Theeffortson thisprogramaremany-facetted,andareall importantto theprogram;however,themain
thrustof theprogramistheevaluationof theNDI technologies,andtheintegrationanddemonstrationof
anautomatedsystem.In orderto evaluatethedifferenttechnologies,UDRIhasdevelopeda validation
methodology. UDRI hasalso obtainedan assortmentof specimens.Specimensand validation
methodologywill bebrieflydescribedbelow.

2.3SPECIMENS

Anyvalidationmethodologyrequiresappropriatespecimens.Thedevelopmentandsearchfor specimens
is an ongoingeffort in the agingaircraftcommunity. Generally,thereare two differenttypesof
specimens.First,therearerealinspectionarticles,with realdamage.In thiscase,thesewouldbepieces
of realaircraftfuselageskinpanelswithactualcorrosion.Thesespecimensallowfor double-blindtests.
Theyaresingleuse,andrequiredestructivebreak-openandindependentcharacterization.Selectionand
availabilityof suchspecimensaresevereconstraints.Specimenswith too much,or too easy-to-find
corrosionprovidelittle informationin a test. Similarly,specimenswith toolittle or toodifficult-to-find
corrosionhavelimitedusefulness,butarenecessaryintheevaluationof thelikelihoodof falsecalls.

Thesecondtypeof specimenis a manufacturedone. It containseitherrealor artificialcorrosion,and
possiblysomecorrosionby-product(simulatedor real). Sinceit is engineered,it shouldhavewell
definedcorrosionlevels.It providesfor single-blindtests,andcanbeusedmanytimes.Whilethereare
advantagesto thistypeof specimen,thereis alwaysthequestionwhetherit accuratelysimulatesreality.
Ontheotherhand,it offersconsiderablecontrolof testvariables.Therearemanyideaswith regardto
engineeredtestpanels.Essentially,anyvalidationmethodologywill requirebothtypesof specimens.

As partof this program, UDRI has acquired a number of candidate specimens from two aircraft. In

particular, a KC-135 aircraft was recently cut up at Tinker Air Force Base. This aircraft had been
previously stationed in Hawaii, and contained extensive corrosion damage. The decision was

subsequently made to scrap the aircraft. Mr. Don Nieser (OC-ALC/LACRA) and other individuals at
Tinker Air Force Base worked aggressively to have this aircraft cut up and the pieces used to study

corrosion, fatigue, and nondestructive testing. UDRI received several pieces of the fuselage, two pieces

of a wing, and an intact portion of the tail. The fuselage pieces are of various sizes, but typically are
many feet wide by many feet long. Each contains some combination of lap joint, doubler, stringer and/or

other structure. UDRI is screening these panels to look for adequate levels of corrosion to make
appropriate specimens for evaluation tests. We are considering complexity of the structures as well as
areas without corrosion for false call assessment. Figure 2 shows two typical KC-135 panels. UDRI has

also acquired several pieces of a 707 fuselage, the commercial version of the KC-135. This fuselage had

been used in extensive fatigue tests for the Navy. The pieces we received are also being screened for

appropriateness as test specimens.

We have also engineered several other panels, each having material removed from one side and
assembled into skin structures with simulated corrosion by-products in the void. Each panel has been

designed with a different purpose in mind. Figure 3 shows the machined surface of one specimen. The
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Figure2.TwoKC-135panels.Thesepanelswerecutfroma KC-135atTinkerAir Force
BaseinMarch1998.Thelongerof thetwopanelsisabout8feetlong.

squaresare2X 2 inches, each with a different amount of material removed. This specimen is designed to
test for a correlation between NDE output and the thickness loss. Without such a correlation it would be

senseless to perform further testing. This test will also look at noise and saturation levels in the output
image. This specimen, with its sharp comers and uniform thickness profile within the squares will not be

used for probability of detection (POD) assessment.

Another specimen contains 8 sets of lines, each set consisting of three lines. All sets of equal-width,

equal-separation line pairs have the same depth of material removed. Line widths and separation

distances vary from 1 inch to 0.008 inches. This line pair specimen is designed to ascertain an estimated
spatial resolution for each NDE technique. Again, this specimen will not be used for POD assessments.

Obviously, sharp comers and uniform areas of thickness loss are not representative of real corrosion.

Figure 3. Correlation panel. The machined squares are each two inches by two inches.
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With this in mind,we createdanotherspecimenthat wasdesignedto providea randomprofile of
thicknessloss.Theprofilewascomputer-generatedusingasimplealgorithmto "grow"thethicknessloss
in depthandspatialextentaboutseveralseedpoints.Themachinedareacoversaregionof about4 X 4
inches,andthematerialremovedrangesfrom zeroto 0.018inches(0 to 45%loss). Currently,this is
consideredatrial specimendesignedto measure output as a function of thickness loss and from this to
estimate POD. Depending on its success, additional specimens can be easily created. We are also

investigating other methods of manufacture. In addition, we are continuing to investigate different

specimen designs, including engineered specimens with a combination of machined and real corrosion
generated thickness loss.

2.4 CORROSION DETECTION TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

A short discussion of a methodology for corrosion detection assessment is given below, followed by a
description of a feasibility test that was conducted using this method. Finally, the results of the test are

given.

2.4.1 Discussion of Assessment Methodology

Early in this program, we received input from several individuals representing several organizations

concerning the development of a methodology for assessing the capability of different inspection systems

to detect and characterize corrosion. These individuals and their organizations are listed in Table 2. The
input that we received from these individuals dealt with the topics of specimens, corrosion metrics,

analysis methods, and procedures and protocols, among other things. The general philosophy of the test
was provided and in some cases, details were included as well. The responses varied.

TABLE 2. INDIVIDUALS PROVIDING INPUT ON DETECTION ASSESSMENT.

Contributor Organization

D. Nieser
D. Kinsie

J. Gallagher
W. Rummel

M. Golis

G. Hardy

F. Spencer
C. Smith

A. Berens

OC -ALC/LACRA
AFRL/MLS -OL
AFRL/CCL

D&W Enterprises, LTD

Advanced Quality Concepts
Retired
Sandia National Laboratories

FAA Technical Center

University of Dayton Research Institute

In addition to UDRI's efforts, there has been and continues to be considerable work directed at corrosion
detection assessment. For instance, ARINC 3 has done work in this area, as has Sandia National

Laboratories 4 with the Airworthiness Assurance NDI Validation Center. While much progress on this

topic has been made, there is still much to learn, and consensus on a method of corrosion detection

validation has yet to be reached. Our approach has been to learn what we can from the various sources,
and to provide a proposed method that will contribute to the advancement of this field. This proposed

method is not specifically built upon the input of any one of the resources given above. It is, however,
designed to be an integrated, self-consistent whole that will lend itself to analysis similar to well
established crack detection technology assessment methods 5.
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Figure 4. Diagram of concept underlying corrosion detection assessment methodology

Conceptually, our method is based upon the premise that for each NDE technology being evaluated, the

output at a given point, P, is a function of the thickness loss in a small region, R, of the test panel. This is
shown conceptually in Figure 4. An output image is the collection of output pixels. In order to determine

the probability of detecting a given level of thickness loss, we define independent inspection cells, I, such
that the output at the point P is independent of the corrosion everywhere outside the cell. The size of the

independent cells is determined from the tests conducted on the resolution test panels (line pair

specimen). A collection of non-overlapping independent cells then represents independent inspection
opportunities for that test panel. Data pairs are established consisting of the output at the center of the

cells and a thickness loss parameter from within the cells. This parameter may be the actual average
thickness loss or alternatively the actual maximum thickness loss within the region, R, inside the cell, I.

The output is then plotted as a function of this thickness loss parameter. Since two cells with nominally

the same thickness loss parameter may have different corrosion profiles, the plot of output versus
thickness loss will include scatter in the data. This scatter of the data about some trend curve reflects the

variation in corrosion profile from cell to cell, as well as noise and other variables. By appropriately

modeling the trend curve and residuals, it is possible to calculate the probability of detection (POD) as a
function of thickness loss for a given threshold, technique, and spatial resolution.

From this perspective, it is obvious that certain engineered specimen concepts are inadequate. If a
specimen thickness loss profile is uniform, it presents an unrealistic profile of corrosion. The scatter in
the data as determined from such specimens would not reflect what will be observed on real aircraft

panels. Similarly, engineered corrosion clusters that contain sharp edges are unrealistic. To make the

methodology described herein work, each specimen must have its corrosion profile fully characterized
with some independent method and must truly represent the kinds of damage that is expected on real

aircraft. Real corrosion test panels must also be fully and independently characterized. Test panels with
different corrosion profile characterizations may give different POD results. Therefore, a complete

independent characterization of the test panel serves to distinguish the corrosion found on one panel from
the corrosion found on another panel. For instance, a panel with many pits will look different than one

with few pits and extensive general attack, and may then result in different POD capabilities.

By modeling the output in regions of no thickness loss, the probability of a false call can be established.
False calls are threshold excursions in regions of no thickness loss. Systems with better discrimination

have fewer false calls and overcalls for the same POD for a given critical thickness loss. In this scheme,
different technologies can be compared by examining their respective discrimination capabilities for a

given detection level.
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2.4.2Descriptionof FeasibilityTest

To demonstrate the feasibility of this assessment methodology, we tested it using the random profile
panel discussed above. In this trial test, the single AI 2024 panel (0.040 inches thick - 12 inch square)

was inspected from the side opposite the machined surface using ultrasonics and eddy current. The

ultrasonic data was used as a reference characterization of the panel. It was done in immersion using a 25
MHz, 0.25-inch diameter, 0.5-inch spherically focussed transducer. Time-of-flight data was collected
relative to the front surface reflection with a 100 MHz sampling rate. This gives a thickness resolution of

approximately 1.25 mils in aluminum. The 6-dB spot size was calculated to be about 0.005 inches in

water. Sample points were separated by 0.010 inches, and the step size between lines was 0.010 inches.

Each time-of-flight measurement was converted to an estimated thickness.

The eddy current inspection was considered to be the method under test. It was performed at 35 KHz,
with a 0.26-inch diameter shielded absolute coil. This produced a skin depth of 0.025 inches and an eddy

current level at the back of the sheet that was about 20% of front surface current level. The liftoff signal

was placed in the horizontal channel, and the vertical channel was used for the inspection. Sample points
were separated by 0.040 inches in both the scan and index directions.

2.4.3 Results of Feasibility Test

Figure 5 shows grey scale images of the ultrasonic and eddy current inspections. Each image has been
preprocessed for presentation (cropped, rotated, flipped, scaled, centered...). Figure 6 shows 128 non-

overlapping, randomly selected independent inspection cells (0.32 inches diameter).

a. b.

Figure 5. Inspection results for random profile specimen. The first image, (a), is the grey

scale output for the UT inspection. The second image, (b), is the output for the eddy

current inspection.

There are 59 cells with no material removed, which were excluded from the analysis. Figure 7 is a plot of

output versus average material removed for the remaining 69 cells. These averages were calculated over
0.26-inch diameter regions centered on the conservatively sized cells. Also shown in this figure is a
straight-line best-fit to the data. In order to calculate a POD curve, we assume that the data can be

modeled as a straight line given by the best-fit, and that the scatter about the fit can be modeled by a
normal distribution with standard deviation given by that of the residuals. The figure also displays a

threshold that was used to calculate a POD for this particular inspection. This POD is shown is Figure 8.

This simple test and analysis demonstrates the feasibility of our proposed methodology for determining
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Figure6. A collectionof 128non-overlappingindependentinspection cells. Each cell is
0.32 inches in diameter and was randomly selected. The selection routine excluded a
border region to avoid edges of the image.
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Figure 7. Analysis results. Output versus average material removed for
independent cells excluding those with no material removed.
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Figure 8. Estimated probability of detection based on the threshold in Figure 7.
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thePOD for a detection technology. Full-scale implementation will include a more rigorous analysis of

the fit and residuals, with tests for normality and equal variance at different material loss levels.
Confidence limits will also be determined.

There are many items that have not been addressed in this presentation of our validation methodology.
These include the experimental plan with procedures, protocols, specimen definitions, test matrix, record

keeping and reporting requirements. The test matrix includes repeatability and sensitivity tests and

defines such things as test sequence and the specimens to use for each test. Furthermore, in each
evaluation there are a host of issues that must not be ignored, such as image preprocessing, data formats,

pixel resolution differences, file handling and archiving. NDI system calibration is also essential.

Another important element of this evaluation is the independent characterization of the test specimens. In
the above feasibility study, we used a high-frequency focused ultrasonic inspection for this purpose, but

ultimately this will be inadequate. Better alternatives exist, such as topographic radioscopy. Each of
these items is discussed in detail in our experimental plan.

CONCLUSION

A corrosion detection validation methodology has been demonstrated to be feasible. Using this

methodology and an associated experimental plan, we are evaluating several NDE technologies and are

selecting those that will continue on the Automated Corrosion Detection Program. We will then enter the
integration phase of the program in which a prototype automated inspection system will be assembled. In

parallel, we will continue development of our validation methodology including the investigation of
different specimen concepts. Later in the program, we will demonstrate this automated system on the
intact tail section that is currently residing in a facility in Oklahoma City. At some later point, a full

implementation of an automated system such as the one to be demonstrated on this program should play a
significant role in reducing costs and flow days, and ultimately improving the readiness of the fleet. This

system and the validation methodologies should also be applicable to other aircraft inspection problems.
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ABSTRACT

Multiple _Site Damage testing was performed on uncorroded and pre-corroded open hole panels

fabricated from new 2024-T3 clad aluminum (0.062"t) to assess corrosion damage effects on crack

growth rates, crack growth lives, linkup loads, and residual strength. The pre-corroded test panels were

artificially corroded with a modified ASTM B368 Accelerated Salt Fog process prior to testing. Testing

was at laboratory ambient conditions. The panels were tested in two phases. First, constant amplitude
cyclic loading was applied and fatigue crack growth data was recorded. Next, a saw cut central lead

crack was introduced and the panel was loaded to failure. Metallurgical examination of a representative

sampling of crack faces provided statistical corroded material loss measurements ranging from 24% to

37% corresponding to local stress increases of approximately 30% to 60%. Franc2d/l analysis was used

extensively to calculate the required normalized stress intensity factors. Test results are compared to

analysis and indicate that corrosion effects on crack growth, crack growth rates, crack linkup loads, and

residual strength can be accounted for by simple net section stress increases proportional to material loss.

Six 2024-T3 clad MSD test panels fabricated from new sheet stock (Figure 1) were tested in this

program. Two (2) panels were tested in the baseline uncorroded condition. The remaining four (4) test
panels were fabricated oversize, artificially corroded, final machined, and then tested. The finished hole

detail with double through thickness EDM notches is shown in Figure 2. The holes and EDM notches

were fabricated after the artificial corrosion process. The panel thickness (0.062"), fastener hole
diameter (I/4") and fastener pitch (l') were selected as being representative of typical aircraft lap joint

geometry. The panel width (W), the number of open holes (n), and the lead crack size (2a) were selected

to maximize the load differences between the Swift Linkup load and the minimum load calculated by

either Net Section Yield or Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics, assuming double through thickness

0.050" MSD cracks in the adjacent two holes to the lead crack. Initial sizing was done in collaboration

with similar testing at Wichita State University performed by Joe Camenzind and Dr. Bert Smith. Sizing

results are shown in Figure 4 and compared to other MSD crack size scenarios. The final adjacent hole

MSD crack sizes (am_) was selected as 0.150" so that multi cracked hole crack growth data could be

recorded prior to cutting the discrete lead crack and loading to failure.

Testing was accomplished in 2 phases at ambient laboratory temperature and humidity conditions with

anti-buckling guides in place on both sides of the testpanels above and below the fastener hole row. The
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first phasewascyclicloadingwithnoleadcrack.Thetestpanelswereconstantamplitudeloadedat 1-3
Hz andat a loadratioof 0.1withmaximumstressesrangingfrom7.4to 11.2ksi (Figure9).. Crack
growthdatawasrecordedfor 10cracksperpanel(Figure3)until theaverageMSDcracksizepropagated
to0.150".At thispoint,thetestwastemporarilystopped(thespecimenremainedgrippedbutunloaded)
andthecentermost7 holesweresawcutto forma centralleadcrack. Thisresultedin a leadcrackof
approximately6.55"with twoadjacentholesoneithersideof theleadcrackhavingdoubleMSDcracks.
The second test phase then loaded the test panels to static failure under load control at a load rate of 20

kips per minute. Intermediate lead/MSD crack linkup loads and failure loads were recorded (Figure 10).

Two of the four artificially corroded panels representing the extremes of visible corrosion damage were

examined after testing to determine the actual corroded material loss. Each monitored crack face was

examined with a Quantex Image Analysis system to measure the remaining areas from which thickness

losses were calculated. Crack face regions were used to eliminate errors due to static overload necking

during final failure loading. Representative crack face photographs are shown in Figure 5. Average

material loss on one panel was 26.6% with the second panel at 32.5%. Individual crack face material

losses ranged from 24% to 37%.

Crack growth rate and crack growth life analysis results are presented in Figures 8 and 9 and are based

on normalized stress intensity factors (Figure 7) derived from a symmetric Franc2d/l half panel model

(Figure 6a). The model was constrained in the vertical direction along the lower panel edge and

uniformly loaded in the vertical direction along the upper panel edge. Double through thickness cracks
were modeled at each of the holes and propagated with the Franc2d/1 automatic sequence to derive the

analysis stress intensity factor history. Unique hole SIF data was used with specific crack face material

loss data to determine hole specific crack growth rate data (Figure 8). Average SIF data used with

average crack face material loss data was used for crack growth life analysis (F_gure 9). Both analyses

accounted for corrosion damage effects by simple stress increases proportional to material losses. The

current data confirms earlier test results and substantially expands the range of corrosion damage that can

be categorized by simple stress increases proportional to material losses.

Analytical lead crack and adjacent MSD crack linkup loads were calculated as the minimum of; 1)

simple net section yield load, 2) critical lead crack Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanic load, 3) critical

adjacent MSD crack Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanic load, or 4) the Swift linkup load. Franc2d/l

modeling was used for calculating stress intensity solutions for this studies specific crack configuration.

A brief description of each failure criterion follows.

1) Simple Net Section Yield Load:

This analysis assumes panel failure when the net section stress reaches material yield.

Net section area is calculated by subtracting the lead crack, any holes, and any MSD

cracks from the original width and then multiplying this net width by the material

thickness. The applicable formula is;

Pcnt_NSY)= Ftyt[W - 2aleaa - (Number of holes)(Hole diameter) -

(Numer of MSD cracks)(A verage MSD surface crack length)]

2) Critical Lead Crack Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics Load:

This analysis assumes panel failure when the lead crack fractures. Failure load is based

on the material Plane Stress Fracture Toug_[_s, panel width, panel thickness, lead crack



sizeandtheStressIntensityBetasolution. Normalizedstressintensityfactorswere
calculatedusingFranc2d/l.Theapplicableformulais;

KaWt

ecrit (LEFM, lead crack) -- _( Franc2D/L, lead crack) "_ _(lead crack)

3) Critical MSD Crack Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics Load:

This analysis assumes panel failure when the adjacent MSD cracks fracture. Failure load

is based on the material Plane Stress Fracture Toughness, panel width, panel thickness,

MSD crack size and Franc2d/! normalized stress intensity solutions. The applicable

formula is;

_ KaWt

Pcnt(LEFM, MSD crack) _( Franc2D/L, MSD crack ) 4,Tra(MSD crack)

4) Swift Linkup Load:

The Swift linkup load is that load that results in the plastic zones of the lead crack and

the adjacent MSD crack intersecting. This criteria was first hypothesized by Tom Swift

and appears to work reasonably well for materials having relatively large specific

toughness (=Ka/Fty) such as 2xxx aluminum alloys. This analysis is based on remaining

ligament length between the lead crack tip and the adjacent MSD crack tip, the flow

stress (average of the yield and ultimate strengths), the lead crack size, the MSD crack

size, and the associated Stress Intensity Beta values. The applicable formula is;

I. lr( ligament )( Snow)2Pcrit(Swiftlinkup) = /_(Franc2D/L, leadcrack)4,,_a0eadcrack) "t'- _(Franc2D/L, MSDcrack)4]r-a(MSDcrack)

where the plastic zone radius is given by the contemporary definition;

_ (K/Snow) 2
RoY 2n

and is predicated on solution of the following ligament plastic zone relation;

Ligament = 2 Rpy (lead crack) + 2 Rpy ( MSD crack )

Linkup loads for each of these criteria are tabulated in Figure 10 with corroded panel linkup loads being

calculated as proportional to the remaining material thickness. The Swift Linkup criteria proved the best

correlation with test data for all of the test panels with analysis loads within 5% of test values.

Calculated residual strength loads based on Net Section Yield, Critical Lead Crack Linear Elastic

Fracture Mechanics, or non-linear Franc2d/! analysis are compared to actual test loads (Figure 10). The
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bestmatch(2%to 6%)resultedfromthenon-linearFranc2d/lanalysiswhichaccountedfor slowstable
tearingpriortofinalfracture.Withoutslowstabletearingaffects,theerrorrangedfrom 12%to 17%.

TheFranc2d/1slowtearingresidualstrengthmodel(Figure6b)usedthefollowinginputs:

Elements:
Outsideplanestraincoreregion........ eight-noded,quadratic,planestress
Withinplanestraincoreregion......... eight-noded,quadratic,planestrain
Elementsalongthecrackpathwere0.04incheswide(horizontaldimension).
Theplanestraincoreregionencompassedexactlytworowsof elements(~0.095"totalheight).

MaterialProperties:
Materialtype:2024cladaluminumplate,T-L orientation
Young'sModulus,E
PoissonRatio,n
Thicknessoutsidethecorrodedregion
Thicknesswithinthecorrodedregion
UniaxialYieldStress
CriticalCTOA

= 10.6Msi
= 0.33
= 0.062inch
= 0.062inch
= 40ksi
= 4.5degrees

Materialnon-linearplastichardeningcurvedata[Newman]:

Strain(in/in) Stress(ksi) Strain(in/in)
0.03800

Stress(ksi)
55.10.00000 0.0

0.00319 33.4 0.06200 59.5
0.00600 42.1 0.10000 62.4
0.01000 47.9 0.14000 63.!
0.01600 50.6 0.20000 63.8

BoundaryConditions:
Lefthandedgeusedsymmetryboundarycondition.
Bottomedgeusedsymmetryboundarycondition.
Topedgeusedapplieddisplacementboundaryconditionof Uy= 0.005in.

Initial CrackandCrackPathDefinition:
Initial crackextended0.03inchesbeyondtheedgeof theoutermosthole.Thecrackpathwas
definedto lie alongthehorizontallineof symmetry.Thecrackwasdefinedto openthenodes
along38elements(eachof length0.04in)givingit a totalgrowthof 1.52inches.

Crack _Tip Qpening Angle Evaluation:
The CTOA was defined to be evaluated two nodes behind the crack tip. The mid-side node was

included in this count so that this distance was a constant 0.04 inches behind the crack tip

throughout the entire analysis.

Analysis Control Parameters:

Load Sub-Steps: 100
Max Iterations: 200

Appl Disp Factor: 50

Final Step: 38

Analysis Mode: Incremental/Unzipping
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Global Tolerance: 0.001

Load Factors: 0

Accelerate Iter: None

Increment Method: Fixed
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Average surface MSD crack length

Crack Tip Opening Angle

Specimen hole diameter, inch
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Multiple Site Damage

Cycle count
Net Section Yield

Critical Lead Crack Fracture Mechanics Load, kips
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Initial Sizing of 2024-T3 Clad MSD Panels
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Figure 4: Test Panel Sizing Data
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Figure 5: Typical Corrosion Damage
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Franc2d/L Fine Mesh Half Panel Model for

Crack Growth Stress Intensity Solutions
Franc2d/L Fine Mesh Quarter Panel Model

for Residual Strength Slow Stable Tearing

Figure 6a Figure 6b

Franc2d/!StressIntensityBetaValuesvsMSDSurfaceCrackLength
24" Wide Panel with 11 Centrally Located 114" Diameter Open Holes
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Figure 7: Normalized Stress Intensity Factors - Crack Growth Analysis
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ABSTRACT

A coating system comprised of a sol-gel-based conversion coating and chromated primer shows

corrosion protection equivalent to the same primer over alodine. Nonchromated primers do not
perform well when applied over nonchromated conversion coatings, including sealed anodize.

Electrochemical testing (EIS, ENM) of the coating systems shows that waterborne coating systems to
be more porous than high solids coatings. The EIS results rank the performance of coating systems in

the same order as does salt spray. Response of the coating systems to a damage event is shown by EIS

to depend on the presence of active inhibitors. Hybrid inorganic/organic hybrid polymers show
promise as coating materials and offer opportunities for including nonchrome inhibitors in different

ways to control their release. Traditional topcoat coatings offer little or no additional transport barrier.

Advanced fluoropolymer topcoat formulations increase the barrier properties of the coating system
and can help protect the substrates from corrosion.
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1. INTRODUCTION

TheAir Forcehasfundednumerousprogramsto advancetechnologyin thecoatingsystemsusedon
theirweaponsystems.Thegoalof theresearcheffortshasbeento increaseperformanceandlower
costs.In thepastdecade,environmentalconcernshaveaddedanadditionalgoalto reducetheuseof
volatileorganiccompoundsandhazardousmaterials,suchashexavalentchromium,fromthecoating
systems.Thecombinationof thesegoalsmakesfor averychallengingtechnicaleffort.

In general,theseprogramshavebeenprimarilyfocusedonthetraditionalelementsof coatingsystems
lookingfor materialsandprocessesthatcanbeusedasdrop-inreplacements.TheAdvanced
CorrosionResistantAircraftCoatingprogram(ACRAC)isdesignedto developcoatingsusinga
systemsapproach.Thegoalsof theprogramaretomeettheAir Forcestoppriorityrequirementsof
corrosionprotection,environmentalcompliance(OSHAandEPA),anddurabilityof appearance.To
achievethesegoals,innovativenontraditionalmaterialsandprocessesarebeinginvestigated.The
approachis to leverageexistingsol-gelandnonchromeinhibitortechnologiestoprovideadhesionand
corrosionprotection.Thesol-gelapproachisalsobeingpursuedto develophybridorganic-inorganic
polymermaterialsforcoatings.Thesehybridsaretailorabletooptimizebothmechanicalproperties
andincorporationanddeliveryschemesof corrosioninhibitors.Advancedformulationtechnologies
for topcoatsincludingpolymersystemsandfillersaswellaspowderandplasmaapplication
techniquesarebeinginvestigated.

A keyfeatureof theprogramistointegrateall elementstogetherandevaluatethesystemfor corrosion
resistanceandperformance.Cycliccorrosionexposureandelectrochemicaltechniquesarebeingused
to monitortheresponseof thecoatingsystemstoacceleratedcorrosiontesting.Theelectrochemical
methodsalsogiveinformationaboutthemechanismsof behaviorof thecoatingsystemsinuse.

Thetargetvehiclefor theACRACcoatingis theKC-135.Thereareover500vehiclesin theAir Force
inventoryandtheyexpecttobedeployedforatleastthenext20years.A coatingsystemthatperforms
wellandmeetsthecorrosionandperformancerequirementsof theKC-135shouldbeadaptableto the
AMCfleetingeneral.Fieldinganonhazardoushighperformancecoatingsystemwill significantly
decreasethemaintenanceandoperatingcostsof thetransportfleet.

ToaccomplishtheACRACprogramobjectives,ateamof expertsincoatingsformulationand
application,sol-geltechnology,andcoatingsystemevaluationhasbeenassembled.Theteam
membersareshowninFigure1withtheirprimarycontributionstotheprogram.

Test & Evaluation

Formulation Boeing

Deft NDSU
Chemat UVA
Boeing

Surface Prenaration

t Boein_

CONVERSION COATING _ .......

Figure 1 - ACRAC Team Members
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2. PROGRESSIN SOL-GELCOATINGS

Twoapproachestodevelopingsol-gelmaterialsfor coatingsystemsthatwearefocusingonareI) sol-
gelthinfilmsand2)sol-gelthickfilm hybridcoatingsystems.Therequirementsfor bothcoatingsare
topromoteadhesionbetweenthemetalsubstrateandtheoverlyingorganicprimeror topcoatandto
providecorrosionprotection.

2.1. THINFILM

Thethinfilm approachusesmetaloxidefilmswithorganiccouplingagents.In conceptthiscoating
will replacethefunctionof thetraditionalchromateconversioncoating.Thesol-gelsystemdeveloped
atBoeingconsistsofadiluteaqueouszirconiumandfunctionalizedsiliconalkoxidesolutionthatis
sprayappliedto thecleanedmetalsurface.Thefilm is driedin placewithnothermalcuringrequired.

Thesiliconcomponentcariesanorganicgroupthatischosensoastobechemicallycompatiblewith
theorganicpolymersystemin theprimeror topcoat.A glycidoxylgroupis typicallyusedforepoxy
primers.Thecoatingsystemisthin(typically50-200nm)andformsagradientcoatingasshownin
Figure2.A keyfeatureisthatchemicalbondingispossiblebetweenthesubstrateandtheprimerand
topcoat.Thisgivessuperioradhesionrelativetochromateconversioncoatingsthatrelyonmechanical
interlocking,hydrogenbonding,anddispersionforcesforadhesion.

Organic )_ C Organic Resin -_Resin

0 I I I I
O - 0 0

Sol-

Gel I R'

Part_ I Met.,P'r,Su,.-¢. " " " I
Figure 2 - Sol-Gel coating structure

Testing with mil-spec epoxy primers shows that the thin sol-gel coating, referred to as Boegel-EP,
provides excellent adhesion of primer to aluminum substrates. Similar sol-gel chemistries are being
tested in other programs for adhesion to steel and titanium with equally good adhesion results. Use on

aluminum structure fastened with stainless steel or titanium fasteners should not pose adhesion
difficulties. This will be tested as part of the transition phase of the program.

The Boegel sol-gel coating by itself does not have significant corrosion resistance. The primed system

using Boegel and chromated primers shows equivalent performance to chromated primers applied to
alodined surfaces. Nonchrome primers applied to Boegel do not perform well. This is a common result

for nonchrome primers applied over nonchrome surface preparations.

Table 1 shows the primers and conversion coatings used in a test of nonchrome primers and
conversion coatings. All of the candidate primers are being tested to the requirements of MIL-P-85582

Class N, the specification for water reducible solvent resistant epoxy primers. The Spraylat and Dexter
products are being flight tested on Navy airplanes. The conversion coatings include chromated

Alodine 1200S (MIL-C-5541 Type 1A) and dilute chromate sealed Boric Sulfuric Anodize (BSAA,

MIL-A-8625 Class IC) as control conversion coatings. Boegel-EPII, unsealed BSAA, and bare
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deoxidizedpanelsarethenonchromatecandidates.All of theprimerspasswetanddryadhesiontests
onall of theconversioncoatings.

Table 1 - Primers and conversion coatings tested

Nonchromate Primers

Deft 44-W- 16

Deft 44-W- 18

Courtaulds
Dexter/Crown Metro 10PW22-2

Spraylat EWDY048A/B
Courtaulds MIL-P-85582 chromated

Conversion coatings
Alodine 1200S

Boegel-EPII
Sealed Boric Sulfuric Acid Anodize

Unsealed Boric Sulfuric Acid Anodize

Deoxidized only

The results of corrosion testing of the Table 1 primers and conversion coatings are summarized in

Table 2. Figure 3 shows panels that were exposed to salt spray. The electrochemical data for these
panels will be discussed later.

Table 2 - Primer and conversion coating results matrix

Conversion Coatinl_
Alodine 1200S

Boegel-EP

Boric Sulfuric Acid Anodize
Dilute chromate sealed and unsealed

Deoxidized (Boeclene acid deox)

Alodine

NSS Results - 2500 hour exposure

All pass

All nonchrome primers fail

MIL-P-85582 control passes

One candidate marginal pass, all others fail

MIL-P-85582 control passes

All nonchrome primers fail

MIL-P-85582 control passes
I

MIL-P-85582 Deft 44-W- 18 Dexter
10PW22-2

Boegel EP

M/L-P-85582 S at

EWDY048A/B

Figure 3 - Salt spray exposure panels for primers applied to alodine and Boegel-EPH. AI2024
substrates.

The nonchrome primers tested were "first generation" primers aimed at meeting MIL-P-85582 Class

N requirements. Second generation primers are being developed and are showing better performing.
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The significant conclusion from this data is that some chromate in the system is essential. The failures

of the primers applied to sealed MIL-A-8625 Type IC coatings (Boric sulfuric anodize) shows that

nonchromate inhibitor technologies are still not sufficiently developed for acceptable performance.

Incorporation of state-of-the-art nonchrome inhibitors into the thin sol-gel matrix has had limited

success to date. Various cerates, vanadates, and borates have been mixed into the Boegel coating

solution. Limited solubility of some inhibitors and blistering of primers applied to sol-gel coatings
using more soluble materials are the typical problems. Stand-alone salt spray performance is improved
by a day or two, but not more than three days. Initial analysis indicates that these inhibitors interact

with the sol-gel chemistry to create "weak" spots in the coating.

Inhibitors can be added to the Boegel chemistry, however. Adding chromates into the coating solution
produced a sol-gel coating that passed 7 days salt fog exposure with no corrosion pits. Paint adhesion

is still excellent. Primed panels are in long term testing. This implies that the sol-gel chemistry must

be adapted to best deliver the nonchrome inhibitors to active sites on the aluminum surface. Figure 4
shows several schemes for incorporating inhibitors into the sol-gel matrix. Chromates and the

inhibitors studied to date rely primarily on the entanglement/trapping mechanism. Chemically
incorporating inhibitors into the sol-gel matrix will take advantage of the hybrid capabilities of the sol-
gel coatings.

I. Entanglement / Trapping

II. Chemical Incorporation into Polymer

CE>\

--0 "-_1_0 --_0 _

f
OR

--0 _/(__ 0

I I
Figure 5 - Incorporation of inhibitors into sol-gel matrix.

2.2. THICK FILM HYBRID COATING SYSTEMS

The goals for the hybrid coating systems are to replace the functionality of both the conversion coating
and the primer. As a consequence the hybrid coating must provide excellent adhesion to both substrate

and topcoat, provide long term corrosion protection, and be resistant to the fluids used in aircraft. This

coating approach is a possible technological basis for a "permanent" coating system.

Several approaches have been investigated for developing hybrid coating systems. The most
promising is one composed of an epoxy silane based alumina/silica sol solution containing Shell EPI-
REZ ® 5522-WY-55 or similar epoxy resins. This chemistry produces room temperature curable

systems that can be pigmented with titanium dioxide or corrosion inhibitors. This coating shows good
adhesion properties.
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Incorporationof inhibitorsintothehybridcoatingsystemshasshownthesameperformanceproblems
asseenwith thethinfilm sol-gelcoatings.Limitedcorrosionprotectionandblisteringhavebeen
issues.Inhibitormaterialsencapsulatedintoorganicshellsorceramicparticlesarebeingdevelopedto
controlthesolubilityandmodeof incorporationintothesol-gelmatrix.

3. PROGRESSIN TOPCOATS

Conceptsfor advancedtopcoatsarein theinitial stagesof study. Previous work has shown that
formulation changes can have a dramatic effect on the cleanabitity of fiat coatings• These are being

pursued as well as the use of nontraditional flatting agents, advanced fluorinated polymers, powder

systems, and plasma deposited coatings.

One aspect of flat coatings is the balance between the critical pigment volume concentration (CPVC)

and permeability of the coating• For corrosion resistance and cleanability a lower PVC is desired•
Achieving low gloss requires a high PVC. Technologies to lower gloss without exceeding the CPVC

are being investigated.

Figure 6 shows the EIS data for primer and primer plus traditional MIL-C-85285 flat topcoat coatings•

The topcoat is electronically "transparent" meaning that it contributes little to the overall barrier

properties of the coating system• Fluoropolymer coating systems have approximately the same PVC
but should be better electrochemical barriers due to their hydrophobic nature• Increased barrier

properties should )rovide superior corrosion protection.
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Figure 6 - EIS data for primer and primer with topcoat coating systems.

4. PROGRESS IN EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

Understanding the transport and barrier properties of a coating is key information to guide

development of coating systems. Electrochemical techniques can give a relative ranking of coating

performance in a relatively short time (days to weeks) as opposed to months for traditional salt fog

exposure testing. These techniques also give information regarding the performance of the coatings in
terms of their transport properties and corrosion resistance.
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4.1. ELECTROCHEMICALEVALUATIONOFDAMAGETOLERANCE

A testmethoduniquetotheACRACprogramisthedeterminationofelectrochemicalresponseof a
coatingsystemto adamageevent.In thistest,electrochemicalimpedancespectroscopy(EIS)isused
tocharacterizethecoatingfor severaldays.A defectisthencreatedin thecoatingandtheresponseof
thesystemismonitoredfor anotherseveraldays.Figure5 showsschematicallythemethodusedto
makethedefect.

Note:

Drawing
not to
scale

Diamond Tip Scribe

Defect dia..= 0.25 mm

Conversion Coating

Figure 5 - Schematic for defect production

Figure 6 shows test results for several coating systems. The high solids MIL-P-23377 primer
consistently has the highest Rcorr value. Water based primer systems are more porous as indicated by

the lower Rcorr. All systems show response to defect production and some recovery after, indicating a
"healing" of the defect area. It is this response of the coating system to damage that is desired to

protect the underlying metal structure from corrosion until such time as the damage is repaired. This 8-
day test provides information equivalent to that gained in the traditional salt spray testing that takes up
to three months to complete.
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Figure 6 - Rcorr vs. exposure time with defect. Primers and conversion coatings are as
described in Table 1.
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4.2. ELECTROCHEMICALNOISEMETHOD(ENM)

ElectrochemicalNoisemeasures small fluctuations of current in a circuit caused by "instantaneous"

corrosion events occurring on a surface. The noise data is used to calculate an average resistance value

for the system that is proportional to rate of corrosion events occurring at the surface. Figure 7 shows
ENM data for nonchrome primers applied to alodine and Boegel on A12024 and A17075 substrates.
The results are consistent with those obtained from salt spray testing shown above in Table 1 and

Figure 3. ENM differentiates between the coating systems in as little as 7 days. Salt spray testing takes
at least 4 weeks.
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Figure 7 - ENM data for nonchrome Dexter primer over Alodine and Boegel. The "2" and "7'
indicate A12024 or A!7075 substrates. The "A" and 'CB"indicate Alodine or Boegel.

5. TRANS_ION PLAN

Technologies developed in the ACRAC program will be transitioned to fleet vehicles through the
CTIO at WPAFB. The primary target vehicle for coating systems developed in the ACRAC program
is the KC- 135. There are a large number of these vehicles in the Air Force inventory and they are

expected to be deployed for at least the next 20 years. The cost to paint one KC-135 at the depot after
PDM is estimated to be $250K. Figure 8 shows the current processing steps and those proposed using

advanced coating processes. The Phase I leverages as much existing technology as possible for drop-in

replacement of the current process steps. Phase II implements advanced technologies. Demonstrations
of technical feasibility conducted with the Coatings Technology Integration Office (CTIO) are planned

for the first quarter of 2000. Actual application of the coating system to a KC-135 will occur if the

process has been realistically demonstrated in a production (i.e. no laboratory) environment.
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Process step
alkaline clean
Clean
"brighten"

Conversion
coating

Current Phase I Phase II

MIL-C-38335

Alodine 1200S

solid state

cleaning
sol-gel
conversion
coat

solid state
cleaning

Hybrid
Primer MIL-P-23377 MIL-P-85582 coating

Class N

Topcoat TT-P-2756 MIL-C-85285 Aclvanced
topcoat

Figure 8 - Finishing sequence for the KC-135

6. CONCLUSION

The ACRAC program is taking a systems approach to developing corrosion resistant durable coatings

for military aircraft. Significant progress has been made in developing nonchromated conversion

coatings that provide superior adhesion of organic coatings to metal structure. Effective materials for

corrosion protection and methods of delivering them to active sites remains a need area. Hybrid

inorganic and organic polymer systems are being developed that show promise for use as durable

coating materials for military aircraft.
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ABSTRACT

Corrosion Prevention Compounds (CPCs) are now commonly employed to combat corrosion in
aircraft structures, particularly for controlling crevice corrosion in airframe skin splice joints. On
the other hand, for fixed and rotary wing aircraft operating in severe corrosive conditions as in the
marine environment, frequent washing with fresh water is also employed to remove salt deposits
and inhibit the onset of corrosion. Unfortunately, while both these remedies are independently
effective, it has been found that aircraft washing tends to reduce the effectiveness of the corroston
prevention compounds. This paper describes the results of an experimental program aimed at
determining the effect of frequent washing on the effective life of CPCs in crevice joints. The tests
were conducted on crevice washer specimens treated with three different kinds of commercially
available Water Displacing Corrosion Preventive (WDCP) compounds and exposed to continuous
salt spray testing as per ASTM Standard B-117. After thirty days of exposure, specimens treated
with CPCs but not subjected to washing had developed less than twenty percent of corrosion
compared to unwashed specimens without any CPCs, whereas corrosion in untreated specimens
subjected to frequent washing was about half of that in untreated unwashed specimens. After thirty
days of exposure to salt fog.and frequent washing, the specimens treated with CPCs had developed
the same amount of corros|on as the untreated specimens. A comparison of the performance of
the different CPCs studied showed while some of them may remain effective up to a period of
about two weeks, in most cases frequent washing causes corrosion to develop over a significant
part of the crevice in a matter of six to seven days, highlighting the necessity of reapplication of
the CPCs every time the aircraft is washed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In today's world of increasing economic pressures, the prevention and control of corrosion in
airframe structures is a matter of high priority to both military and civilian aircraft operators, who
have been investing large amounts of money and effort to stretch the effective operational life of
equipment in service to the maximum extent possible. While corrosion may be regarded as a
natural aging process that may be considered acceptable in aircraft that have exceeded their
expected operational life, the fact is that even airframes in the prime of their life succumb to
attacks of corrosion, with either debilitating or expensive consequences, especially when they

operate in highly aggressive, corrosion inducing, environments. Most aircraft operators have
embarked upon active Corrosion Prevention and Control programs, with a view to delaying the
onset of corrosion as far as possible, monitoring airframe structures closely for detecting corrosion
as soon as it sets in, and taking active measures either for elimination or for maximum
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amelioration,whereeradicationis not possible.Thetraditionalmethodof preventingcorrosionis
theexclusionof aqueousenvironmentfrom themetalsurfaceusingpaintcoatings.Whilethis is
still theprimarymethodemployed,twoothercontrolmechanismsthathavecomeinto usein the
lasttwodecadesfor reinforcingor supplementingthe protectionofferedby paint coatings,are
applicationof WaterDisplacingCorrosionPreventivecompoundsandfreshwaterwashing.

1.1WATERDISPLACINGCORROSIONPREVENTIVECOMPOUNDS

A commonmethodadoptedfor combatingcorrosionin bothcivilianandmilitary aircraftis the
applicationof WaterDisplacingCorrosionPreventiveCompounds(WDCPs)which havebeen
foundto behighly effectivein preventingtheonsetof corrosion,aswellasinhibitingits further
growthonceanatt_k setsin: TypicalcommercialWDCPproductsareBoeshieldT9TM, WIM0 TM,

CRC 3-36 , LPS I'M, LPS 3 ''_, and ARDROX 3961TM. In addition to possessing good corrosion
inhibiting properties, they also have excellent penetrating and water displacing properties. In
general most WDCPs contain a an oil, grease or wax based film former, a volatile, low -surface
tension carrier solvent, a non-volatile hydrophobic additive, and various corrosion inhibiting
compounds t. The WDCPs are particularly suited for use in crevice joints, such as airframe skin lap
and butt splices. Upon application the carrier solvent penetrates deep into the crevices, and
evaporates leaving a residual film containing the hydrophobic additives and the corrosion
inhibitors. Most WDCPs are formulated to meet the requirements set by various specifications such
as the US Military Specification MIL-C-81309, UK Joint Services Designation such as PX-24 or
Boeing Materials Specifications such as BMS 3-23. WDCPs are relatively inexpensive and easily
applied, either from aerosol cans or by brushing the liquid on to the surface. They are therefore
widely used throughout the industry, without perhaps adequate laboratory or field research
concerning their effectiveness, life expectancies or possible side effects such as influence on
fatigue life of the components 23.

1.2 AIRCRAFT WASHING

A practice commonly adopted under Corrosion Prevention and Control schemes for aircraft
operating in aggressive conditions such as marine environment or concentrations of industrial
pollutants, is to subject them to frequent washing to remove the deposits of salt and corrosive
chemicals from the metallic surfaces. This has been found to be very effective in delaying the
attack of corrosion. The Royal Australian Navy has a number of Defence Instructions such as AP
119A-0202-1, NAP 7210.024-2-000 and NAP 7210.024-6-2-2 for aircraft washing procedures 4_.
Instructions detail the frequency of washing and the use of cleaning agents. Cleaning procedures
vary according to the base location of the aircraft - ship or shore, the operating conditions, and the
level of grime which has built up on the aircraft since the previous wash. Aircraft involved in
maritime operations are required to undergo a fresh water wash after any period of low flying or
exposure to foul weather. For ship borne aircraft an external aircraft foam cleaning is carried out
every seven days, with daily fresh water rinsing. For land-based aircraft foam cleaning is carried
out every 14 days, and fresh water rinsing is carried out as required 4. The detergent to be
employed as well as the ratio of the detergent to fresh water mixture according to whether it is a
normal wash, light duty or heavy duty wash, are also specified 56. It is to be noted the Naval
husbandry procedures require that Corrosion Prevention Compounds be reapplied on the relevant
structural components every time the aircraft is subjected to a wash. While this procedure may be
viewed as overly conservative, it is a safe approach, since there has been no previous studies on the
removal of WDCPs or on the reduction in their effectiveness due to fresh water or detergent
cleaning of aircraft.

1.3 OBJECTIVE OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

The present experimental work was undertaken with the objective of investigating the effect of
frequent washing on the effectiveness of Water Displacing Corrosion Preventive compounds in
protecting airframe structures from crevice corrosion. The aim was to determine the effective life

of the WDCPs within the crevices between the joints, when they are being frequently subjected to
fresh water cleaning, in comparison to their effective life when no washing is undertaken. It is
hoped that the study will facilitate a more scientific approach to determining the frequency of
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aircraftwashingand/orreapplicationof thecorrosionpreventioncompoundsafterwashing,with
theresultof eithersavingin husbandrycostsandeffectiveutilisationof materialandman-hoursin
corrosion maintenance of the Navy's aircraft.

2. EXPERIMENT

The experimental program consisted of accelerated corrosion testing of crevice washer specimens
treated with three different types of commercial WI3CPs commonly employed in the aircraft
industry, as well as a set of untreated specimens, in a salt spray environment. The control group, of
specimens were kept unwashed, while the test specimens were subjected to frequent washing using
a detergent mix in accordance with specifications of the Australian Navy's aircraft husbandry
program.

2.1 CREVICE WASHER SPECIMENS

The crevice specimens employed in
the experiment were constructed
using aluminium coupons attached
to crevice washers as per ASTM
G78 Standard 7. The coupons were
made of square 4mm thick square
pieces of aluminium alloy 2024-T3
sheet, 25mmx25mm in size, with a
6mm hole drilled through the
centre. Both surfaces of the
aluminium sheets were given a
surface finish of 120 grind, and
were unpainted. The teflon washers
had an inner diameter of 6mm,
outer diameter 15mm and
contained 12 crevices (see Figure
1). The crevice washers were
attached to either side of the

aluminium piece, secured by a
nylon fastener (see Figure 2). Thus
each specimen provided 24
crevices and 24 exposed areas
(between the crevices) which could
be monitored during the trial. The
nylon fasteners were tightened
using a torque slightly more than
finger tight, care being taken to
reproduce the same torque for all
the 128 specimens prepared. After
the application of CPCs, the
specimens were assembled in
specially prepared plastic racks in
the salt spray corrosion chamber.

Figure 1. Schematic of Crevice Washer

AI 2024 Washers

Nylon Washer Foot
Fastener

Figure 2. Assembly of Crevice Washer Specimen

2.2 TREATMENT WITH WDCPS

The 128 specimens prepared were divided into two groups of 64, the test group A, which were
subjected to frequent washing, and the control group B, which were not washed at all. Both groups
were further divided into 8 subgroups, each of which was exposed to the salt fog for a
predetermined interval of time (see Table 1). Each subgroup contained 4 pairs of specimens, one
pair of which was left untreated, while the other three pairs were treated with a different type of
WDCP, selected from commercial products commonly employed in the aircraft industry. For
proprietary reasons, the trade names of the WDCPs are being withheld and they are designated as
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CPC1,CPC2andCPC3for thepurposesof reporting.CPCI is anoily typeof WaterDisplacing
CorrosionPreventive,whichproducea thinfilm of about3 to 4 micronsafterdrying. CPC2is a
greaselessWDCP,whosefilm thicknessisabout25micronsupondrying.CPC3is of thesoftwaxy
type,with adry film thicknessof approximately50 microns.The specimensweretreatedwith
WDCPsin accordancewiththe instructionsof themanufacturersandallowedto dry for 24 hours
beforebeingplacedin the corrosionchamber.Thetestmatrixpresentedin Table 1 belowshows
detailsof thedifferenttestconditionsthatwereemployedin theexperiment.

TABLE 1. TEST MATRIX

Group Washed/ No CPC CPC1 CPC2 CPC3 Exposure time
No. Unwashed (hrs)

1A Washed 2 2 2 2 94

IB Unwashed 2 2 2 2 92

2 A Washed 2 2 2 2 162

2B Unwashed 2 2 2 2 162

3A Washed 2 2 2 2 254

3B Unwashed 2 2 2 2 253

4A Washed 2 2 2 2 325

4B Unwashed 2 2 2 2 322

5A Washed 2 2 2 2 418

5B Unwashed 2 2 2 2 418

6A Washed 2 2 2 2 485

6B Unwashed 2 2 2 2 485

7A Washed 2 2 2 2 579

7B Unwashed 2 2 2 2 581

8A Washed 2 2 2 2 650

8B Unwashed 2 2 2 2 652
I II

2.3 WASHING PROCEDURE

Half the toal number of specimens were treated as the control group and were not subjected to any
washing, while the other 64 specimens were subjected to frequent washing. The specimens in the
latter group were washed 4 times a week. To accommodate practical constraints the washing was
performed at irregular intervals, ie. on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays. The specimens
were washed employing a sponge in accordance with the Navy guidelines, using a mixture of one
part of detergent solution to 2 parts of fresh water. The foam was rinsed using running tap water.
The full details of the washing procedure and the experimental investigation is provided
elsewhere _.

2.4 ACCELERATED CORROSION TESTING

The accelerated corrosion testing was performed using a Singleton Salt Fog Corrosion Chamber in
accordance with the ASTM Standard Practice B117 for Operating Salt Spray Testing Apparatus _.
The specimens were subjected to continuous salt fog exposure, except for interruptions of about
an hour for removal of specimens for washing and examination every other day. The accelerated
testing was conducted for a total of about four weeks. At intervals of about 3 to 4 days, sixteen
specimens - a pair of unwashed and a pair of washed specimens from each of the four sets treated
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with a different _ condition were removedfrom the salt spray chamber,cleaned,
disassembledandinspectedfor corrosion.Theactualnumberof hoursof exposureto saltspray
environmentfor eachgroupof specimensis listedinTable1.

2.5CORROSIONMONITORING

Whenthespecimenswereremovedfrom the saltspraychamberat the end of their designated
exposuretimes,they weredisassembled,washedunder running tap waterand photographed,
before being cleaned with a 70% nitric acid solution. They were then examined under an optical
microscope to gauge the extent of pitting corrosion developed. The main measure employed to
quantify the extent of corrosion was to visually identify its spread over the surface of the crevices,
as well as the exposed surface between the crevices on either side of the Aluminum test pieces.
This is expressed as a percentage of the total crevice area or of the exposed surface area available
for corrosion. The extent of surface area covered by corrosion, both within the crevices and in the

exposed areas, was considered to be the most acceptable form of quantifying, corrosion in this trial,
although it is to be admitted that one drawback of this measure of corrosion is that it does not
allow for the consideration of the severity of corrosion.

Two other methods of quantifying the extent of corrosion were also attempted: measurement of
weight loss and the measurement of pit depth. In the former case, it was found that a large fraction
of both washed and unwashed specimens actually gained weight by the end of the accelerated
corrosion testing period, most likely due to CPC and corrosion product build-up remaining in the
corrosion pits even after cleaning. As for the measurement of pit depth, the large number of pits
on the specimens made it impossible to measure the depth of every pit in order to obtain the
average pit depth as required by ASTM Standard 46-94. Therefore, an attempt was made to record
what appeared to be the largest pit on the specimen, but a tabulation of the results did not show
any correlation between the recorded maximum pit depth and the time of exposure to salt spray.
This could be attributed to the incomplete removal of the accumulated corrosion products from
within the pits, as well as misapprehension as to the deepest pit on the specimen. In any case the
measurement of pit depth alone would not account for the cross-sectional shape or number of the
pits. Hence the study has been restricted to measurement of the extent of corrosion in terms of the
area of surface coverage both in the crevices as well as the exposed surfaces between the crevices.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results are presented in Figures 3 to 8. In each case the abscissa is the exposure
period in days while the ordinate indicates the percentage of surface area over which corrosion has
developed. The extent of corrosion measured in the 24 crevices of each specimen (12 on either
side of the aluminium sheet) is labelled as crevice corrosion, whereas the corrosion measured in
the exposed areas in between the crevices under the two washers is labelled as surface corrosion.

3.1 EFFECT OF FRESH WATER WASHING ON SPECIMENS WITHOUT CPC

For specimens subjected to salt spray testing without any treatment with Ct_s, the percentage area
of surface corrosion between crevices and the percentage area of crevice corrosion are plotted
against the period of exposure in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) respectively. The broken lines in the
figures indicate the corrosion monitored on unwashed specimens, while the solid lines indicate
corrosion measured on specimens that were subjected to regular fresh water washing. The
beneficial effect of frequent washing, with no other protection against corrosion employed, is
evident from the figures. The untreated unwashed specimens developed almost hundred percent
corrosion on the exposed surfaces within twenty days while even after exposure for about thirty
days the surface corrosion in untreated specimens washed regularly is less than 50%. The plots in
Figure 3(b) show that the washed specimens develop corrosion over 70% of the areas within the
crevices within I0 to 20 days, indicating that washing is not as effective in preventing crevice
corrosion in untreated specimens as it is in controlling surface corrosion. This could be attributed
to the fact that the washing procedure removes salt build-up from the exposed surface but leaves
the aluminium's natural corrosion inhibiting oxide coating intact. Removing the salt coating
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means that the aluminium is not attacked by concentrated salt deposits. Since washing would not
be as effective in removing salt and corrosion products from within the crevices the effects of
washing in suppressing the formation of corrosion is less pronounced within the crevices. Still,
frequent washing with fresh water and detergent appears to be a good deterrent for both surface
and crevice corrosion.

3.2 EFFECTIVENESS OF CPCS WITHOUT FREQUENT WASHING

The efficacy of Water Displacing Corrosion Compounds in keeping corrosion at bay is displayed
in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). In these figures show the percentage areas of surface and crevice
corrosion are plotted against the period of exposure to salt spray, for the control specimens which
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Figure 4(b). Crevice Corrosion
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were not subjected to frequent washing. It can be seen that in both cases, specimens without any
treatment developed 100 percent corrosion within about 2 weeks of exposure. If an arbitrary value
of twenty percent corrosion is taken to indicate the breakdown of the CPC, then for the three CPCs
studied virtually no breakdown has occurred until the end of the four week trial period.
Considering crevice corrosion, only CPCI, which has the least dry film thickness, shows signs of
breaking down towards the end of the four week trial, while CPC2 and CPC3 remain just as
effective in crevices as on exposed surfaces. In comparison, the unprotected or bare specimens
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reach twenty percent corrosion within the first week, with an average corrosion coverage of
approximately ninety percent after fifteen days.

3.3 COMBINED EFFECTIVESNESS OF CPCS AND FREQUENT WASHING

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) respectively, indicate the effectiveness of Cl_s on the specimens which are
subject to frequent fresh water washing. The breakdown of CPCs is significant and almost
immediate for both types of corrosion, surface as well as crevice, as evidenced by the plots. For
surface corrosion CPC1 reaches twenty percent within the first five days, ie. just two washes, while
all three CPCs have broken down by the fourteenth day. Again, using our arbitrary criterion of
20% corrosion as the indication of failure, it is seen that in the crevice areas under the washers, all
three CPCs breakdown before the tenth day. On average CPC3 with the thickest dry film coating
appears to provide the best crevice protection while CPCI provides the best surface protection. By
the end of a three to four week period it is evident that specimens that were initially coated with
CPCs are as much affected by corrosion as those originally unprotected.

Surface Corrosion - Washed Specimens Crevice Corrosion - Washed Specimens
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Figure 5(a). Surface Corrosion Figure 5(b). Crevice Corrosion
in Specimens Subjected to Washing in Specimens Subjected to Washing

3.4 EFFECTIVESNESS OF CPCS WHEN SUBJECTED TO FREQUENT WASHING

The data from the plots in Figures 4 and 5 are presented separately for each individual Ct_ in
Figures 6 to 8. Figures 6(a), 7(a) and 8(a) respectively depict the comparison of the growth of
corrosion damage on the exposed surfaces between the crevices in the washed and unwashed
conditions for each of the three compounds CPC1, CPC2 and CPC3. The comparison of crevice
corrosion growth with increasing periods of salt spray exposure between the washed and unwashed
groups of specimens is displayed in Figures 6(b), 7(b) and 8(b) respectively for the three
compounds investigated. It is evident from these graphs that all three CPCs were successful in
containing corrosion to within 20% of the total available crevice and exposed surface areas, when
the specimens were not subjected to frequent washing, whereas in the specimens subjected to
frequent washing all three CPCs broke down fairly quickly, resulting in corrosion coverage well
above the twenty percent mark. This confirms that CPC coatings are adversely affected by washing
and need to be reapplied.
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CONCLUSION

The results of an experimental investigation on the effectiveness of Water Displacing Corrosion
Prevention compounds have been presented. The results from the tests indicate that:

• The use of frequent washing with fresh water has a benefitial effect in controlling the growth of
corrosion damage. Compared to unwashed specimens which get fully corroded in the salt fog
environment within about 20 days, specimens that are washed every alternate day develop only
50 to 70% corrosion even after four weeks. Fresh water washing, however, is more effective in

inhibiting surface corrosion than crevice corrosion.
• Water Displacing Corrosion Preventive Compounds on their own are very effective and reliable

in inhibiting both surface and crevice corrosion in aluminium alloys. Less than twenty percent
corrosion is developed in both cases even after continuos exposure to salt fog for four weeks,
provided the specimens are not subjected to washing.

• The combination of CPCs and frequent washing, without reapplication of the Cl_s, however, is
only as effective as fresh water washing by itself. Frequent washing significantly reduces the
effectiveness of the Ct_s. After two or three washes, the CPCs are virtually ineffective, if no

recoat is applied. Comparing between different _, it appears that the thin film CPC studied
was more durable on exposed surfaces, whereas the thick film CPC appeared to retain its
protective capacity for the longest period within the crevices.
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